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Is it possible to improve the weighting function for lightness in the
CIEDE2000 color-difference formula?
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1. Introduction
Amongst five corrections to CIELAB proposed by the current CIE-ISO recommended
color-difference formula CIEDE2000 (symbol ∆𝐸00 ) [1-3], it can be said that the
weighting function for lightness (symbol 𝑆𝐿 ), also called lightness tolerance, is the
most controversial one in recent literature [4]. The CIEDE2000 formula proposed a
V-shaped symmetrical function 𝑆𝐿 with a minimum at 𝐿∗ = 50 (the assumed lightness
of the background), accounting for the so-called “crispening effect”. In the current
paper, from 13 experimental datasets (7420 color pairs) previously employed by the
CIE Technical Committee 1-55 [5-16], we have used the Standardized Residual Sum
of Squares (STRESS) index [17, 18] to test the performances of the SL function
proposed by CIEDE2000, as well as three CIEDE2000-modified color-difference
formulas. Low STRESS values, always in the range 0-100, indicate better performance
of a color-difference formula (i.e. better predictions of average visually-perceived
color differences reported by real observers with normal color vision).
The CIEDE2000 formula [1-3] is given by:

∆𝐸00 = √(

∆𝐿∗ 2
∆𝐶 ′ 2
∆𝐻′ 2
∆𝐶 ′
∆𝐻′
) +(
) +(
) + 𝑅𝑇 (
)(
) ,
𝑘𝐿 𝑆𝐿
𝑘𝐶 𝑆𝐶
𝑘𝐻 𝑆𝐻
𝑘𝐶 𝑆𝐶 𝑘𝐻 𝑆𝐻

(1)

where the three parametric factors will be assumed here as 𝑘𝐿 = 𝑘𝐶 = 𝑘𝐻 = 1.0, and
the weighting function for lightness, SL, is given by:
𝑆𝐿 = 1 +

0.015(𝐿∗ − 50)

2

√20 + (𝐿∗ − 50)

.

(2)

2

It can be noted that the CIEDE2000 color-difference formula in Eq. 1 is not an
Euclidean distance, because of the chroma-hue interaction term controled by the 𝑅𝑇
factor, which is often designated in the literature as the rotation term.
The next three CIEDE2000-modified color-difference formulas will be considered:
13

1) The ∆E00_M1 color-difference formula is analogous to ∆E00 in Eq. 1, but using the
next 𝑆𝐿 ´ function, proposed by researchers at the University of Leeds (UK) [19]:
2

𝑆𝐿 ´ = 1 +

0.008(𝐿∗ − 𝐿𝑏 )

√10 + (𝐿∗ − 𝐿𝑏 )

,

(3)

2

where 𝐿𝑏 is the specific CIELAB lightness of the background for each visual dataset.
2) The ∆E00_M2 color-difference formula is also analogous to ∆E00, but replacing the
SL function in Eq. 2 by SL = 1, as proposed by the CIELAB and CIE94 [20] colordifference formulas. In a recent paper, R.S. Berns has recommended to introduce this
modification in CIEDE2000 [21].
3) Finally, ∆E00_M3 is a color-difference formula recently developed by us [4], with
the same structure than ∆E00, but avoiding its original SL function. Specifically, the
∆E00_M3 color-difference formula proposes the replacement of the ratio ∆𝐿∗ ⁄𝑆𝐿 in
Eq. 1 by ∆𝐿𝑤 , where 𝐿𝑤 is the next new definition of lightness, based on Whittle
formula [22]:
𝐼𝑓 𝑌 ≥ 18.419 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐿𝑤 = 50.4 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (1 + 1.21

𝑌 − 18.419
) + 38.141
4.73 + 18.419

(4)

18.419 − 𝑌
) + 38.141
4.73 + 𝑌

(5)

𝐼𝑓 𝑌 ≤ 18.419 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐿𝑤 = −50.4 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (1 + 1.21

where 𝑌 is the luminance factor (range 0-100; i.e. relative colorimetry [20]).
∗
Datasets [References]
𝐿̅∗ ≤ 25
𝐿̅∗ ≤ 50
𝐿̅∗ > 50
𝐿̅∗ ≥ 75
│ ∆𝐿∗⁄∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
│ > 0.9
BFD-P [5]
7.0
5.3
45.8
54.2
9.8
RIT-DuPont [6]
12.8
9.0
41.3
58.7
14.7
Leeds [7,8]
35.5
0.0
60.6
39.4
12.7
Witt [9]
6.7
0.0
40.7
59.3
20.3
RIT-DuPont-Ind. [10]
13.0
8.8
42.6
57.4
15.2
BIGC-T2-M [11]
8.0
0.0
35.1
64.9
22.8
BIGC-T2-SG [11]
12.6
0.0
35.2
64.8
24.7
BIGC-T2-G [11]
9.0
0.0
38.3
61.7
21.9
BIGC-T1-SG [12]
10.0
0.0
37.0
63.0
12.3
Wang [13]
37.0
0.0
51.0
49.0
20.0
BIGC-S-SG [14]
2.5
0.0
36.3
63.7
12.1
NCSU-Blue [15]
3.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
NCSU-Black [16]
28.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
Table 1. Percentages of color pairs with mainly lightness differences (column 2) and average CIELAB lightness (𝐿̅∗ )
in 4 different intervals (columns 3-6), for each one of the 13 visual datasets [1-12] considered in this paper.

For each one of the 13 visual datasets mentioned before [5-16], in addition to the
complete datasets we have also considered in the current paper some different subsets:
Color pairs with almost only lightness differences (specifically, color pairs
∗
∗
with│ ∆𝐿∗ ⁄∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
│ > 0.9, where ∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
is the color-difference in CIELAB units), and
∗
color pairs with average 𝐿 values below and above 50 (the assumed lightness of the
background in ∆𝐸00 , see Eq. 2). Table 1 shows the percentage of color pairs in 5
14

different subsets. Excluding the two ‘region specific’ datasets [15, 16], Table 1 shows
that the percentage of color pairs below and above 𝐿̅∗ = 50 is balanced enough well
(averages of 42.2% vs. 57.8%). However, it is noticeable that the percentage of color
pairs with 𝐿̅∗ ≤ 25 is considerably low: More specifically, Table 1 shows that there
were no color pairs with 𝐿̅∗ ≤ 25 for 9 of the 13 tested datasets, the percentage in this
range being 100% for the NCSU-Black [16] dataset.
2. Results
2.1. STRESS results for complete datasets.
Table 2 shows STRESS values for each of the 13 visual datasets [5-16] and different
color-difference formulas. The last two columns in Table 2 are the critical F-values to
be considered at a 95% confidence level in order to test the statistical significance of
the differences between two given color-difference formulas [1-3]. More specifically,
Table 2 shows the STRESS results for the original ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula in
column 2, and the 3 modifications of this formula previously described (∆𝐸00 _𝑀1,
∆𝐸00 _𝑀2, and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3) in columns 3-5, as well as the results found by the original
∆𝐸00 formula modified by a power function with exponent 0.70 (column 6), which
produced particularly good results in a previous work [23]. Cells filled with
blue/yellow color in Table 2 mean that the formula indicated in the header row
performs better/worse than the original ∆𝐸00 formula. In addition, numbers in
bold/italic fonts in Table 2 indicate that there are statistically significant/nonsignificant differences (95% confidence level) between the formula in the header row
and the original ∆𝐸00 formula.
Datasets [References] ∆𝐸00 ∆𝐸00 _𝑀1 ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 ∆𝐸00 ^0.70
𝐹𝐶
1⁄𝐹𝐶
BFD-P [5]
29.6
30.1
31.5
29.1
28.5
0.928 1.077
RIT-DuPont [6]
19.5
18.6
18.9
19.0
13.4
0.800 1.249
Leeds [7, 8]
19.2
21.8
27.6
19.4
17.6
0.799 1.252
Witt [9]
30.2
28.2
27.4
30.6
28.6
0.825 1.212
RIT-DuPont-Ind. [10]
23.1
22.5
23.1
22.7
15.6
0.872 1.146
BIGC-T2-M [11]
45.8
45.8
46.0
46.1
38.2
0.821 1.217
BIGC-T2-SG [11]
48.8
47.9
46.8
48.6
39.6
0.830 1.204
BIGC-T2-G [11]
50.3
49.8
49.1
49.5
44.1
0.817 1.224
BIGC-T1-SG [12]
46.4
46.1
45.9
46.0
36.1
0.877 1.140
Wang [13]
18.3
26.8
29.1
18.1
13.4
0.673 1.486
BIGC-S-SG [14]
29.4
29.2
29.3
29.5
22.5
0.830 1.204
NCSU-Blue [15]
21.2
21.2
22.6
21.8
17.2
0.612 1.633
NCSU-Black [16]
25.9
25.9
27.6
25.3
20.7
0.567 1.762
Table 2. STRESS values for 13 visual datasets (column 1) and 5 different color-difference formulas (columns 2-6,
see text). Cells filled with blue/yellow color indicate better/worse performance than the one achieved by using the
∆𝐸00 color-difference formula, while numbers in bold/italic font mean significant/non-significant differences with
respect to ∆𝐸00 , from specific critical 𝐹𝐶 and 1⁄𝐹𝐶 values shown in last two columns (significance level 95%).

From Table 2 it can be noted that for the three CIEDE2000-modified formulas
(columns 3-5) there is only one case with statistically significant better performance
than the original ∆𝐸00 formula: The case of the ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 color-difference formula in
Witt’s dataset [9] (cell filled with blue color and STRESS value of 27.4 in bold font).
This situation is in contrast with the highly satisfactory results achieved by using a
power function with exponent 0.70 in ∆𝐸00 [23], which produced statistically
significant improvements upon the original ∆𝐸00 formula for 9 of the 13 datasets (see
15

cells filled in blue color with numbers in bold font in column 6 of Table 2). Currently,
it can be said that the use of power functions seems to be the most effective way to
improve the performance of advanced color-difference formulas [23].
2.2. STRESS results for color pairs with mainly lightness differences.
Table 3 shows analogous results to those in previous Table 2, but filtering each one
∗
of the original datasets to consider only the color pairs with │ ∆𝐿∗ ⁄∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
│ > 0.9 (i.e.
color pairs with almost only lightness differences). Because we are interested on
studying the weighting function for lightness in ∆𝐸00 , results shown in Tables 2 and
3 allow us to check whether the performances of ∆𝐸00 and the remaining proposed
color-difference formulas are or not different for the complete datasets (Table 2) and
their corresponding filtered subsets with color pairs exhibiting almost only lightness
differences (Table 3).
From Table 3 it can be noted that none of the three CIEDE2000-modified colordifference formula (∆𝐸00 _𝑀1, ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2, and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3) reported statistically
significant better results than ∆𝐸00 for any of the 13 datasets (i.e. there are no cells
filled in blue color and numbers in bold font in columns 3-5 in Table 3). Comparing
Tables 2 and 3 it can be stated that the performance of all tested color-difference
formulas (except ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3) with respect to the original color-difference formula
∆𝐸00 is slightly worse for color pairs with almost only lightness differences (Table 3)
than for complete datasets (Table 2). From Tables 2 and 3 it can be also added that
color-difference formulas ∆𝐸00 _𝑀1 and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 (but not ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2) improved ∆𝐸00
for most datasets, but such improvements never were statistically significant. Tables
2 and 3 show that for a majority of datasets the ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 formula was significantly or
non-significantly worse than the ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula, which indicates that,
beside the recommendation made in [21], for current experimental datasets the
replacement of the 𝑆𝐿 function in ∆𝐸00 by 𝑆𝐿 = 1 is not advisable.
Datasets [References] ∆𝐸00 ∆𝐸00 _𝑀1 ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 ∆𝐸00 ^0.70
𝐹𝐶
1⁄𝐹𝐶
BFD-P [5]
32.5
31.4
31.1
30.3
32.2
0.754 1.326
RIT-DuPont [6]
14.7
13.8
17.6
13.4
10.2
0.529 1.891
Leeds [7, 8]
16.7
19.5
25.4
16.9
14.9
0.684 1.461
Witt [9]
29.7
28.4
30.6
29.3
24.7
0.463 2.161
RIT-DuPont-Ind. [10]
22.6
22.2
25.3
21.9
14.2
0.683 1.464
BIGC-T2-M [11]
55.0
54.6
54.5
55.7
43.9
0.488 2.049
BIGC-T2-SG [11]
38.6
37.3
35.9
37.5
31.0
0.586 1.706
BIGC-T2-G [11]
54.4
53.7
52.7
51.4
45.6
0.499 2.002
BIGC-T1-SG [12]
45.1
44.2
43.2
44.5
34.2
0.657 1.523
Wang [13]
14.1
27.7
25.1
13.3
10.5
0.515 1.942
BIGC-S-SG [14]
28.8
29.7
32.8
28.0
21.7
0.269 3.718
NCSU-Blue [15]
21.8
21.8
22.9
22.5
14.8
0.002 647.8
NCSU-Black [16]
22.6
22.9
23.7
20.3
22.8
0.321 3.115
∗
Table 3. Idem to Table 2 but for color pairs with mainly lightness differences: │ ∆𝐿∗⁄∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
│ > 0.9.

2.3. STRESS results for color pairs with average L* below and above 50.
In this subsection our goal is to check the symmetry of the SL function proposed by
CIEDE2000 with respect to the assumed lightness of the background, 𝐿̅∗ = 50 (see
Eq. 2). Tables 4 and 5 show STRESS results found using color pairs in complete
datasets with average 𝐿∗ values (𝐿̅∗ ) below and above 50, respectively. The colors and
fonts codes in the cells of Tables 4 and 5 are the same used in previous Tables 2 and
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3. It can be noted that Tables 4 and 5 discarded the use of the ∆𝐸00 _𝑀1 colordifference formula (and also the ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula modified by exponent
0.70), because this formula considers the lightness of the backgrounds in each dataset
in place of 𝐿̅∗ = 50 [19]. Tables 4 and 5 also missed the NCSU-Blue [15] and NCSUBlack [16] datasets because all 𝐿̅∗ values in these datasets are below 50 (see Table 1).
From Tables 4 and 5 we can see that both, ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 were never
statistically significant better than ∆𝐸00 . It can be also noticed that the performance of
these two CIEDE2000-modified color-difference formulas with respect to ∆𝐸00 is
better for color pairs with 𝐿̅∗ values below 50 than for color pairs with 𝐿̅∗ values above
50, but this result must be interpreted with prudence, because the number of available
color pairs in the range 𝐿̅∗ ≤ 25 is very small (see Table 1), and this difference is not
statistically significant (see subsection 2.5).
Datasets [References]

∆𝐸00

∆𝐸00 _𝑀2

∆𝐸00 _𝑀3

𝐹𝐶

1⁄𝐹𝐶

BFD-P [5]
26.9
31.4
26.5
0.904
1.106
RIT-DuPont [6]
18.7
19.0
19.2
0.747
1.338
Leeds [7, 8]
18.9
29.7
18.9
0.698
1.433
Witt [9]
30.0
27.0
30.2
0.779
1.284
RIT-DuPont-Ind. [10]
23.1
23.8
23.5
0.835
1.198
BIGC-T2-M [11]
42.8
43.3
42.9
0.783
1.277
BIGC-T2-SG [11]
39.0
38.4
38.6
0.793
1.260
BIGC-T2-G [11]
43.5
43.3
43.4
0.773
1.294
BIGC-T1-SG [12]
44.3
44.1
44.3
0.847
1.180
Wang [13]
12.8
27.0
12.7
0.564
1.773
BIGC-S-SG [14]
29.7
29.5
29.8
0.792
1.263
Table 4. STRESS values for color pairs with average L* values above 50, considering 3
color-difference formulas and 11 visual datasets. The colors of the cells and the fonts for
numbers follow the same codes used in previous Tables 2 and 3.
Datasets [References]
∆𝐸00
∆𝐸00 _𝑀2
∆𝐸00 _𝑀3
𝐹𝐶
1⁄𝐹𝐶
BFD-P [5]
31.6
31.5
31.2
0.896
1.116
RIT-DuPont [6]
19.4
17.7
18.1
0.706
1.416
Leeds [7, 8]
17.9
21.1
19.2
0.749
1.335
Witt [9]
17.1
15.7
16.3
0.739
1.353
RIT-DuPont-Ind. [10]
21.7
20.6
20.8
0.811
1.233
BIGC-T2-M [11]
48.7
48.7
48.6
0.716
1.396
BIGC-T2-SG [11]
56.1
54.9
55.5
0.730
1.370
BIGC-T2-G [11]
54.8
52.9
53.6
0.720
1.388
BIGC-T1-SG [12]
49.6
48.7
48.4
0.805
1.242
Wang [13]
19.0
22.9
20.7
0.571
1.752
BIGC-S-SG [14]
28.9
28.9
28.9
0.733
1.363
Table 5. Idem to Table 4, but for color pairs with average L* values below 50.

2.4. Normalized scatter plots for pairs with mainly lightness differences.
∗ ⁄
Figures 1 and 2 show for different datasets [5-14] the normalized ratios ∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
∆𝑉 for
∗
∗⁄
color pairs with │ ∆𝐿 ∆𝐸𝑎𝑏 │ > 0.9 (i.e. color pairs with mainly lightness
differences) against average 𝐿∗ values below and above 50, respectively. The
normalization employed in these Figures was to divide the mentioned ratios by its
average in each individual dataset [21]. Figures 1 and 2 also show the 2 branches of
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the SL (V-shaped) function, corresponding to the predictions made by the ∆𝐸00
formula [1-3].

∗ ⁄
∗
Fig. 1. Normalized ratios ∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
∆𝑉 for experimental color pairs with │ ∆𝐿∗⁄∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
│ > 0.9 (i.e. color pairs with
mainly lightness differences) in 11 visual datasets [5-14], against average 𝐿∗ values of color pairs in the range 0-50.
Predictions from the ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula [1-3] are indicated by the black line.

Fig. 2. Idem to Figure 1, but for color pairs with average 𝐿∗ values in the range 50-100.
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As in reference [21], Figures 1 and 2 show a considerable scatter. Therefore, in
general, it cannot be stated that the 𝑆𝐿 function (Eq. 2) proposed by ∆𝐸00 (Eq. 1) is a
good predictor of experimental results for color pairs with almost only lightness
differences in most currently available visual datasets [5-14]. Fig. 1 also shows that
there are few pairs in the range 𝐿̅∗ ≤ 25 (see Table 1), which claims for future studies
using a higher number of dark color pairs.
2.5. Summary of results for complete datasets and subsets.
Table 6 summarizes the results shown in previous Tables 2-5, indicating the number
of datasets (from a total of 13 [5-16] or 11 [5-14], depending on the row considered
in such Table) with better or worse results than those achieved by the original ∆𝐸00
color-difference formula, considering also statistically significant and not statistically
significant differences at 95% confidence level. Note that, for the three CIEDE2000modified formulas (∆𝐸00 _𝑀1, ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2, and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3) statistically significant better
results than those found by using ∆𝐸00 are found for only in one case (Witt dataset
[9]). However, the ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula modified by an exponent 0.7 [23]
produced very good results for all complete datasets (i.e. statistically significant or
non-significant improvements), but not so good for the subsets of color pairs with
mainly lightness differences. In general, we can note that highest values in Table 6
are placed in column 4, which means that in most cases the CIEDE2000-modified
formulas tested in the current paper were better, but, unfortunately, not statistically
significant better, than the original ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula.
Color-difference
formulas under
comparison

Significantly
Better

NonSignificantly
Better

Significantly
Worse

NonSignificantly
Worse

∆𝐸00 _𝑀1 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

10

2

1

∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

1

5

3

4

∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

8

0

5

∆𝐸00 ^0.7 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

9

4

0

0

∆𝐸00 _𝑀1 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

8

1

4

∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

5

2

6

∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

10

0

3

∆𝐸00 ^0.7 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

3

9

0

1

Only pairs with
average L* > 50

∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

5

3

3

∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

5

0

6

Only pairs with
average L* < 50

∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

8

1

2

∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 𝑣𝑠. ∆𝐸00

0

8

0

3

Datasets

Complete Datasets

Only pairs with
∗
│ ∆𝐿∗⁄∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
│ > 0.9

Table 6. Number of datasets or subsets with different kind of differences (columns 3-6) between several CIEDE2000modified color-difference formulas (see text) and the original ∆𝐸00 color-difference formula.

With respect to the symmetry around 𝐿̅∗ = 50, it can be noted in Table 6 that the
CIEDE2000-modified formulas ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 performed better than the
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original ∆E00 formula in a majority of datasets for color pairs with average 𝐿∗ below
50, but not for color pairs with average 𝐿∗ above 50. However, from Wilcoxon sign
rank test, the medians of STRESS values for color pairs with average 𝐿∗ values above
and below 50 (Tables 4 and 5) were not statistically significant different for neither
∆𝐸00 (𝑝 = 0.240), ∆𝐸00 _𝑀2 (𝑝 = 0.966), and ∆𝐸00 _𝑀3 (𝑝 = 0.240).
3. Conclusions
The analyses presented in the current paper are complementary to those in another
paper currently under revision [4]. From most currently available experimental
datasets, our analyses do not allow a successful alternative proposal to the 𝑆𝐿 function
proposed by ∆𝐸00 , because in most cases the improvements achieved by the candidate
formulas are not statistically significant. In particular, our results shown that replacing
the 𝑆𝐿 function proposed in ∆𝐸00 by 𝑆𝐿 = 1, as done by CIELAB and CIE94, and also
recently suggested by Berns [21], is not a good choice. However, the replacement of
CIELAB lightness 𝐿∗ by a different lightness function (Eqs. 4 and 5) based on Whittle
[22] formula leads to promising results. Figures 1 and 2 also show that the 𝑆𝐿 function
proposed by ∆𝐸00 is not a satisfactory definitive result, although it must be added that
∆𝐸00 was recommended for a specific set of viewing conditions (the so-called
‘reference conditions’ [1-3]), which are different to some of those employed in the
datasets considered in the current paper [5-16]. We hope that advances on new color
spaces (in particular those with physiological basis), as well as a sounder knowledge
of the influence of specific viewing conditions (parametric factors) on perceived color
differences will lead to future advances.
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1. Introduction
In the complex and extremely competitive global market we live in, Color Design is
assuming a role of greater and greater importance for industry. Color designers, in
fact, must not only select trendy colors that give products an appealing and specific
character, to attract customers. Also, they are usually deeply involved in all those
processes of the industrial production chain that can be impacted by color selection.
In such activities, color designers must deal with many aspects that require knowledge
of color theory, such as color coding (for clear and certain data communication to
providers and production units), color quality (color reproducibility, color constancy,
etc.), and many others.
However, very few specific “color tools” can now support color designers in their
activities. One of the most important is the Color Atlas, be it Munsell or NCS, i.e. a
collection of coded physical samples usually printed on paper, whose closeness to a
set of corresponding pre-defined colors is guaranteed, with a given accuracy, by a
specialized lab [1],[2].
On the other hand, many results are now available in the field of computational color,
i.e. that branch of signal processing specifically focused on color science. In
particular, many color science software libraries are now available in well-known
numerical simulation environments, such as Matlab, Scilab or Python [3], [4]. For
instance, to quote just one popular example, Colour [3] is a Python software package
that implements a wide number of color theory transformations and algorithms.
Unfortunately, although such simulation environments and programming languages
are well known to engineers and physicists, they result quite unfamiliar to color
designers, who traditionally do not have any background in signal processing. As a
consequence, the use of such software tools is confined to the relatively small
community of color scientists, and to their experimentations made within specialized
color labs. Conversely, the much wider spectrum of activities carried out by color
designers in the industrial world cannot benefit at all of such wide and now wellestablished collection of color theory software tools.
To fill this gap, this paper presents a set of software tools, named “Color Tools” for
color designers, collected in a single framework written in the Python programming
language. The proposed software framework makes use of (and eventually extends)
the most popular color-theory libraries, and presents to the user a high level and
friendly interface, specifically designed to match the needs of a color designer. For
the sake of brevity, this paper presents only two specific real life examples. In the first
one, the problem of designing a color set for a new line of sun glasses using the
Munsell system has brought about the need to predict the outcome of color mixing.
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The developed tool allows to digitally explore and process the colors in the Munsell
color space, in a simple and straightforward way, thus greatly enhancing and, at the
same time, simplifying the color design selection process. In the second example, the
problem of developing a graphical project taking into account color visual deficiencies
is considered.
In the paper, the two used cases are illustrated and the main results are reported, thus
showing the effectiveness and practical usefulness of the developed digital tools for
color design.
2. The Color Tools
Several specific software tools are now available in the field of color science. For
instance, the open source Munsell and Kubelka-Munk Toolbox [4] implements a set
of routines that can be used either in MATLAB or in Octave, related to the Munsell
system and the Kubelka-Munk model, as well as to other areas of color science.
However, though contributions in many programming languages can be found, most
of the open source software for color science is written in Python. In particular, a wide
set of color functions are included in the Python Colour package [3], which covers
various color-science domains, from color models to optical phenomena, and also
includes part of the color functions developed in [4]. Colormath is another, simpler
Python module, which can give support for various color spaces, offering conversion,
chromatic adaptation and color distance calculation functionalities [5]. Moreover,
besides these specific modules, popular Python packages for signal and image
processing (such as Numpy or OpenCv) can also provide useful functions for color
science-based activities. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, a common
framework that combines all such functionalities into a single application, specifically
tailored to the needs of color designers, is not available yet. To fill this gap, this paper
introduces ColorTools, a recently developed software application, now available in a
prototypal version. The use of ColorTools can give various benefits to color designers.
Firstly, the color science functionalities included in the framework have been
thoroughly tested and characterized. In fact, the combination of functions from
different packages, each with its own specific interface, can originate various types of
errors, malfunctioning or limitations when combined. A second motivation for the
development of ColorTools is that, even combining all the available Python packages,
certain functionalities of interest for Color Designers are still not straightforwardly
available; hence ad hoc ColorTools modules (such as ColorMix or Dalton, which will
be discussed in the following) had to be developed. Also, most of the functions offered
by the available open source projects, have limitations and must be used within
specific contexts. For instance, the Munsell interpolation tool given in [3], which can
transform Munsell colors into CIE 1931 xyY colors and viceversa, can be applied only
when the Munsell Value is in the range [1-9], and the Munsell Chroma is greater than
or equal to 2. For this reason, a specific tool had to be developed for dark Munsell
colors, based on the Munsell Data Renotations [4].
Finally, ColorTools presents a simple and multi-instance graphical interface, which
allows to straightforwardly using the provided color science functionalities, thus
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speeding up color design activities, and hiding all the problems related to the use of
complex and unfamiliar simulation environments.
2.1 A brief introduction to ColorTools

The ColorTools framework offers a graphical interface through which the user can
launch any number of concurrent functionalities related to Color Theory and Color
Design. The initial ColorTools view presented to the user is shown in fig.1

Figure 1 Graphical interface presented to the users by the ColorTools

From the initial window, the user can start various functionalities, through the buttons
available in the window. In particular, the following functions are presently available,
or under development:
ColorMix: starting from two colors defined in the Munsell or Lab color
spaces, a weighted mixed color can be obtained, and its Munsell and Lab
code is provided.
Dalton: shows how a person affected by Color Visual Deficiency would see
a given image.
Covert: conversion tool, between the most used color spaces (Munsell, Lab,
xyY, RGB, etc.).
ColorPick: allows to evaluate the average Munsell/Lab color in an area
specified by the user through the mouse in a given image.
MunsellBook: digital (non-reliable, with commercial PC screens)
representation of Munsell Colors, for educational purposes.
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DarkMunsell: conversion between Munsell and xyY color spaces, for low
value Munsell colors (value lower than 1).
ColorDistance: color distance evaluation, using CIE76, CIE94 and
CIEDE2000.
Gamut: verifies if a color is within a specific gamut.
Adaptation: implements color adaptation algorithms (Von Kries, Bradford)
Version: shows the ColorTools Software Version.
The functions described above have been inserted in the ColorTools to respond to the
practical needs and problems encountered in their activities by ColorDesigners. Such
functions can be easily upgraded, modified, and new ones can be straightforwardly
inserted. In the following, for the sake of brevity, only two of them, i.e. ColorMix and
Dalton will be briefly described and discussed.
3 The ColorMix Use Case
Color mixing is a basic activity in many color design projects, to define new sets of
colors for products. In particular, color mixing is usually done starting from already
available colors, which can be obtained in a highly reproducible way from well-known
recipes. The original colors are usually mixed with predetermined weights and with
white, so as to obtain a number of new colors, from which the desired colors are finally
selected. However, the actual process of mixing colors, can be an expensive and time
consuming task, which requires highly specialized expertise and equipment. Such
activity is usually performed by few labs, which own the competencies to create new
color sets, in strict collaboration with the color designer.
In this context, a useful tool to reduce the overall cost of color mixing is the “digital
mixer”, i.e. a software tool that can predict the outcome of a real color mixing
experiment. In other words, the digital color mixer, given two colors in the Munsell
color space, can estimate the mixed color that would be obtained from an actual
experiment. ColorTools implements this task through the ColorMix function. To this
end, the graphical interface allows to enter the original colors in the Munsell color
space, and a slider to change the weights of the originating colors. The output color is
expressed in the Munsell color space. Also, both the input and the output colors are
visually represented on screen. However, the screen representation of colors cannot
be considered reliable. In fact, an accurate visual representation can be obtained only
if the output color is within the used screen gamut, and the screen is calibrated.
An example of the graphical interface for the ColorMix function is reported in fig.2.
To obtain the mixed color, ColorMix first converts the input colors from the origin
color space, Munsell to the CIE1931 XYZ color space [4],[6]. Mixing is then
performed by exploiting convexity and linearity of the XYZ color space. In fact, for
any two color C1 and C2 inside the human visual gamut, any linear combination of
such colors still is within the gamut [6].
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Figure 2.ColorMix, two input colors in Munsell or Lab are mixed according to selectable weights.

The mixed color is then obtained as a linear combination of the two original colors,
performed in the XYZ color space, i.e. C = (1-α)C1 + αC2. The obtained mixed color
is then transformed to the Munsell or the Lab color space.
4 the Dalton use case
In most graphical projects, the main objective of color design is increasing readability
of the relevant information, for instance to highlight alert signals, or simply to attract
the attention of potential customers. However, if this goal is achieved for the majority
of people with a normal visual system, it can be completely missed for that part of the
population that is affected by color visual deficiency. Since about 8% of the male
population suffers from color-blindness, not taking into account this problem could
lead to quite unsatisfactory results, or even to serious problems, in particular when
some kind of vital information, such as alert signals, is of interest [7]. Thus, simulating
what color-blind can see is a fundamental activity in most graphical color design
projects. The Dalton function of ColorTools allows to simulate the vision of people
affected by color visual deficiency, an example is shown in fig. 3. With the Dalton
function, the user can select an image, apply the desired type of anomaly, display the
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result and finally save the obtained image in the original format or a rotated and scaled
version, with reduced width and height.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Dalton function, Color Visual Deficiency is simulated: a) normal vision, b) protanomaly, 50%, c)
deuteranomaly (50%), d) tritanomaly (50%)

4.1 Color Visual Deficiency simulation in ColorTools

Human color vision is based on three types of retinal photoreceptors, called L, M, and
S cones, respectively. The spectral response of such cones depends on the photo
pigment they contain. Variations of such pigments may shift the cone frequency
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response, thus changing color sensitivity. This can give rise to a condition usually
known as anomalous trichromacy, and specifically to protanomaly. deuteranomaly or
tritanomaly, if the cone affected by the shift is L, M or S, respectively. The color
vision of anomalous trichromats differ from that of normal trichromats. In particular,
color perception is more or less affected, depending on the amount of spectral shift
suffered by the cone response. Conversely, when one type of cone is totally missing,
dichromacy occurs, i.e. the tridimensional color space is projected onto a two
dimensional plane. Dichromacy is classified as protanopy (L cones missing),
deuteranopy (M cones missing) and tritanopy (S cones missing) [7].
In the literature, many algorithms have been proposed to simulate the vision of
dicrhomats. ColorTools, has implemented the technique described in [7], which – to
the best of the authors’ knowledge – is the only one that can simulate not only
dichromacy, but also anomalous trichromacy. As shown in fig.3, a menu allows the
user to select the type of anomalous trichromacy. A slider can change the degree of
the anomaly affecting the visual system, in a range from 0 to 100, with 0
corresponding to normal vision, and 100 to dichromacy.
3. Conclusions
The paper has presented “ColorTools”, a digital application to support the activities
of color designers. The application is written in the Python language. It provides a set
of functions, selected from a number of requirements coming from color designers, to
solve some specific problems related to color-science. In the paper, the list of provided
functionalities is given and briefly discussed. Also, two particular use cases, related
to the problem of color mixing and color vision deficiency in graphical projects, have
been presented in more detail. The graphical interface presented by ColorTools to the
user has also been presented.
ColorTools functionalities mainly give numeric information about the processed
colors, such as Munsell or Lab codes, for instance. Though, most functions also
provide visual support, by representing colors on the screen. However, the user must
be aware that the graphical representation of colors on screen can be misleading, in
particular if the screen has not been suitably calibrated.
Presently, ColorTools is in a prototypal version, but has already been successfully
tested in some practical applications. Such experiments have shown its utility in color
design activities, and for educational purposes in the context of color science.
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1. Introduction.
The harmony of color is a universal, transcultural phenomenon. Applied either to the
creation of a city’s visual image or the construction of urban spaces, it represents a
system of coded messages of the visual world that helps us understand, evaluate our
surroundings and act in different contexts. The purpose of color design activity always
has been the creation of “Man-Colour-Architecture” equilibrium, which is based on
the correlation between material and cultural particularities. [1].
Cities of Plovdiv and Matera, both future Cultural capitals of Europe in 2019 have a
long history of local traditions. As of today, the harmonies of color present, their
nuanced and complex combinations, form a synthesis of knowledge and
understanding of the environment. Created or appropriated by local people and full of
subtleties, they have affected all human activities for centuries, even millenniums ...
Their impact is considerable, and by creating a pleasant and original setting they affect
people’s minds, change their mood and influence their behavior.
In today’s Urban Planning, Architecture, Visual Art and Communication - all aspects
of creation are concerned. That is why our working method is at the crossroads of
historical and scientific reasoning with an artistic touch: it embarks on an imaginary
trip through time and space to explore the infinite universe of color harmonies in order
to enhance the image of two cultures (Bulgarian and Italian) and the representing cities
(Plovdiv and Matera) around the world.
Our project method, based on a multidisciplinary approach, will be a possibility to
involve all groups of professional architects and designers as well as concerned local
citizens aiming to create an easily perceived and highly rich visual environment of the
city including immaterial and ephemeral architecture and urban design.
In the proposed project for the transformation of the urban environment, we offer a
mobilization of different cultural symbols as a presentation and branding of Plovdiv
and Matera specific images to internal and external audience: local public, visitors of
the cities, national and international tourism organizations etc.
1. The Color Image of Matera.
The mineral colors of Matera represent, in a way, the symbol of rural culture and
natural landscape. The city still manages to maintain its ancient traditions. The highest
expression of rock art that developed in the Matera region can be found in the
numerous churches dug in the tufo, scattered over the high plateau or incorporated
into the urban environment of the Sassi of Matera. If the exterior image is much
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nuanced, we can find beautiful polychromatic frescoes and contrasted composition
inside of those caves: the ancient Rupestrian churches have beautiful polychromatic
frescoes.

Fig. 1 – The chromatic and geographical properties in image of the city of Matera composed by natural nuances
(outside) and colors of Byzantine frescos (inside).

The color image of the city is rooted in its geographical space, but changes over time:
its modifications have always been due to the evolution of architectural and urban
planning of the city and are still constantly changing. If all the visual elements of
urban space and land territory compose the integral image of the city, the color
remains an essential part of the architectural, cultural and social heritage. In Matera
we should study the palette of cave churches richly decorated in frescoes which have
been painted by Basilian monks during the Byzantine Empire. It will be important to
find the harmony inside of the churches (chiese rupestri) which are faded frescoes
painted between the 8th and 13th centuries in order to offer a new interpretation of
this palette for new constructions.
Today, a city, a town, aspire to offer its inhabitants a high quality of living
environment while respecting its geographical properties, landscape and architectural
culture of their own. This is why the debate on the sustainable town must include a
chromatic environmental strategy. As of this moment, designing color in the towns
and cities is a substantial part of new planning ideas and urban innovations.
The intelligence in the choice of color codes and chromatic harmonies can revitalize
urban space by promoting a sense of security and serenity among citizens. It results
in the ecology of color as a major component of an environmental project and has to
be included in the global project of sustainable development of town and city. This
approach earns the esteem of architects and designers for whom it seems obvious. It
allows updating the knowledge on visual qualities of the city and its local
characteristics with the "in situ" study of existing colors, their synergy, but also
through analysis of key harmonies of each place, and environmental design that study
a color interaction with architectural forms and urban composition. It identifies the
"genetic heritage" and creates visual pallets respecting the "spirit of the place".
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We will identify the beautiful harmonies of The Sassi and the Park of the Rupestrian
Churches of Matera, which is considered as the most outstanding intact example of a
troglodyte settlement in the Mediterranean region, perfectly adapted to its terrain and
ecosystem. Color image of this settlement from the Palaeolithic will help us illustrate
this significant stage in local history.
1. The Color Image of Plovdiv.

Fig. 2 – The chromatic and geographical properties in image of the city of Plovdiv composed by natural nuances and
colors of from traces of a Neolithic settlement found, Romans constructions, Bulgarian, Ottoman and Byzantine empires
buildings, as well as Bulgarian Renaissance ((outside and inside).
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The image of Plovdiv is more active on exterior. The visual environment of this
Bulgarian city, considered as an oldest city of Europe, is far more complex. It has
around 6,000 years of history so its image is chromatically more rich thanks to
different historic layers. These layers range from traces of a Neolithic settlement
found in the location of the current city, through Romans constructions, Bulgarian,
Ottoman and Byzantine empires buildings, to recently restored painted streets
demonstrating the Bulgarian Renaissance architectural style in Old Town. It is
important to create an urban promenade gradually showing this complex image of the
city, which obviously should be protected as a value of historic interest.
3. Comparative Method of Color Images of Matera and Plovdiv cities.
We will identify local palette and interest for applied craft and art and see how their
graphic particularities, colors and patterns could inspire the projects of decorative
urban patterns and sets of color for new design approach using local traditions. Our
approach can be considered as a social because it takes into account the preferences
of the city’s population.

Fig. 3 – The chromatic study of existing color palette with Natural Color system identification

Our aim is also to create for both of the future European cultural capitals (Plovdiv and
Matera) “a bridge” between “old color” in the cities’ environmental conceptual
approaches and modern architectural color design. The harmonization of cities centers
with their peripheral and industrial areas as well as their landscape, the development
of their dominants or visual accents will help break the feeling of isolation and of
disproportion. This environmental strategy will allow us to assure the continuity in
the perception of those cities: analyze the overall image of the city and of each of its
neighborhoods, districts and buildings, even including the design of street furniture,
landscape qualities and setting of artificial lighting [2].
All this should have a color consistency in order to form a harmonious urban area. As
a visualization of an ecological system, this strategy will prevent cases of visual
pollution (which makes no less damage than those of air, water or noise pollution),
but equally help restore some past mistakes and upgrade the ancient heritage by
harmonizing it with contemporary interventions. It will create an environment of good
chromatic quality for new neighborhoods by integrating new national and
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international cultural contributions, and therefore leaving the door open to creation.
Urban color, rich and complex, lively and full of meaning will participate in the image
of Plovdiv and Matera at the beginning of XXI century, thus becoming more sensitive
and human.
Chromatic study of inhabited spaces as well as knowledge of the local historical
heritage are fundamental to developing a strategy in reconstruction, restoration or
rehabilitation. Our method and the results of investigations devoted to the color image
of the city will be an indispensable part for strategic plan of urban environment of the
cities and will be an important information for architects, urban and landscape
designers and artists.

Fig. 3 – The “Colour Harmony” software applyed for chromatic study using Natural Color system identification

Our mission is to conceptualize a chromatic scale plan of each city that responds to
the request of the cities centers revitalization and allow the renovation of the existing
façades that respects existing geographical and landscape context. [3]. The proposed
document with urban color palette will reveal a specific local character of the territory
and take into account the architectural features of previous epochs. This mission will
include three main areas:
1.1. Analysis of urban and historical part of the city.
1.2. Regional and landscape analysis.
2. Conceptualization of urban morphologies: Operational Plan.
3. Definitions of chromatic harmonies and presentation of the accomplished work.
Our project method, based on a multidisciplinary approach, will be a possibility to
involve all groups of professional architects and designers as well as concerned local
citizens aiming to create an easily perceived and highly rich visual environment of the
city including immaterial and ephemeral architecture and urban design. Graphic
representations using digital imaging tools will be proposed to express and
communicate different local effects (light, climate, landscape ambiance etc.) in the
context of urban and architectural project. [4].
This document provides guidance for everyone considering or proposing urban
development, including landowners, property owners, developers, agents, advisers,
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architects and landscape architects. It is also targeted at those with responsibility for
setting the framework for development and for making decisions about individual
planning applications. This includes planning staff and their colleagues in local
authorities.
The guidance in this document will help those who value and care for cities popular
area to ensure that future developments contribute to the sense of place.
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Blue colour traditions in Polish wooden architecture – valuable
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Abstract
In the paper author discuss use of the blue colour in the traditional Polish wooden
architecture, considering its symbolic, functional and decorative aspects. The main
objective of the article is to present rich tradition of the use of blue, prevalent in
rural homestead façades colorization, where this hue was common since the second
half of the 19th century. It is also important to define and specify those factors,
which influenced such popularity of the blue colour in wooden architecture as e.g.
availability of the wide range of blue pigments. Author describes different types of
blue coloured walls e.g. “siwy” (pale blue), “myty” (washed) and “w kolorowe
pasy” (colourfully striped). Apart from its aesthetical value, blue colour had also
utilitarian functions and symbolical ones, just like tokens and magic symbols,
involving the protection of inhabitants from evil.
Blue colour was – and still is - also very popular for painting façades of Orthodox
churches in the northeast Poland, especially in the Podlasie region. This tradition is
derived mostly from symbolical connotations in Catholic religion between blue hue
and Virgin Mary, Archangel Michael, as well as the Heaven itself.
Also pigments used to obtain diverse azure tones of paints - from cyan to navy blue,
as natural minerals: vivianite, azurite and synthetic ultramarine called “farbka”
(paint) are described. Such accessibility of the diverse sources of the blue dye was
one of the most important reasons for the popularity of blue in the traditional Polish
architecture. So widespread use of blue in common housing is unique in the world,
where this hue was usually considered "expensive" and thus it was used to paint the
external walls extremely rare.
There is no doubt, that this blue colour tradition in regional wooden architecture
should be treated not only as interesting feature of past, but as valuable element of
cultural heritage and a source of inspiration for contemporary architecture of Polish
countryside.
1. Introduction – preface, objectives, methodology of work, scope of
article
1.1. Preface

In the Slavic folk vision of the world colour “siny” (herein to mean “sea blue”), next
to white (of God) and black (of Evil), was eternal colour, not having any beginning.
Some of the old texts - as myths or folk songs - describe the initial times with the
statement: “Then there was any heaven nor earth, Heaven, nor earth but the blue
sea"1 [7]. Due to this significant position in the hierarchy of hues, the blue colour
(Proto-Slavic “siny” and Old Polish “modry”), unlike in many western European
countries has always been appreciated within both Slavic and Polish cultures. High
1

„Wtedy nie było nieba, ni ziemi, Nieba, ni ziemi, tylko sine morze"
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efficiency in the production of durable blue dyes for textiles makes Poles well
known for their blue coloured clothes 2. The old adage from the territories of Russia,
which reached Poland thanks to the Polish inhabitants of Podlasie region: "So syńa
łatka - to Lach", can be translated as: "If you wear blue robes – You must be a Pole".
Also Poles living in the regions bordering with Belarus were called “syńi łatki”
(blue robes) [14].
Although blue colour was present in Poles everyday clothing, in architecture it was
initially not such common, due to the lack of appropriate pigments as well as no
tradition of wooden walls painting. But in the 19th century everything changed.
Together with new fashion for façade decorations and pigments availability, blue
hue became quickly one of the most favorable colours for the elevations of Polish
rural housing.
1.2. Objectives of work

The main goal of the article is to present rich tradition of the use of blue, prevalent
in Polish rural homestead façades colorization, where this hue was common since
the second half of the 19th century. It is also important to define and specify those
factors, which influence such popularity of the blue colour in wooden architecture as
e.g. availability of the wide range of blue pigments.
As this valuable type of wall decoration passed away – author also attempts to
answer the question if there is any possibility to use it as a source of inspiration for
contemporary architecture of Polish villages.
1.3. Methodology

The analysis of the blue colour use in the traditional Polish rural architecture has
been conducted on the basis of the available archive materials from the National
Institute for Folk Art Research, collected at the Ethnographic Museum of Krakow,
documenting the colours of traditional rural facilities in different regions of Poland,
illustrations and descriptions found in literature, works of landscape painters of the
19th century and author’s own examinations of the relics of traditional architecture,
collected in heritage parks as well as preserved in situ.
1.4. Scope of article (temporal and spatial)

All researches show, that blue painting of the wooden rural architecture had to be
very popular in Poland someday. Unfortunately, due to too small amount of
available materials, there is now hard to set either a range of the wooden cottages
carcasses painting, nor areas of particular dyes or shades appearance. Certainly this
feature was present in south, central and northeast Poland. On the south the range
covers slopes of Sudety Mountains and entire Malopolska region: surroundings of
Krakow, Nowy Sącz area, Lemko land, neighbourhood of Przemyśl (Medyka,
Poździacz) and Powiśle Dąbrowskie (Zalipie). In central Poland the best-known
sites are: Łowicz and surroundings of Opoczno and Radom – well known centers of
textile weaving and dyeing. Orthodox churches painted blue are present in the
northeast Poland, especially in the Podlasie region, where blue painted houses were
popular as well.
2

Dyeing of textiles was always at a very high level among the Slavs. Also pigments were characterized
by its high durability. Blue dyes were obtained using: black elder (Sambucus nigra), danewort (Sambucus
ebulus), knotweed (Polygonum aviculare) containing indigotine, woad (Isatis tinctoria) as well as
cornflower (Centaurea L.) or simply extracted from grapes, plums and berries [14].
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As to the blue colour itself, it has become commonly used in the second half of the
19th century, together with wide availability of synthetic ultramarine – the cheapest
pigment for blue façade decoration. Popularity of painting walls in blue passed
hundred years later with the change of main construction material from wood to
brick and replacement of lime by plaster.
2. Etymology of the name of blue color in the Polish language
The oldest term to describe blue colour in Poland, at first common for all Slavs, was
word “sińt”. In Old Polish language for blue hue two adjectives were used: “siny”
and “modry”. “Siny” represented diverse tints and tones of blue - both light and
dark ones3. Since 15th century lexeme “błękitny” was also introduced. At the
beginning it was used only for bright blues. Later – together with the growing
popularity of the term – its meaning covered all shades of blue. During 15th and 16th
century the most popular words to express blue colour in Poland were: older
“modry” and newer “błękitny”. However, in the 16th century new lexeme
“niebieski” appeared. At first – as “błękitny” before – it was reserved for pale blues
only, but shortly it became main term to describe blue colour in general [14].
In contemporary Polish language two lexemes for blue colour remain: “błękitny”
and “niebieski”. Term “niebieski” has wider meaning and represents all tones of
blue, while “błękitny” is related mostly to the middle scale of lightness, eliminating
both light and dark blues. Old Polish word “modry” is still being used in poems and
belles-lettres, while “siny” in relation to colour means very light, pale blue,
sometimes with violet tinge. Furthemore, in contemporary Polish language also nonbasic terms for blue shades are being used, such as: “lazurowy” (azure),
“turkusowy” (turquoise), “akwamarynowy” (aquamarine),” indygo” (indigo),
“szafirowy” (sapphire), “ulramaryna” (ultramarine) etc. [14].
The most common contemporary Polish name for the blue hue: “niebieski”, shows
interesting formal and semantic relationship with the word “niebo” (literally: sky,
heaven, meaning: firmament, the celestial body, the kingdom of heaven). Until the
16th century adjective "niebieski" described various relations to heaven e.g.
belonging to heaven. Only subsequently it became a separate definition of the colour
blue, which was created by adding to the noun "niebo" (sky, heaven) control
adjectival "-ski", defining the membership to something. According to the PWN
Polish language dictionary today word “niebieski” means: “having colour of the
clear sky”; "concerning the sky as the apparent vault of the Earth”; “for heaven as an
imaginary place of residence of God, gods, angels and saints" and metaphorically
”amazing, wonderful, celestial” [13]. Obviously, the fact of this strong connection
between blue colour and the divinity and Heaven, could not remain without
influence on architecture in Poland.
3. Blue colour application, functions, symbolism and meaning in Polish
traditional wooden architecture
3.1. Application

Blue colour was used in Poland mainly for wooden façades colorization. Appearing
widely in rural architecture since the 19th century so called “malatura” (painting of
3

Also lexeme ”siwy”, used in the dialects of Malopolska was derived from it.
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wooden walls according to Marian Pokropek [10]), was applied differently in the
various Polish regions. Generally it is possible to distinguish two main types of
decorations:
painting of simple stripes, signs and symbols on raw or painted primed carcass
whitewashing of whole walls, on base of yellow clay covered carcasses, with
painted floral, geometric and sometimes zoomorphic and figurative motives,
concentrated mostly around windows and doors
Probably earlier chronologically is carcass painting with stripes, later colour
decoration of whitewashed walls [11].
Based on survey, three main types of cottages can be distinguished with regard to
the colour use: “blue", called in Malopolska region “siwe”, than not painted with
blue stripes, called “myte” (washed) and finally painted with blue stripes [1].
Blue cottages were granted its colour by addition of synthetic ultramarine, called
“farbka” (paint)4 to lime used for whitewash. The colour tones ranged from a very
light to quite dark, depending on the quantity of added pigment. Whitewash was laid
on the base from yellow clay, which partially or even completely smoothed wooden
frameworks.
In cottages type „myte”(washed) only painted were clay filled gaps between beams
with a light or dark blue colour. Beams were left natural - after a year darkening,
patinating towards brown or grey, depending of wood type.
In cottages type „w kolorowe pasy”(colourfully striped) both beams and gaps
between them were painted. That type of cottages was rich of colour patterns.
Beams were usually brown or ochre (referring to colour of washed wood) and
seldom red. Clay was primed blue, dark blue or green. In this type plinths, windows
and doors frames as well as beam-ends were also frequently painted blue or green
[15].

Fig. 1 - Three main types of blue painted cottages – blue (two variants: light and dark blue), washed and colourfully
striped (Drawings by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska on the base of Janusz Bogdanowski original watercolour paintings
from 1970 [1])

4

See chapter 4.3 for more details
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3.1. Function

Wooden walls were painted for utilitarian, symbolic, informative and finally pure
aesthetic functions. Main reason for carcass painting according to its architectural
structure was a protection of gaps between wooden beams forming framework.
These gaps were clogged with a moss, additionally covered by clay, which resulted
in longer durability of such structure. Painting of beam-ends and gaps between them
had also a task to protect against destruction – alike frames around windows and
doors [15]. The frequent use of whitewash on the buildings is also an attribute that
originated as a cheap method for disinfecting, based on the aseptic properties of
lime. Obviously, the addition of the blue pigment to lime does not increase its
protective properties, therefore, it must be admitted, that the main purpose of its use
was the desire to embellish the façade. However, apart from main decorative
functions, blue colour had also utilitarian one, that is insect repelling. It is a well
known fact, that blue hue (contrary to yellow), as a colour of waters, is avoided by
most insects, which must be very important when people lived in a close distance to
livestock. It is not confirmed whether this method was successful, but it is also
worth to mention, that widely used fungicide - mixture of copper sulfate with
whitewash (known as Bordeaux mixture) was also light blue. This similarity of
colours could possibly confirm the conviction about the repelling or protecting
properties of blue hue.

Fig.2 (left) Detail of blue painted gaps between raw wooden framework beams and blue primed plinth of the
traditional cottage in Tylmanowa village (photo by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska 2015)
Fig.3 (right) Blue motifs and blue painted window and door on the whitewashed façade of the traditional house in
Zalipie village (photo by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska 2002)

3.3. Symbolism and meaning

Blue colour was also used for symbolic reasons. In all regions where window and
door frames were painted, blue and green hues were dominating. According to folk
beliefs, so called "blue eye" or "blue beads" were supposed to protect against failure
and misfortune. It is therefore possible that the blue colour, just like tokens and
magic symbols, involving the protection of the house and its inhabitants from evil
and diseases [2].
In medieval texts, art, theology as well as Christian church iconography symbolic
content of blue colour was related primarily to the heaven and paradise. Blue filled
the halos of Saints, because they mediate between the sphere of the earth and the
Heaven, between people and God [7]. In Catholic religion blue belongs to Our Lady
- the Queen of Heaven, who is often present in Christian art dressed in coat in this
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colour [9]. To this day throughout the Polish territory wayside chapels, dedicated to
the Virgin Mary are often painted blue. But this blue colour symbolism is most
directly reflected in sacral architecture of Orthodox believers. In north-east Poland,
in Podlasie region (especially in the vicinity of town Bielsko Podlaskie) many
temples are painted blue. It is the colour symbolizing in Orthodoxy not only the
Virgin Mary, but also the Archangel Michael and the Heaven, hope and mystery of
existence. Blue colored are also tombstones and roadside crosses often completed
with four-leaf clover motif [12]. This tradition is still alive and reconstructed or
renewed Orthodox temples dedicated to Mother of God or Archangel Michael, as
well as other Saints e.g. St. Elias – are repainted in saturated blue.

Fig.4 (left) Blue painted roadside figure of the Virgin Mary in the village near Krakow (photo by Justyna TarajkoKowalska 2005)
Fig.5 (right) Blue painted Orthodox temple dedicated to the Icon of the Mother of God "Joy of All the Afflicted" in
Koterka (photo by Basia Lasocka; https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cerkiew_ikony_Matki_Bozej_Wszystkich_Strapionych_Radosc-_w_Koterce_B.jpg [accessed on 25.02.2017])

4. Blue dyeing pigments used for façade colourization
Accessibility of the diverse sources of the blue paints was one of the most important
reasons for such popularity of that hue in the traditional Polish architecture. Main
pigments used to obtain diverse azure tones of paints - from cyan to navy blue were natural minerals: vivianite (known also as blue iron earth or blue ochre),
azurite (mountain blue) and – last, but not least - synthetic ultramarine called
“farbka” (paint). In respect of selection of shades, it is now hard to set
unambiguously whether accessibility of a dye only influenced its use or there were
also reasons of other nature. For sure blue mineral pigments were more popular in
the areas of its occurrence, while just synthetic ultramarine expanded the range of
blue colorization, to all those areas where a custom of walls decorating existed
already.
4.1. Vivianite

Vivianite, known also as blue ochre, blue ferric earth or mineral indigo, is a
secondary mineral, hydrated iron phosphate, found in a number of geological
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environments. However in pure state vivianite is colourless, during oxidation its
colour shifts towards deep blue or deep bluish green crystals. It was used as a
pigment - prepared by breaking, grounding and purifying - since ancient times, but it
was never very popular [4]. Vivianite occurs in large quantities on peat lands, clays
and bog ores in Bolivia, Germany, Czech Republic and Great Britain. In Poland, it is
a common component of peat and bog ores in Western Pomerania, as well as near
cities: Lublin and Kielce. It occurs as well in the area of Świdnica and Wałbrzych in
Lower Silesia, around Siedlce, and in Jurassic rocks in the area of Łuków. Thus, in
this areas it was often used as an inexpensive pigment to paint rural houses in blue,
in the shade similar to Prussian blue [5].
4.2. Azurite and other copper compounds

Azurite is a common mineral - basic copper (II)-carbonate. Its name comes from the
Persian “lazuhward” (meaning “blue”). Azurite powder (known also as mountain
blue) has been in use as pigment since antiquity until modern times, however it is
easily changing colour to green, due to transformation into malachite under the
influence of CO2 [16]. In nature, azurite is found in areas of occurrence of copper
sulfides - in Poland in Świętokrzyskie Mountains (former Mount Miedzianka mine)
as well as in Lower Silesia region, in the vicinity of Lubin and Głogów. It is a good
type for the production of pigment: in the form of powder with a light blue shade,
almost does not required grinding.
4.1. Synthetic ultramarine

Synthetic ultramarine, known also as lime blue, has been obtained only in the early
nineteenth century (1828) by burning of kaolin, silica, sodium carbonate, sulfur and
charcoal. It has found the specific use as a detergent added to the washing for optical
"bleaching" of canvases by giving them a bluish tint. Known in Poland under the
trade name "Farbka do bielizny" (paint for clothes), called shortly "farbka" (paint),
was used for rinsing fabrics - especially bed linen5. "Whitening" of bed linen with
ultramarine must be in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century very popular
throughout Poland, which is evidenced by numerous slang names to define both the
action and the product itself. And so: in Malopolska “farbka” was named “siwka"
or "lakmus", and rinse of the laundry: "siwić". On the Polish-Russian border these
names were respectively: adjectives: "sinka", "lazurek" and verb "sinić" and in
north-western Poland: "modry" / "modrzyć" or "jasny" / "jaśnić”. [17].
It is worth to mention that all this names are etymologically connected with the blue
colour terms used at that time: “siwy”, “siny”, lakmusowy” (litmus), “lazurowy”
(azure) and finally “modry”.
As women were during that time responsible both for laundry as for house walls
decorations, there is no doubt, that they are the ones behind the introduction and
popularization of ultramarine in façades colorization. The product was used in small
doses for "whitening" of lime as well as plaster and finally, in suitably larger
amounts, for blue coloring. Depending on the quantity of dye added to lime used for
priming big variety of blue shades was possible to obtain – from bluish white to
5

During the interwar period, there were in Poland three factories producing ultramarine: Pruszkow
Ultramarine Factory Sommer and Nower (founded in 1903 and closed in the 60s of the twentieth
century), Kalisz Steam Ultramarine Plant and Chemical Factory "Orient" Vilnius [8].
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navy blue or even dark blue. Such availability of blue pigment as well as long
tradition of whitewash contributed both to the spread of fashion for blue walls and to
the development of local differences in selection of shades 6. For example: in 1942 in
Podhale region light violet colour was “obligatory” for dyeing gaps between the
beams, while at the Foothills between Calvary and Krakow it was light blue [3]. In
Maciejowice area, close to Krakow, locals considered that dark blue houses are only
these of “galicjany” (from Galicia) while locally white colour was dominated [1].
4. Blue colour traditions as a source of inspiration in creation of
contemporary architecture
Nowadays most of blue painted wooden cottages were lost forever – and those left
are often in very bad technical shape. Many factors were combined that this long
tradition of wooden cottages carcasses decoration disappeared, and even its elements
worth preserving were distorted and simplified. Today, blue painted wooden
cottages are very seldom in surrounding landscape and interest about them is very
small - one can say - marginal. There are some of them in heritage parks, but still it
is hard to find their unique colors in nature.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt, that this blue colour tradition in regional wooden
architecture should be treated not only as interesting feature of the past, but as an
element of cultural heritage and maybe even a source of inspiration for
contemporary architecture of Polish countryside. Obviously it is not possible to
revive this tradition or directly transform the 19th century way of colouring and
decorating of the walls on materially and stylistically different modern houses.
However, as an example of successful use of blue colour as being inspired by
traditional one, author would like to present her own project 7 of wooden shelter,
built in village Tylmanowa8 in 2016. This building was designed as a part of a
resting place for bikers and tourists, located on the crossing roads along river
Dunajec. One of the main touristic destinations in that area is a small hamlet
Brzezie, known for a big number of well preserved and still housed blue striped
cottages. In this houses raw framework beams are usually dark brown and clay filled
gaps between beams is primed in light blue tones. Thus, the selection of shades for
newly built construction was similar – to serve as a kind of a informative sign and to
respect the local tradition. Design has been well received and adopted colour
solutions fully appreciated by local people. This raises hope, that although it is not
possible to fully revive the tradition of the use of the colour blue, it can be not
forgotten.

6

As ultramarine pigment was popular not only in rural areas of Poland can be confirmed by the citation:
“Prince Adam (Czartoryski) used to live in Warsaw on Senatorska street, in the dilapidated palace,
known as the Blue, because it was once painted blue with washing paint”( „Książę Adam (Czartoryski)
mieszkał w Warszawie na Senatorskiej, w obdrapanym pałacu, zwanym Błękitnym, bo niegdyś był
pomalowany na niebiesko farbką do prania” )[18].
7
Designed in cooperation with Przemysław Kowalski, landscape architect in 2015.
8
Tylmanowa is located in south Poland, in the valley of the Dunajec River, on the border of Gorce
Mountains and Beskid Sadecki.
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Fig.6 (left) Typical blue striped cottage in Tylmanowa village (photo by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska 2015)
Fig.7 (right) Contemporary wooden arbour project in Tylmanowa (photo by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska 2016)

4. Summary
Blue paint was commonly used for Polish wooden houses colorization in the second
half of the 19th century. All tones of blue were common for painting walls’ surfaces,
clay filled gaps between beams as well as stripes around windows and doors. This
colour was obtained from commonly accessible natural mineral vivianite, azurite
and especially from synthetic ultramarine added to whitewash. Blue colour was used
for utilitarian, aesthetical and symbolical reasons. However this tradition passed
together with the change of main construction material from wood to brick and
replacement of lime by plaster, it should be treated as valuable element of Polish
cultural heritage. It is worth to remember that: „In periods of sudden changes in
architecture of Polish countryside, the cottages of painted carcasses, disappearing
rapidly, are fine decorative factor and native form of artistic expression of Polish
countyside”9 [6].

Fig.8 (left) Detail of blue painted gaps between wooden framework beams and blue primed plinth in Tylmanowa
village (photo by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska 2015)
Fig.9 (right) Typical blue striped cottage in Tylmanowa village (photo by Justyna Tarajko-Kowalska 2015)
9

W okresie gwałtownych zmian zachodzących w architekturze wsi polskiej, chałupy o malowanych
zrębach, niknące w oczach, są kapitalnym czynnikiem dekoracyjnym a zarazem rodzimą formą wyrazu
artystycznego wsi polskiej”.
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1. Introduction
Habits concerning the choice of colours for elements such as window frames, front
doors, fences, park benches or streetlamps noticeably differ depending on the local
traditions and colour preferences. Many characteristic details, such as London's red
phone booths, are an immensely important element in shaping the use of colour in a
given city or country. The analysis of colour schemes of front doors and window
frames in various regions of France, Europe and the world was an important part of
geography of colour, a method developped by the famous French colourist JeanPhilippe Leclos [1].
In Poland, the use of traditional materials, such as wood or metal, and the methods
used to prevent them from aging, have caused the formation of a number of customs
concerning the choice of colours generally considered to be appropriate for, for ex.
entrance gates or benches. The result is the fact that the amount of colours of readymade paints intended for wood or metal, sold by Polish paint producers, usually does
not exceed 30 colours, which can be considered a very limited palette. While
designing a similar colour palette for one of the Polish companies, I have carried out
an analysis of the colours of architectural details in Cracow. As tools I have used NCS
colour atlas, photographic documentation and spectrophotometric measurement.
2. Colour of details in public spaces
Colours of such elements as fences, posts, guard rails, lamps, street benches,
playground equipment, trash bins, and front and garage doors do not, in Poland,
usually undergo complex planning. Most of the time, the main goal of their owners is
keeping those elements as inconspicuous as possible. Painting is usually done to
preserve their surfaces and the choice of paint is based strictly on price. The colour of
city furniture is considered entirely extraneous, compared to the other qualities functionality and durability. Even though the colour in public space can be an
expression of traditions and the identity of the local community and show the
willingness of citizens to care about the common good. Colour can have warning,
aesthetic and informative functions. It can mark the urban, corporate or private space,
helping in wayfinding. It can also bring aesthetic sensations, spice up the visual
monotony, especially during autumn or winter. In this case complex coordination of
colours of both architecture and all the other elements appearing in the urban space
should be kept in mind. It is immensely important to keep the hierarchy of importance.
Intense colours of trash bins, placed in an exposed place in the historical city square
violate this hierarchy in a self-evident way.
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The goal of the study I carried out was to determine what kinds of colours appear in
the urban space and what are the common rules for choosing the colours for certain
elements. The documentation was gathered in the city of Cracow in the autumn of
2016 and winter of 2017. Three quarters were taken into consideration - Stare Miasto,
Prądnik Biały - Zwierzyniec, Prądnik Czerwony - Nowa Huta. 215 photos and the
same amount of correspoding colour notations with the use of NCS Colour Scan was
taken.
3. Colour traditions in Cracow
Cracow is the second in the number of residents city in Poland (in 2016 - 755 000
denizens) [2]. It is an important academic centre - as of today, it is the location of 12
universities. Over two hundred thousands of its denizens are students. Cracow has a
rich historical tradition. It was the capital of Poland and the seat of royal court in years
1039 - 1596. The golden era for Cracow was the 16th century, during the reign of
Jagiellonian dynasty, when thanks to queen Bona Sforza, who came from Milan, the
influences of Italian art were very strong, which has resulted in many renaissancestyle buildings being erected. In years 1846 - 1918 Cracow was a part of the AustroHungarian Empire. Because in 19th century well-off citizens of Cracow more often
visited Vienna than Warsaw, the inspirations concerning art and architecture,
including the colour, came from there. For example, a light yellow hue called Empress
Maria Theresa Habsburg's yellow, used for the summer residence of the Habsburgs Schonbrunn Palace, was often used to paint the elevations of Cracow's houses [3]. The
colour scheme of Cracow shows tendencies characteristic to many cities of Central
Europe - Vienna, Prague, Bratislava, Budapest, all once a part of the multinational
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Colours preferred in architecture are warm shades of
beige, yellow and red ochra, less often green. The colours of elevations are light,
various different types of red brick and red roof tiles (characteristic for the most
important historical objects in Cracow - the royal castle and St. Mary's Church) are in
use. In the end of 19th century art and culture in Cracow was in its heyday, and Art
Nouveau style was very popular in architecture. Various shades of green in
architectural details, gold accents inspired by Viennese style, yellow in interiors [4].
Characteristic Art Nouveau shapes, present also in wrought iron elements, such as
gates, fences, benches and street lamps have permanently entered the tastes of
Cracow's residents. After the Communist Party take-over of the city after Word War
II, Cracow was deemed a city in opposition to the new order. To counteract it a steel
mill was set up close to Cracow, and Nowa Huta quarter was created from the ground
up to provide housing for its workers. It was built from 1950 to 1955. Despite having
many traits in common with the rest of Cracow, Nowa Huta has, to this day, retained
its own unique character.
3. Analysis of architectural details on the basis of their colours
To determine the palette of colours used in architectural details in Cracow I have made
a photographic documentation of benches, fences, doors, front gates, public transit
stops, etc. The basic criterion of choice of examples was the use of enamels and paints
for metal and wooden surfaces to proof them. My main goal was to find out whether
the limited palette of paints available on market should be expanded and if this
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measure could improve the appearance of the city. Cataloguing colours of
architectural details was also to show which colours are used the most often and
whether do any commonly respected rules concerning assigning the same colours to
certain objects (for ex., benches) exist. Apart from taking photos I have made direct
colour notations with the use of NCS Colour Index and NCS Colour Scan. Examples
gathered were selected into groups depending on the dominating colour. The order of
presentations will depend on the amount of examples.
Green (56 objects)
The colour most typically used for urban furniture in Cracow is green. It most
commonly appears in the historical centre, on the main streets of city and in city parks.
This colour is used to paint fences, street lamps, trash bins and park and street benches.
It appears both where the municipal government decides the choice of colours, and in
the spheres of activity of tenant communities. It is also very often used for decorative
wrought iron fences and 19th century-styled objects. It is used as common for wooden
elements as metal ones. As green does not appear on road signs and industrial
installations, its use does not clash with other sign systems. Designs concerning the
use of green in garden elements were presented on 1912 "Exposition of architecture
and interiors in garden surroundings" in Cracow, modelled after international
expositions of the same kind. Green appears also on adult playgrounds and bicycle
racks. Most examples of green were found in the area of Cracow's oldest quarter - the
Old Town. In architecture green is used as colour of doors and windows on red brick
elevations.

Fig. 1 – The use of green colour in city furniture and the colour reference in the NCS.

Grayscale (48 objects)
In modern architecture of Cracow green is being replaced by grayscale. Metal
constructions, fences, street lights, front and garage doors are painted in achromatic
colours: blacks, grays, whites. An example of this may be the surroundings of certain
objects built after 2000: The Garden of Arts (Ingarden & Ewy), Bonarka 4 Business
(IMB Asymetria) and Cracow University of Economics (Loegler). Piotr Barełkowski,
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the designer of buildings of 999 has said: "Architects like wearing black. But when
they are designing, they prefer grays. Concrete walls, gray roofs and elevations appear
in the realisations of many distinguished architects, both Polish and foreign.
Windows, doors and terraces did not manage to resist the fashion either" [6]. The
"gray revolution" in modern architecture shows up not only in the colours of
elevations. More and more often it involves the elements of buildings made out of
plastics, wood or metal - windows, doors, elevations, terraces or balconies.
Gray is also used in elements which are supposed to be invisible: it's the primary
colour of trash cans, street lamps, fences and frames of road signs. Black was once
the traditional colour of gas lamps in the city. Currently, the last working gas lamps
are located in the Cloth Hall building.

Fig. 22 – The use of greyscale in city furniture and the colour reference in the NCS.

Brown (36 objects)
The colour brown is the most popular colour of exterior doors and windows in the
architecture of Cracow's centre. Heavy, brown gates are an element characteristic of
the old town houses, located in the Old Town quarter. Cracovian architect Teodor
Talowski (1857-1910), a representant of an artistic movement known as painterly
eclectism, the author of designs for 16 buildings in Cracow, consistently combined on
elevations self-produced red, irregular brick and stone details with brown doors and
windows. On the elevation there were also located special miniature ducts, which
were supposed to allow wild vine to grow on the building. In his letters, Talowski
wrote: "Front doors must give the residents a feeling of security, solidity and
indestructibility. Those feelings are most commonly invoked by heavy wooden doors,
especially in dark colours" [7]. Brown is also the most popular colour of drainpipes
and shutters.
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Fig. 3 – The use of brown colour in city furniture and the colour reference in the NCS.

Blue (24 objects)
Blue objects in the urban space of Cracow are directly associated with local
government, as a result of the fact that the flag of Cracow is blue and white. This
colour is also characteristic for urban transport; both buses and trams as well as water
transport. Used on informational road signs and in the surroundings of headquarters
of companies and municipal bureaus. Virtually not present on private objects.
Yellow (21 objects)
Commonly used to mark pipes and gas installations. It highlights the elements which
can be an obstacle: stairs, posts and rails. It marks the bins for segregating of plastic
waste. It is associated with physical activity, it appears on playgrounds and outdoor
gymnastic equipment for adults.
Red (7 objects)
Very rarely used in urban spaces; appears only in elements of road signs and firefighting equipment.
Multicolour (22 objects)
The combinations of several different colours are common for playgrounds in the city.
In this case the juxtaposition of 4 primary colours: red, yellow, green and blue. In the
district of Podgórze rainbow-coloured stairs are also situated.
Purple and pink (1 object)
Colours not accepted in the space of Cracow. They are met with universal criticism
and resistance. In 2012, the fence of kindergarten on Głowacki street was painted
pink-purple. Protests from neighbours and the reaction of local media have caused the
fence to be repainted in a different colour[8].
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5. Comparison of results of sales of various colours of paints
While working on cataloguing the colours of architectural details I have received a
comparison of sales rankings of enamel and exterior varnish colours for year 2016.
Exterior paints used in Poland to proof metal and wood are mostly: nitrocellulose
lacquer, chlorinated rubber paint, traditional oil based enamel paint, epoxy enamel,
water based enamel paint. The basic conclusion that emerges from the rankings is that
customers are interested mostly in neutral colours. In all the categories of products
black and white colours with various levels of gloss place on the top of the list.
Another sought for group of colours are browns and grays, their placement depending
on the kind of paint. From the group of chromatic colours greens are most preferred.
Most of the time, those are dark shades, with some blue mixed in. Taking into
consideration detailed rankings, some differences can be noticed. The producer has
not carried out any studies concerning the uses of particular kinds of paint.
Water based enamel paint, used to protect wooden surfaces, has a palette comprised
of 21 colours. The ranking is dominated by colour white, the sales of which bring in
68% of profits. Interests in other colours range from 4,3% to 0,2%.
Traditional oil based enamel paint is most commonly bought by the older segment of
customers. The colour white, which comprises 39,8% of all sales, dominates. Next
three spaces are taken by shades of brown: dark, medium, light; only in the fifth place
does black appear. This is most probably a result of traditional painting styles, the
main goal of which was to mimic the colours of wood. In the set of 10 best-selling
colours there appear as well: cream, gray and light and dark greens.
Nitrocellulose lacquer, used to protect wooden and metal surfaces from moisture, is
most often bought in achromatic colours. The most favoured colour is black (24,52%
glossy, 15,93% matte), second in common white (21,05% glossy, 5,43% matte). On
the third place situated is the color yellow, and then red, blue and green.
Chlorinated rubber paint is used for steel, iron and concrete surfaces. Preferred colours
are gray, black and white.
Epoxy enamel paint is used to protect metal - fences and barriers. The most popular
colours are black, gray, green and brown.
5. Comparison of results of sales of various colours of paints
Both the analysis of elements of urban space and comparison of results of sales of
various types of paints have shown distinct regularities. Customers avoid vibrant
colours in public space, preferring to keep to neutral and safe solutions. It is clear that
traditional greens are being pushed out by beloved by architects greyscale. A similar
thing happens in case of browns. It seems that investors most of the time use ready52

made paints, instead of mixing colours for a particular project. A valuable contribution
would be expanding the palette of greens, which could be used as well in modern
architecture. Something similar could be also done with the characteristic to Cracow
colour blue. There has been an idea of joining together two, three, or even four colours
for the purposes of use on recreational equipment (parks, playgrounds). An important
part of this deals with different types of surface finishing. Introducing several grades
of gloss and metallic finish could improve the quality of offered ready-made paint
colours.
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1. Introduction
Communication processes and design tools have tried to be developed within the
research of color in urban design. Hence, color has become an important issue in
city beautification, city image and architectural design. Each city and/or geography,
even civilization may present different colors which help to define and describe that
location, time and architecture, city image and identity. In its long history, İstanbul
has also became a cultural and ethical melting pot. The city was reconstructed and
acquired a magical ambiance under the command of sultans. Unfortunately, frequent
fires devastated large sections of the city. However, some parts of the city still carry
the ruins of its long history. This study aims to investigate color-emotion
associations at a historical site in Istanbul with a special focus on urban and regional
color palette.
It is also interesting to consider how color is represented psychologically in order to
define color spaces. Here, “color spaces” help us to describe color representation in
hierarchy, rather than only defining color intuitively. All through the process,
cognitive aspects of color represent subsequent processes of semantic and verbal
classification of our perceptions[1]. Cognitive aspects are important, because the
extent to which an individual is visually aroused depends on the type and rate of
imagery information embedded in the environment[2-3]. There is complexity in our
visual environment where people generally prefer to simplify the occasion, they
name emotions by certain adjectives. As described by Küller[4], colors help to
simplify occasions as they are descriptive terms. In his study, the effects of colormood associations in terms of visual complexity are examined while emphasizing
the complex relation between humans and color. Colors may evoke certain
emotional responses while suppressing others.
Here, the process includes social research, as well as quantitative data. A focus on
social processes versus individual experience leaded the author to focus on the
problem by grounded theory. In the study, grounded theory is designed to identify
and explicate contextualized social processes. Concepts and categories are emerged
from the data. As described by Charmaz and Henwood [5-6], the process of
grounded theory are as follows; data is gathered, compared and remains to all
possible theoretical understandings of the data and tentative interpretations are
developed about these data through codes and nascent categories.
Architectural coloring research shall be studied by collecting qualitative data as well
It shall depend on a set of visual cues which is developed from knowledge-based
systems and cognitive beliefs. Symbols and cognitive schemata affect human
perception as they form the essence of man’s knowledge. A research problem on
architectural coloring includes color coding, color-emotion association and color
categories. These are all part of knowledge-based system where color is defined
descriptive and analytic. A conceptual framework for color study by grounded
theory can be developed by coding process at a hierarchy. Here color can be studied
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1

“descriptive” and/or “analytic”. Color studies can cover color emotion relations,
color categorizations, color coding process.
Thoroughly the process can be defined as seeing color- perceiving color experiencing color. Seeing color is an act of sensory perception. The eye is an
optical system that directs receptors (rods and cones), which decode the physical
spectrum and translates it to visual perception as well as color perception. We see by
our eyes, however visual perception ends up in our brain. In addition to form,
surface quality, smell, taste, color is one of the characteristics that enables us to
determine, judge and evaluate an object [7]. In their book Meerwein, Rodeck and
Mahnke7 explain the complex relation between humans and color as follows;
“people looking at a particular color possess a certain amount of experience and
preconceptions in their memory, which influence their color perception” .
In architectural context, color impression is very important, as they can be employed
to create certain meaning (sign function of color). A light blue colored iron-glass
façade may be experienced as light in weight, on the contrary, a dark red iron-glass
façade may be experienced as heavy. Similarly, as long as the hue is constant,
brighter shades appear lighter than saturated ones (pink versus red; light versus
heavy/ orange versus brown; light versus heavy). All these concepts are related to
color perception, whilst they are based on individual experiences. Grounded theory
helps to sort conceptual sorting of memos [5-6].
2. Color work in the study
In the present study, color-emotion associations at a historical site have been
studied. Color is observed and discussed via urban and regional color palette.
Photoshop CS6 is used for color coding process.
Although supplementary research shed some light on color preference, color harmony,
individual sensitivity to color, as well as, color in the built environment [8-9], any
research investigating color experience at a historical district needs to be investigated.
In the study, the following research question is investigated: “How shall color be
designed at urban landscape?”
3. The Project Area and The Participant Group
The Project area has been an important platform for socioeconomic interaction
amongst religion and people in the city until the mid of the twentieth century.
Today, there is a mixture of small wooden houses, some of which had been restored,
while others are in bad condition. Hence, there are a lot of colorful facades at the
project area. Also, there are historical and religious districts where the architectural
setting has a multi-colored panoramic view. For the study, color-emotion association
is evaluated, meanwhile, color codes are added on the panoramic views. This made
it possible to develop a graphical representation where color can be described
numerically for the selected urban environments.
A non-color expert 170 people, from different European and non-European
countries participated in the study. Demographic data is collected in two categories;
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nationality and gender. Participants were from Belgium, Turkey, Iran, Morocco,
Sweden, Brazil and South Korea. Additionally, 79 % were female while 21 % were
male.
4. Method
4.1 Grouping Color-Emotion Association

A matching measure in between “the panoramas” was asked by an open-ended
measure to a group of people. These verbal identification for expressive emotional
cues are clustered as seen in Figure 1. Positive and negative emotional cues are
gathered in clusters, for example; old - destroyed, old - fashioned, historical and
reserved are close to each other, while warm, friendly and joyful are close to each
other. Similarly, the project area is attractive, whilst it is dirty and introverted.
Actually, the area is experienced by the combination of all these impressions.

a8rac9ve
friendly

warm
joyful

The
project area

Old
fashioned

dirty
Old
destroyed

historical

reserved
introverted

Fig. 1 - Verbal classification for the Project Area

4.2 Stages of grounded theory in the study

The survey is conducted by a free online survey program. The questionnaire was
sent to the e-mail addresses several times. All the completed questionnaires were
sent back to the data pool where they were collected. It was indicated that “each
participant was free to start from any question, also he/she was free to observe each
one of the panoramic views more than once. There was no time limitation, all related
information was written on the questionnaire such as “please select the most
appropriate word which describes the street view in accordance to its color
scheme”.
4.3 Data Analyses

3

Colors are rarely experienced in isolation. In nature, urban landscape is seen against
architectural setting. It is therefore essential to consider how colors interact in more
complex chromatic compositions. In this study, it is proposed to evaluate data in two
steps;
(1)

(2)

People’s aesthetic preferences and their perception in regard to an
exterior view is evaluated on a rating scale. The list of adjectives
include “excitement, soft, value, natural, majestic, reserved,relaxing,
warming, nobel, flowery, dominant, exclusive, aromatic, heavy, lively,
calming, quiet”.
The responses are grouped; color codes are tried to be matched with
participants’ responses.

4.3.1 Color codes

Today, many computer-based color design tools have been developed for designers’
convenience [10]. Hence, color-picking tools are embedded in design software such
as the color picker in Photoshop; it permits picking colors from different color
spaces. In the study, RGB and CIELAB (L*a*b*) are used, related color codes are
seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Fig. 2 - The historical road - with its courtyard –color codes

Color is experienced in a multitude of ways, shades and tints of the same color can
be interpreted differently. The color composition in Figure 2 can be defined as “the
repetition of similar colored facades and/or painted surfaces without a particular
emphasis on color composition (such as contrast colors, analogous colors), color is
not used to emphasize the architectural type or form. In Table 1, some of the colors
are matched with the ones in a reference source. Meerwein, Mahnke, Rodeck’s7
book is selected as the reference source, some codes which can be corresponded
with mood associations are listed in Table 1.

4
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COLOR CODES
R210 G208 B239/ L:84 a:5 b:5;
R183 G136 B140/ L:61 a:19 b:5;

COLOR-MOOD ASSOCIATIONS
Quiet, reserved
Provocative, lively

Table 1. Color codes and color mood associations for Figure 2.

The same practice is repeated with a historical district in the project area. The color
scheme is dark and heavy at a natural landscape (please refer to Figure 3). Building
materials are brick, stone which give the impressions of “eternity, durability and
strength”.

Fig. 3 - The historical district - with its courtyard –color codes

Our eyes may not discriminate the differences between tints/shades,
lightness/darkness as long as hue-brightness-saturation property are close to each
other. This is known as “color discrimination” of our eyes [10] . This fact leads to
identify two different color codes similarly, as well as, to have similar color-emotion
associations for different color codes. Once again, the color codes for the panoramic
view is evaluated in regard to the color schemes in Meerwein, Mahnke, Rodeck’s
reference book [7]. As noted previously, different colors may evoke similar
impressions [11-12]. The only additional item in the study can be “color codes”.
Color-emotion association is similar for R125 G122 B113 / L:51 a:0 b:5 and R111
G110 B108 / L:46 a:0 b:1 both of them are defined as “settled, fine and still”.
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COLOR CODES

COLOR-MOOD ASSOCIATIONS

R66G59B78/L:26 a:6 b:-10
R46G45B63/L:19 a:4 b:-11

nobel and heavy

R182G140B146/ L:62 a:17 b:3
R194G30B30/L:43 a:42 b:45

Warming

R149 G149 B149/ L:62 a:0 b:0 neutral(grey)

quiet and reserved, history and status

R137 G119 B79/ L:51 a:3 b:25

Muddy,earthy

R131 G90 B72/ L:42 a:16 b:18

Stabilizing, natural

Table 2. Color codes and color mood associations for Figure 3.

4.3.2 The Task

The photographs were displayed on the computer screen at a time in a given order.
The participant’s task was to select the most appropriate word which describes the
panoramic view in accordance to its color scheme” on a scale from “the least to the
most”. They used a questionnaire sheet. They were informed to click on the box that
best represented their degree of preference. Out of the responses, only valid data was
counted, color-emotion associations were tried to be interpreted. The responses
indicate that participants’ degree of preference for some adjectives are the same for
both Figures. Below these are listed;
•
•
•
•

In Figure 2, for “lively” %32.2 percent rated the adjective by 2 on the
rating scale, similarly %32.2 rated the same adjective by 3
In Figure 3, for “calming” %39.3 percent rated the adjective by 2 on the
rating scale, similarly %39.3 rated the same adjective by 3
In Figure 3, for “exclusive” %16.1 percent rated the adjective by 0 on the
rating scale, similarly %16.1 rated the same adjective by 1
In Figure 3, for “soft” %37.5 percent rated the adjective by 2 on the rating
scale, similarly %37.5 rated the same adjective by 3

It is observed that the same building materials are indicated by similar color codes
and they also evoke similar impressions. This supports the sign function of color.
Figure 2 illustrates a road with raw houses in different colors which represent a
colorful pallette. It can be argued that participants had an emotional response to the
entire adjective list, because none of the adjective list has “0” mean of responses.
4. Results and Discussion
One of the most interesting aspects of color is that, color appearance, color
difference, and color specification seem to be located at a higher level of
presentation. Color is a cognitive and linguistic level of representation [13]. The
6
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symbolic effect and expression of color is understood by considering whether it is
isolated or it is viewed against any other surface/ background. In the study, the
effects of color are examined under two categories. In the research the stages of
grounded theory are tried to be adopted.
Firstly, the effect of color is identified in relation to the architectural environmenturban setting. Secondly, the relative effect of color is studied as a component of
material (the codification of material is important such as wood is natural-warm
and/or metal is cold-hard).
Data analyses in regard to the research question covers to interpret color-mood
association at urban landscape. At the beginning of the research, urban photos with
color codes from Photoshop are prepared. Secondly, data is collected by online
survey. Thirdly, mean of responses are analyzed, meanwhile responses are grouped
by integrating them to literature and writing up of ideas. A theoratical outline is
written for all visualized urban photos with color codes. Lastly, concept
development by color codes at urban landscape is sorted. Suggestions on “the
research question” can be written, such as; the context in which we experience color
defines its effect and the significance we attribute to it, there is a “color-emotion
message” for building materials and landscape. Color codes can be associated with
certain moods. While designing urban landscape, these codes can be referred to
design more functional and organized districts, even for cities color-mapping can be
studied at a professional level. A categorical specification on color cognition and
linguistic level of representation is tried to be developed. This practice can be
affective while modeling a specific environment with computer- based presentation
techniques. (certain color codes are associated with certain impressions, these color
codes can easily be selected and applied to give an impression of aromatic, settled,
exclusive, elegant et cetera). Hence, this practice will also be helpful at image
setting, especially at the design process stage.
PREPARATION
urban photos with
color codes
DATA
COLLECTION
online survey
ANALYSIS
mean of responses

MEMOING
IntegraIng literature
Write-up of ideas
THEORATICAL
OUTLINE
urban photos with
color codes, visualising

WriIng
suggesIons

SORTING
Concept development by
Color codes at urban landscape.

Fig. 4 – Stages of Grounded Theory [5]

As summed up by Krebs and Wolf [14], color is an effective code when used as a
cue or alerting signal; a method of grouping similar terms/ or separating them, a
means of increasing symbol visibility. Also, when one single color is used as a target
color, it is experienced better, easily and quickly, it deviates from other colors in
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visual presentation. Then color is processed faster than other stimulus attributes. In
Figure 3 there are various color stimulus, various color codes take attention and
carry a symbolic meaning.
Color symbolism has grown out of the generalization of color’s effects on emotions.
Symbolic and psychological meaning of colors are closely linked as well. The
symbolic meaning together with psychological effect, depends on hue’s nuance [10].
The context in which we experience color defines its effect and the significance we
attribute to it. Facades next to each other may lead to different impressions. The
same color, connected with different materials, may give different impressions and
effects. Colors have symbolic meaning as well as emotional cues.
The outcomes of the study can be summed up as follows:
• Data analysis for Figure 2 indicates that, it does not have an impression of
“quiet and reserved”, on the contrary it has an image of “energetic and
flowery”. The color codes R210 G208 B239/ L:84 a:5 b:5 and R183 G136
B140/ L:61 a:19 b:5 are rated by the questionnaire. The “color-emotion
message” in the relevant literature supports this result.
• Data analysis for Figure 3 indicates that, it does not have an impression of
“flowery, energetic”, on the contrary it has an image of “heavy, nobel,
stabilizing”. Some of the color codes; R66G59B78/L:26 a:6 b:-10,
R46G45B63/L:19 a:4 b:-11, R182G140B146/ L:62 a:17 b:3, R194G30B30
/ L:43 a:42 b:45, R149 G149 B149/ L:62 a:0 b:0 are rated by the
questionnaire. The “color-emotion message” in the relevant literature
supports this result.
These analyses can be a starting point to highlight the importance of preparing color
schemes in regard to color-emotion associations. Visual critics and color-emotion
assessment are based on both panoramic views and color-coding.

5. Conclusion
In the study, color in urban environment-architectural setting has been studied,
visual critics and color-emotion assessment are based on both panoramic views and
color-coding.
The results may have contributions for previous research which mainly focus on
color samples and color appliance in different fields of design. Also, it is helpful for
propounding a methodology on coloring urban environment-architectural setting.
Further studies could also explore how demographic effects, such as age, gender and
profession influence color impressions. The assessment of older versus modern

8
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environments’ in relation to their color schemes is another topic of interest which is
also important from city identity point of view.
Depending on the correlations between adjectives such as “history and reserve”,
“aromatic and warming”, “heavy and nobel”, “earthy and muddy”, “majestic and
solemn”, “fine and settled”, momentary visual sensation can be argued. This
phenomena is a result of short term impressions, however we are surrounded by
color, it is a part of our environment which shall be designed to human psychophysical structure (descriptive dimension of color).
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Light and Colour: measurement and 3D simulation for a
new light of Neptune fountain in Bologna
Andrea Siniscalco, Maurizio Rossi
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1. Introduction
In this contribution an analysis and concept for a new illumination of the monumental
complex of the fountain and statue of Neptune in central Bologna [1] is presented. It
will be described the investigation phase of the actual installed luminaires and the
relieves conducted to find out the lighting levels and the material colours on the site.
After the measurement phase, some concepts for a new lighting of the Neptune’s
fountain and statue complex will be presented, keeping in consideration the request
of the client, finishes and the colours of the area. The process end with the reworking
of the data and the construction of a digital model of the complex for the production
of some videos that display the proposed solutions. The purpose of the paper is to
present to professional a case study for a preliminary proposal for the lighting of a
complex related to cultural heritage.
2. State of art
The actual lighting on the Neptune statue is made up of a roto-symmetric projector
with metal halide lamp with opening of the beam (estimated by the position of the
luminaire and the statue) of 2x3°, used to cast the shadow of the statue on the building
that host the offices of the town hall (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 (left) - Lighting effect given by the roto-symmetric projector placed on building 02 (Palazzo di Re Enzo)
Fig. 2 (right) - Remains of the lighting system submerged in the basin of the fountain of Neptune

As today, the basin of the fountain and the pedestal of the statue are not illuminated
(Figure 2), given the fact that the lighting system installed in the basin have been
removed (probably because no longer working).
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In the square two different types of discharge lamp have probably1 been employed:
• High pressure sodium lamp HPS (Figure 3)
• Metal halide lamp (Figure 5)

Fig. 3 - Spectral distribution of a high pressure sodium lamp

The first type of lamp is used for the illumination of the majority of building facades
(except of the church), where there is a predominance of yellow-green colours for
which this kind of lamp grant enough colour rendering (Ra=20-23) together with a
high luminous efficacy.
Looking at Figure 5, it is clear to see that HPS lamps grant an increased saturation for
yellow-green chromatic samples (even with tint distortion), but at the same time
orange-red samples result to be desaturated.
The metal halide lamp grants higher values of colour rendering index (Ra=65) and
correlated colour temperature (in the following considerations we will consider a well
diffused nominal value of 4000 K) even at the cost of a loss in efficiency.
By looking at Figure 4, it is clear that this lamp grants a better rendering of every
colour sample (and most likely, this is why it has been used to illuminate the Neptune
statue and may marble elements), even if the deep reds are not rendered at best,
compared to reference light source.
Comparing Figure 6 to Figure 7, it is possible to notice that the gamut area (space that
encase every colour that can be reproduced by the light source) of the latter is better
than the one of the first and that, overall, distortion of the tints appear to be more
contained.
Modern LED technology allow to achieve great flexibility in the management of
“colour rendering” of the surfaces and the tones of light, preserving at the same time
a discrete luminous efficiency.

1

There was no direct information from the manager of the lighting system
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Fig. 4 - Comparison of colour rendering of 15 saturated chromatic samples illuminated by a metal halide lamp and a
reference light source with colour temperature of 4279 K (black body)

Fig. 5 - Spectral distribution of a metal halide lamp

Fig. 6 (left) - Gamut area of the HPS lamp (blue) compared with the reference light source for the 15 saturated chromatic
samples of the CQS [1] rendering index.
Fig. 7 (right) - Gamut area of the metal halide lamp (same comparison).

3. Measurement
Luminance measurement have been done in two different days: the 3rd of March 2016
in which the lighting system was completely on, and the 14th of April 2016 when, at
the moment of the relief (02.00 am) the accent projector was turned off.
The Neptune’s fountain and the surroundings have been measured in all directions in
order to evaluate different aspects:
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•
•

The level of the modelling (ratio between shadow and light) on the statue
given by the actual lighting system
Evaluation of the hierarchy of different buildings and monuments, taking in
consideration different directions of observation (the aim is to evaluate what
architectural elements are more visually attractive to the eye of the observer
that look in different directions inside of the square, by hypothesizing that
high luminance building attract more the stare of the visitor).

Fig. 8 - Luminance distribution in false colours logarithmic scale (direction toward via Rizzoli)

Looking at Figure 8 (which is the view that an observer would have walking from
Piazza Maggiore toward via Francesco Rizzoli), it is noticeable that the average
luminance value of the base of the statue, is more or less 0.68 cd/m2, while the value
close to the right thigh increases to 2.1 cd/m2, up to 2.7 cd/m2 on the left thigh. This
distribution is due to the projector placed on the façade of the building adjacent to the
fountain that illuminate the statue projecting her shadow on the opposite building.
The luminance map of the fountain and the statue, by looking from via Rizzoli to
Piazza Maggiore is represented in Figure 9, where it is possible to see that the base
sits around 0.5/0.6 cd/m2, the right side of the statue is around 0.2/0.5 cd/m2, while
the left side is definitely more bright with values around 5.8 cd/m2 (see detail in Figure
10).
The two considered viewing directions appears to be not optimal for looking at the
statue.
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Fig. 9 (left) - Luminance distribution in false colours logarithmic scale (direction toward Piazza Maggiore)
Fig. 10 (right) - Detail of the left side of the Neptune statue (direction toward Piazza Maggiore)

4. Requests
The contractors expressed a series of requests that the new lighting system of the
Neptune’s fountain should satisfy. The requests can be synthetized in these points:
• Reduce energy consumption
• Control of diffused light
• Glare control
• Valorisation of the monument
• Improved readability of the Statue-Fountain complex in relation to the
context (surrounding buildings in the square) and its components (statue of
the Neptune, castellum, naiad)
• Valorisation of the water features
• Implementation of dynamic lighting solutions in specific occasions like
commemorations and celebrations
• Differentiated illumination between the statue and the castellum
All the request and directions coming from the contractors have been analysed and
evaluated and for every element of the fountain and the square, the design solutions
that have been proposed will be described in the following paragraph. By the
combination of all of the elements, three different concepts of the illumination of the
monumental complex of the Neptune’s fountain have been created.
4.1. Privileged direction of observation

The three concepts have two different directions that match the privileged paths
followed by the tourists and the common users of the square.
The first path is the one that goes from Piazza Maggiore to Via Rizzoli, and the second
one is the opposite (from Via Rizzoli to Piazza Maggiore).
The individuation of these two paths was mandatory for the concept of significant
luminous effects (visible by the users) and for the definition of the quality parameters
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of the lighting system2, such as the glare control and the reduction of luminance in the
field of view for the main direction of observation.

Fig. 11 - Plant of the square with the number of the buildings

5. The concepts
The concept phase articulated through a series of many different proposals (three
initial alternatives) that during the development have been modified and reduced to
just one, on the basis of the indication given by the contractors and in relation with
the ongoing process of restoration of the fountain.
Regarding the illustration of the three initial proposals, a technical report have been
produced with all the details regarding the optics and the electrical power implied.
This document was integrated with a presentation and a sequence of images (part
digital reconstruction and part photo editing) as description of the proposed concepts.
To better communicate the choices of the concepts of different lighting solutions
derived by the revisions of the contractors three videos have been created. These
videos consist of a camera movement that simulate a night walk of a typical user that
from Via Rizzoli goes to Piazza Maggiore. Reached the fountain we let the observer
take a closer look to the details (such as the water features and the dynamic lighting
effects).

2

This assessment will be the subject of detailed design stage that does not fall within
our mandate.
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5.1. Illumination of the statue

The first solution presented kept in consideration the actual appearance of the statue’s
shadow on the opposite building’s façade. This element is highly recognizable and
characterizes the square, for this reason we suggested to the contractors to preserve
this characteristic in the new lighting system.
The concepts provided the illumination of the statue, placing projectors on the
surrounding buildings in order to obtain a double effect:
• Illumination of the statue of the Neptune with significantly higher levels of
luminance (rising from 1.6 to 6 cd/m2) such as to create a hierarchy among
the various architectural elements and draw attention to the figure of the
Neptune when observed from the two privileged directions.
• Projection of the shadow of the statue on the buildings surrounding the
fountain through groups of projectors that can be controlled independently
so to illuminate the figure of the Neptune, casting its shadow in different
directions. This solution has been eliminated in a second moment, because
the contractor wanted to remove the projection of the shadows, in favour of
a “360° vision” of the statue from every direction. For this effect, four groups
of projectors have been provided on the buildings 3, 8, 2 and 9. These
projectors, all turned on, make the statue visible from all the directions. The
projectors are equipped with barndoors and optical systems, to control the
emission over the statue preventing light to spill on the building around the
monumental complex.
All the lighting concepts intend the statue to be illuminated by LED light sources with
colour temperature of 4000 K and colour rendering index at least of 80. Concerning
the photometric distribution, narrow beam roto-symmetric projectors, with barndoors
(or cylindrical screen) have been chosen to have the best possible control on light; the
aim was to reduce the flux dispersed toward the sky and off the shape of the statue.
To satisfy the requests of the contractor, three RGB projectors have been expected in
the same position of the white light projectors, in order to realize the coloured lighting
during some manifestations of scheduled events, such as:
• Blue lighting for the World Diabetes Day (14 November)
• Blue lighting for World Autism Awareness Day (2 April)
• Pink lighting for the “Rush for the Cure”, Komen Italia against breast cancer
(22-24 September)
• Red lighting for World Blood Donor Day (14 June)
• Purple lighting for International Epilepsy Day (13 February)
Due to the fact that RGB projectors emit less luminous flux than the white ones3, the
proposal is to lit them all completely (at the same time) while the white light projectors
are lit one at the time. When the RGB projectors are used, the luminaires on the
castellum should be dimmed or turned off, to increase the perception of the chromatic
effect.

3

It is also important not to exceed with the number of luminaires installed, due to
preservation of the appearance of the historical facades around the fountain.
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5.2. Lighting of the water features

According to the requests of the contractor, no luminaires could have been installed
inside of the basin of the fountain, unlike what happened in the previous lighting
system.
The valorisation of the water of the fountain can be achieved only with the
illumination of the gushes, through RGB LEDs placed inside specially designed
nozzles that can create a laminar jets of water.

Fig. 12 - Example of device for water features that produce a laminar jet of water, illuminated by a LED light source

The luminous effect that can be achieved through devices like the one in Figure 12, is
a water jet completely illuminated and this is due to the fact that the water act as a sort
of optic fiber which can conduit light for the whole extension of the jet. This effect is
possible only with a laminar flux of water, while a normal jet will not be able to
conduit light this way; instead the illuminated portion will be only the one in the direct
proximity of the nozzle and then it will decrease quickly while staying from it (Figure
13).

Fig. 13 - Test done at Laboratorio LUCE, Politecnico di Milano of fiber optic lighting of turbulent gush of water.

The use of RGB LEDs allows to obtain coloured light (for instance, during the events),
and also white light with a proper tuning of the three emitters.
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Figure 14 - Device used for the creation of laminar gushes with the detail of the connection of the luminous system

Regarding the mass of water inside the fountain basin, due to the fact that it is not
possible to install luminaires within, it will be illuminate by the light reflected of the
castellum: direct illumination with the projectors (on the facades of the building) on
the basin have not been implemented because of the risk of glare given by specular
reflections from the water toward the user.
In order to make the gushes more visible, its scheduled the reduction of luminous flux
on the projectors of the castellum and the statue (in well-defined time slots) so to
increase the contrast between the background and the water, and improve the
perception of the latter. The ratio of the contrast should be at least 3:1.
The management of this lighting effect can be implemented in two different ways:
• All the gushes are illuminated with the same colour decided at the moment
of the installation and cannot be changed by the control system.
• The lighting effect is paired with the control system that can change the
colour of each jet so that more luminous effects can be cycled through the
night
5.3. Accessory lighting of the surrounding building

The illumination of the historical building around the fountain is mainly thought as a
series of “lighting signs” on the horizontal surfaces of walking, in correspondence of
the lines of white marble encased in the paving of the square, as shown in Figure 15.
Hypothesized characterizing “signs of light” in the square are also the illumination of
the windows on the building 9 and 1, with a neutral colour temperature of 4000 K,
similar to the one actually installed on building 8. Other than that, above the building
1 and 2, blades of light produced by luminaires with narrow beams (also 4000 K)
valorise the battlements.
The aim of this accessory lighting is not to improve the distribution of the illuminances
on the horizontal walking surface, but instead to create effects that attract the attention
of the observer along the path of the two privileged directions of observation toward
the monumental complex of the Neptune.
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Fig. 15 - On the left: Area in which the “lines of light” should be placed in the first concept presented (on lines A and B
and the yellow squares on the opposite side of the statue). On the right: in the third concept, “cross of coloured light”
are achieved by placing “blade beam” luminaires on the intersections of the marble encasing on the paving.

6. Digital representation
In the first phase of presentation of the concepts, some pictures were digitally
elaborated to represent the appearance of the thee hypothesized lighting installation.
Concerning the 3D model of the fountain, the pedestal and the base, we had a
cooperation with the university of Bologna. That team of Bologna took 3D scan of the
whole statue. The relief had an average sampling of measurement, but even with that,
the final geometry resulted in being of more than two million polygons.
The digital model of the statue has been used to test the values of illuminance with
the proposed solutions and the results were presented together with the photo-edited
pictures of the concepts (Figure 16).

Fig. 16 - On the left: Photo edited picture of Concept 01. On the right: False colour image for the evaluation of
illuminance levels given by projectors placed on Building 8 (Palazzo Accursio). The replication of the shadow on the
surrounding walls (changing on specific time table) was one of the key ideas of Concept 01.

After the first phase of presentation and revision of the concept with the contractor
(that spoke with the municipality of Bologna), the features of the three solution have
been represented in short (1 minute and half) videos that, as already said, simulated
the path of users through the two main direction of observation.
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To create the videos, a digital model of the whole site of Piazza del Nettuno and his
surroundings has been created.
Some 3D scans of the buildings were available, but the complexity of the geometry
derived by digital scanning, was too high for the reconstruction of the whole site, and
would have ended up in excessive rendering times for photorealistic and photometric
calculations.
For this reason, the buildings around the statue have instead been modelled with the
software 3D Studio Max by Autodesk, using as references, technical drawings,
satellite views and pictures of the site, with the aim of keeping the geometry as simple
as possible.

Fig. 17 - Comparison of the complexity of the geometry of the 3D scan (above: 1.399.995 polygons, partial geometry)
compared with a modelled version of Palazzo Accursio (87.539 polygons complete geometry).

The textures applied on the geometry have been taken during the two measurement
days and also some of them (mostly the ones of Palazzo del Podestà) have been
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extracted by the 3D scans made by university of Bologna and specialised websites
[3]. Some colour correction of the images has been necessary to unify the appearance
of the buildings, due to the fact that the various pictures were taken in different
lighting conditions (clear or overcast sky, different times, different devices of
acquisition, etc.).

Fig. 18 - On the left: the area that has been modelled for the production of the 3D videos. On the right a frame of the
video of Concept 01.

7. Conclusions
The task we carried out was only the metric relief and formulation of concepts. The
complete process of design of lighting systems and installations, also includes several
successive phases of analysis of the products and technologies available to meet light
and energy performance requirements.
Our mandate did not include the complete design procedure, however, the observed
phases are emblematic of the first steps of lighting design process; measures (metric,
photometric, photographic), study of the site, elaboration of concepts (valorisation of
elements, of the main visual routes by the common users, production of visuals, etc.),
revision with the contractor and modification of the concepts (depending on the
elements that emerged from the reviews) and production of final visuals. This simple
walkthrough can act as an example to professional who are faced with a lighting
project for the Cultural Heritage.
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1. Introduction
Colours and materials arouse different meanings and emotions in the context of
design. Previous industrial design studies have investigated these meanings [1] [2] [3] [4].
Their findings provide industrial designers valuable knowledge and endorse their
design process as a guide in addition to their scientific/academic contributions. In their
study, which they elaborately investigated the product experience Khalaj and Pedgley
investigated these meanings, which are intended to be given by designers and compare
them to the meanings, which are realized by users [3]. “Designers communicate
affective meaning through their design” [5: p. 1]. Similarly, interiors could be interpreted
as large-scale products, which are perceived and experienced by five senses.
However; they are mostly dominated by the sense of vision [6]. “Language is one of
the core components of any culture" and is "closely related to thought" [2: p.3315].
According to Jackendoff vision and language are related [7] and this relationship could
reveal how users perceive and experience these large-scale products: interiors.
Aesthetic experience, experience of meaning and emotional experience are three
components of product experience [1]. These components might correspond with
sensory, symbolic, and affective descriptors respectively, that are investigated by the
valuable and inspiring previous study [2]. In order to investigate and inquire interior
architecture elements, these product design studies could be adopted to interior
architecture. Adjectives are used to explain people’s product experience and there are
three categories for these adjectives: sensory, symbolic and affective descriptors [2].
Sensory descriptors are associated with five senses and include words such as colour,
loud, etc. [2]. Symbolic descriptors are described by words such as complex, modern
etc. [2]. Affective descriptors are described by words such as exciting, cute, etc. [2]. In
order to investigate free association, in the current study, sensory descriptors,
symbolic descriptors, and affective descriptors are related to characteristics of
interiors which are perceived by the five senses, the symbolic meanings of design, and
emotions, respectively [8]. However, single colours or single materials have been
investigated, colour pairs and material pairs have not been studied for their meanings
and associations although interiors rarely consist of a single colour or a single
material. In the current study, free-association method, which provides diverse results,
was used in order to explore colours with their pairs and materials with their pairs to
clarify their free-associations, as a first impression.
2. Methodology
Red fabric, green fabric and white fabric, for single and paired colours (red and white,
red and green, and white and green colour pairs), and red fabric, red timber and red
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plasterboard, for single and paired materials (fabric and timber, fabric and
plasterboard, and timber and plasterboard material pairs), were chosen in order to
investigate the concept [8]. 20cmx41cm models were covered by them and covered
models presented an intersection of two 20cmx20cm walls representing a corner of an
ordinary interior. Attention gabbing red colour with its afterimage complementary
colour green and white as the most used achromatic colour in interiors were chosen.
Materials were chosen according to their wide usage and surface quality (materials
which could be painted without loss of identity on their surfaces): fabric, timber and
plasterboard. Colour codes were determined by NCS Atlas 96 for the timber because
of its restricted palette of possible paint colours and then these were applied to other
materials. After models were painted and dried, NCS Colour Scan 2.0 was used to
measure and control models’ NCS codes.
192 voluntarily participants were asked to look at models, under controlled conditions
of the experiment box, imagine the model as a corner walls of an ordinary interior and
write down five adjectives which the model inspires as a free-association process and
then they were asked to write down why they preferred these adjectives. “Each model
was assessed by at least 15 participants” [8: p. 266]. The gender balanced sample group’s
average age was 29. The participants performed Ishihara’s Color-Blindness Test in
the experiment room. The participants, who could pass the test, read, filled and signed
the consent form. Then they were asked to respond demographic questions (date of
birth, gender, etc.) under experimental conditions. After demographic questions, they
saw the model that represented a corner walls of an ordinary interior and answer two
questions. Philips TL-D 90 Graphica 18W 965 - 59cm (MASTER), was fixed on the
top surface of the experiment box to provide required lighting conditions. The
procedure and experimental setting were defined in detail in [8].
3. Results
Nvivo’s word frequency function was used to analysed and each data set was grouped
in order to elicit and investigate colours, colour pairs, materials and material pairs in
interiors. Nvivo grouped all related adjectives and the results demonstrated the freeassociations of them. Results which were interpreted by Nvivo software, were
classified with one of the descriptor types defined in the previous study [2]. To ensure
interrater reliability, two more researchers repeated the same procedure, which is to
assign three descriptors to the overall results, that two researchers did before [8]. Each
colour, colour pair, material and material pair has a table of associations in detail
which consist of adjectives in addition to reasons why the participants preferred these
adjectives [8]. Similar word groups were taken into account, in addition to the word
itself during the analyses. For instance, 'heavy' might be mentioned as a sensory
descriptor, in the previous study; however, in the current study, its similar word group
covers dense and deep, and the participants were not allowed to touch any models,
therefore ‘heavy’ was assigned as a symbolic descriptor (for the fabric and
plasterboard material pair) (see Tab. 1) [8].
4. Conclusion and Discussion
The study aimed to clarify free associations of colour pairs and material pairs with
their single colours and single materials. The results reveal that each single colour,
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paired colour, single material and paired material were related to sensory descriptors
[8]
. Both single colours and single materials were related to different types of
descriptors in the context of interiors [8]. Paired colours were related to all types of
descriptors except red and green colour pair, however, paired materials were
associated with fewer affective descriptors [8].
Based on the results, interior architects, architects and/or designers could choose
preferred colours, colour pairs, materials and/or material pairs according to these
associations. Meanings such as red and white colour pair was associated with ‘fresh’,
and fabric and plasterboard material pair was associated with ‘closed’ and/or ‘heavy’
could be useful during design processes (see Tab. 1). As a widely-used colour in
interiors, white could arouse different and more improved meanings when it is paired
with either with warm or cold colours. For instance, white and green colour pair
aroused ‘interesting’ association which has not been aroused by single white colour
(see Tab. 1). Similarly, natural materials tend to be associated with more diverse
meanings than artificial material (plasterboard) (see Tab. 1). Both pairs of timber have
not aroused affective associations, although, single timber has [8].
These diverse findings which had been obtained by free-association method revealed
inspiring results, however, the study has limitations such as citizenship of participants
and the difference between real life applications and the experimental conditions. The
study findings contribute to understanding of colours and materials with their pairs in
interiors and are expected to be useful for different design disciples in addition to
researchers who aim to investigate experience of colours and materials in interiors.
Colours, Colour Pairs, Materials, and Material Pairs
Materials and their pairs
Colours and their pairs
Fabric
Timber
Plasterboard
Red
White
Green
SoftColourfulStrongColourful- CleanCalmingsensory
sensory
symbolic
sensory symbolic
affective
DeepStrongRed- sensory
WarmLightColouraffective
symbolic
affective sensory
sensory
IntenseComfortable- Flat- sensory
Strong- ObjectiveBrightaffective
symbolic
symbolic symbolic
sensory
SmoothWoodenSquareBrightSoftHomesensory
sensory
sensory
sensory
sensory
affective
Fabric and
Fabric and
Timber and
Red and Red and White and
Timber
Plasterboard
Plasterboard
White
Green
Green
ColourColourColourClean- ColourfulCleansensory
sensory
sensory
symbolic sensory
symbolic
RedClosedRoughColours- StraightColoursensory
affective
sensory
sensory symbolic
Sensory
BrightColouredContrastFreshContrast- Interestingsensory
sensory
symbolic
symbolic symbolic
affective
WoodHeavyNaturalMedical- DifferentLightsensory
symbolic
symbolic
symbolic symbolic
sensory
Tab. 1 – First four associations with their assigned descriptors. The table was adopted from Ulusoy & Olgunturk
(2017)’s Table IX. The table and overall results were presented in detail [8].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Milan, Paris and London, three european cities and capitals for the last two ones
with quite various personalities and with different light. All the three really are very
much involved in Interior Design. What are their specificities in term of colors and
what are the trends in colors in each one? As an interior designer and color prescript
for different french companies now free lance and based in Milano, I Interviewed
companies that are selling paints fabrics and wall papers in these three cities.
2. MILANO’S TIMELESS COLORS
Beige, grey, grège, whites
In the sixties and seventies, bright and bursting colors, such as red, orange and green
were the norm in Milan. That period has now come to a close and the trend in Milan
tends towards a more minimalistic approach. Neutral colors such as grey, beige and
of course « greige » which is a combination of both grey and beige, natural tones
blended with whites have become emblematic colors for Milanese interiors.
An elegant combination of matt and shiny materials give these interiors a soothing
and refined quality.
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Textured paints and resins have also found their place, giving the walls a certain
mineral touch to them. The new materials blended with solid wood or even stone
produce a sober and discreet environment.
Within this setting one can allow a few touches of color, preferably worn out, rather
than bright.
And one can wonder if Milanese designer Armani, did not have a major influence on
Milanese interior design. There is in effect, little difference between the designer’s
color palette and apartments interiors.
The milanese, by their tradition and culture have understood the concept that the
choice of color is intrinsically linked with the choice of material.
Polished walls, bright colored fabrics that attract light, copper, gold and silver
materials... Milan is secret and discreet, but shines in silence nonetheless.
Blacks and whites - Fornasetti
Fornasetti style has crossed the italian borders .Its graphic black and whites with a
slight touch of color, its trompe l’oeil wall papers give a poetic, joyful, dreamy,
humorous and very much refined atmosphere. It is timeless and at the same time
very trendy.
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3. PARIS TIMELESS COLOR Greys
Paradoxically, shades of grey govern the city of lights : the sky is grey, the slate on
the roofs is grey, the ground cover is grey and pigeons too!
This symphony in grey major is being only warmed up by the natural stone of the
building’s facades.
The french capital esthetic balance lies in the permanent contrast between the subtle
but dominant cold greys and the warmer natural and luminous sandy colors of the
buildings. Only old building entrances provide this well needed contrast with touch
of deep colors such as green, navy blue or burgundy.
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Like the outside echoing inside, Parisian apartments also reflects this grey
symphony.
Walls are covered with pearl grey, photo grey, turtledove grey and grey lead. Grey
in Paris is a safe bet, a white spread of « Chic Parisian »
Whites, greys and taupe are Paris true timeless colors but their expression will be
matt or even powdery matts which in return provide an increased sense of depth and
height to the room or space.
By definition matt paints are fragile, that being said matt and luster free paints are
readily available on the french market.

Taupe
An other safe investment of Parisian taste in colors is named after a small animal
living in rural France: the mole.
Taupe is a brownish grey color which is unlike its animal homonym is often found
on apartments.
Whites, greys and taupe are Paris true timeless colors but their expression will be
matt or even powdery matts which in return provide an increased sense of depth and
height to the room or space.
By definition matt paints are fragile, that being said matt and luster free paints are
readily available on the french market.
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In this context, recent efforts have been made to spruce up panoramic walls with
intense colors such as reds, blue lagoon, peacock blue and even absinthe green.
4. LONDON’S TIMELESS COLORS

Greens

Similar to the Italian’s liberated relation to color but with a different way of
expressing it, English people have a natural affiliation with lush green surroundings,
it is only normal that their interior would reflect this bond. Green tones are often
represented, almost like inviting nature inside.
Floral motifs are prevalent in all shades of green. From tender greens to middle
greens and sometimes bold greens. This is a « so british » particularity, and as an
interior designer, an everyday challenge. Mixing and blending harmoniously english
paints with italian fabrics for example is not an easy task. To avoid any tasteless
combinations, one must stick to UK production for the choice of fabrics. It has to be
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noted that British paint brands create their own wallpaper design and fabrics and
conversely.
Historical Colors
Another distinctive characteristic, is the strong interest in colors displayed in the
England’s landmarks. This is a way to pay respect to the collective heritage and
perpetuate the looks and design of the historic buildings.
It’s not uncommon in 2017, to find products that can reproduce to perfection for
example the last Georgian style which consists of shades of yellow tinted blues and
greens and also pale pinks. This is also valid for the Regency style with distinctive
shades of yellow, orange, cold reds, lavender and grey.
Lastly, British paint brands are quite directive and give the consumer clear
indications on the choice of colors depending on the orientation of the room where
that color will be applicated.
5. CURRENT COLOR TRENDS IN LONDON
Black and White
Black and White or I should say Whites and Blacks. White is giving light while
black is shaping contrasts and details, giving rythms. This combination and
opposition of these two non colors allow to create volumes and a link between
spaces. The matt black will reduce any defect and the whole is giving to the space a
contemporary and design flair . This combination is also frequently used in
industrial and so called lofts.
Nonetheless, It is better to mix materials : matt, shiny, glossy, watered and graphic
fabrics to add personality and to find the right balance between blacks and whites.
You can also use non totally blacks such as pitch black, charcoal, ebony, raven
blacks and caviar. Avoiding greys in this case is a must as it would give a very sad
atmosphere. Grey anyway tends to be a very institutional color.
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To enhance the graphic design and add more personality to it, acid yellows, bright
greens or pepsy oranges are often added.
Vintage Spirit
Vintage spirit is quite high, due to Orla Kiely, the style has a seventies ambiance: it
is fresh and colorful and faithful to the english love for floral designs.
Jungle Spirit
The Jungle spirit is quite high too.
I would say it is rather high in the three cities but i would relate it to London first
due to english love for nature as said previously but also due to their colonial past.
This theme has been reenhanced by the launch of the Pantone Greenery Color.

Terracotta
Terracotta is taking over. It has been a design staple for 5000 years and now with
powdery pinks and dove grey, metals and stones, it is the new color of the day.
6. CURRENT PARISIAN TRENDS
Greys- Blacks- Blues
For a few years, the orientation has leaned towards rather intense and saturated
colors. Dark grey and black color blocks on walls or as total look have been popular
in Paris. This inclination confirms its grounding as of Fall 2016 with the addition of
highly saturated navy blues and night blues. On a side note, this trend seems to be
reaching Milan as well.
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In the realm of good taste, a lot can be permitted if chosen carefully. However an
important question arises: Can this trend of dark saturated colors be tolerated longterm?
However fine and elegant the paints may be, the issue of sustainability over time
poses a real issue.
Moreover, under the parisian skies, the blue colors, especially those found in in eastoriented spaces, will surely turn grayish.
Each color provides a specific energy. Colors defined as « cold » have the ability to
enlarge the space. While tender blues have a soothing quality to them, darker ones
will inevitably bring on ‘the blues’ !
Much like a living plant, man needs light to grow and develop. In this sense I like to
think of the color blue as « bipolar ».
Even if in many different areas, blue seems the be the preferred color for the French,
one can wonder if this trend for very dark blues will persist.
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Pinks

Hailing straight from Scandinavian countries, pink shades, rather unusual for France
seems to be breaking through in small touches, on furniture for example. It is also
not uncommon to find soft powdered pinks on walls.
This recent and delicate development is rekindling with the 1950’s tradition of soft
pastel shades. Which is also making a comeback in Parisian interiors.
Pink which was widely accepted as a woman only color is slowly but surely
becoming unisex (and not only androgynous).
British paint brands, which are in high demand in France, have been strongly
promoting gentle pinks since fall 16’. Evidently, barbie pinks are not featured at all
on the French market. Pinks are likely to be more used during the coming fall.
Greens
While it is not certain at all that Pantone’s color of the year 2017 « Greenery » will
succeed in entering Parisian interiors, darker shades of green are gaining ground.
Also appreciated are « jungle » greens. Perhaps the need to escape the daily grind,
the need to travel, to escape, to breathe and let nature in is the driving force behind
this recent trend.
Strangely enough, pinewood green is also closing in since the beginning of the
holiday season.
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Mustard
Lastly and always in small touches, mustard yellow is used lightly in furniture
fabrics, and rightly so, as it brings warmth to grey and navy blues.
Only time will tell if this color will make it to the walls of Parisian interiors.
In conclusion, after decades of shying away from colors, Parisian apartments seem
to adopt a truly welcome change in interior design, bringing back shades of color, in
moderate touches evidently. One does not simply change anything French overnight.
And as we say, Paris ne s’est pas fait en un jour...
7. CURRENT MILANESE TRENDS
Greys, beige and greige are still in the air. As seen at Proposte in 2016 and 2017,
natural colors are available in an infinite ranges of shades, hues and values in iconic
iIalian fabrics like silks, linens, cottons and wools but also in very contemporary and
innovative textiles sometimes blended with threads of metal.

Blues.
Blues, all kind of blues but not in total look.
Teal blues, Cadet blues, Sky blues and Turquoise, and I would add, they are at the
right place as they are cooling some atmospheres that can be very hot.
Colors of a very famous English paints brand are very high among Italian architects
in Milan as I have been said, and this brand has begun to import english fabrics to
match.
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Blacks and Whites.
Blacks and whites are also used but the presence of blacks is very low key, at least
less than in London.
Mix and match, soft colors with brighter ones
As Milan is a trend setter in Design, I have noticed an interesting trend mixing very
dark colors on walls such as very dark blue or green combined with pastel colors
like grey, pinks, blue that would bring in contrast a lot of softness while keeping the
theatricality of the space. It is often used on Gio Ponti’s furniture of the 50’s, the
furniture’s wood adds a very warm effect. This same « blu scuro « , seen with bright
poppy reds and pinks gives a dreamlike and hushed atmosphere, these colors are
sublimated by indirect lighting and we got impression of being on a stage.
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Rose
Like in the two other capitals, pinks in their very pale version are blooming. It can
be interestingly mixed with terracotta as recently seen.
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8. CONCLUSION
To conclude I would say even though the light is different in the three cities the
trends are substantially similar due to the internationalization of some english brands
of paints that have a lot of success in Paris and Milano and also due to Italian fabrics
who are very much valued in the three cities, Nevertheless, if the trends in colors
seem to be similar, the colors are not used in same quantities...and due to the light
the results are not the same at all... The importance of the role of press and social
medias in that matter is to be noted as a way to spread tendencies internationally.
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Abstract
The north of Iran has absorbed many tourists because of its potentials and attractions. Tourists
might have many different intentions for choosing this geographical area. In spite of all the
potentials existing in this area, there are many beauties and attractions that, by representing
them in the design, we can help the user recognize the beauty of this area much better.
However, the role of color in interior design including the restaurant with a local traditional
interior design and decorations that in terms of identity, are special in Gilan and show the
cultural and local symbols of this domain., all come together to satisfy the needs of the user
that due to some reasons, spends time visiting the area. The goal of this design is recognition of
color in ecological elements, aesthetics, and reflection of these symbols in interior design,
applying an emotional approach. The studies are done in a way that the current designer, in
addition to creating beautiful interior designs reflecting the instances and epitomes of art, plays
his role in satisfying the needs of the user based on emotional design approach.
Therefore, library and field studies for recognizing the traditional and local architecture of
Gilan and provision of documents in line with the needs of the user are provided.
The interior design, due to its functional basis and aesthetic design, is created based on creation
of a friendly environment that has an ecological and special design and it will be presented in
two sections: theoretical and practical.

Key Words: User oriented design, emotional design, interior design, traditional products of
Gilan, the effect of color
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Introduction
For a user living in Gilan or a tourist that by any reason should spend sometime in
the region, one of the places that are undoubtedly offered for visiting once at least
is a local restaurant serving local food. Using log file analysis, which is a
monitoring tool, and considering the interior design of the restaurants with this
theme and comparing, observing and monitoring the environment utilized by the
users and the outcome of these observations make us come to this conclusion that
there has been no space exclusively designed for this special purpose and one of
the requirements of design is the interior design of local restaurants that benefit
from such design which is the reflection of the local and traditional cultural beauty
of the region. Causing a feeling of pleasure and positive emotion by using suitable
and appropriate colors and the impact of colors in the cultural signs could convey a
pleasant message of memorable days of settlement in Gilan.
1. User oriented Design
Nowadays one of the most significant design approaches is the user oriented design
approach which means the presence of the user and paying attentions to his or her
needs which have a pivotal role in the design process. In order to apprehend the
users, it is requisite to understand their active participation and presence in the
design and lead the designer toward the appropriate path while designing.
Considering the reflection of the user in each section, it is possible to reach the
decision of a change in the product or to continue that path, and ultimately reach
the ultimate conclusion. (1)
The phases that are presented in the standards of ISO 13407 for the user oriented
design are as follows:
1. Determining the same texture for use, users, the works that should be
done, the location and the conditions of the usage.
2. Deciding over the dos and don’ts: the needs and objectives of the users, as
well as the economic requirements.
3. Presentation of the plans
4. Assessment of the plans
In terms of interior design, the tools such as log file analysis, focus group, task
analysis, contextual Inquire, and Emotional Design are used in this article.
Emotional Design
Now emotion has a pivotal role in the design of the products and the supremacy of
the function over the form is soon being changed and gives its place to form. The
studies that have been carried out in the recent decade, have ascertained that human
utilizes a product and communicates emotionally with the product simultaneously.
The reaction of people to one product will be in three layers: natural, behavioral
and intellectual. The designers have come to this conclusion that human are very
inclined to reflecting and displaying their emotions and are capable of simulation
in almost everything. On the other hand, the comparative reactions could arouse
jubilance and enjoyment in the users. If everything goes well as expected and
favored, the emotional system and structure will react positively and bring joy for
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the user and if a design is beautiful and exciting, the emotional system will react
again.
Therefore, we attribute and refer our happiness and joy to the product and
appreciate it and in some exclusive cases the user will communicate with the
product. The emotions are very effective in our relations with others. These
emotions are equally used for the objects and humans. (2)
As a result, the emphasis on the part of the color in interior design of the traditional
Gilani Restaurant considering the emotional design is one of the major factors of
user oriented design that has been carried out.
Interior design
In fact, interior architecture is the essence of the architectural thought which is an
enhancing rectifying approach in architecture and could be a training tool for
betterment of living in cramped space and is entering the essence of life in the
realm of architecture and forms the suitable life style in line with the users’ culture
and its audience.
Respecting traditions and customs is considered in its living environment and the
interior architecture by a scrutinizing look into the details of living environment of
the human which serves the human life and resolves complications.
The house or the place of accommodation is a subtle layer of the whole world and
substitution of one color in place of another might cause a miracle to happen and
the place of living could become enjoyable for living. (3)
The architecture of Gilan land could be studied and interpreted with regards to the
environmental-ecological and architectural design aspects. Although, in north of
IRAN, the climate’s impact on the form and function of the buildings is considered
as a determining factor, the architectural and aesthetics aspects are also of great
importance. The apparent difference between the rural houses of Gilan is
influenced by the close relationship between the form of architecture and the type
livelihood and climatic and environmental conditions, but it’s observed that in the
exterior skeleton, there is an especially delicate use of materials inspire from the
surrounding nature. In general, the use of materials taken from nature creates a
sense of harmony with nature.
The native architecture of Gilan is one of the special examples in which the
architecture leaves out of the center of the building out and addresses the margins,
and in the same way, more attention is paid to how that architecture design is
located. In other words, you can say that these buildings have two completely
different images, and this is perhaps the most important, distinctive aspect of
Gilan’s architecture compared to other areas of Iran.
Vegetarian gates are usually open and permanently welcome guests, and this
opening of the green space (areas filled with plants and grass) is quite apparent in
the local people’s mood, people who are calm, courteous, humanitarian and
hospitable.
The two books which are being compiled, Gilan Food Culture and The
Architecture and History of the old, historical, and rural houses of Gilan ,as well
as the research on traditional plates of Gilan (ceramics) and the local products and
the profession and interest of the compiler of the current paper in interior
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architecture make me have an emotional recognition of the interior design of local
restaurant that can be a symbol and pleasant reflection of the beauties of the
Gilan’s culture.(5)
Traditional Products of Gilan
Traditional and indigenous products include various products that are made,
consumed or grown in Gilan province, and are symbols of Gilan city, including
local agricultural products such as: rice, local breads, olive, tea, etc., handicrafts
including weaving carpets and felts, evening tents, local clothing, weaving mat,
pottery and ..., all kinds of famous Gilan foods and seasonings, and so on.
The effect of color
Colors are illuminating powers and energies that regardless of our being aware or
not aware of them, have positive or negative impacts on us. Color is one of the
elements that in line with light, texture, shape will have positive or negative
impacts on the visual conception of the individuals from the nature. Nonetheless,
like any other subject it might be treated accidentally and not professionally. Color
is an essential tool in leading and transferring the mental moods and emotions to
the individuals in the society. In addition, by using color we are able to give unity
and integrity or even make something look different and determinable from others.
The reality as well as the mental and spiritual impact of the color is only
attributable to the harmonic multi concept. In all cases, it is considered as color
impact. In other cases, the functionality of color will be transformed to a new
work. In addition, the environmental impact of colors has variety of functions. The
power and energy of colors in terms of their depth is inherent in the colors
themselves. Moreover, the impact of each color on its relative location is
determined by its following colors. (6)
One color should be used with its adjacent colors and its function will be
determined with its surrounding colors. In design of the interior part of the Gilani
restaurant, utilizing suitable elements such as material, form, color, design,
lighting, and the traditional and local objects, as well as procurement of seemly
services in congruity with Gilaki Cultures are of great importance. The reflections
of being an Iranian or specially, Gilani, should be vividly observed and grasped in
this design.
Choosing a location that has an important urban identity is undoubtedly an
endeavor for the concrete contact of the users with the culture and environment of
the region which, in addition to providing a visit to the its environment and
enjoyable beauties, provides a good knowledge of the regional and urban
characteristics of Gilan.
Einak Wetland
It is a wetland in the heart of Rasht city, in a legal area that its western part is
located in Rasht- Fouman Road. It is a wetland with a 2630 meters’ length and
approximately 120 meters’ width, where the surrounding neighborhoods are half a
century old. This wetland was once one of the major fishing spots of Rasht city.32
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acres of the place are natural wetlands that are fed naturally by hundreds of springs
within the area.
The shape of this wetland in aerial photos are seen as glasses and that is why it is
titled as Einak which in Persian language means glasses.
This wetland is one of the tourist attractions of the city and is one of the most
beautiful tourists’ spots of the city. (7)
Yes, a magnificent view is located in a building on a high area, where its interior
space in different parts has a suitable level difference and it could add much more
beauty to that place.
The ceramic roof is present, which reminds us of the old buildings of Gilan and is
nostalgic for each user. In the past, the Gilan houses used to have these types of
roofs that somehow displayed the sky and the mood of the region that
unfortunately because of today’s construction activities in the area, they have been
disappeared and only a few of them still exist in the old neighborhoods of Rasht,
Lahijan, Fouman and Langaroud.

Image 1. Ceramic roof. Source: The Compiler

Using designs and the current natural elements in line with innovative ideas which
are harmonized with environment, are efforts done for the maintenance of the
aesthetic factors and values of this place, in addition to creating innovative plans. It
means that what existed in Gilan in the past, can be seen now, like a live and
concrete history.
In fact, for having original thought, we should become familiar with the plans and
design of the predecessors as well as the new ideas of others. These ideas could be
soaring platforms for the specific creative ideas. (8)
The windows are wooden and painted in turquoise, which is a symbol of the most
original Iranian-related colors and has always been very common in the rural and
old houses of Gilan. The impact of these colors leads to creation of a calm and
tranquil atmosphere. These colors cause enhancement and enlargement of thoughts
and that is exactly what we need for transferring the cultural context of Gilan. (9)

Images 2&3 the turquoise windows of the old houses, Source: The compiler
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In exterior part or facade of the buildings, there is a white wall, which is simple
and is an element that could easily create a sense of trust, one of the requirements
and tools of emotional design. (10)
Utilizing white color in environment, especially for the main building coverage,
makes that place lighter and bigger. Utilizing white color is ideal for the spaces
having elements of old architecture or for harmonizing with separated styles of
architecture. (11) The impact of color carries the traditional, local context of Gilan
which is the main concern of the user oriented design using the main approach of
emotionalism for presenting the culture of Gilan.
Utilizing user oriented approach that its objective is not merely designing the
concept, using and constructing plaster walls which are easily constructed is very
economic and could be renovated and whitened again.
The stairs that follow the floor covering of the exterior part, welcome the user with
its very tender texture, to the entrance of the building.
The entrance door of the building which is designed using two types of clods, one
for the men and the other for the women, is a memoir of the sense of past days in
Gilan.

Images 4, 5 Old Gate, Source: The Compiler

In order to transfer the sense of intimacy to the user immediately at the beginning
of entrance to the building, a suitable area is added to the space in the entrance gate
inside the building in order to provide the sufficient space for welcoming the users.
Here felt, which is one of the local products of Gilan, is used as the mattress in the
entrance. For creating the feeling of welcome to the house, it is necessary to host
the guests with an atmosphere of intimacy and warmth, beginning from the
entrance. An artificial atmosphere with an artificial service could not be a good
social stimulus for making a deep valuable feeling in the audience. (12)
In interior design of a traditional Gilani restaurant (note that in Gilan hospitality is
of cultural features) stimulating sense of intimacy to the guests is a very important
characteristic of hospitality.
This recognition is grasped by monitoring various users and their reactions and
expectations out of one space and a suitable service, using task analysis.
Recognizing the intellectual pattern including character, emotions, sympathy and
mutual language, speech language and the language for determination are
requisites for a designer. (13)
When we talk about the north of Iran, the common imagery and images that come
to the mind is nature, sea, mountain, jungle and green grasses.
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With regards to the emotional design approach, holding that human is capable of
simulating everything, the positive reflection of that comparison and simulation
could enliven the positive emotions again and it will lead to the response of
emotional system. Therefore, after the entrance of the building, there are exclusive
stairs in green, blue and brown that are covered with wooden edges and guide the
user to the living room.

Image 6, the old stairs, source: the compiler
Brown is a warm and neutral color that stimulates comfort, convenience and safety.
Brown is the color of ground and trees (14). This color in line with other colors
make a suitable mixture without losing their impact (15). From here, what we can
see in the colorful theme in hall of the restaurant is blue, turquoise-green color and
goose-head green color which gives a sense of repose and calmness and evokes the
images of sea, river and what makes you feel you are in the North of Iran. The
brown and maroon color of the wood that transfers the emotion of safety, are the
symbols of the trees and jungles of Gilan. The major halls are big and vast and
some major parts of the hall hosting guests of the restaurant is decorated with some
pillars which are made of the natural trunk of tree. The tables of the middle part of
the hall are located adjacent to the pillar which is made of the trees that give a
sense of being in nature, a cozy corner for the user. It also provides enough privacy
for the users and if they are willing, provides them with a chance to have a general
view of all the other tables. The other tables are beside the wide and tall windows
and have a picturesque view of the wetland.
Through the tool of focus group, we have understood that the visitors to Gilan,
while entering the region, prefer being in nature more than anything else. Studying
the ideas and the needs of vast variety of the users by using the tool of Analogy, we
created an atmosphere and environment in Gilani restaurant that is inspired by the
elements such as color, form, material that could bring the user closer to the nature.
Therefore, the floor is carpeted with ceramics, special mosaics and the plans
inspired from moss, alga and sea fern where its wonderful paint gives an exclusive
magnificent atmosphere.

Image 7, Ceramic tile, source: the compiler

By putting the old cotton textiles in indigo, a beautiful blue color is formed which
is close to blue silk and chintz flower textiles with a variety of colors and dominant
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blue flower shapes could be a wonderful mixture for the curtain. But, this complex
will be a mixture of emotions such as dreaming, simplicity and tradition.
In some days by drawing the linen and chintz curtain and opening the silk curtain
in vaster space, the user feels the dreamy and imaginary atmosphere of the sea.
The frame of the curtain is finished with the cut wood of half cut nut tree, giving a
desirable look to this curtain and other curtains. Among the high windows in all the
space of the hall, there are shorter windows with a deep ledge that their curtains
would be made of cotton linen and chintz and the model for the curtain of some of
the small windows are of a simple textile. On the ledges, there is a space for
putting geranium pots.
The roof is white and has horizontal small pillars with some slopes that are
covering the upper side of the heads of the users (the pillars are made of the trees
of Gilan)
One of the pros of using light colors for the roof is maintaining the color during
night and darkness. (16)
There are some bulbs with the shape of bamboo and roots of rice that are all of the
local products of Gilan and give a fantastic view to the roof. On the wall between
the windows, there are photos of decoration and embellishment of the Gilani tables
with a suitable harmonious lighting.
The hall is made up of some sections, the major part of which is the main dining
room of the building. (dining room or the hall No 1) which are connected by a few
steps with a level difference to the other halls. The harmony of the architecture
with the architect, prior to construction of the building and based on the need of the
user, will lead to creation of some other spaces in addition to hall No 1.
In order to enable the designer to satisfy and provide the needs of the users, the
designer should make and design private restrooms, based on the needs of
customers.
They need products and facilities that are designed for their private usage. They
want products considering their emotions and needs and being general and unique.
Therefore, following a general rule could not satisfy the users completely.
By applying a new approach in design of the interior part of a traditional restaurant
and recognizing another approach and dimension of user oriented design (personal
design) and utilizing the methodology of realizing something which is invisible,
and studying typology and understanding various psychological types, some other
spaces will be created.
Many people are inclined to stability. They prefer to use one restaurant, one
especial service, and if possible, use a single table and seat all the time. For these
types of people, the hall No 1 is the most appropriate place. However, for some
other users that desire variety and change, the halls No 2, and 3 are more suitable.
The hall no 2 is called the hall for all the four seasons. Because the view of this
hall is toward the window and the exterior part with tall windows that enable the
users to view the four seasons and their changes. Four designs base on four seasons
are considered for this hall and the colors of this hall are environment-friendly and
respect the nature.
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The four designs are considered based on four seasons and the curtains, table cloth,
napkins, and the table covers are all tailed and only the cushions could be detached
from the seats, being in various colors.
It might be strange and not seem very economic, yet this place is customized for
the users that are special and could afford the price of the design. We are able to
lessen the cost with a bit of taste and creativity and create a magical atmosphere of
colors.
In spring, the fresh and live colors of the garden such as green grass, pink, white
and the chintz and satin colors, the joyful colors of the spring and in summer, the
warmer colors and the designs having colorful and summer color textiles and in
autumn the colors such as brown, orange and in winter, special winter design cloth
could be utilized. The friendly tiny pieces of furniture utilized, could also be
changed, for instance in summer, wicker saucer and in winter the model of Rashti
doozi can be used. Rashti doozi is one of the most historical styles of weaving in
Gilan which dates back to 550 BC to 330 BC. (17)

Image 8&9 Rashti doozi and Mat Paper, source: the compiler

Using the art of local people and the order of the various works for different
seasons for the sake of familiarity of the user with these arts and enlivening and
maintaining the cultural heritage and appreciating the artists by using the works of
the artists by using them in interior design could be the central approaches of the
user oriented design.
For preventing any harm to the wall, the location of installing the pictures is fixed
and only the picture for different seasons will be changed and only the pictures
which are standing and big will be portable.
In order to introduce the culture of Gilan to the non-native users, the traditional
architecture of Gilan, the process of production, profession, products and the
traditional table linen of the people of Gilan, we can display some parts of their
life considering the seasons, harmony of the colors in frames of the photo and
painting in this hall.

Images 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Source: The Compiler
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Kitchen: is a place specified for cooking. For designing a kitchen with traditional
element, the sink of the kitchen is for washing the dishes and it is ordered to be
designed in ceramic and in big size. The frame around the sink is wooden and three
sides of that is free and is covered by a chintz, flower textile and the dominant
atmosphere over the kitchen is very harmonious, the color of the ceramics of the
wall is lighter than the floor and the ceramic table and counter around the cooker.
In this kitchen the following tools and furniture as in the following was used:
haftaei šiše, šiše čardahtaei, noxon, namakyar, gamajdane, nerxe, mast kule, aftabe
lagan tabe ya kolobij, xom, kase, manqal sofali
taxte sabzi va taxte gošt, satur, malaqe čubi, majmae mesi, tiyan, suma palon,
mošrefe, irič. (18)
In one side of the kitchen’s wall, there is an arch shape angle. Inside this space,
there are wooden frames and ceramic plates that could be used as frame and there
will be placed some photos of the delicious dishes of Gilan. The suitable lighting
from above is beautifying the space. For the users who are engrossed in visiting
kitchen, this part is definitely one of the most interesting parts of the restaurant.
The space of the kitchen is connected by a door and a corridor that also serves as
the kitchen. The expectation of the users from a traditional restaurant is
experiencing a pleasant and favorable taste. In this part of the building that is
closed by three sides and opens from one side, exposed toward the garden, rice is
cooked on the firewood. A spatial design for cooking rice that works with firewood
is of utmost requirements of the restaurant.
The restrooms as well as some of the wash basins are made of ceramics and
designed in turquoise blue.
Finally, there is the design of the tea house which is in the third hall and consists of
three separated rooms constructed beside one another, and their interior decoration
and design is made up of three parts:
1. Objects, photographs
2. Introducing the hand works of Gilan
3. Presenting the architecture and the historical monuments of Gilan in hall No
3 which is the last hall, there will be displays of introducing and presenting the
well-known figures of Gilan right for the admirers of art and the elites. There are
some other things that are beyond the design and are private objects, and are not
material things. Moreover, they are the media for meaning and symbols. Creator of
a positive mental image recalls the optimistic childhood memories, it could be an
object, place or sometimes all of them (19) For the curtain, there are some objects
and furniture that are reflection of their function (In room No 1 wrapper is used.)

Images 15, 16, 17, 18 the textile wrapper and the device for weaving wrapper
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And from two checkered colors, two single color table cloth that are
rhombic will be woven in opposite direction. The wooden works are
placed in this part of the restaurant more than other places. Using potteries
in green color, mat, felt and also paintings in the other two rooms
especially the room for the well-known figures, used in tranquil and
moderate way in order to reflect the main characteristics of the room, i.e.
photos and objects are present in the place. Therefore, the user could
communicate better with the culture of Gilan. For the floor of the
architecture as the only place, colorful tiles and mosaics are used. Of the
characteristics of this room, we can mention works of the masters’ houses,
historical buildings, and the tourist spots as well as the old neighborhoods

Image 19, old ceramic tile, source: the compiler

Image 20, the old houses of Gilan, source: the compiler

The collection of photos of the well-known characters in culture,
literature, history is due to the impact of those figures in political,
scientific objects and documents of Gilan.
Wood, Gali or the interior design of the gallery beside the restaurant, in a
traditional way, and using ecological elements such as Koolesh, lime, and
plaster as the dominant color of a local building is in harmony with
nature and environment. (20) because the materials benefiting from
natural origin, bring a sense of harmony and congruity with nature.
This atmosphere displays the works of artists and could be a good aid for
understanding this region.
Conclusion
What is presented in this article is only a representation of color in a
corner of Gilan's beautiful landscapes. In this province, what is clearly
seen is the art of life, which, as Will Durant says, was the only thing that
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Old Persian people taught to their children. Undoubtedly, the importance
of the role color plays in art, along with other components of interior
design, such as indigenous products made by the thoughts, hands and way
of life of peoples living in Giland Land, and its display in the interior
design of a Gilani restaurant, has influenced the art of Gilan and brought
more communication of art forms in order to explain cultural concepts of
Gilan, and is a very important factor in this introduction and identification
process.
Gilan is a place where there is not only grass, sea and tree, but a vast
history and civilization which owns its value to the depth of its past times
and days gone.
The effect of color in the interior design of the traditional Gilani
restaurant should be in place with a user-centered design approach, color,
consistency, and concordance with the culture of its people, the
sentimental sense of hospitality, the bright sun of its rainy rooftops, where
every guest can observe the widespread color of love reflected from the
hosts baring their souls, just by catching a glimpse through the window;
As it reminds the colorful and glamorous days of Gilan which is framed in
in his memoir collection.
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1. Introduction
Drastic growth of urbanization and industrialization of developing cities around the
world has caused many spatial and temporal limitations for children and their
playing attitudes. So, their way of playing is different than previous generations [1].
In the past decades, kids had an opportunity to play in open urban spaces as different
groups. Therefore, they spent more time in alleys and streets together. Nowadays,
children do not have enough urban spaces for playing, while they need these kinds
of areas. Also, they require attractive games which help them to be more socialized.
There are many factors for designing suitable urban spaces for children. The two
important elements are light and colour. Imagining a city without light and various
shades is impossible. In different city areas many colours can be found in urban
furniture and landscapes. The significance of colours is not only because of their
beautification impact on the cities. They are important because of their emotional
and mental impact on people [2]. Moreover, lighting elements with different colours
can also be effective in inviting children to urban spaces. There are various
approaches in designing lighting elements; gamification is one of these practices. By
considering the value of playing and its role in the process of children’s growth,
providing outdoor plays in urban spaces can be effective. Offering new play can
help kids to improve their knowledge, creativity, health, independency and selfconfidence and social skills [1]. As a result, the search attempts to design a lighting
element using colours and light with visual attraction to provoke and improve visual
perception of children and raise their interaction with their friends and urban spaces.
2. Gamification approach
Playing has a significant role in children’s life. It helps them to learn, grow,
entertain and gain new behaviours. Children are able to express their feelings and
interact with people by playing. Most of the experiences that they obtain in their
playing process effects their adulthood as well. An appropriate game can construct
kid’s personality and creates them collaborative [3]. The impact of playing on
child’s growth can be considered in Lev Vygotsky’s (Russian psychologist and
theorist) theory. He believes that cognitive development of children depends on the
group of people who live in their life. Interaction between a person with other
people affects his or her knowledge, thoughts, attitudes and values. As a result, for
identifying children’s growth it should investigate the potential rate of growth. This
rate can be estimate by playing games and different ways of learning systems. Social
environment is an important factor in cognitive process, and improving this
atmosphere aids to increase the growth system [4]. Consequently, defining different
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games in urban spaces causes to affect social environment and growth rate in
children.
Playing describes as a self-imposed and voluntary action which has some rules and
players who should follow them for reaching to their aim or win at the end. The
issues which make it different from work are being happy and enjoyable [5]. This
research attempts to create a lighting element which is playful; also, it aims to teach
colour concepts to children. It entertains them and keeps them active, enthusiastic
and cheerful. In design process, the gamification approach and Jesse Schell theories
has been considered. These two strategies investigated and the useful and match able
rule of both approaches has been combined for designing the final product [6].
3. Definition of child friendly city
In the area of child city relationship, there are a number of viewpoints. The most
reliable opinion is Child Friendly City (CFC). This idea was introduced by Unicef in
the 90s. One of the main goals of this idea in urban landscape is child’s
participation. It is divided in three parts:
1)
Promotion of pedestrian life;
2)
Child activity in the social urban spaces;
3)
Naturalism [7].
3.1. Promotion of pedestrian life

Moving and being active is important for children but nowadays because of urban
roadway barriers specially in pedestrians, children and also adults cannot use them
easily. For instance, we can define the separate roads for users who want to walk or
the group of people (specially kids) who wants to ride a bike or any other
entertaining instrument. This approach can improve children’s safety in urban
spaces. Making various forms with different shapes and colours can be helpful for
this action.
3.2. Social urban spaces

Streets, alleys and lanes should be more than only passing places for children. In
fact, they could be a place for social interaction. Neighbourhoods and streets which
assume as informal playing spaces, provide a chance to interact with people. This
factor has an important role in kid’s mental, cognitive and social growth. Therefore,
the design approach of alleys and streets as a social urban spaces like children’s
playgrounds should have learning purposes. These aims comprise of shapes, colours,
scales and aesthetic.
3.3. Naturalism

Kids prefer to play in natural urban spaces rather than artificial playground spaces .
In natural spaces they have an opportunity to run, jump and move.
3. Color in the city
In our societies dark and dull colours are more dominant. Colours are not only
important because of their aesthetic impacts. Furthermore, they have emotional and
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mental effect on people. They have various meanings and it is possible to investigate
societies and people’s characteristic with colour choices. Dark and heterogeneous
shades which are used in spaces cause depression and most of the citizens are not
aware of main reasons of this problem [2].
The significance of colour in improving city’s identity, creating bright and vibrant
spaces is clear. These creations can be applied in urban furniture which cause to
increase the quality of urban spaces. The colour choices should be considered
carefully, because it is not possible to make the same colour pallet for all the spaces
in the city. As result, due to the impact of urban furniture in defining cities, their
colour choices are important. The function of some elements such as bins,
mailboxes or telephone booths can define their colour. The cultural texture of each
region defines the type of colours. It has an influence on human’s visual perception
when it combines with different forms, light and textures [ibid].
The majority of cities in Iran have the grey colour and the most colourful points are
the garbage in the streets. The bad quality of air, grey buildings and bridges and
withered trees around the city do not let any colour shows its impact. Certain shades
with their visual power can define the urban beauty. They are capable to divide each
space and help people to make distinction between various urban spaces. In fact, we
can say that colours function such as signs for citizens; like the turquoise blue
colour which is the symbol of religious and scared buildings in Persian culture.
Residents need to feel unity and continuity in the city and it will happen by defining
appropriate colours in their environments. The lack of bright and live hues results in
decrease the percentage of people’s participation and interaction in urban spaces.
Commercial areas and children’s playgrounds are clear examples in using of right
colours. Also, there is a strong relation between colour, shades and time. This is a
topic that even designers do not pay attention to it. Psychologists believe that
different shades in each space can alter the period of time that users spend. The
simple key connection between them is changing light in different time of the days,
seasons and climates. It means that, the alteration of light intensity, direction of
sunlight and shadows effect the quality of colours and help citizens in recognition of
time and directions. Even people in various cities have different colour codes for
every time. Nature is one of the best model for colour and hue combinations.
Colour characteristic of the city can be different in day and night. At the night, the
weakness of urban colours are hiden and lighting elements help to show them more
beautiful. In this level, the colour of lights, their intensity and types are important. If
we eliminate the forms, shapes, textures and volumes of the city at the night, the rest
of it is only the colourful spots. These spots can be small, big, fixed or dynamic. The
main responsibilities of designers are first, search and investigate these spots and
second, control and making decision about them. Usually, dominant and fix colours
form the main colour pallet of the city, such as building’s roof shades, wall paintings
and facades, flooring of the urban spaces, nature and green spaces. However, other
advertisement elements like billboards, posters and ads on buses should be
considered in designing of colourful lighting and urban furniture. Consequently,
designer can provide the rules and principles of colour usage in ads and urban
fittings. The other use of shades is controlling or forecasting citizen’s behaviour and
attitudes. For example, in highways because of the big scale of the road and spaces
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and the demand of high speed, the colourful spots are bigger. Using small points and
details in these kinds of areas cause distraction for drivers. Conversely, in
pedestrians because of their smaller scale and with the aim of attracting more
people, we can use detailed elements, small or big colourful spots.
Colours have changed to standardzied symbols for people. So they unconsciously
pay attention to these signals. Sometimes driving signs, urban furniture and other
urban elements have the special colour codes that any changes in their colour, can
create misunderstanding in visual perception for citizens.
The significant issue about colours and shades in city scale is the role of the
designer. They are like painters who works in three dimensional level that can be
change everyday. The goal of using colour in urban spaces is creating harmony in
the areas which they do not have any coherence [ibid].
3. Design Process
In this study the Jesse Schell design process has been used in creating the game.
Schell’s opinion is divided in seven steps. Figure 1 shows this approach in design
process.

Fig. 1 – Game design loop (Schell, 2008)(Tamm, M. (2014). Implementing game design process and game elements
in mobile application. Tallin University, pp.1-77.

Due to the importance of lighting in urban furniture, the design process attempts to
create an enjoyable game for children which keeps them active and willing to play
for a long time [8]. This feature and specification of design process is called
gamification. Furthermore, the procedure of teaching colour concepts to children
presents as a game; so, they learn by playing game and spending cheerful time
togeher.
The product consists of a main body and ten gears with seventeen teeth which
colourful planes have attached to them and they can move easily (Figure. 2). Kids
are able to move each plane on different teeth with various directions and create
different lighting forms (Figure. 3). Moving any divider on any tooth create different
colour. These colours are capable to create a colour pallet from the original shade to
white (red to white for instance). This alteration happens by moving each divider. In
every plane there are bulbs, they illuminate colourful lights by moving planes.
(Figure. 4)
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Fig. 2 – Different parts of lighting.

Fig. 3 – Different propositions of FLEX.
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Fig. 4 – Final product and it’s usage in urban spaces.
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5. Conclusion
The research investigates the factors which prevent children’s interacting and
playing in urban spaces. Issues like development of urbanization and
industrialization that affects kids presence in societies and open city areas and also,
causes unbalanced social, emotional, mental and physical growth in children. There
are different theories about children’s relationship with the city that child friendly
city is one of the reliable ones. The goals of this idea is changing urban spaces to
playgrounds which means reducing the demand of only going to parks or
playground for children. In fact, city spaces and their elements can be designed in a
way that children can be able to play in every part of the city. Colour and light are
two key factors that fascinate and attract children. Lighting elements of the city are
appropriate to provide new solutions. One of the approaches for presenting new
lighting element is gamification. Designing a lighting product with the aim of
keeping children active and cheerful and teaching them colour concepts is in the
center of this research. By considering these aspects, the final product is a playful
lighting element. Children are able to move different parts of the element and create
different forms and shapes. Consequently, product has a main axis (main body) that
all other parts are attached to it. There are several planes around the body with the
same size and shape. All of these parts are moveable by gears. The shape of the gear
is like a star with seventeen teeth. Children can move every planes in seventeen
different position because the gear’s teeth and create new forms and coloursThe
colour of each plane change from the main colour to white. As a result, we will
achieve a colourful pallet.
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1. Introduction
Light is so important to human beings that its main definition from the Commission
International de l’Eclairage [CIE] is linked to the human capabilities. The
photometric quantities are based on the human visual responses to a specific portion
of the electromagnetic spectrum (380-780nm) weighted to the visibility curve V(λ).
Furthermore, it has been scientifically established that light is useful for tuning the
principal biological clock of humans to the cycles of night and day. By influencing
non image forming (NIF) processes, lighting (quantity, duration and time,
distribution and direction, spectral power distribution SPD) has a fundamental role
in physical, mental and behavioural regulation. In sync with the circadian rhythm,
many physiological and neuropsychological phenomena are regulated: heart rate,
body temperature, hormonal secretion, brain wave activities and blood pressure.
Those can consequently affect cognitive performances, subjective alertness, short
term memory, appetite and wakefulness/sleep. The NIF effects of light have been
extensively studied and experienced in different field of application such as
workplaces, education and healthcare. Conversely, the research about circadian
lighting has not yet disruptively entered the lighting design in domestic
environment. Despite of this, laboratory experiments have shown that light can
reduce insomnia by helping the wake up in the morning with diminished sleep
latency; it can increase mood and induce positive humoral conditions by preventing
depression and dementia; it can support relaxation and turn health in general [1].
1.1 Lighting Disruption and dysfunctions with the modern lifestyles

The introduction of electrical lighting in the XIX century and, more recently, the
intensive use of screen technologies (television, notebook, smart phones and
tablets), has changed completely the relationship between humans and lighting.
Human beings live under artificial conditions, with limited time passed in open air
and poor chances to get good natural light. During daytime, we rely more and more
on artificial lighting which has also provided the extension of life activities during
the night, with the negative impact on sleep habits without complete darkness.
If the human activities are no longer tied to the sunrise and sunset, the human
biology is still linked to the astronomical cycle and, as a consequence, circadian
disruption and dysfunctions may occur. In this paper, we focus on older adults
which show problems of insomnia and depression. These can be related to the age
degenerations of the visual and cognitive system [2].
1.2 Elderly people visual system

The human eyes’ lens become thicker and more yellow with age (60 years and
above) [3], this resulting in the reduction of the amount and the transformation of
the spectral quality of lighting reaching the retina. The lens of older adults filters out
prominently UV and short wavelengths of the spectrum [4]. After cataract surgery
operations, older adults might use Yellow Intraocular Lenses (Yellow IOL) which
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mimics the spectral transmission of the human lens, protecting the macula from
potentially damaging UV short wavelengths [5].The spectral transmission curve of
the Yellow IOL has been used to calculate the quantity and quality of light (average)
reaching the cornea of elderly people.
Along with the decreased visual acuity, changed colour perception and limited
contrast sensitivity, older adults experience also cognitive changes derived from the
reduction of the number of neurons in the retina and in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN). In addition to this, the reduction of mobility abilities determines more
sedentary lifestyle, with the consequence of receiving less qualitative natural light.
All these transformations influence the capacity of the light for entraining the
endogenous circadian rhythm of elderly people which can cause insomnia (e.g.
frequent nocturnal awakenings followed by frequent diurnal naps) and can be
associated with the reduction of physical health (e.g. cardiovascular problems,
irregularities of the endocrine system operation, decline in immune functions).
1.3 Active Aging and Aging in place phenomena

The share of elderly people will grow dramatically in 2030: it is expected an
increase of 37% of the age group 65-79 years old and of 54% of people over 80 [6].
Since this growth has considerable social, health and wellbeing consequences,
Europe promotes the "Active aging" defined by WHO as the process of optimizing
opportunities for health, participation and security in order to improve the quality of
life when getting older [7]. The definition therefore includes the notion of extending
the activities of older people through the participation in the social, economic, civil
and cultural activities with quality of life being both physical and psychological.
According to the Journal of Housing for the Elderly [8], aging in place responds to
these issues, preventing the transfer from home and having the necessary supportive
services to the changing needs, which enhance comfort, independence and safety.
2. Research scope
In order to understand the contribution of lighting for the wellbeing of elderly
people in their domestic environment, the natural lighting conditions experienced in
a real environment by elderly people (compared with young people) have been
investigated throughout a case study of a real domestic application. The study’s
objective was to provide insights about the available amount of natural lighting for
human well-being in interiors, regardless the age of users. Is natural lighting enough
for activating NIF effects in residential interiors? Which conditions and features are
limiting or enhancing its efficacy in circadian terms? What is the difference between
elderly and young people?
3. Method
The simulation of the natural light has been performed by modelling the 3D of the
apartment with the software Dialux Evo. The space is an Italian vernacular tworooms apartment of about 60 square meters configured to accommodate from one to
four people, located at the third floor of a residential building. It presents a double
exposure (east E- west W) with no occlusions of other buildings since it overlooks a
large courtyard (W) and a park (E). It is located in Milan (Lat. 45.504044 Long.
9.177164).
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Figure 1 – Evaluated areas for the natural lighting simulation in order to access the non-visual effects of lighting on
young and elderly people

The virtual model was simulated with achromatic grey materials with reflection
factors defined by the norm [9](walls 0.5, ceiling 0.7, floor 0.2 and furniture 0.50.7) as a convenient simplification to achieve general results (independent from
specific textures and colours of different situations) with a good approximation [10].
The daylight simulation was performed over the course of one year, calculating
every hour from sunrise to sunset of the astronomical beginning of the seasons:
spring equinox on March 20th, the summer solstice on June 21st, autumnal equinox
on September 22nd, solstice winter December 21st(2017). Simulations were
performed in different conditions of sky (clear, overcast, intermediate), in different
rooms and considering the different tasks performed by the users. The photopic
vertical illuminance on the eyes (Eeye) was calculated and the appropriate
equivalence circadian-lux was derived based on the model of Rea [11]: the
minimum and maximum threshold for circadian stimulation of elderly and young
people has been defined. Those values has been compared to the ones obtained
through simulation to gather a general understanding of the circadian activation
available with solely natural lighting in a domestic interior.
4. Defining natural lighting in digital simulations
The correlated color temperature (CCT) of the sky depends on the weather
conditions and timing: at sunset, in the sun nearby locations, the value of the CCT
may be less than 3000K; a partially covered sky can have a CCT of 5000K or
higher, while a clear sky can reach values higher than 20000K.
In the research of Chain et al. [12], a model that relates the CCT and the distribution
of luminance of the sky has been proposed based on a series of measurements of the
spectral radiance of the sky dome: high luminance values corresponds to a moderate
value of the CCT and vice versa. In overcast conditions, the CCT is almost
uniformly distributed across the sky.
In the present study, overcast, intermediate and clear sky along with the condition of
the direct sun’s radiation filtered by a diffusing curtain has been simulated. The
presence of the curtain has been considered only for clear and intermediate sky
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along the four seasons at specific hours of the day. The simulation of the curtain into
the program was defined through the "method of replacement source"[13]: the
relative luminance distribution of the windows (determined by the spatial
distribution of luminance of the sky and depending on the geographic location, time
and geometrical characteristics of installation) was replaced with a lighting system
of equal dimensions of the window with a suitable diffuse light distribution.
5. Space and activity evaluation

Figure 2 – Living room /kitchen with eye position and orientation of the gaze (code)
Table 1 - Defining the functions, tasks, time, duration, position of the observer with relative height of the eye and the
gaze orientation related to the living room
Function

Activity

Time (h)

Duration
(minutes)

Position

Eyes
height

Food
preparation

Cooking

7:00 a.m.
12.00 a.m
7.00 p.m.

10 min.
20 min.
20 min.

Standing

1.70 m

Eyes Position
Code
Refer to Figure 2
7

Manipulating

7:00 a.m.
12.00 a.m
7.00 p.m.

10 min.
20 min.
20 min.

Standing

1.70 m

18-12

Washing

7:00 a.m.
12.00 a.m
7.00 p.m.

10 min.
10 min.
10 min.

Standing

1.70 m

12

Eating

7:00 a.m.
12.00 a.m
7.00 p.m.

20 min.
30 min.
30 min.

Sitting

1.20 m

1-2-3-4-11-13-1415

Manipulating

9:00 a.m.
2.00 p.m

180 min.
360 min.

Sitting

1.20 m

1-2-3-4-11-13-1415

Working

9:00 a.m.
2.00 p.m

180 min.
360 min.

Sitting

1.20 m

1-2-3-4-11-13-1415

Crafting

9:00 a.m.
2.00 p.m

180 min.
360 min.

Sitting

1.20 m

1-2-3-4-11-13-1415

Reading

9:00 a.m.
1.00 p.m

180 min.
360 min.

Sitting

1.20 m

9-10-16

Chatting

9:00 a.m.
1.00 p.m

180 min.
360 min.

Sitting

1.20 m

5-6-7

Food
Consumption

Concentration

Relaxing

Gaze orientation

+
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Simulations were performed in the whole apartment except the bathroom and
circulation area because of their modest use in time duration. In this paper, we
would present the evaluated area of the living room / kitchen, considered as the most
important room were older adults spend most of their daily time. The space has been
also provided with the main furniture in order to properly position the observer's
viewpoints (orientation of the head, height of the eyes, direction of the gaze) in
relation to the different activities surveyed in the domestic environment.(Figure 2
and Table 1).
6. Circadian lighting: quantity, quality, time and duration of exposition
6.1 Lighting Quantity and Quality

Several studies show that the circadian response (for example the suppression of
nocturnal melatonin secretion) approaches maximum levels after a period of
exposure between 0.5 to 1.5 hours [14] to white light at 300lux. A longer period of
exposure to light (6.5 hours) determine the saturation of the circadian response with
only 200lux measured at the cornea [15]. The above values are based on photopic
values expressed in lux generated by a particular SPD. For the simulations of this
study, the circadian model of light’s sensitivity proposed by Rea [16,17] has been
used, between others [18,19]. It was possible to establish the appropriate
equivalence circadian-lux considering different SPDs. Starting with the levels of
illumination corresponding to the minimum and maximum thresholds referred to the
D55 illuminant [20], the minimum and maximum thresholds relative to the other
SPDs (D65 and D75) has been calculated.
Taking into account the uncertainties in the modeling of NIF effects of light on
human beings, a simple ramp function has been used as a reasonable model for
representing the probability that the vertical illuminance at a point (Eeye), maintained
for a sufficient time and according to a given direction of observation, is enough to
affect the circadian system: low probability (0%) below the minimum threshold
limit, and high probability (100%) above the upper limit and linear interpolation
between these values.
1600
D55
D65
D75
D55-O
D65-O
D75-O

1100
600
100
-400

0%

100%

Figure 3 - Comparison between values of relative illuminance threshold eye useful for the circadian activation for a
normal user under different lighting conditions (D55, D65, D75) and a senior member (D55-O, D65-0, D75 -O)
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In this research, applying some model’s simplifications and according to the
literature review [21,22,23], the following correspondences were determined:
intermediate sky to an illuminant D55 (5500K), an overcast sky with scattered
radiation to an illuminant D65 (6500K), a clear sky to an illuminant D75 (7500K).
As a consequence, the threshold values used in this study for the elderly observer
are: 372lux and 1584lux with intermediate sky conditions at 5500K (Figure 3: D55O); 298lux and 1303lux with overcast sky at 6500K (Figure 3: D65-O); 257lux and
1138lux with a clear sky condition at 7500K (Figure 3: D75-O).
6.2 Moment and duration of lighting exposure

Since the light exposure history plays an important role for evaluating the NIF
effects of lighting, the simulated days were divided in three distinct periods:
• Morning (6am - 10am): lighting should synchronize the circadian clock and
enable concentration and productivity;
• Mid-morning and afternoon (10am - 6pm): high lighting levels increase alert,
focus and concentration;
• Late afternoon and night (6pm - 6am): light exposure should be avoided as it
may trigger the secretion of cortisol and decrease the secretion of melatonin and thus
determine an alteration of the circadian system with respect to the solar day.
These periods are correlated to different rooms depending on the performed
activities of an older adult with reduced activity outdoors and high sedentary
lifestyle at home (Figure 4).

Figure 4 – Diagram readapted [24] of the relation between light exposure, day timing, activities and domestic room.

In addition to this, for the NIF effect to happen, it is required a more prolonged
exposure to light compared to that for the vision: the circadian system in fact
operates at a much slower pace, especially because it is based on the secretion of
hormones in the blood. Several studies [25,26] show that the greater the amount of
Eeye, the faster the blood melatonin suppression: the 25% of the melatonin
suppression can be achieved in 20 minutes with an Eeye of 1000 lux; in 60 minutes
with an Eeye of 500 lux. Below 200 lux, the suppression of melatonin would never be
superior to 25%. Although a lot of research is needed to determine the actual
duration of the light treatment to suppress the secretion of hormones, Rea [27] has
proposed an approximation to achieve effects on the circadian system: lighting with
1000 lux at the eye with a SPD peak of around 420-480 nm and an exposure period
of about 1-2 hours.
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7. Results
The overcast sky condition occur for the 21% of the year at the considered latitude
[28], mainly in autumn and winter. In this sky conditions, the results of the
simulations show that the Eeye of every point of observation and also the average
values are always below the minimum threshold: natural lighting from 10am to 6pm
is not sufficient to activate the circadian system both for young and elderly people.
The circadian activation is achieved only during the summer season (11:30am and
5pm) when the observer is facing directly the window (Observer 18, referring to
Table 1, Figure 2, Figure 5). The available natural lighting is not optimal to
stimulate the awakening in the early morning and to increase alertness and
concentration, which can result in delaying the falling asleep phase in the early
afternoon.
The clear sky conditions occur for the 52% of the year, for the selected latitude for
an approximate duration of about 191 days [29]. During the morning (8am - 1pm),
the natural lighting is generally not effective in circadian terms for elderly observers,
for all seasons. The level of Eeye is optimal in activating the circadian system during
the year (with winter as an exception) at the observation position in front of the
windows (Observer 18, referring to Table 1, Figure 3, Figure 7), where short terms
activities (less than 30 minutes) can be performed, this resulting in a limited
exposure period which is not enough to activate the circadian system. In addition to
this, the position of the observer sitting at the table (Observer 3, referring to Table 1,
Figure 3, Figure 7) results activated for a period of time of about 60 minutes in the
morning (except from winter) with Eeye values higher than 257lx. According to the
literature [30], these values are enough for suppressing the melatonin secretion of
about the 25%. Young observer results not to achieve circadian activation during the
whole year in the morning if their head/gaze is not oriented toward the windows and
when they are positioned far from the windows.
Given the specific orientation of the windows of the room (W), the lighting
conditions increasingly improve in the afternoon (2pm–6pm) when the levels of Eeye
are higher than the minimum threshold for the circadian activation (higher for
younger observers, lower for older ones) with the winter exception, when no
activation occurs. Spring and summer result optimal for achieving circadian
activation for longer exposure periods (about 240 minutes) from the majority of the
positions of the observers which are frontal and nearest to the windows (Observer 51-14-6-15-9-4-10, referring to Table 1, Figure 3, Figure 7). Nevertheless, in the
same timeframe, observers positioned in the more distant part of the room from the
windows and with the gaze not oriented toward the windows result not activated
(Observer 17-16-13-12-11, referring to Table 1, Figure 3, Figure 7). As evident from
the Figure 6, the simulations at certain hour of the day has been done with a
diffusive curtain in front of the windows to reduce glare from the direct natural
lighting entering the room that could be detrimental for the visual comfort and
capabilities of elderly people.
The intermediate sky conditions occur, for the latitude selected, the 27% of the year
[31] when the levels of Eeye are not sufficient to activate the circadian system of
elderly people during the morning (8am-1pm), especially in winter (exception is the
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Figure 5 - Simulation results of the Eeye in overcast sky conditions in the living room for different observers
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Figure 6 - Simulation results of the Eeye in clear sky conditions in the living room for different observers
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Observer 18, referring to Table 1, Figure 3). During the afternoon, the lighting levels
are higher but not sufficient to determine a circadian activation of the elderly people
which occurs only in the summer season for a duration of exposure of about 120
minutes with Eeye values comprised between 400-600lx (for Observer 18-5-9-3,
referring to Table 1, Figure 3). According to the literature [32], these values are
more than enough to suppress the melatonin secretion more than the 25%.
8. Conclusions
Bearing in mind that this study has some limitations because it is just focused on a
single case study (a sample living environment located in Milan-Italy), it should be
also evidenced that several conditions which were simulated such as the orientation
of windows (W-E) and location (no-obstruction and Lat. Long.) might represent
optimal conditions if compared to more pessimistic situations (e.g. northern
latitudes, presence of obstruction and single exposure of windows). Despite of this,
the results of simulation achieved for the living room/kitchen reveal that, at
particular times of the year and with specific sky conditions, the amount and quality
of light to which elderly individuals are exposed is limited and not sufficient to
enable NIF effects of lighting. In specific periods of the year (winter and autumn,
particularly with overcast and intermediate sky), the simulated Eeye levels are below
the minimum threshold level for circadian activation also for young people.
The circadian activation at the beginning of the day (8am – 1pm) is not guaranteed
in the living room in overcast and intermediate sky condition (48% of the year for
the selected latitude). In clear sky conditions, in the morning, the internal lighting
situation appears not to activate effectively the circadian system because of the
orientation and the depth of the room, particularly in winter season, regardless the
age of users. These results suggest that it would be useful to increase the lighting
levels inside of the room in the morning during the entire course of the year, in all
sky conditions and thus increase the exposure of older adults to a light of higher
quantity and better quality in terms of SPD for achieving NIF effects.
If alternatively it would be possible to promote the exposure to natural light in
outdoors on a regular basis for the elderly which do not have mobility limitations, it
has to be also considered that, with bad weather conditions and during cold seasons
(autumn and winter), the active older adults are generally reluctant to leave their
house, conducting a more sedentary lifestyle.
The results also demonstrate that the observers can be effectively activated by
natural lighting during the afternoon (1pm – 6pm) for the entire year with the solely
exception of winter and overcast sky conditions (21% of the full year). It might be
also stated that, in the majority of the cases in which circadian activation occurs via
the natural lighting, even with clear sky, the observers’ gaze results perpendicularly
oriented toward the windows, at very close range. In contrast, from other
observation points and positions which occur in the more internal part of the room,
the NIF effects are not achieved via natural lighting both in overcast and clear sky
conditions. This means that with diffuse and indirect lighting conditions, in the more
distant areas of the premises, the effectiveness of natural light for the circadian
system decreases for both elderly and young observers. More light of a better and
continuous SPD is needed in those conditions and situations.
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9. Further steps
The study presents preliminary contributions for advancing the knowledge about the
NIF effects of natural lighting in older adults in domestic applications which are
seldom forgotten by circadian studies. In order to get a wider understanding about
the influence of circadian natural lighting in a domestic living environment, the
present study could be further developed by simulating daylight in other locations
and orientations [33], by taking into account the presence of other buildings which
obstruct the view and the light entry along, by considering the different design,
shape and materials used for the windows around the world [34]. Further studies
would include compared simulations performed with other dedicated software along
with a comparison of the simulations with measurements taken in the real space.
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Introduction
Architecture is both a technical and an aesthetical discipline, responsible for
providing adequate stages for the showcase of human events, always embodied in a
strong social, cultural and even political background. Colour and Matter are the
elements that reveal architecture and its formal options. Since we can only see these
elements in the presence of light, colour, materials and light are intertwined in the
presentation of architecture.
Architectural illumination is therefore a crucial field among architects. In the
creation of the architectural idea, images of perfectly built surfaces and the
“masterful, correct and magnificent play of volumes brought together in light”1, as
in Le Corbusier’s definition of architecture, fill the architect’s mind. Natural light
could have a prominent role in earlier design decisions (number of overtures, their
dimension and position), but artificial lighting usually comes to discussion at much
later stages, most of the times brought by electrical engineers at the final meetings
before construction stage.
At these meetings, electrical engineers place a set of pre-defined solutions on the
table, based on commercial solutions, trying to comply with national and
international rules and recommendations for each type of space.
The architect’s options on this subject are framed by these technical constraints and
conditioned by the lack of specific knowledge that would allow him to discuss
lighting solutions - that could enhance or help defining the specific architectural
features of each space or the desired relation between the building and its
environment. Very often the presentation of architecture, its colours and textures
and, more importantly, its aesthetic goals are lost or changed.
From our experience on Light and Colour teaching and consultant practice, we must
state that every lighting choice is not merely technical, but always defines an
aesthetical choice, as well as having a huge role in conveying adequate
psychological conditions for human comfort, when the natural conditions are not
enough (not exclusively at night).
We need enough light for human activities, but this basic condition does not indicate
where the artificial light should be placed nor its characteristics: should it be direct,
diffuse, upwards, downwards, what colour temperature, colour rendition, etc. We
see architecture through colours (the interplay between light and matter), textures
and materials, so light is the key for the architecture’s visual perception and
therefore for its form2.
We could divide these concerns into two domains: ergonomic illumination and
decorative illumination. In other words, the light we need in order to perform human
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activities with comfort, and the aesthetical choices that provide emotional
relationships with the spaces or the buildings.
These two concerns should be applied both in interior and in exterior spaces. In
interior spaces, illumination is very important in promoting distinction between
different space uses. Exterior illumination has an overwhelming importance due to
its relation to the urban space: it could convey prominence or continuity to the image
of a building, street or a square; it could reveal colours, materiality and texture by
the choice and position of the lighting fixtures.
This paper does not pretend to underestimate the role of electrical engineers or
lighting designers, but to enhance the necessity of reintroducing architectural
illumination to the field and the discipline of Architecture.
Light, Colour and Matter in Architectural Design
It is always important to state that these two intertwined factors, light and colour, are
decisive to the quality of the architectural space. Other issue that should always be
clarified is that colour is not limited to the painted surfaces of architecture but also
concerns the materials of all the architectural surfaces that compose the space
perception. The colours we see are the interaction between light and matter, whether
they are painted surfaces or materials in their natural appearance.
A colour palette for architecture should include the colours of the painted surfaces
and the colours of the materials chosen for the space, interior and exterior.
Following Semper’s tenet that the order of architecture comes from the enclosure
and the surface of the building, we understand the importance of colours and
materials as the main expressive elements of architecture3.
The design of the colour study should also include all the information about the
surrounding buildings and landscape, as well as the geographic orientation of the
compartments/ buildings/ streets. The quality of natural light, meaning its intensity,
angle and colour temperature, should also interfere with colour and material choices.
The colours of the materials in their natural appearance are very important for the
architectural colour palette; they are like “anchors” for the overall architecture’s
presentation and characterization. In figure 1 we see how different ephemeral
colours on the painted surfaces of Praça do Comércio, in Lisbon, in no way destroy
its visual structure and unity given by the classicist stone elements.

!

!

Fig. 1 – Natural stone elements (Limestone in this case) are like “anchors” for architecture presentation.

At night, artificial illumination should maintain this perception, of the relationship
between stone and painted surfaces, for a homogeneous interpretation of the whole,
leastways in heritage and important public buildings.
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Light, Colour and Hierarchy in Urban Landscape
Form, enhanced by colour and materiality, could make or break the unity of a
square, street or urban landscape. History of architecture, namely the Baroque
period, has taught us how to use form to establish a network of hierarchical
relationships between landmarks, palaces, and public buildings, detaching them
from the “common” architecture. A remarkable example was Sixte V’s plan for
Rome at the end of the 16th century. The axiom stated by Giulio Carlo Argan4 is that
the great innovation of the Baroque Era was the idea that space does not involve
architecture but it is created by architecture. This idea is one of the main features of
a well-planned contemporary city, where public space formalizes the reason for
people being together and promotes social and cultural events. For this city purpose
we must think about colour in context; not building by building but in space: a
colourscape5.
What happens frequently nowadays is that the lack of municipal regulations on
colour, except in areas considered as historical neighbourhoods, leads to a totally
anarchical emphasis on disinteresting private buildings, so destroying the identity of
urban spaces as a whole and contradicting the planned urban hierarchy. In figure 2
we can see how a wrong choice of colour can disturb the chromatic environment of
a well-known public space in Lisbon (Alameda Dom Afonso Henriques).

Fig. 2 – Colour wrongly used, producing an undesirable prominence in a unified colour environment.

At night, public buildings and historic monuments are also frequently overpowered
by the illumination of private and commercial buildings, which inverts hierarchies
and architectural values.
Artificial Illumination and Architectural Presentation
The inevitable revolution of LED lighting is bringing some problems regarding to
human comfort as well as in architectural presentation. It is a cheap and effective
illuminant but it has been disseminated without the necessary reflection in terms of
its characteristics and eventual disadvantages for specific uses. Its natural coldness
resulting from the original blue diode has been tamed by phosphor and other
elements, just as its uncomfortable direct spot emission has been studied and can
now be solved by using reflection in blades, indirect lighting, or even by placing the
diodes in a position where they could not be directly seen by observers. But its
characteristic of producing cut out shadows is a problem for human perception,
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creating a dramatic change from light to shadow that can be hazardous even for the
safety of car drivers and pedestrians.
In figure 3 we can observe ill-placed lamplights, with excessive luminous intensity,
in a public staircase in Lisbon (Martim Moniz) and near the walls of a castle, in
Beja, where our eyes become under direct glare.

Fig. 3 – LED lighting producing glare inimical to physiological comfort

Regarding the human eye’s physiology, our capacity for adaptation determines the
possibility and speed at which we adjust to various levels of darkness and light. Our
adaptation from light to darkness is much slower than from darkness to light (about
5x slower) and this dark adaptation is quicker in young people than in elderly.
During this adjustment, visual capacity is reduced6. That is why the dramatic
changes of illumination levels (light/shadow) that can be produced by LED lighting,
and the direct observation of its origin could be more than uncomfortable, they could
be dangerous.
“Artificial lighting units are only good if all possible interactions are considered
during planning and installation. Very often, however, planning is limited to purely
technical and economical aspects, making the artificial lighting systems deficient
and unsatisfactory both in terms of their design and physiologically”7.
Architecture communicates its aesthetical goals through perception. Its forms are
understood amid a cultural and aesthetical web derived from history. Since ancient
times, architecture has helped humans bringing meaning to their existence and
translating it into spatial forms, creating the structure of the human environment8.
Form, colour, texture, materiality, are the grammatical elements for architecture
presentation and, therefore, for architectural communication. Classical and
Contemporary architectural forms fulfil their goals under the natural sunlight, and
were designed to bring out their relievo from the upwards/down direction of the
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light and its movement during the day. At night, we should also consider these
assumptions.
We have travelled a long path since the first outcomes of modern artificial lighting
when, in 1920, Matthew Luckiesh advocated that “many buildings in the future will
be equipped solely with artificial-lighting systems” due to the economic costs and
maintenance of windows: “Mankind (…) has improved upon natural light”9! Those
were the times when Man wanted to defeat its long time enemy: the darkness of the
night. Our history acknowledges that the Sun rises and sets, but the night falls, along
with “…its preternatural darkness – spawned uncertain perils, both real and
imaginary”10. It is obvious that mankind wanted to illuminate the night, bringing to
that period a “new day” of hope.
But nowadays, in most of our cities, we are unable to see stars anymore, we deal
with concerns like light pollution, and we understand that we need the darkness of
the night and that we have the right to have it back: “Ill-designed lighting washes
out the darkness of night and radically alters the light levels—and light rhythms—to
which many forms of life, including ourselves, have adapted”11.
At night, the architects should work with light designers in order to enhance the
formal characteristics of their architecture, and even to counteract the perception of
form derived from daylight illumination to achieve new and interesting goals. But
when dealing with heritage buildings, or others important for urban space definition
or for their own quality, we should not overlap our idiosyncrasy or aesthetic will to
an architecture that asks only to be respected and communicated as originally
conceived. The pretext of illuminating a building should not be taken as an
opportunity to show our aesthetic concepts and our idiosyncrasy.
In figure 4 we can observe an illumination without consideration for the
architectural presentation of a Lisbon awarded building, recently transformed in a
hotel. The nocturnal language of the building is a theatrical idiosyncratic
misunderstanding of the noble characteristics of the Art Nouveau grammatical
aesthetics. And it goes against the most recent recommendations for Heritage
illumination stated in the Chart of Taxco, 2009:
“…we consider that the introduction of artificial illumination of historic places
requires the establishment of criteria and rules governing proper use so that there is
harmony with the monument or city centre that does not conflict with, mutilate,
damage or alter the aesthetic, materials or environment. Whatever the nature or
specific needs of each and every historic place, the incorporation of artificial light
under any circumstances does not justify violating or threatening the monument, its
history, conservation, character, environment or economy”12.
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Fig. 4 – Illumination of an awarded Deco building in Lisbon, destroying its dignity and integrity.

What happened to the colours and the unity of the Art Nouveau decorative panel?
They are lost amid the strong cut out shadows of the upward LED illumination,
denying the grammatical perception of the object.
Modesty and good sense may be the most cultured and adequate attitude in these
cases. The issue is not the light, but how we use it: “do not design with light, design
with the effects of light”13.
During daylight, we distinguish the glory of all colours in buildings and the
wonderful play of light and shadows on architectural elements designed just for that
purpose and delight, but “as daylight recedes, color drains from the landscape” 14.
The night has other rules, based on texture and shine, and more relying on other
human senses - namely the smell, hearing and haptic perception - and we should not
try to transform one into the other. Artificial lighting should not destroy the
architectural presentation, nor should copy daylight characteristics. But above all we
must not jeopardize the perception of the classical language of architecture, because
its understanding is still going as one of the most powerful elements of architectural
thinking of all times15.
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Conclusions
The presentation of architecture, seen as the perception of its identity through form
and derived from materials, colours, textures and finishes, is an essential concept for
the architecture’s identity, value, and aesthetical appraisal. When observing
architecture under daylight, all those features are judged in their original status, as
the architect conceived them. The illumination at night-time can maintain the unity
and coherence of the architectural object, considering the necessary limitations of
nocturnal presentation, or can destroy it through idiosyncratic approaches looking
for personal aesthetic recognition. These actions could be valued if they were
ephemeral, or if they were due to the architect’s desire, as author of the building, but
should never be carried on in Heritage or qualified buildings in which the authors
are no longer present to be able to agree with this kind of approach. We
acknowledge that lighting installations on Heritage since the first half of the
twentieth century “have often caused severe problems, threatened conservation and
permanence, increased light pollution, distracted from history, harmed local
economies, and even affected the environment”16. In our hands lies the power to
change it.
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1. Introduction
We are today aware that on the one side energy resources are limited, and on the
other side energy production goes with more or less detrimental alterations of the
environment. The actual and universal problem is then how to prevent
environmental damages by reducing energy consumption without worsening
machinery performances. In the specific case of light production, we face the
challenge of maintaining good quality of artificial light by developing new
technologies to spare electricity consumption. If technological problems are to be
solved inside engineer frames of reference, evaluation of the light quality involves
psychological disciplines since the final user is the human observer. We are also
conscious that various illumination devices differently affect colour appearance and
the problem of evaluating the quality of the light sources arises not only in terms of
their rendering capabilities but also of people preferences. This research aims to
describe how observers can distinguish different interior lightings in terms of their
own peculiarities and of the psychological effects they generate in people.
2. The experiment
The experiment was performed in the frame of the cultural event “EXPERIENCING: an
Interactive Scientific Exhibition - Energy and Life”, held in Padua in 2015, inside
the series of annual events “EXPERIENCING” which started in 2002 to promote
science in higher grade schools.
2.1. Participants

About 10000 students attended the one month event and about 370 students, nearly
half male and half female, from 15 to 19 years old, agreed to be accompanied by a
guide and take part in the experiment. They could perform the experiment either
singularly or in small groups of 10 people on the average, and only data from the
197 participants who completed the experiment were used in the analysis.
2.2. Material

The experiment was carried out in three small rooms (about 2 x 3 m) with white
walls (Figure 1); in each room a coloured Mondrian (50 x 50 cm) was hanging on
one of the longer wall and a computer with a CRT monitor was placed on a small
white shelf fastened horizontally on a short wall. The monitor was used to show the
items of a semantic differential and record the participants’ answers. The luminaire
were placed above the door facing the other short wall. Three kind of light sources
were installed, one halogen lamp, one medium CCT [1] LED lamp, and one higher
CCT LED lamp with the characteristics shown in table 1.
In the entrance room a commercial viewing booth with different light sources was
placed on a table; a large poster was hanging on the wall above and showed the main
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characteristics of the cabinet sources and the ways of measuring them by appropriate
instruments.
lamps

curtains

jbiu hblarucr aa d er
cnen caeru ne rucgt
haern cpanreefr gen
Coloured printings
(called Mondrian) which,
along with the shadows of
participants, improve the
perception of light
Entrance, with an introduction to the
different types of light and to the
measures of their main characteristics
Fig 1. The rooms where the experiment has been performed
room
1
2
3

source
halogen
LED-A
LED-B

Watt
CCT
CRI
lm
lx
150
3000K
98
3000
about 400
35
3080K
80
3100
about 500
35
3890K
80
3230
about 600
Tab. 1 – Specifications of the three light sources.

efficiency
21 lm/w
89 lm/w
92 lm/w

The evaluations of the lights illuminating the rooms were performed by using 10
verbal semantic scales [2]. Four scales were referring to the observer feelings: 1)
calm – agitated; 2) relaxed – tense; 3) speedy – slow; 4) passive – active (original
Italian scales: calmo – agitato; teso - rilassato; lento - veloce; attivo - passivo). The
other six scales were referring to the characteristics of the light: 5) interesting boring; 6) strong – weak; 7) warm – cold; 8) desirable – undesirable; 9) brilliant –
dull; 10) violent – soft (original Italian scales: interessante – noiosa; forte – debole;
calda - fredda; desiderabile -indesiderabile; brillante - smorta; violenta – gentile).
The items were presented in the monitor screen with an invitation to save the
subjective evaluations. Participants could move a slider in the position between the
two extreme which expressed their choice in the scale continuum; their decision was
therefore based only on the visual appreciation of the two distances of the slider
from the extremes (Figure 2). Later that position was decoded as a measure of the
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distance from the two extremes (in the example the slider shows a choice of 80%
calm vs 20% agitated).

Fig 2. The display used to register the participants’ evaluations of the semantic differential.

2.3. Procedure

First, participants were led to the entrance of the experimental place and shown
different kinds of illumination inside a viewing booth. Then the guide taught them
about the main features of those light sources, like the physics of the production of
the light, the measure of its power in watt, its luminous flux in lumen, its correlated
colour temperature in kelvin, and its luminous efficiency. Lastly participants were
instructed about their task which was to give a subjective evaluation of the quality of
three different lights in three rooms, and that this evaluations would be structured in
a series of bipolar scales of adjectives referring both to the quality of the light and to
the feelings they would experience under that light. Their answer had to be
expressed by appropriately using the mouse. The three rooms were visited in
random order and at the end they could leave their email address to receive the
results of the research.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of variance

The three room illuminations (Figure 3) were globally judged significantly different
(F2,392 = 93,14, p < 0.0000). Specifically the halogen illumination was judged
significantly different from the LED-A (p < 0.0000) and from the LED-B (p <
0.000), while the LED-A source did not appear significantly different from the LEDB source (p < 0.422).
Of course the scales were evaluated in a significantly very different way (F9,1764 =
18.53, p < 0.0000), but there was an important interaction between scales and
sources (F18,3528 = 101,09 p < 0.0000), which is of great interest for the purpose of
the experiment.
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mean evaluations

rooms with different light
Fig. 3. Global evaluation of the three illuminations

An overall view of the interactions between lights and semantic scales is presented
in Figure 4, where the halogen light is connoted in a very different way from the
other two LED sources, which on the other side show some differences one from the
other.
100

mean evaluations

80
60
40
20
0
10

Violent

9

Dull

8

Desirable

7

Cold

6

Calm

5

Relaxed

4

Strong

3

Speedy

2

Interesting

1

Passive

0

11

semantic scales
Fig. 4. Mean evaluations given by the participants to the semantic scales as a function of the three light sources.
Blue line: halogen lamp; green: LED-A; red: LED-B

An analytical presentation of the results relative to the single scales is following to
show how participants exhibit different reactions as a function of the different light
sources.
Figure 5 shows the results of an analysis of variance (ANOVA) relative to the
psychological effects induced by the tested lights as they were evaluated by the
participants. The data are derived from the answers to the question “How does this
light make you feel?”. From the results it appears that the halogen illumination is
perceived as inducing a state of more serenity (p < 0.0000), calmness (p < 0.0000),
relax (p < 0.0000), passivity (p < 0.0000) in opposition to the LED lights which are
judged to elicit tension, excitement, swiftness, dynamism. On the other side both
LED lights are similar in these psychological effects.
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0

1
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Fig.5. Mean evaluations of the subjective effects elicited by the different light sources on the observers. Error bars =
confidence intervals (motsly hidden by symbols). Stars = significantly different ( < 0.05)

These results are in agreement with what can be expected in relation to the halogen
light source, whose rather warm light is largely preferred by most people in interior
environments, where it gives an intimate atmosphere, and favour convivial,
comfortable, tender interpersonal relationships. The association with candle lights,
flames in the fireplace, or sunset light is based on the similar psychological effects
they initiate. On the other side cool light as that often emitted by LEDs is generally
considered unfriendly, although stimulating and speeding up, and therefore
considered positive in specific circumstances.
Figure 6 shows the results relative to the qualities which participants ascribed to the
different lights. The data are derived from the answers to the question “How do you
estimate this light?” followed by the corresponding semantic scales Again the
halogen illumination is perceived quite differently from the other LED
illuminations, but at their turn these are not always judged in the same way. The
halogen illumination always appear significantly less interesting (p < 0.0000) 1,
weaker (p < 0.0000), warmer (p < 0.0000), less desirable (p < 0.0000), duller (p <
0.0000) and softer (p < 0.0000) than the other LED lights.
The LED lights moreover significantly differ one from the other in interest (p <
0.0000) being the LED-A (3080K) more interesting than LED-B (3890K), in
temperature (p < 0.0000) with the LED-A (3080K) warmer than LED-B (3890K),

1

The Bonferroni correction is always applied.
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and in violence (p < 0.044) with the LED-B (3890K) more violent than LED-B
(3080K).
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Fig. 6. Mean evaluations given by participants relative to the characteristics of the different light sources. Error bars =
uncertainty intervals (motsly hidden by symbols). Stars = significantly different. Braket= the significantly different pair.

As before, results relative to the halogen source are in agreement with the common
consideration of appearing warmer (p < 0.0000), weaker (p < 0.0000), and softer
(p < 0.0000). On the other side the interesting (p < 0.0000) appearance of the LED
light may be justified in this context where young people are visiting a science
exposition of their works, and therefore feel rather excited and inclined to arousing
lights. Worth of note the halogen light is only considered more desirable than the
LED-B (p < 0.001), and the LED-B appears significantly less interesting than the
halogen (p < 0.0000), but cooler ((p < 0.0000) and more violent (p < 0.044) than the
LED-A.
3.2. Factorial Analysis

A more synthetic view of the results is given by a factorial analysis, which has been
performed on the row data. The principal component analysis, with Varimax
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rotation and Kaiser normalisation, was carried out on the raw data, and the resulting
factor loadings (cumulative variance = 73. 3) are shown in Table 1.
scales

C1

C2

C3

acttive-

-,658

-,402

-,306

boring-

-,049

,878

,208

slow-

,595

,518

,102

weak-

,573

,649

-,143

tense-

-,745

-,108

,280

agitated-

-,652

-,436

,325

warm-

,853

,014

,037

desirable-

-,103

,108

,920

brilliant-

-,410

-,749

,043

soft-

,769

,308

-,200

Tab. 2 – The factor loadings of the three principal components of the factorial analysis.
.

The three factors, shown in Table 2, can be interpreted as: 1- arousal; 2- vivacity; 3evaluation based on the semantic scales which characterise each factor.
Factor 1 - Arousal
Cold

Factor 2 - Vivacity

Warm

Violent

Soft

Tense

Relaxed

Active

Passive

Agitated

Calm

Speedy

Slow

Speedy

Interesting

Strong

Factor 3 - Evaluation

Weak

Slow

Boring

Brilliant

Dull

Strong

Weak
Desirable

Undesirable

Tab. 2 – The semantic scale characterising the three factors.

The factorial structure seems quite coherent and well-fitting the characteristics of the
lights as emerged in the previous analysis of variance. An arousal factor is quite
common in this kind of research, with the peculiarity of including together the
Osgood’s [3,4] activity and potency factors which often are separate. Moreover this
factor include semantic scales related to both the subjective psychological effects
(relaxed – tense; calm – agitated; passive – active; slow – speedy) and the qualities
attributed to the lights (cold – warm; violent – peaceful).
The vivacity factor includes only scales which deal with the qualities of the lights
(strong – weak; brilliant – dull; interesting – boring).
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mean factorial scores

20
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mean factorial scores
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mean factorial scores

The evaluation factor, which concerns the positivity of the light, is saturated by one
scale only (desirable – undesirable) which again is related to the quality of the light.
An analysis of variance on original data weighted by the factorial coefficients has
been performed to see how participants judged each illumination on the basis of the
criteria expressed by the three factors, and the results are plotted in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Factorial scores relative to each factor plotted as a function of the rooms’ illumination. Error bars = uncertainty
intervals (motsly hidden by symbols)

All three illuminations appear significantly different one from the other when judged
on the basis of factor 1, that is their arousal power evaluated by participants is
different (p < 0.0000 in all the three cases); moreover the halogen lamp receives
much lower evaluations in absolute value than the other two LED lights. When the
lights are evaluated on the basis of factor 2 the halogen light appears connoted
significantly less vivid than the LED-A (p < 0.0000) but not the LED-B light (p <
0.44), and the absolute values of the three evaluations are very close.
Lastly on the basis of factor 3 the halogen light is significantly different from both
the LED-A (p < 0.0023) and the LED-B (p < 0.0000), with its absolute value much
lower, while the LED-A and LED-B do not significantly differ, in agreement with
the ANOVA results.
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4. Conclusions
Noteworthy is that the students are for the first time performing the task requested
by the experiment, nevertheless they show great discriminative ability, and also a
great consistency. In fact, the dispersion of the results is quite low (in the displayed
diagrams confidence intervals are most often smaller than the size of the symbols),
thus favoring a good statistical significance. The results demonstrate a clear ability
of participants who are able: 1) to recognize and evaluate different personal,
psychological reactions to lights; 2) to estimate different qualitative characteristics
of the light sources.
The research aimed to highlight how young naïve people perceive, discriminate, and
judge indoor illuminations produced by different light sources. The attention was
focused on the halogen and LED sources, because of the large difference in their
spectral power distribution, and the widespread impression that the incandescent
sources like the halogen ones are presently preferred by most people.
The first result that emerges is that the three lights are well distinguishable,
especially the first vs the other two. Despite both the halogen and the LED-A
sources have an almost indistinguishable color temperature (CCT 3000-3080K), the
two illuminations are always significantly discriminated on all semantic scales, with
consideraby different absolute values. Obviously the same discrimination also takes
place between the first and the third illumination, justified by the fact that the
sources differ both in type and in the corresponding color temperature, although not
by much (CCT 3000K vs 3890K). The second and the third lighting are not
confused, even if the sources are of the same type (LED) and of different, although
small, correlated color temperature (CCT 3080 vs. 3890): the discrimination,
however, occurs only on some semantic scales: interesting-boring, warm-cold,
violent-soft. This result challenges the relevance of the CCT in connoting the
relevant characteristics of a light source as some subjective characteristics seem to
be quite independent from CCT. Some significant quality of the light described by
the spectral power distribution (SPD) is probably lost when the CCT is considered.
This research has not investigated the colour rendering properties of the light
sources. Nevertheless the concept of color rendering was presented and the CRI
(color rendering index [5]) of each source was commentated in the introductory step
of the experiment. Moreover participants were shown three Mondrian (one per
room) with the same colours but in a different spatially organized way (always
random, anyway) in order to compare the possible color differences caused by
different sources, even if unconsciously.
These overall results agree quite well with the general impression that people have
without scientific investigations, and the advantage of the experimentation is to
supply a scientific confirmation the current conceptions, and to highlight unexpected
aspects. In our case the desirability appears to be low for the light that gives calm,
and high for that exciting: the hypothesis is that the situation makes desirable a light
with characteristics appropriate to the circumstances. In particular, students who go
together to see a show of scientific experiments, perhaps having presented their well
accepted works, are not in a state of tranquillity, but rather activated, and therefore
prefer an arousing lighting like that produced by LEDs, especially if in those
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moments they are sensation seeking. It is very likely that in other circumstances the
desirability goes calming lights. To be verified.
Lastly results suggest an important difference between object, surface, colours and
illumination colours. Cold colours like blue and green are usually considered
calming down, while warm colours like red and yellow exciting. In the case of
illumination we find the contrary, warm lights are relaxing and cold lights
activating. It would be important the deepen this difference and find its reason.
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Abstract
Many studies are devoted to the relationship between color perception and age. But the
importance of this topic is increasing in aging society. The primary concern of this research is
to evaluate color discrimination thresholds and their change with age. The experiment employs
a calibrated visual display and consists of colored stimuli of specified luminance and
chromaticity embedded in a background of luminance contrast noise with mean luminance
equal to colored stimulus luminance. The colored square stimulus can appear on the right or on
the left and the subject’s task is to indicate the position of the stimulus. A two-alternative
forced-choice procedure is used to measure the subject’s chromatic detection thresholds along
8 directions in the CIE Lab chromaticity chart. Two different psychophysical methods are
used: every subject is tested using an adapted staircase methods, some subjects are also tested
with a constant stimuli method. Age of subjects tries to span many decades of human life. A
good relationship between color discrimination threshold along the blue axis and age is found.
The test works well also in identifying subjects with anomalous color vision. Measurements
about transparency of human lens can confirm that a great part of variability in color
discrimination is linked with yellowing of lens.
1. Chromatic perception and age
While usually a color deficiency is due to genetic problems, also nonpathologic aging could
provoke problems in colour vision. Numerous studies report age-related changes in colour
vision [1-4]. There are many different tests by which it’s possible to see if there is a colour
perception anomaly. The most common tests are the Ishihara Test (and other similar tests based
on pseudoisochromatic tables), the Farnsworth-Munsell test and recently also computerized
tests. The last ones seem to be not reliable because of their technical limits [5]. Furthermore,
many tests are suitable for genetic anomalies, but their use to recognize problems related to
aging is not fully tested. The purpose of this research was to see if there is a relationship
between the alteration of the colour perception and the human lens yellowing aging using a
new test made using a computer display. According to previous studies there is an increase in
the discrimination of colours which reaches its maximum around 20 years. After the second
decade, this skill starts to decrease. This is due to physiological changes that influence the
retinal image quality and the light transmission by the crystalline lens. These changes include
the loss of the 30% of the retinal rods [6] and of the 40% of the retinal ganglion cells axons [7].
Surely, one of the main factors which is involved in the alteration of chromatic perception is
the aging process of the lens. This phenomenon affects especially the short wavelengths
because of physical phenomena like light diffusion and absorption caused by the lens aging
processes that include opacification and yellowing.
2. Description of the experiment
The aim of this experiment was to determine the value of the chromatic discrimination
thresholds along 8 axes of the CieL*C*h colour space and define the trend for these and for the
chromatic area (a portion of color space bounded by the values of subject’s threshold along the
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four axes) in relation with age. Also, the subject’s thresholds along two axes were related to
provide a color correlation and thresholds obtained with two different psychophysical methods
were compared to emphasize differences or similarities of the two approaches. Furthermore, an
abnormal subjects’ assessment was carried out.
In this experiment, we used a CRT display to show the stimulus target to the subject, a
spectrophotometer to make the device calibration (Fig.1) and a laptop linked with the CRT
display. We wrote our experiments in Matlab, using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions [810].
.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of device calibration.

In order to display a correct stimulus target on a monitor, we made a device calibration to find
a mathematical relationship between the display RGB colour space and device-colour
independent colour space CIEL*C*h. This relationship was helpful to define the ΔΕ values
(where ΔΕ is defined as the Euclidean distance of the hue from the achromatic stimulus),
which were used to examine the participants of this study along the 8 axes of the colour space.

Table 1: ΔΕ values used in the experiment for every axis.

The observers were aged 20-60 years old and had normal, or corrected to normal, vision. To
ensure normal trichromatic vision, prior to the experiment, all subjects underwent colour vision
diagnostics using the Ishihara pseudoisochromatic plates to screen for congenital red-green
deficiency. From a total of twenty participants tested, only two reported congenital colour
abnormality. Observers were dark adapted, tested binocularly and positioned at 57 cm from the
monitor.
Stimulus target employed in this experiment was a translucent patch, which differs in
chromaticity from the background, randomized in one of two position; to the right or to the left
of center of the display. The target was created superimposing a coloured stimulus on the
noised background. Each patch occupied an area of 2,5x2,5 degrees on the display over a noise
created by a combination of white, grey and black pixels. The mean luminance of the noise was
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equal to the mean luminance of the colored stimulus: for this reason the patch is not an
homogeneous colour.
The subject’s task was to press one of the two corresponding keys: the right arrow if the patch
is on the right, the left arrow in the other case.
To fully understand the task, every participant was subjected to a practice test, in which ΔE of
the stimulus target was high.
The time allowed for the subject to respond was 1,2 s, if the subject couldn’t give a response in
the predetermined time, the device provided it to respect the Two Alternative Forced Choice
paradigm (Fig.2).
In this experiment were used two different psychophysical methods: the method of constant
stimuli (typically no adaptive) and the adapted staircase method (Fig.3).

Fig. 2: Procedure of the experiment

Adaptive testing procedure was used to keep the stimulus target close to the threshold by
adapting the sequence of stimulus presentations according to the observer’s response. In this
1up-2down Staircase method [11], after two correct responses the stimulus intensity
(corresponding to E) was decreased by one step and after one incorrect was increased. The
procedure stopped after 9 reversal or 40 trials. The threshold is the mean of the values of the
stimuli intensity in the last 6 reversals.

Fig. 3: Procedure of Staircase 1up-2down Method.

For the constant stimuli method, we obtain the value of threshold from a fit of data with a
psychometric function. The error for the threshold was found, in the method of constant
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stimuli, with the Bootstrap method [12], and in the adaptive staircase method with a deviation
standard of this value. With every threshold measured along the 8 axes, the subject’s chromatic
area was found: the chromatic area is the area of the polygon obtained linking the eight
threshold values (Fig.4). To evaluate the error of this area, it was possible to define the
subject’s minimal chromatic area (subtracting for every point the error from the value of
threshold measured along the axes), a medium (considering only the value of threshold) and a
maximal (adding for every point the error to the value of threshold measured along the axes).

Fig. 4: Maximal chromatic area (red), medium (black) and minimal (green).

3. Experimental Results
After each experimental session, a software calculated the psychometric function which
allowed to estimate the value of threshold and the associated error (fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 - Psychometric function: the fit of the curve (green line) from the experimental points (black dots) gives the values of
threshold and error.

After some preliminary results, we decided to eliminate the data about angle 135°: the values
of threshold and errors were too high because of a display characterization problem. Indeed,
there weren’t low values of ΔE to analyze the axis 135° at the constant value of luminance
chosen previously (fig. 6). The examination of axis 135° was eliminated for subjects that had
low thresholds, lower the smallest available value of ΔE, but we decided to examine this axis
for anomalous subjects who should have a higher threshold for this colour.
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Fig. 6 – Problem in evaluation of threshold along 135° axis with constant stimuli method (on the left) and adaptive staircase (on the
right).

For each hue we built the graph of thresholds as function of age and we calculated the
weighted linear fit to verify if there was a relation between the variables. In every graph the
blue points indicate the constant stimuli method and the red ones indicate the adaptive
staircase. The results of fit showed that the correlation of thresholds with age wasn’t
statistically significant for axes 0° (R²=0.11, p=0.15, fig. 7), 45° (R²=0.07, p=0.26) and 180°
(R²=0.12, p=0.14). Instead, there was a correlation statistically significant for axes 90°
(R²=0.56, p=0.0003), 225° (R²=0.36, p=0.009), 270° (R²=0.49, p=0.01, fig. 8) and
315°( R²=0.27, p=0.034).
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Fig. 7 – Chromatic thresholds in function of age relative to angle 0° corresponding to a red sample, quite near to the unique
perceptual red. Equation of fit: y=(0.014±0.009)x+(1.3±0.3); R²=0.11, p=0.15.
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Fig. 8 - Chromatic thresholds in function of age relative to angle 270° corresponding to blue. Equation of fit:
y=(0.06±0.01)x+(0.4±0.5); R²=0.49, p=0.01.

These results were confirmed by the trend of ocular transmittance as function of age (fig. 9).
According to this graph the transmittance of long wavelengths didn’t vary with aging, but it
remained almost unchanged. Whereas the transmittance of short wavelengths become lower
across the life span.

Regarding the chromatic area, we calculated the weighted linear fit and the value of R² (0.56)
and p (0.0005) showed that the chromatic area was significantly correlated with age (fig. 10).
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Fig. 9 – Ocular transmittance in function of age in the visible range [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17728807]
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Fig. 10 – Chromatic area in function of age. y = (0.46±0.1)x-(2.1±4.0) R² = 0.56 p = 0.0005

Then, we defined the relationship between the chromatic thresholds in order to verify if the
raise of a threshold caused an increase of the other. We considered the relation between the
angle 0° and the angles 90° (yellow), 180° (a green sample, quite near to the unique green),
270° (a blue sample). To describe this link, we built a graph where in abscissa there were the
thresholds relative to red and in ordinate the thresholds of the other colours. The results of the
linear fit revealed that there was a correlation statistically significant among the thresholds of
red and yellow, red and blue, indeed, the values of R² and p were R²=0.4067, p=0.004 (fig. 11)
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and R²=0.48, p < 0.001 respectively (fig. 12). Instead, there wasn’t correlation between the
thresholds of red and green, R²=0.075, p= 0.26 (fig. 13).
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Fig. 11 – Correlation between thresholds of red and yellow. Equation of fit: y=(0.3±0.2)x+(1.1±0.4); R²=0.4067, p=0.004.
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Fig. 12 – Correlation between thresholds of red and blue. Equation of fit: y=(0.6±0.2)x+(0.9±0.3); R²=0.48, p < 0.001.
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Fig. 13 – Correlation between thresholds of red and green. Equation of fit: y=(0.3±0.2)x+(1.1±0.4); R²=0.075, p= 0.26.

Furthermore, we compared anomalous subjects’ thresholds, evalutated only with staircase
method, obtained along every axes of chromatic space. The results confirmed the preliminary
exam with the Ishihara’s Plates. The assessment showed that one of the subject (MM aged 21
years old) was a mild deutan and the other one (LP aged 48 years old) a strong deutan (fig.14).
Also, we built two histograms with anomalous and trichromatic subjects’ thresholds evalutated
along the 0° and 180° axes to emphasize the difference between these subjects (fig. 15).
Finally we built an histogram with anomalous and trichromatic subjects’chromatic area
(Fig.16).
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Fig. 14 – Histogram of anomalous subjects’ thresholds; the orange barres indicate the subject LP and the blue ones MM.
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Fig. 15 – Histogram of anomalous and trichromatic subjects’ thresholds along 0° (on the left) and 180°(on the right).

Fig. 16 – Histogram with anomalous and trichromatic subjects’ chromatic areas. The blue barres indicate the subject examined with
constant stimuli method, the red ones with the adaptive staircase and the green ones the deutans.

4. Conclusions
The test is able to evaluate chromatic thresholds with small experimental error. This permits to
point out a correlation between age and chromatic threshold. This effect is particularly evident
in chromatic axes related to short wavelengths. Chromatic area could be an interesting
parameter in order to evaluate chromatic discrimination. The test is also able to recognize
genetic colour anomalies.
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Somewhere over the rainbow. Color blindness and user interface
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1. Introduction
Total or partial color-blindness is a physical status that affects statistically almost an
8,5% of the population (8% of man and 0,4% of women). It is considered a physical
impairment in some context of communication and interactions where a huge part of
the messages is carried by color language and chromatic signs. In a world where
most of the interactions online or experienced in mobile devices are still based on
graphical interfaces, this condition could be a limit in everyday life.
According to WAI - Web Accessibility Initiative launched by W3Consortium and the
Italian law n. 4/2004 (Legge Stanca), visual and interface design have now defined
guideline to allow a better user experience also for color-blind people. The paper
proposes a critical review of the design paradigms, discussing the role of colors and
contrast both as a visual language component and accessibility issue underlining the
recent evolution raised by the introduction of mobile devices and the ecosystem
approach to digital environments.
2. A world in black and white
Color blindness or color vision deficiency is, in English, the trivial definition of
achromatopsia, a physical condition firstly described by John Dalton at the end of
XVIII century [1] who suffered from the impairment.
People who are color blind could not be able to see any color at all, or, at least, they
have a smaller range of different tints in the whole spectrum. For those who are
deemed to be protanopia, for example, could still distinguish colors - just the range
is rather limited compared with normal color vision observers
We can, therefore, have many combinations of partial color blindness. Some colorblind people have problems to distinguish the color pair red–green or yellow-blue or
a single color (protanopia, deuteranopia, tritanopia, etc.).
We can't consider color blindness a proper disability; however, it can give some
problem in everyday life. We all have been once under the spell of a world in black
and white, looking at family's portraits and photo albums or an old silent film, but
the daily interaction is not always so friendly and poetic when you see the world
around you in a grayscale mode.
Many of the information dislocate in the environment such as traffic lights, direction
signs, error feedbacks, alert or emergency messages are connotate and identified by
the use of color. A way to give more accurate and recognizable information in a
glance. Furthermore, colors also have a significant role in social interaction,
business or personal branding and the whole symbolic and semiotic construction of
their shared meaning inside a culture.
The IAPB – the International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness [2] – estimates
that color vision deficiency is not so widely diffused, but this status affects
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statistically almost an 8,5% of the world population: 8% of man and 0,4% of women
(approximately 1 in 12 men and 1 in 200 women according to Colour Blind
Awareness [3]).
The data in Table 1 are divided by gender and color vision deficiency type.
protanopia

protanomalia

deuteranopia

deuteranomalia

Men

1,01%

1,01%

1%

5%

Women

0,02%

0,02%

0,1%

0,35%

Tab. 1 – Distribution of color blindness in the world population (Source: IAPB Italian Chapter, 2014)

The condition is often diagnosed with the help of the Ishihara’s Test for Color
Deficiency developed in 1917: a set of colored dotted plates, each of them showing
either a number or a path [4] as illustrated in figure 1.

Fig. 1 - Ishihara’s Test for Color Deficiency: example of plates both with numbers and shapes. (Source: www.colorblindness.com)

3. Design for all: an inclusive culture
In recent years, the attention for impairment and inclusivity has growth. Initiatives
such as the Universal Design movement and the Design for All Association have
been established with the explicit intent to create buildings, products, and
environments that are inherently accessible to older people, people without
disabilities, and people with disabilities.
Ronald L. Mace firstly defined Universal Design in 1998: Universal design
“Universal design broadly defines the user. […] Its focus is not specifically on
people with disabilities, but all people. It actually assumes the idea, that everybody
has a disability and I feel strongly that that’s the case. We all become disabled as we
age and lose ability […] To be “normal” is to be perfect, capable, competent, and
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independent. Unfortunately, designers in our society also mistakenly assume that
everyone fits this definition of “normal.” [5] The work began by Mace has been
developed by the Center for Universal Design of the North Caroline SU [6] where
seven principles have been established and defined. Equitable use, flexibility in use,
simple and intuitive, perceptible information, tolerance for error, low physical effort,
size and space for approach and use, are the criteria both for physical and digital
design process to create an accessible and barrier-free world.
This design philosophy, defined as Design for all [7] – is aimed to “targeting the use
of products, services and systems by as many people as possible without the need
for adaptation”. Ithas been defined as “is design for human diversity, social inclusion
and equality” by the EIDD Stockholm Declaration adopted on 9 May 2004 at the
Annual General Meeting of the European Institute for Design and Disability [8].
The European Commission strongly “encourages manufacturers and service
providers to produce new technologies for everyone: technologies that are suitable
for the elderly and people with disabilities, as much as the teenage techno
wizard.” [9]. These principles have been extended to the field of Information
Communication Technologies (ICT) has widely presented by in the book User
Interfaces for All: Concepts, Methods, and Tools by Constantine Stephanidis [10]. In
this publication, there are already concepts related to the web accessibility including
the interface and visual language..
Looking at the chromatic application, a good example of inclusive design is
represented by Uni-Sign the universal signal light suitable for color blind and every
one else [11]. The South Korea designers Ji-Youn Kim, Soon-young Yang, and
Hwan-Ju Jeon worked in 2009 on the combination of colors – of course – shape –
triangle, circle, and rectangular – and positioning to give and efficient and
unambiguous message (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 - Uni-Sign the universal signal light suitable for color blind and every one else. (Source: http://
www.yankodesign.com)
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3.1. W3C: Web Accessibility Project

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) launched in 1997 the Web Accessibility
Initiative (WAI: a collaborative project with specific working groups aimed to make
the Internet accessible to whom have physical or cognitive impairments or are in a
condition of technological exclusion [12]. According to the Internet inventor Tim
Berners-Lee “The power of the Web is in its universality. Access by everyone
regardless of disability is an essential aspect.” [13].
The WAI guidelines and evaluation tools embrace a broad range of impairments and
exclusions in which a full chapter is dedicated to vision problems. It goes from total
blindness, visually impaired to color vision deficiency.
In WCAG 1.0 there are indications of how to manage visual elements and colors in
an accessible way: “1. Provide equivalent alternatives to auditory and visual
content. [...] Providing non-text equivalents (e.g., pictures, videos, and pre-recorded
audio) of text is also beneficial to some users, especially nonreaders or people who
have difficulty reading [...]. Unless verbal descriptions of this visual information are
provided, people who cannot see (or look at) the visual content will not be able to
perceive it. [...]. 2. Don't rely on color alone. Ensure that text and graphics are
understandable when viewed without color. If color alone is used to convey
information, people who cannot differentiate between certain colors and users with
devices that have non-color or non-visual displays will not receive the information.
When foreground and background colors are too close to the same hue, they may not
provide sufficient contrast when viewed using monochrome displays or by people
with different types of color deficits.” [14]
These are typical situations in web pages or app interfaces: for example, showing a
missed required form field, filled in red or on a red background. Information should
be given, therefore, in a redundant manner, using symbols, icons or text to ensure a
correct and visible feedback to the user.
In WCGA 2.0 released in 2002 indications are more abstract, but the first guideline
(of the five proposed) explicitly targets on perceivable quality of the information.
Such as a good contrast and readability in the relationship between foreground and
background, both for visual and acoustic presentation [15].
3.2. From guidelines to prescriptions

W3C developed the WAI as a work-in-progress experience. Many authors, user
advocates, and tech writers like Zeldman, Molly Holzshlag, and Clarke promoted its
diffusion, however, it was not, neither it is now, a prescriptive standard. It has
precise definition, structured processes, and tools to evaluate, rank and improve the
overall accessibility, but it is intended mostly as a way to increase awareness of the
problem and to progressively change the web inclusion.
Nevertheless, some national government decided to transform it into binding laws.
Lucio Stanca, Ministry of the Innovation and Digital Technologies proposed a Law
approved as n. 4/2004 – G.U. n. 13, 17 January 2004 «Disposizioni per favorire
l'accesso dei soggetti disabili agli strumenti informatici» – also known as Legge
Stanca16 .
The law was mandatory for public institution websites and every other application
where public funds, participation, or contract were involved. It was about both the
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accessibility of IT tools, internet sites, and platforms, and of pedagogical and
teaching supports for students with impairments.
Despite the fact that the intentions are appreciable, the law crystallized a work in
progress process missing the point. Tools to verify the compliance of the site were
the ones – in English – proposed by the W3C, the expectations and standards set
were too high (AAA level the highest recommended by WAI) and after a very
troubled period for designers developers, they were dismissed.
On the contrary, a more progressive approach would be useful to raise a shared
culture to develop a culture of accessibility, inclusiveness, and openness.
Finally, it is important to stress that many of these initiatives should also be
extended to another field of design and communication such as signage plans,
printed supports and so on. Even a common object, such as subway map, is a good
example of the need to extend the accessibility to the rest of communication
artifacts, as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 - The map of the Tube, the London’s Underground. (Source: https://tfl.gov.uk/maps/track/tube)

3.3. Color ADD, Color identification system

During the last Information Architecture Summit 2016 in Rome, Miguel Neiva
presented his master degree thesis and its further development. In 2012 Neiva
proposed a system of symbols to create an alternative accessible glossary for people
with color blindness. The project is aimed to substitute the color language when it is
used as a tool to identify concepts, instructions information and so on.
The alternative vocabulary is made by five basic geometric shapes able to represent
a huge spectrum of tints.
ColorADD – the color identification system – is “a unique, universal, inclusive and
non-discriminative language that enables the colorblind to identify colors, with a
wide infinite spectrum of use on companies/entities whenever color is a factor of
identification, orientation or choice.” [17].
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The system is declined and test in many different contexts of everyday life: in
schools where children can play and also participate in activities, i.e. drawing or
picture coloring, aware of color combination and meaning. In hospitals and
healthcare structures, in transport field and so on.
The basic vocabulary is shown in figure 4, in figure 5 and 6 some of the most
interesting applications.

Fig. 4 - Color ADD, color identification symbols, system and combinations. (Source: http://www.coloradd.net/)

And according to a visual design culture perspective, the use of the same symbol
symmetrically mirrored is a tough limitation to a clear message. The triangle used to
identify both blue and red – with a different orientation – forces to introduce further
graphical signal so that they are not misunderstood. The system would be much
more clear, intuitive and unambiguous just using a different shape if it should be
suitable to be mixed with the other to compose the secondary colors visually.
A second open question is which idea could have a color blind person experiencing
the expressive or emotional power of color langue mediated and translated in a
symbolic system, although there are researchers – Kazunori Asada, with a PhD in
Medical Science and Media Design in his essay: The Day I Saw Van Gogh’s Genius
in a New Light – that argue that even Van Gogh was color blind [18].
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The central intuition is anyway valuable, moreover because Nieva indicates the real
problem hidden in color blindness: an invisible impairment and a social issue.

Fig. 5 - Color ADD: Hospital de São Joao, application in orientation, Manchester Triage and pharmaceutical labels.

(Source: http://www.coloradd.net/)
Fig. 6 - Color ADD: Metro do Porto, application in orientation, Manchester Triage and pharmaceutical labels. (Source:
http://www.coloradd.net/)
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4. The digital ecosystem: designing for eyes and fingers
The access and use of information are even a more critical issue because many of
our interaction are mediate by the vision system. The majority of interaction enabled
by digital devices are experienced through the eyes and vision. We are living in the
touch era, surrounded by smart objects and interactive environment, both physical
and virtual. Nevertheless, Graphical User Interfaces are still the most common and
pervasive medium to interact with the many touch point of the digital ecosystem.
Therefore graphic language is the ground where designers, developers, and users
should meet.
Among the many cognitive and expressive tools involved in projects, color is one of
the most powerful and, at the same time, crucial.
Furthermore, it is possible to recognize some trends, which are characterizing the
chromatic language in ITC field. As presented during the Color Conference 2015 in
the paper: “Topos vs. Iris. Colour design in Web 3.0 mobile app and OS: a critical
review.” [19] the web, some of the biggest IT brand – IBM to name one for all – and
many social network elected the blue as their color par excellence (see figure 7).
It is not a mystery that Zuckerberg decided to use just blue and monochrome
language for Facebook because he is color blind and that shade of blue is the one
color he can recognize.

Fig. 7 - Brands in the field of IT and social networks: blue is one of the color accessible to partially color blind people

Since iOs 7 have been introduced by Apple in mobile devices in 2010, colors have
been one of the most important criteria in designing and developing user interfaces.
If the previous graphic language – the so-called skeuomorphism – was similar and
simulative with reality this second generation of operating systems uses a
connotative and abstract color language: the topic has been widely discussed in
“From Skeuomorphism to Material design and back. The language of colours in the
2nd generation of mobile interface design” [20] presented in Turin. All the three
leading market player – Apple [21], Google [22], and Windows [23] – developed
design guidelines in which explicitly colors are presented as a key value and a pillar
in user experience in mobile world as shown in figure 8.
If the most important elements and interactions are communicated using a tint or its
shadows and it could be a huge problem for color blind people. Material design –
the Android conceptual design framework — suggests strong color combinations
with a powerful contrast often based on their complementarities. Colors – in its
chromatic glossary – are bold, abstract, vivid and used to divide the main operating
areas of the interface. Always color is used to differentiate buttons and their
functions or to give user feedback. The same philosophy is adopted by Apple Flat
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design, and by Windows in its UWP Universal Windows Platform, that means all the
environments of the Microsoft digital ecosystem.
Fig. 8 - Apple, iOs 7 Flat Design (top left); Microsoft Universal Window Platform (top right); Android Material Design.

5. Design: t he balance between aesthetic and accessibility
Designers, therefore, are asked to solve this problem both from an inclusive
perspective and a communication language sensibility.
On the one hand, they should know and be able to apply the WAI guidelines already
during the ideation process, preventing and solving possible miss-use of colors. On
the other, they probably want to respect the basics of graphic language and values
embedded in their culture without sacrificing the pleasant and aesthetic aspects of a
well-designed interface and experience.
To respect and satisfy this particular needs means to work on color accessibility:
work on choosing the right tints, pairing them carefully, balancing contrast, and – at
least – verify how it looks like when in grayscale.
5.1 Choosing colors

Experimental researches propose some colors-set that are safe because they are well
recognizable without ambiguity both for normal and colorblind people.
Among them, we can mention the Japanese Color Universal Design (CUD) Color
Palette [24] that suggest a selection of eight tints giving the corresponding values for
Adobe and Office suites. A designer, Brian Suda, proposes a second one that works
well both grayscale and printed, according to his aesthetic sensibility [25] (see the
two palettes compared in figure 9). Cynthia Brewer, working on cartography
developed the Color Brewer [26] an on line tool to select and simplify chromatic
pattern and palette also for colorblind users.
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Fig. 9 - The CUDO (left) and the Brian Suda (right) accessible color palette.

5.2 Pairing colors and contrast

A way to convey information, create a hierarchy, or to give an accent to some
elements that pop out is to use different colors. Colors, when combined, interact
according to Gestalt Psychology investigated by Joseph Albers in the ‘60s [28]. In
the case of accessibility approach, some pairings should be avoided: the red-green
color pairs is hardly, also for regular people. Hues that are opposite on the color
wheel have a strong contrast, although lightness/darkness must always be adjusted.
A useful trick, although not conclusive, is to turn the layout in greyscale to check the
effectiveness and the overall readability.
Contrast is a rhetorical ploy to attract the eyes of the readers and create a visual
anchor, but it is also a solution to guarantee readability for the subject with visual
impairment. When trying to design a visual element relying its accessibility on
contrast, it is important to use colors with a huge lightness difference (an
experimental project on contrast, perception, and luminance are presented in the
book written with Massimo Greco in 2008 [29]).
On the opposite, using just one hue and decline it in terms of saturation, lightness or
darkness – this is the solution adopted by Facebook – is a way to face the problem.
Some software – Photoshop, Sketch, Contrast Analyzer or browser’s extensions –
allow to “to see like the colour blind” [30]. Identify themselves with this situation is
an opportunity to be conscious of the experience and better understand it.
Furthermore it allow to be more empathetic with people you are designing for.
Limitations then become the constrains to challenge and to improve our creativity in
solving a problem as remembered by Danelle Bayle: “this is a key point when
designing that can help bridge the gap between pure high-contrast and aesthetics
with branding considerations.” about the aesthetic of accessibility [31].
5.4 Alternative to colors in interface design

A totally different solution is to use other visual signs to convey information.
WAI guideline suggests to improve accessibility to graphical messages using
textures, symbols or verbal elements, that means text to support a clear
communication.
Trello – a planning and to-do-list online service – let its users to activate the
colorblindness modality. In this case the label of the list item – recognizable by
colored background – are decorated with different textures that guarantee a good
readability (see figure 9). Some e-commerce portals – when product color is a main
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criteria to choose, filter or buy it – give a textual version f the information both
using everyday label or creative names funny and easy to remember. The concept is
exemplified in figure 10 and 11. In the end, “provide alternatives” is the mantra
proposed by Geri Coday in the Color accessibility pocket guide [32].

Fig. 9 - Trello User Interface: the standard version (left) and the accessible version (right). (Cource: trello.com)

Fig. 10 - Ted Baker e-commerce site: product description with colors swatches and name (Cource: tedbacker.com)

Fig. 11 - Superdry e-commerce site: product description with creative color names (Source: superdry.co.uk)

6. Conclusions
One of the possible develop of digital interaction is vocal interfaces, as already
experimented with Siri or Cortana, and that could represent a big contribution to
solve the problem of visual color deficiency and the use of GUI. Maybe the final
solution will come from a total differente approach. The IT field is developing
special glasses [33] that correct the physical problem causing color blindness,
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although they are not suitable for all kind of deficiency. So, people, born with this
impairment, can perfectly see the world under a new light.
However, accessibility and inclusive design remain the common ground of
contemporary design ethic as a social value for all.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this study is to show how the colour of Chanel Lipsticks has changed
over the past 55 years. Since 1992 make-up products sold by the company have been
kept, as have the colour charts, which represent all the available colour ranges in the
form of a catalogue. These have been archived since 1930, which is why the
decision was taken to work only on colour charts since the range of colours is
complete, while in the oldest ranges some lipstick colours are missing. To reveal
trends, the colour charts used are at 5-year intervals, unless the colour chart of the
desired year is missing. The selected years for the study are 1960, 1963, 1970, 1972,
1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 .
2. Materials and method
The correspondence of the colours between a lipstick and its graphical
representation in the colour chart was validated by measurement comparison using
an X-Rite VS450 contactless spectrophotometer in the CIEL*a*b* colour space, in
order not to damage the documents, some of which are old, and unique items in
Chanel's heritage collections. There were few differences between the different
colour charts and the lipsticks, meaning that a scientific study could be conducted
without bias.

Hydrabase 1972

Superhydrabase 1985

Fig.1 –Comparison between colour charts and lipsticks
It should be noted that the high quality of the paper used to make the colour charts
of luxury companies and appropriate archiving conditions mean that the documents
can be kept for a very long time, and therefore that colour measurements made
several years after printing can be used. At Chanel all the documents are stored in
darkness, in rooms kept at a constant temperature of 19°C with 60 % relative
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humidity (hygrometry). They are handled only with gloves [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12].

Fig.2 – The studied colour charts store in Patrimony Department from Chanel. Ranked from top to bottom: 1960,
1963, 1970, 1972, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015.

The NCS® system was chosen for the measurement of colour charts. The NCS®
Colour Scan colorimeter was used to measure the 379 reference shades on the colour
charts. Duplicate NCS® references (or references with 3 or more identical
references) were eliminated using the NCS® Atlas (by eye, D65 light, X-Rite box)
except where no NCS® coordinate allowed a distinction to be made between colours
[13, 14]. Data was entered in the NCS Navigator® application and displayed in the
3D space [15].

Fig.3 – The chosen colour space is NCS System. The 3D representation of tonality, lightness and saturation are easy
to communicate to non-colour experts.

Each colour chart measured is characterized (tonality, lightness, saturation). A
comparative analysis between the different years is made. This made it possible to
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determine changes in colour ranges over the years, forming a colour time line
specific to Chanel.
3. Results
The first period identified within the scope of the study was from 1960 to 1970. It is
distinctive for the presence of a high lightness level and clear shades, high saturation
or, the opposite, high desaturation of shades, the creation of 3 classical colours for
Chanel and the beginning of chromatic explorations. From 1960, there were 12 lip
colours, only light shades. Saturated clear reds were already present. 12 additional
pearlised shades appeared in 1963. These were all light and desaturated colours.
This is explained by the launch of mica-titanium white pearls in 1959 by the
Merck™ company. The saturated reds are retained and Scintillant is launched. This
Rouge-Orangé (orangey-red) lipstick would be renamed Sari Doré in 1972 and still
features in the Rouge Coco 2015 lipstick range. In 1970, golden and pale beiges
predominated, reflecting the androgynous style first adopted by Twiggy, but also a
desire by the Chanel company to be creative and innovative in the colours it offered.
In this same year, 2 other classic shades were created: Téhéran, is still offered today
after 52 years in the Rouge Coco range under the same name, and Bombay that
would last until 1990. Interestingly, Jackie Kennedy’s visit to India in 1962 would
influence the names given to Chanel products, names such as Bombay, Sari Doré,
Delhi, Ispahan.

Fig.4 – First period is from 1960 to 1970: High lightness level, creation of 3 classical shades for Chanel and
beginning of chromatic explorations.
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The second period is from 1972 to 1980. It is characterized by the introduction of
very dark shades, not only breaking away from medium light shades, but also
establishing Chanel’s colour basics for its lipsticks. The range was still in beige
tones but had darkened towards browns. In 1980, Fauve was the precursor of the
red-blacks dear to Chanel. Few very bright colours except a few bright reds survived
from earlier years. The Sari Doré colour, still present in Chanel’s range today, made
its appearance under its permanent name. The predominance of orangey reds was
affirmed to the point that only one bluish-red was offered in the range of 1972. In
1980, the range offered 30 shades and saw the inclusion of an increased number of
browns. These browns continued the changes begun in 1972 by reducing the
differences between the colours. The shades were very closely packed in the
colorimetric space, which created an increasingly subtle differentiation between
them. The shades rooted in the brand’s DNA appeared: Printemps Doré, now Marie,
Prunelle now called Cécile, Pivoine which has become Arthur, Feu which is
Gabrielle and Bois Doré which is now Misia. Although the range is darker, a few
saturated reds persist. Despite the death of Gabrielle Chanel in 1971, Chanel’s
colour positioning continued to be rolled out: the predominance of orangey-reds,
deep shades, the close similarity of subtly different shades in order to differentiate
the range and the presence of saturated reds.

Fig.5 –Second period is from 1972 to 1980 : Introduction of very dark shades and establishment of Chanel’s colour
basics for its lipsticks.
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A third period covers the years between 1985 and 1995. It is distinctive not only for
the presence of bluish reds – a very temporary phase at Chanel – but also for the
constancy of an offer of darker and darker shades and very similar tones. In 1985,
the colour range was very balanced: the range offered 30 shades, 10 of which were
still orangey tones divided between light and dark shades although the very
desaturated browns of 1980 had disappeared. Bluish colours reappeared in light or
dark shades and a group of highly saturated reds remained. In 1990, the colour chart
presented 35 bright colours. The bluish shades were light or dark and sometimes
highly saturated. The range of reds expanded to the point that the shades overlap in
the colorimetric space. The orangey shades were more individualised and brighter
than before. In 1995, Chanel offered 42 shades of lipstick that explored dark tones.
The very light shades vanished. Only 6 light and saturated colours, including Sari
Doré, maintained brightness. Through an innovative blend of black and red,
Chanel’s Vernis Rouge Noir was created for the Autumn-Winter 1994 catwalk
show. A lipstick of the same colour was launched in 1996. During this decade, the
similarity of the shades created translated into the existence of a number of
duplicates: several lipsticks register on exactly the same NCS reference. This means
that the shades are very similar as a group but look different when applied because
of a more or less marked transparent effect or a pearly sheen.

Fig.6 –Third period is from 1985 to 1995: Presence of bluish reds and of very similar tones

The fourth and last period is from 2000 to 2015. It is characterized by very deep
shades, a marked desaturation as a result of nudging the center of the colorimetric
space, particularly in 2000, an over-representation of orangey-reds and the similarity
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of the shades offered. In 2000, deep shades were offered with two very dark shades
included in the range: Brun Sortilège and the iconic Rouge Noir. This time Sari
Doré was still the only light and saturated colour. The number of shades and their
close juxtaposition made it hard to discriminate to such levels of desaturation. In
2005, CHANEL offered 55 shades in order to meet the needs of worldwide business.
This range was made lighter by the return of desaturated light shades, designed for
the Asian market, even though dark shades continued to predominate. In 2010, the
range refocused on 37 shades but discarded all bluish shades with the exception of
Rose Comète. The exclusion under cosmetics regulations of Red 19 and Red 9 in the
1990s, both natural Fuchsia pink pigments, explains the difficulties of formulating
bluish shades of lipstick. It retained a predominance of dark and desaturated shades
going to almost black. Saturated shades, with the exception of Sari Doré, were
discontinued. This decade showcased the "Near-blacks" with measurements that fell
very low on the clarity axis and very high desaturation levels. The shades
overlapped in the NCS colorimetric space, which shows that the different shades
were worked to the limits of the ability to distinguish one from the other.
In 2015, the range comprises 28 shades distinctive for their variety and brightness.
Colours are deployed in the colorimetric space, reconnecting with the individualised
tones that had been eliminated since the 1970s. The range has rediscovered a
balance not only between orangey, red and bluish shades, but between light and dark
shades too.

Fig.7 –Fourth and last period is from 2000 to 20155: Confirmation of very dark shades and high desaturation,
predominancy of orangey-red and very similar tones.
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4. Discussion

Colours:
If one has to identify the signature lipstick shades specific to Chanel, this is what
appears to emerge from this study:
Predominance and constancy of the orangey colours. These are present as
beiges and browns, but also as vivid tones. The most emblematic are Sari Doré,
reference NCS 2070-Y90R which has been present since 1972 with 10 occurrences
and Téhéran under NCS reference 2050-Y90R present since 1963, or 52 years and
11 occurrences at the time of the study.
The saturation of the reds. There are fewer of these than there are orangey
colours, but their saturation makes them stand out. Reds such as Rouge Noir, with 3
occurrences, reference NCS 7020-R, are all intense, and have become iconic. One
can also mention Paris, reference NCS 2570-R, and Marie, reference NCS 3560-R,
both repeated in 8 occurrences. The reds have exceptional longevity at Chanel: a red
shade remains on the market for 19 years on average. So there is little novelty but
real fidelity over time, which shows that the true reds suit Chanel’s customers.
The discretion of blue tones. No signature specific to Chanel emerges. Only
one shade representative of this tonality appears twice in the ranges: Bruyère in
1972, as well as Rose Comète in 2010. Amongst the longest lasting blues, reference
NCS 2060-R10B is repeated on 6 occasions and reference 2070-R10B is repeated on
8 occasions.
Lightness:
Dark colours are in the majority, and include near-blacks. Except for the
years 1960, 1963 and 1970, when the ranges only had light colours, from 1972 most
colours have been dark. Dark does not mean dull: Rouge Noir is dark and very
vivid. The years 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010, in particular, developed dark tonalities.
Since 2000 the dark colours have been very close to black in the chromatic space.
There is only one colour with this degree of black in the 2015 range, but more than
3/4 of the range was in this category at the apogee of the "near-blacks".
Saturation:
Vividness is confirmed unambiguously. All the ranges contain many
saturated colours, whichever year is considered, and whatever the brightness or
tonality of the lipsticks. The 2 most restrained ranges are 2005 and 2010, years
marked by dark colours. Conversely, 1995, which was also very dark, was full of
contrasts, as it is one of the most vivid ranges. The 3 most saturated ranges are 1980,
1990, and 1995, within which the most intense colours are Garance, Rouge de
Minuit and Rouge Podium, respectively.
From 1960 CHANEL sold 12 lipsticks, quite a broad choice compared to other
cosmetic brands at the time. The colour offer exploded in the following years,
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reaching 55 shades in 2005. Chanel has always explored chromatic areas, first by
offering desaturated Beiges from 1970 the near-blacks from 1980. Bright reds have
been a constant in the brand’s offer.
If all the ranges under study are considered, it can be seen that colour differences
between the different lipsticks have reduced since 1980. The colours have become
closer to one another in the colorimetric space, making it ever more difficult to
distinguish one colour from another. The number of colours and their close
juxtaposition sometimes makes it difficult to discriminate between them. At
CHANEL, colours are fashioned to the limits of perception…

5. Conclusion
Through the analysis of the in-house colour charts, we wrote the history of
CHANEL lipstick colour from 1960 to 2015. The main lines that CHANEL is
drawing that are its own characteristics are the one following: For the chromaticity,
there is a predominance of orangey-red tones, a saturation of reds and a shyness of
bleu tones. For the lightness, there is a huge majority of dark colours, including
near-blacks. For the Saturation, there is a constancy of saturated colours. There is a
huge increase of the numbers of shades proposed to the customers starting from 12
shades in 1960 and growing up to 55 shades in 2005. And as already mentioned, the
colours are very closed one from each other in the colorimetric space and can be
near similar excepted a pearlescent or satiny effect.
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Introduction:
Color is a powerful emotional signal in any graphical communication as it draws
upon associations from the past and present [1]. The term signal, or signs, is of
interest to the field of semiotics, also known as semiology The Color semiotic was
change within various cultures. There is great diversity in the use of colors and
their associations between cultures and even within the same culture in different
time periods.[2] Colors have deep subliminal meanings that affect our thinking and
rational. They have symbolic meaning that changes among different cultures and
countries. Colors can send a positive or negative message, encourage sales, create
feelings and how people are affected by different color stimuli varies from person
to person. Color symbolism and color psychology are culturally constructed
linkages that vary with time, place and culture. In fact, one color may perform very
different symbolic or psychological functions in the same place that mean the same
color can give different effect and various means according to its use and related to
the culture of society.
Color symbolic indications varied as it contained psychological, graphical and
plastic dimensions in the arts of different civilizations through the ages, the
Ancient Middle East is considered[3] cradles of civilization. Which have great
ancient arts varied of forms and styles, reflecting the many peoples, cities,
kingdoms, and empires that flourished in the region over thousands of years.[4]
Ancient Egyptian art is one of Ancient Middle East arts which characterized by
the idea of order. Clear and simple lines combined with simple shapes and flat
areas of color helped to create a sense of order and balance in the art of ancient
Egypt [5].
The Ancient Egyptians used mineral compounds to add color to their art. As a
result, some of the colors are still vibrant and beautiful thousands of years later.
The Egyptian use of color in their art was largely symbolic
On the other hand, The art of Mesopotamia as a meditative production of
civilization is one of the most important civilizations of the ancient East
alongside the Egyptian civilization That’s includes the Bronze Age cultures of the
Sumerian, Babylonian and Assyrian empires
The present work aimed to study the Color semiotic in the Ancient Middle
East Civilizations, especially ancient Egyptian art “murals tombs of the Valley of
the kings and queens in Luxor”, the art of Mesopotamia "mural temples in the
Assyrian and Sumerian era" and extracting the psychological and symbolic
dimensions of color as a source to renew contemporary mural and woven hangings.
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Research Problem and Importance:
From the above, it is clear that Color semiotic in art refers to the use of color as
a symbol in various cultures. It has symbolic meaning that changes among
different cultures and countries. Till now, there is not sufficient studies on Color
semiotic in the Ancient Middle East Civilizations, especially ancient Egyptian art
“murals tombs of the Valley of the kings and queens in Luxor”, the art of
Mesopotamia "mural temples in the Assyrian and Sumerian era" and extracting the
psychological and symbolic dimensions of color as a source to renew
contemporary mural and woven hangings.
Objectives:
The research aims to carry out an analytical study for Color semiotic in the ancient
Egyptian art, the art of Mesopotamia and extract the psychological and symbolic
dimensions of color as an inspiring source to renew contemporary mural hangings
and woven hangings.
Hypotheses:
- The study and analysis of color semiotics in murals of the ancient civilizations of
the Middle East can be used as a source of Inspiration for contemporary mural
paintings and woven hangings.
Methodology:
Descriptive analytical approach; through analytical study for Color semiotic in the
ancient Egyptian art “murals tombs of the Valley of the kings and queens in
Luxor”, the art of Mesopotamia "mural temples in the Assyrian and Sumerian
era"(Theoretical framework)
Applied experimental approach; through the art experiments which are divided into
innovation mural paintings and woven hanging designs that concluded from art and
analytical studies (Practical Framework)
Theoretical framework:
Color semiotic in the Ancient Egyptian art:
The ancient Egyptians used mineral compounds to add color to their art as a
result, some of the colors are still vibrant and beautiful thousands of years later.
The Egyptians it was not just the value or scarcity of the materials that mattered
(although of course gold and silver were particularly highly prized) but the
symbolic meaning of the colors and the beauty of image that they could construct
from it. Colors were not used randomly, but were intended to convey meaning and
imbue an image with greater power.
The ancient Egyptian palette was formed around six main color groups: green, red,
blue, yellow, white and black, each color has special meaning [6] Color was an
integral part of the nature and being of everything in life and The Egyptian
hieroglyph for color can also be translated by color, This clearly illustrates the
significance of color as being an essential and integral part of the Egyptian
worldview [7] In art colors were clues to the nature of the beings depicted in the
work. The Egyptian use of color in their art was largely symbolic
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Osiris' green skin was a reference to his power over vegetation and to his own
resurrection. The Egyptian artist had at his disposal six colors, including black and
white. The Green color was commonly symbolizes the fertility of nature. In our
dreams, therefore, it may indicate personal growth, some new development in our
personality. In general, in antiquity, it is color of life, Osiris was called "the Great
Green "(Fig.1)

Fig.1- Osiris was called "the Great Green"

White was associated with pureness, innocence, peace, happiness, joy, and
mourning. Wearing white clothes linked to the goddess in many civilizations such
as (Fig.2, 3), But the yellow color of intellect and it is used for mental clarity
related to the sun, the skin and bones of gods were believed to be made of gold.
The statues of gods were often made of plated with gold) [8]. That the use of
ancient Egyptian artist semiotic color to express the meanings and connotations
associated with religious doctrine, has led to the stability of the color group which
used to express those ideological concepts with changing the formulation of
composition between the Book of the Dead papyri and The Valley of the Kings
murals

Fig.2- Scene of the dead account of Papyrus Book of
the Dead to Sunan gm

Fig.3- of the burial chamber, the tomb of Tutankhamun
and the Valley of the Kings, the modern state, Luxor

Color semiotic in the Ancient Mesopotamia art:
Old Iraqi art evolved during the second millennium BC, after the branching into
two main pivots "Kashi - Babylonian" The second branch "Almithani -alachore"K
Second section has been demonstrated through ownership concepts vibrant [9]
which emerged clearly through the photogrammetric narrative style, which was
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one of the most important elements of the Assyrian royal palace are also found in
the palace of King Ashurbanipal, Which already has been interested in the
Assyrian palaces, we find that the palaces of Ashur superiority in height temples
towering "Alzakorat" Towers those pyramidal castles painted seven decks colors of
seven starts with white and then black, then red-purple and dark blue and scarlet
red and silver and ends in gold [10] , It seems interesting Assyrians in silver and
gold in the paint palaces architecture to appear sparkling with sunlight to lend
grandeur and pomp to the royal palaces. The interesting artist Assyrian embody the
exploits of heroic kings in combat and which appeared through mural paintings,
and through the analysis of a selection of the works mural can define a set of color
characteristic of art Assyrian They use the four main colors are white, black, red
and blue, where we find that the work of Til Barsip which represent an important
set of Extensions hundred and thirty meters of mural paintings depicting the king
of Assyria Nepal which proceed judgment, hunting and war, as ten room and
greeted his passes and configurations brightly colored decorated[11] as in Fig
number (4), (5)
From the above it seems that the use of color in Assyrian art was the aim of
decorative frilly adopted the color on the set the contrast between blue and red,
white and black While care Babylonian art in so-called second revival of
civilization Babylonian temples, especially in the modern Babylonian era , where
the Babylonian went to good deeds in the lead , On, where the concept of
ownership they have is the construction and building temples and not the conquest
and invasion [12]

Fig 4- Assyrian art, Imaging mural colored represents
a soldier chop off the head enemies Til Barsip , (Red
Hill), the eighth century BC

Fig 5 - Assyrian art, holder javelin
advanced horse photography mural
palace Til Barsip (Red Hill), the eighth
century BC

, So The king Activity was turned to the construction and reconstruction was
showing interest in luxury edifices of the major temples and Al Ziggurats as we
find in the ruling period of the Babylonian Hammurabi, named after the patron of
peace and builder of temples, [13] The backs of grandeur and pomp was the main
factor in choosing the color groups, we find the walls blue enamel and gold domes
and inscriptions reflect the sun's light, They used gold and silver foil in decorations
also use the Sumerians cones Cone and mosaics that have evolved in the
Babylonian era to vitrified Babylonian clay molds a colorful cones burned and cast
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in molds with decorative forms, as in Fig number (6), (7) The most famous works
of Neo-Babylonian art is perhaps the Ishtar Gate [14].

Fig 6- Babylonian art, the Ishtar Gate

characterizes
colors
philosophy of
art

Color
semiotic
Example

Fig 7-, lion and dragon from the Ishtar Gate, the Berlin Museum

The Ancient Egyptian art

The Ancient Mesopotamia art

The palette was formed around
six main color groups : green,
red, blue, yellow , white and
black
Led interest in life after death,
"The other life" into the
direction of art to express
rebirth ,and The account after
death
That
beside
the
glorification of kings as sons of
the gods
The use of symbolic color to
express religious beliefs, along
with the aesthetic value and
decorative color
-The
Green
color
was
commonly symbolizes the
fertility of nature. So it was
used as a symbol of the rebirth,
- White was associated with
pureness peace, happiness,.
Wearing white clothes linked to
the goddess , as we find in the
papyrus of the Book of the dead
and the walls of tombs in the
Valley of Kings and queens

use the four main colors are white,
black, red and blue , In addition to
silver and gold
led The interest in the life of the
world to the direction of art to
express the victories of kings as
there
was interest in the
construction and reconstruction and
decoration of these buildings to
show greatness and splendor
The use of symbolic color of
Golden and Silver glitter colors
contrasting to give grandeur and
pomp
used the contrast between blue and
red, white and black For decoration
of royal palaces and temples

Tab. 1 – showing analytical study of color semiotic in ancient Egyptian art and arts Mesopotamia

Through the analytical study of color in the arts of Ancient East civilizations, the
color semiotic can be obtained as follows:
White is the symbol of purity, light, joy, victory and peace. The white color of old
cultures is associated with happiness and fun, the motto of the clergy from ancient
times until now, where elders and monks still wear white clothes
Black: the symbol of darkness, sadness, depression, sin, and sometimes others
expresses power, determination and determination in many motifs and expressions
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Yellow: represents light even though it is less obedient and deceptive, a symbol of
the sun and gold.
Red: symbol of raging emotions, love, strength and activity. It is the symbol of fire
burning, and sometimes used to denote anger, cruelty and danger. It is the first
color used by humans in its decoration
Blue: the symbol of wisdom and eternity The friendship, tranquility and stability,
which is the second after red in use, and their presence together magnify the works
of art with beauty and splendor.
Green: the symbol of growth, hope, life, fertility and nobility, and green feature not
found in the rest of the colors is that it is compatible with most colors and does not
contradict with them.
Gold and silver: color suggests greatness, wealth and luxury
Practical Framework:
Innovative works of art "contemporary mural hangings":
The mural hanging is one of the important effective elements in the interior design
because it has a significant effect in enriching and integration of interior emptiness
in terms of the aesthetic and function. It gives an aesthetic touch resulting to
achieve several functional purposes as providing the privacy, concealing apart of
light, and emphasizing on the impression and identity of the place.
In the following the researchers have classified mural hangings into painting
murals "wall paintings" and design woven hangings "curtains fabrics". So that,
creative contemporary mural hangings include three basic stages:
First: innovate contemporary painting depend on analytical study of color semiotic
in the arts of ancient civilizations of the East as a source of Inspiration through:
Inspiration from color groups ,Symbols and elements in the arts of ancient
civilizations of the East to form contemporary compositions as in Fig (8, 16)
Inspiration from color groups in the arts of ancient civilizations of the East and
use contemporary formulations from east to form compositions as in Fig
(17,22) using the computer in the preparation of the preparatory drawings and
applying the work on Canvas painting by using mixed media Paper, ink,
acrylic and gold paper
Second: innovate contemporary Woven hangings designs include" curtain fabrics"
compatible with painting works depend in its content on the fabric design quality,
the functional integration of the fabric, and the elements of its structural
composition , in addition to the formalism elements as they interact together in
order to give aesthetic and functional values.
Thirdly: Employing woven hangings that correspond to the painting works in the
rooms of a hotel to achieve the combination of aesthetic values and functional.
Color combinations and symbolic implications:
The use of color in the forms and design ideas was limited to the use of a color
group compatible with the degrees of blue with white, black and gold, which is the
color group used by the artists of the ancient East with the addition of degrees of
brown in our work, similar to the backgrounds of the artists of Egypt and
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Mesopotamia, Rocky and mountain walls of temples, tombs and papyrus
This color group suggests stability, tranquility and splendor to suit the living and
reception rooms

Fig (8) mural hanging no. A , mixed media, Canvas,90
x120 cm

Fig(9 ) design idea no.(1-A) ,

Mural hanging no. A: depends on the use of a group of elements which inspired
from the ancient Egyptian art "The scenes of the rebirth at the Tomb of Thut-mose
III" As well as the use of the color group characteristic of the ancient arts of the
East
Design idea no. (1-A): There was redistribution for the idea’s elements to be
compatible with the idea of employed it as curtains fabrics. The researcher divided
the background with a group of vertical lines, this diversity and difference in the
lines values and designing figures would generate to the recipient the sense of
permanent movement and diversity.

Fig (10) Suggested usage,
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Mural hanging no. B depends on the use of a group of motifs which inspired
from the ancient Egyptian forms represented in Scenes of Akhenaten and his wife
and ancient Egyptian writings and symbols, As well as the use of the color group
characteristic of the ancient arts of the East
Design idea no. (1-B): Redistribution of the work’s elements in the designing idea
(1-b) using ascending repetition from the bigger size to the small to create wavy
forms which give a sense of continuity and extension

Fig (11) mural hanging no. B , mixed media, Canvas,80 x120 cm

Fig (13) Suggested usage. ,
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Fig( 12) design idea no.(1- B),

Mural hanging no. C: depends on the use of a group of elements which inspired
from "The scenes of the rebirth at the Tomb of Thut-mose III", as well as the use of
the color group characteristic of the ancient arts of the East
Design idea no. (1-C): based on a regular repetition of shapes, that had impact on
giving the viewer the sense of continuously movement where the line includes
overtones of rhythm and unity and balance, and the multiplication of lines led to
clarify and confirm the idea

Fig (14), mural hanging no. C, mixed media, Canvas,80 x120 cm

Fig (16) Suggested usage,
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Fig(15 ) woven hanging design idea
no.(1- C), ,

Mural hanging no. D: depends on the use of a group of elements which inspired
from Scenes of contemporary popular life in the East, as well as the use of the
color group characteristic of the ancient arts of the East
Design idea no. (1-D): This idea depends on repetition a group of squares that
interlaced and correlated with each other creating accurate geometric background,
which lead to achieve the unity in the design by limiting the subject’s key elements
within the framework, the purpose of it is to limit the viewer's attention within this
framework to not distract his mind from others.

Fig (17) mural hanging no. D , mixed media, Canvas,80 x120 cm

Fig (19) Suggested usage,
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Fig(18 ) woven hanging design idea no.(1D),

Mural hanging no. E: depends on the use of a group of units which inspired from
Scenes of contemporary popular life in the East, As well as the use of the color
group characteristic of the ancient arts of the East
Design idea no. (1-E): depends on a regular repetition of contemporary
formulations matching with mural painting no .D which led to promote a sense of
unity and interdependence of design elements.

Fig (20) mural hanging no. E , mixed media,
Canvas,90x120 cm

Fig(21 ) woven hanging design idea no.(1- E), ,

Fig (22) Suggested usage,
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Conclusion:
- The study proved that the artistic analysis of color semiotic in the ancient
Egyptian art “murals tombs of the Valley of the kings and queens in Luxor”
and the art of Mesopotamia "mural temples in the Assyrian and Sumerian era"
can be used as a source of Inspiration for contemporary mural and woven
hangings.
Recommendations:
It's important to increase the interest in researches that focus on studying Color
semiotic of the ancient civilizations in create designs reflect our cultural
heritage and characterized by its compatibility with global trends in designs.
Its necessity to apply the applied arts artistic researches and exploit it in the
optimal exploitation to connect between the fields of art and industry.
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Symbolic Value in the Colors of Ancient Egyptian
Sculpture
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Abstract
Color is one of the most important factors affecting human reaction to the
surrounding objects, and a means of self-expression. It can achieve different goals,
as it is a proof of excellence. It also denotes customs and traditions.
Symbolism is considered the most important artistic value among those
prevalent in the ancient world in general arts, but it was more sophisticated and
mature in the ancient Egyptian civilization. That is evident in the representation of
their gods, in the painted expressions inside the tombs, and in works of sculpture.
The study speculates that the coloring of ancient Egyptian sculpture followed
some symbolic, ceremonial, and traditional rules; although based on direct
perception of the nature, and the availability of coloring materials and processes.
Because much of their art was religious, the ancient Egyptians used color
symbolically to convey messages rather than for realistic portrayal, the Researcher
seeks to answer the following questions:
What is the symbolism of the color used in the ancient Egyptian Sculpture?
Why were the colors they used so limited?
This will be through the description and analysis of some of ancient colored
Egyptian sculptures.
Keywords: symbolic- color- sculpture - Ancient Egyptian
Introduction:
The ancient art of Egyptian sculpture evolved to represent the ancient
Egyptian gods, and Pharaohs, the divine kings and queens, in physical form.
Massive and magnificent statues were built to represent gods and famous kings and
queens. These statues were intended to give eternal life to the God kings and queens,
as also to enable the subjects to see them in physical forms.1
Perhaps anyone who has watched the ancient Egyptian monuments, View drew
some colorful sculptures, which have defied time and continued to retain the
picturesque colors, But what are these colors, does it have special symbols ?, and
Secret selected?
The ancient Egyptians were using six colors in the drawing and colorings are:
yellow, red, blue, green, black and white, and they were extracting some of the
plants, and some other metals2.
The priests do not allow only the use of these colors in their writings, and was for
these symbols and connotations and meanings of the colors, they were not random
choices, but based on the belief of choices in the majority of instances specific
1

Ancient Egyptian Art, Painting, Sculpture- http://www.crystalinks.com/egyptart.html-4 January2017

2 Ancient Egypt; the mythology-Color (iwen) - 3 February 2017 http://www.egyptianmyths.net/colors.htm
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color-concepts were assigned to various deities in accordance with their natures and
functions.
Will be described in detail the colorful materials and how to get it and also the
symbolism and significance of the colors in the ancient Egyptian sculpture
First: the colorful materials and how to get it:
The material, which was obtained including the Yellow Color- :
Yellow ocher:
Yellow ocher is considered one of the most common colors to use to get them on the
yellow color and is composed of metal Jaws addition to silica. There may be in the
form of metal limonite mixed with a percentage of calcite, quartz and clay in this
case tend to brown more.
And yellow ocher found in nature sandstones Western Sahara region of iron mines
in Bahariya Oasis also made up a lot of rocks located in the Eastern Desert.
It is not affected by the qualities they dilute acids and alkalis, but turn red if exposed
to high temperature.
orpiment:
Has used the ancient Egyptian Orpiment starting from the Eighteenth Dynasty has
been dubbed the royalist yellow or golden yellow.
It has been found in the tomb of Tutankhamun

Yellow colors in Ancient Egypt 3Figure (1)
Material which was obtained including the Red Color: Red ocher is dirt road to a mineral Hematite, which was abundant in Egypt,
particularly in the Western desert region of El Bahariya OASIS near the mines of
iron mining. There is also a dark red deposit in Aswan.

3

Colors of Ancient Egypt- about education -12-11-2016
http://africanhistory.about.com/od/egyptology/ss/EgyptColour.htm#step1
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Figure (2)Red Colors in Ancient Egypt
The material, which was obtained including the Black Color: The metal core component of this color is carbon and is found in several pictures,
including: Soot:.
The ancient Egyptian use soot, which was taken from the surfaces that were used in
cooking, or produced in another way, a burning resins, which was produced by the
soot, which was received on polished surfaces, and then after that is the tendency of
those surfaces, then as the color black is used after mixing in Arabic gum to link
between grains crystallized and between them and the ground, which is coloring
them.
Charcoal: Charcoal was also used as a color Black after mixed animal glue, which is less than
the purity of soot. 4
3F

Material which was obtained including the White Color- :
Gypsum- :
Gypsum has been used as a coloring in white ancient Egyptian images has the artist
used raw gypsum is the processor after burning mixed with a solution of glue
Animal.
Calcite: The ancient Egyptian Identify the white color of calcium carbonate was found in
the tombs of the Fifth Dynasty. It is used after pure limestone plate with water and
then floats the particles in the water to separate the finer-grained course grained and
then taken off and dried and used with broker
Metal hunted:

-

08:34

4
2013
-11–
http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=33913
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The ancient Egyptians used the alhontit article (which is about calcium carbonate
and magnesium) and this metal has emerged in the era of the modern State and was
used in coloring clothes gods so that whiter than calcium carbonate.
• White lead (lead carbonate base)
It occurs in nature in the form of metal Alsirusat .

Figure (3)Black &white colors in Anciant Egypt
Material which was obtained including the color blue: • Azurite:
It is one of the oldest sources was extracted from the blue, and there are natural his
condition in Sinai Eastern Desert, Another of his characteristics he is characterized
by stable chemical in normal circumstances, but it is influenced by the heat, which
makes Ikegami tends to blackness and is also affected by intravenously alkaline and
also dissolves in acids
Malachite (copper carbonate basal)
It is of secondary copper ores important widespread where resides in the upper
portions oxide zone of the veins of copper companion to metal Azurite and cuprite,
and there is this metal in the Sinai Peninsula and the eastern Sahara and in different
places of the Western Desert, it has been used this color since the pre-dynastic
period.

Figure (4)Blue colors in Anciant Egypt
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Material which was obtained including the green color:It can produce green dye from a paste made by mixing oxides of copper, iron
and calcium with silica. It can also be derived from malachite, a natural copper ore
Green looked like Egyptian blue installation, but it varies in degrees required for the
manufacture of heat which is higher than 950 m in the reductive environment.

Figure (5)Green colors in Anciant Egypt
Second: The symbolic value of colors in ancient Egyptian sculpture:
A symbolism is considered the most important artistic values that were prevalent in
the ancient world in general arts, It was only more sophisticated and maturing in the
ancient Egyptian civilization, so evident in the formation of the gods, and in the
expression inside the tombs, in the work of sculpture and photography.
When the artist expresses all the colors in the fees have been more suggestive of
them real, and therefore has lived his art make it unambiguously cost or maintaining
the originality, and to become a purely religious purpose or funerary until
meaningful colors changed.
The following is a presentation of these colors in detail and significance of its
symbolic:
Symbolism and Meaning of white:
The Egyptian name for this color was 'shesep' and 'hedj'. Silver was also known by
the name 'hedj5
The color white was a sacred color, representing Omnipotence, Purity, Cleanliness
and Simplicity. The clothing of the priests was predominantly white, even their
sandals were white. The expression "wearing white sandals" was used to describe
"being a priest".
Silver was valued even more highly than gold and the ancient Egyptians believed
that the bones of the gods were made of silver; A light gray color was used to
represent silver which also symbolized the moon and the stars.

5

Ancient Egypt - Symbolism and Meaning of white Fact Sheethttp://www.mummies2pyramids.info/art-architecture/meaning-of-white.htm2-2017
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Osiris was the ancient Egyptian god of death, the Underworld and rebirth and was
depicted wearing a shroud as a symbol of death. Figure (9)
The color coded for the crown of Lower Egypt so ancient Egyptians saw as a
symbol of happiness and triumph.
Symbolism and Meaning of Black:
The Egyptian name for this color was khem or kem6
the color black always been linked to the ancient Egyptian idea of the afterlife and
resurrection after death, Therefore, it is often the color of God, such as the statue of
the god” Mentohob second. “Figure (6)
Set, the Egyptian god of evil, war, hostility, darkness, was pictured with a black
head of a fox-like animal with a long curved snout, tall rectangular ears.
the black color had been linked to the ancient Egyptian fertility and eternal life
terms used frequently in religious ritual purposes, especially with respect to the god
Anubis god of mummification .he was appears in the form of a dog or jackal black,
It was also a natural symbol of the underworld.

Figure (6)King Mentuhotep ii-2061-2010 B.C , painted sandstone-HT . 138cm
Symbolism and Meaning of red:
The Egyptian name of the color was 'desher'
In Ancient Egyptian sculpture males were traditionally painted with a dark redbrown skin color that represented outdoor life and pursuits of men
6

Ancient Egypt - Symbolism and Meaning of Black Fact Sheet http://www.mummies2pyramids.info/art-architecture/meaning-of-black.htm
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Red color was in ancient Egypt strange, where it expressed fire and the forces of
evil, but it was at the same time expressing the idea of life is related to the color of
the blood, in addition to its association with the doctrine of the sun, as he considered
the royal color indicative of victory, but it is used frequently In contrast sign of the
coup and disobedience. Red color was distinctive to the crown of Upper Egypt, so
the Egyptians took it as a sign of the notoriety and rebellion and evil.
The biggest proof of that it was a distinctive color of the god” Set” the Orontes god,
also portrayed by all the damned or frightening elements of both these elements
were human or animal so that in the scripts that were written on the walls or on the
papyrus were words that contain evil or meanings foul written in red while the rest
of the text written in black usual.
Symbolism and Meaning of yellow:
The Egyptian name for this color was 'kenit' and 'khenet'
Gold represented the flesh of the gods
The color represented items that were Imperishable, eternal and indestructible. Any
objects portrayed as yellow in ancient Egyptian art carried all of these meanings.
The sarcophagus belonging to a pharaoh was made of gold as he was believed to
become a god upon his death. The mummies of the kings and pharaohs of ancient
Egypt were adorned with a variety of gold talismans, amulets, masks and jewelry.
Figure no (10)
In ancient Egyptian art women was painted in yellow colors reflecting the secluded,
indoor lifestyle of a woman. Image (7)

Figure (7)Rahotep and his
Limstone,HTS.120cm,118cm

wife
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Nofret-

2575-2551

B.C.-

painted

Symbolism and Meaning of green:
The Egyptian name of the color was 'wadj'
The color represented Fertility, Vegetation, New life, Joy, Growth and
Regeneration7.
Symbolizes the greenery and plants, and also to the youth and good health,
rehabilitation and regeneration, as it has been associated with as well as the return of
life after death and also depicts the god Osiris green body, where he was the eternal
Lord, referring to his authority over the plant cover, which shows the typical image
in the form of a mummy wrapped in a white tight robe. Figure (8)
In ancient Egyptian texts, lucky days were written in green ink
The green Feldspar stone, aka Amazonite, was a symbol of fertility and was popular
with the ancient Egyptians as it was believed to bring good luck to the wearer. It was
also the favored stone for the papyrus scepter amulet which was placed around the
neck of the deceased on the day of the funeral

Figure (8) God Osiris in the body of Green Color
Symbolism and Meaning of Blue:
The Egyptian name of the color was 'khesbedj' and 'irtiu'.
In the covenants of the modern state of excessive use of blue turquoise celebrated its
relationship with religious symbolism and its association with the god Amun-Re
7

Anita Stratos- Breaking the Color Code-17jenuary 2017http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/colorcode.htm
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where he frequently appears generally Blue where to symbolize his role in the
creation of the world.
The color represented the Sky, Water, the Heavens, Primeval Flood, Creation and
Rebirth. The color is also associated with birth and rebirth because the annual flood
of the River Nile brought fertility to the land8.
The color blue used to vaccinate gods masks such as Tutankhamun, which taste
kinds of blue color like turquoise, which has a symbolic religious As mentioned
above
The dark colored Lapis lazuli stone was often used to create the eyes on the statues
of the ancient Egyptian gods and the death masks of pharaohs. Figure no (9)
The Khepresh was the blue crown that was worn by Pharaohs in battle
Hathor the God of the sky, dance, love, beauty, joy, motherhood, foreign lands,
mining, music and fertility. Was associated with green as per her connection to
turquoise and r role as “Lady of the West,” but could also be associated with red in
light of Her sensuous, sexual qualities, and in Her capacity as an “Eye of Ra.”9
Figure no (10)

Figure (9) God Tutankhamun
mask - made of gold with precious
stones restaurant - Egyptian
Museum -Egypt

Figure (10) Hathor’s head. Faience, from a
sistrum's handle. 18th Dynasty. From Thebes,
Egypt. The Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology, London

Results:
The colors in ancient Egyptian sculpture in six colors that were available
from natural raw materials
The color in ancient Egyptian sculpture has a symbolic meaning and
specific purpose. Here are some of the researcher's findings:

Ancient Egypt; the mythology-Color (iwen) - 3 February 2017
http://www.egyptianmyths.net/colors.htm
8

9

Wilkinson, Richard H. Symbol and Magic in Egyptian Art. London : Thames & Hudson Ltd, 1994.p114
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The body of the god was symbolized in pure golden color, but their bones
are symbolized by silver
Each color of the symbolic colors specific concepts were assigned to
different gods according to their types and functions, where the color can
vary for the same God when different function
Gods that are seen as dangerous and aggressive sexually, were linked in
red.
In ancient Egyptian sculpture, women was painted in yellow colors
reflecting the secluded, indoor lifestyle of the women , and men were
traditionally painted with a dark red-brown skin color that represented
outdoor life
References:
1. Colors of Ancient Egypt- about education -12-11-2016
http://africanhistory.about.com/od/egyptology/ss/EgyptColour.htm#step1
11–
.2
http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=339132017/11/
2007/11/14
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http://www.maganin.com/articles/articlesview.asp?key=663
4. Ancient Egypt - Symbolism and Meaning of white Fact Sheet5. http://www.mummies2pyramids.info/art-architecture/meaning-ofwhite.htm2-2017
6. Ancient Egypt - Symbolism and Meaning of Black Fact Sheet http://www.mummies2pyramids.info/art-architecture/meaning-of-black.htm
7. Wilkinson, Richard H. Symbol and Magic in Egyptian Art. London :
Thames & Hudson Ltd, 1994.p114
8. Hathour-7junuary2017https://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D8%AD%D8%AA%D8%AD%D9%88%D
8%B1
9. Ancient Egypt; the mythology-Color (iwen) - 3 February 2017
http://www.egyptianmyths.net/colors.htm
10. Ancient Egyptian Art, Painting, Sculpturehttp://www.crystalinks.com/egyptart.html-4 January2017
11. Anita Stratos- Breaking the Color Code-17jenuary 2017http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/colorcode.htm
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Merging the Glass with the Ceramic Tiles,
& using it for the Egyptian Architectural Coating
Research offered by
Prof. Des. Dr. RASHA MOHAMED ALY

Introduction:
Egypt with its different creeds and schools, its architecture was ever advances since
the early times, then the Pharaoh's ruling (the ancient Egyptian) through building the
tombs (the pyramids), temples, churches and mosques, after that a big recession has
occurred in the Egyptian architecture, as there wasn't a distinct architecture could be
appeared till the development of the global architecture has been appeared, used the
technology, and the different environmental and climatologic became fitting with
every building where they weren't before. The Egyptian architecture is exposing to a
special climate such as the hot sunrays, dust and winds, all of them have an effect in
the general features of the architecture that it could differ through the difference of
the expedient values, the aesthetical environmental and religious requirements. That,
through the current development and the technological advancement in the
architecture, many architects has tried to confirm the appearance of new thought and
forming for the Egyptian architecture react with the environment and to be related
with the climate, but the architectural mural coating weren't in the required aesthetical
value to react with the modern architecture. This motivated us to study how to obtain
materials for the architectural coating fit with the Egyptian environment. It could
found that the glass and its merging with the Ceramic by a modern technology and
contemporary thought is satisfying the designing and expedient needs of the Egyptian
architecture, where they consider from the important valid materials for such climate,
for the architectural beautification and giving it a style has the time's philosophy and
culture.
Whereas the glass and Ceramic are important in many industries and products that
known by the man, beside the natural touch and the manual sense in formation, and
whereas the artistic creation needs to adapt new solutions with developed untraditional
thoughts relate with scientific, technological and artistic limits to enable the artist to
achieve the aesthetical features and the functional distinction for its works.
Research Goal:
The research determines some of the glass mixtures that have specified chemical,
natural and mechanical characters and features to be merged in artistic and decorative
formations with the made Ceramic times of Aswan's clay, and to use it to make a
design fits with the architectural coating.
Research Importance:
It participates in the innovative development of the design and the
architectural coating's field.
It participates in the aesthetical development of the Egyptian architectural
environment.
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Research Steps:
First: Studying the Glass Mixtures to produce different types of the
Colored Glass:
The chemical elements in the transparent plane architectural glass mixtures that
manufactured locally and internationally, the components of such elements are: (Si30,
Mg2, Al, Ca14, Na11, & O76). That by adding some oxides on the glass mixture, they
will give various colored degrees such as:
The effect of Cobalt's compounds on the Glass:
Cobalt is using to color the glass and to give the blue color (quad or hexa equivalent),
but the cobalt oxide's color trends to the black color. Figure Nr. (1-a) states the relation
between the weave length and the absorption's factor of cobalt oxides in the glass.
That, in the case of changing the glass mixtures' rates by increasing the silicon oxide
and increasing the cobalt's rate, we find that the result gives blue trends to the redness.
Then in case to increase the boron's rate to 3%, we'll obtain blue trends to green and
it will be changed into pink color.
As the glass that contains the cobalt is allowing the penetration of the red spectrum, it
uses to detect the potassium by using heat. The yellow or orange spectrum is being
absorbed in the blue glass that containing cobalt, while the violet, red and blue
spectrums is penetrates the glass that contains cobalt.
The following figure shows the light absorption's speed in glass samples used the
cobalt for coloring:

1. The wave length & absorption factor
in the glass, cobalt rate is 1.5%, as the
silicone rate increment reaches 72%.
2. The wave length & absorption factor
in the glass, the added boron oxide's rate
is 3%.
3. The wave length & absorption factor
in the glass, the silicone rate is 69% &
calcium rate is 9.5%
Figure (1)
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The effect of Cr2O3 on the Glass:
Cr2O3 is using to color the glass in several color degrees. It adds to the mixture before
melting in a form of lead chrome that melting in a temperature less than the
temperature of chrome. It gives the botanic green color that trending to the yellow and
that can be amended by adding cobalt oxide to obtain the dark olive green. This makes
the balancing process between the triple and hexa equivalent. In general, oxidation
and reduction has effect on the resulted coloring relation from the chrome oxide in the
glass. The chrome compounds that using in the glass are triple and hexa equivalent,
where they're about green lead powder, the chrome oxide unites as one of the existed
elements in the glass mixture and replaced with a rate of Cao. That, the contained
glass of chrome is appearing as a colored substance in green color in the case of the
glass that has less thickness, and in red color in the big thickness, this when being seen
through two layers of the glass, the feature of absorbing the light with the chrome is
differ when changing the chrome's ion from chrome's ion has tripe equivalent into
chrome oxide (from Cr+3 into Cro2). Chrome oxide is forming chromates in the
presence of the oxidize factors and the potential alkalis to obtain the bright botanic
green.
The color in the glass that added to it the cobalt or chrome compounds is affecting
with many factors, the most important are: the melting temperature – the melting time
– reforming for another time – cooling temperature – the relation between the
necessary temperature and time for melting and formation – the used elements and
oxides in coloring – the relevant weight of the coloring elements for the glass mixture
– the glass material and its components – the types of the entered atoms in the glass –
the chemicals or electric links among substances.

E

C

D

B

A

Figure (2)
a. Absorbing the spectrum's rays of the triple chrome
equivalent.

c. Absorbing the spectrum in the sodium silicates in
the reduction's circumstances.

b. Absorbing the spectrum's rays of the triple chrome
equivalent in the glass and also in the hydro-glass
solution.

d. Absorbing the spectrum's rays of the chrome triple
equivalent in the oxidation and reduction's
circumstances.
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The formation ways by the manual methods for the Ceramic Tiles & its
color effect:
a. The formation method with the Clay Ropes:
It requires using the clay rope and preparing the clay by refining it precisely by using
a sieve has accurate opens "500 opens" per inch. Whatever the clay was had precise
pores; it can be more suitable for making the ropes that able to be bended and twisted
without any cracks to facilitate us making the clay ropes and to use them in finishing
the required forms, then to be dried and burning without any breaking or cracks.
b. The formation method by pressing & building from the clay's
sheets:
Pressing means to press the clay itself, and to be sure it is free of any air gaps, this by
striking the clay together for several times then to stretch it somehow. Such method
can produce many samples have various forms through the formation in one surface
and can make many of such surface or the clay sheet in several sizes. This by pressing
the clay of a wooden disc inside a wooden frame, then take such sheets and cutting
them according to the drawing, and let them to be dried to be coherent when taking
them away from the disc, and then adhering them together to form the tiles shapes.

Figure (3) the formation method by pressing for the Ceramic Tiles

c. The manual formation with the flexible clay:
It is easy to pull up the flexible clay by hand, by using some water. It can be formed
on the Ceramic's wheel to make circular tiles, and to work and to draw on it when it
is in a wet condition that allowing the evacuation with a thin file and before putting it
in the burning furnace.

Figure (4) the manual formation method with the flexible clay for the circular tiles
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d. The formation by using the prominent units of the Ceramic's
surface:
The used tools in the prominent decoration processes manually will be manufactured
and to relief the decoration on them, whether was on the leather or wood in different
sizes. They are using to seal them on the Ceramic tiles' surfaces. The result will appear
the decorative units in a prominent form on the decorative tiles. Such method is
distinct that it gives accurate formation appearing the prominent units in a clear
limitation whatever was the small size of the unit that considers difficult to form them
through numbers or by the prominent formation with any other method. The following
figure shows the used tolls by the said method.

Figure (5) the used tools in the prominent decoration process on the surface

The coloring effects in the Ceramic:
- The coloring effects are clearly appear on the Ceramic surfaces, this by the
temperature, the coloring substances' reaction, melting and the constancy in the glass
structures in the shape of colored films spreading on the glass painting surface by
reflecting the coloring rays that coming on the Ceramic surfaces and to be mixed with
the light.
- The used colors and Ceramic materials in the glazing are so sensitive against any
occurred changing in its components, in its composing circumstances, the initial
processing for its preparation, the application methods, the temperatures, and the used
furnaces types. That, the coloring effect nay be resulted from the materials and how
they consider proper for using and its processing during the chemical and thermal
reactions after completing and cooling processes.
- The glass painting layers are forming from high viscosity glass melt, gives the
Ceramic forms a soft glassy layer, but there're some substances when be added on the
glass structure shall have effect to reduce the viscosity, and then it will help to give
the Ceramic surface a crystallized effect during the cooling process. Examples of such
substances: (zinc oxide/titanium & magnesium).
- Some of the glass structures are using the lead oxide or zircon, this helps to not flow
on the body's surface and appearing in a shape of overlapping levels together of the
glass painting.
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The decoration on the uncompleted paints:
After making the glassy tiles and getting them into the burning furnace, it will put a
dark white glassy painting (stannic), its component includes tin with a rate from 6 to
20%, this will prevent its transparency and making it a dark white painting.
Then it will get in the paints draying furnace, as it will get some hardness over
ionization. That, after taking it out from the furnace, it will draw on it with a special
type of colors bearing the high temperature between 900-1100º.
Marbling, drawing & abrasion on the Ceramic tiles:
Abrasion and marbling are running by covering the product with a type of the liner
completely, and then sprinkle on some of its surface other color of liner, to be darker
or lighter to obtain veined marbling in two colors. If the purpose was intended to
obtain marbling has three colors, it will sprinkle a third color, and then starting to
move the tile in different directions, this will lead to mixing the liners' colors together
and makes it taking irregular directions and shapes look like the marble's veining.
Drawing with the brush:
The ware will be covered with one color of the liner, and after one hour almost, "before
the liner's drying", we can draw with the brush a decorative design by using another
liner of another darker or lighter color.

Figure (6) the marbling, drawing & abrasion methods on the Ceramic tiles

As the hardness and elongation consider important features in the glass of the
Egyptian Architectural Façades, according to the temperature's changing that resulted
from the Egyptian environment climate, in this point, it was necessary to confirm that,
the glass painted glass and Ceramic tiles with a layer of the glass are the suitable to
deal with the coating of the Egyptian Architectural Façades, in particular, the coating
of the core walls, this for the expediency and aesthetical features in the appearance,
and to maintain the façades against corrosion. It could make several experiments on
the product for its aesthetical, artistic and using features.
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The Experiment's Goal:
To reach to make Ceramic tile have embodied colored effects from multi-glass
mixtures and to measure the homogeneity rates between the glass and Ceramic's
material.
The Experiment's Steps:
The experiment has been run on two samples of the glass:
a. It could put a layer of the transparent glass on a Ceramic plate added to it a
layer of the light blue color.
b. It could put fractions of the transparent and blue glass (the glass grinding) on
a Ceramic tile.
c. It could melt all samples at 750º, and then cooled to the room's temperature.
Conclusions & their Discussion:
a. In sample (a), we note the merging of the glass layer with the colored
Ceramic; this confirms the success of the first sample.
b. In sample (b), the glass grinding was merged with the Ceramic plate in a
clear concord, as they one layer, so, this confirms the success of the second
sample.

Figure (7) showing the result of merging the glass with the Ceramic & glaze samples

Figure (8) showing a diagram for the melting process of the glass pieces before & after burning
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Some experiments' results of merging the Ceramic with the Glass to
make glassy tiles can be used in the Architectural Coating:

Figure (9) showing the experiments' results of merging the Ceramic with the Glass to make Glassy Tiles

The First Project:
Al Bahr Al Azam's Tunnel in Giza:
It depended on the pharoanic Egyptian designing philosophy in the building. That, it
could make an architectural study for he site and the desired murals to be processed
and treated for their design, and coating them with the Ceramic glassy tiles by using
the Ancient Egyptian Art. According to the mentioned; it could select the modern
abstract school in the style and used the Ancient Egyptian Elements, and to find a
complementary aesthetical relation for such place with a philosophy fits the
contemporaneous in the design and the artistic formation.
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Figure (10) the designing alternatives for the Tunnel that could be implemented with the Ceramic Glassy
Tiles

The Second Project: the Subsistence Building for the soldiers in Ain El Sokhna
road's area:
The design depended on the Pharaonic Egyptian philosophy in building. That, it could
make an architectural study for the site, the desired buildings and façades to be
processed and treated for their design, by using the Ancient Egyptian Art. It could
determine two façades in 5m height and in 12m width. Also, it could select two sides
of the façade to use the glass merging techniques in the implementation by using the
laser and sand relief technique and merging it with the glass sculpture, the Ceramic
tiles and melting the glass and mosaic on them. According to the mentioned; it could
use the Ancient Egyptian Art with a modern vision to make a design for the building
by using the Ancient Egyptian Elements that telling thought fits with the sort of the
Egyptian Civilization to find a complementary aesthetical relation expressing about
such place with a philosophy fits with the contemporaneous in composition.

Figure (11) the Implemented designing Theme
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First: the method of implementing the Glass with the merging of the
Ceramic Tiles:
1. After being confirmed the samples' results and the strength of their bearing, it could
make the tiles and prepared them to make the executive design on the building's
façade, this through a geometric network, its base the size of the selected tiles, and
calculated the required quantity for each color and the work schedule, and finishing
every stage of the implementation solely.
2. It could prepare the façade suitably to install the tiles after cutting them.
3. It could divide the façade geometrical with the same approved network on the size
of the selected tile that was made the executive drawing on it.
4. It could draw the design's lines and spaces directly on the divided network on the
façade.
5. It could cut the tiles according to the resulted spaces from the dividing on the
executive drawing.
6. It could melt the glass on the prepared tiles previously.
7. It could prepare the adhesive material that was selected from the conformed
products of the international companies with the specified standards based on previous
experiments, called Cetox U material.
8. The installation was made through the plastic crosses to control the space constancy
between the tiles.
9. The spaces were filled with Addibond 65 65 material that tested to adhere the tiles
together on the concrete façade.
Conclusions:
It could achieve the easthetical and expedient values in the design and
implemented more than architectural work for the glass architectural coating
in Egypt).
Confirmed the merging role between the glass and Ceramic with modern
designing trends and thoughts, and with a contemporary vision to develop
the glass decorative tiles that can be functioned in the architectural coating
in Egypt.
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Abstract:
Ancient Egypt art one of the most important arts throughout history, Excelled in
decorating tombs, temples, public buildings, and ceramic pottery with a different
motif that refer to ancient Egyptian civilization. Color in Egyptian paintings was
highly symbolic and strictly regulated. Egyptian painters relied on six colors in their
palette: red, green, blue, yellow, white and black. Painting not only colored the walls
of New Kingdom tombs but endowed the houses and palaces of the living with great
beauty. Wonderful landscape frescos featuring reeds, water, birds, and animals
enhanced the walls, ceilings, and floors of the palaces of Amarna and elsewhere.
Ancient Egyptian artist has excelled in formulating jewelry with multiple colors
precious stones left us tangible evidence of its 4000 years long jewelry production,
Glass jewelry in their content depends on the beauty of their appearance, the research
idea to benefit from the aesthetics of ancient Egyptian decorative arts and applied in a
contemporary design and implementation of glass jewelry.
1. Introduction
Ancient Egyptian art was originally created for religious and magical purposes. Its
symbols and functions reveal the Egyptians’ beliefs about the world and their attempts
to understand and relate to it. In the Egyptian social and religious context, works of art
played a practical role, whose straightforward physicality is not easy for the modern
viewer to realize. For example, the reliefs on temple walls depicting the king making
offerings to the gods and smiting Egypt’s enemies not only communicated the idea
that the king was fulfilling his duty to maintain order in the universe. Egyptians also
believed that these images, through their very existence, were instrumental in making
this order a reality. Likewise, the statues Egyptians placed in their tombs and temples
served as physical repositories for the spirit and material representatives of important
and venerable persons. Through the ritual of “opening the mouth,” each statue was
made an actual living being able to receive offerings and prayers. The fundamental
difference between an ordinary living being and a statue was that the “work of art”
was destined to live eternally. To this end statues ideally were made of stone or other
durable materials, such as hardwood or metal. Their features and poses were idealized,
that is, they were represented according to the general standards Egyptians held for the
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beauty, dignity, and ethical attitude becoming to gods, kings, and human beings in
high places. The identity of a statue’s subject was established only in exceptional
cases by the depiction of individual features. Identification was usually established by
an inscription giving the individual’s name.The Writing, therefore, was an integral
aspect of art; composed of pictorial signs, writing was, in fact, in itself a work of art.
Aesthetic beauty, superb workmanship.
In Ancient Egypt, red was created by Egyptian artisans
by using naturally oxidized iron and red ochre. It was the
color of the desert and of the destructive god Seth, who
impersonated the Evil. "Making red" was synonymous
with killing someone.Red was a powerful color,
symbolizing two extremes: life and victory, as well as
anger and fire. Red alsorepresented blood
Ancient Egyptian women were usually depicted with
yellow skin. The color yellow was created by the
Egyptian artisans using natural ochre or oxides. At the
end of the New Kingdom, a new method was developed
which derived the color using orpiment. Both the sun and
gold were yellow and shared the qualities of being
imperishable, eternal and indestructible.
The color green was produced from malachite, a natural
copper ore, and then could be produced from a paste
manufactured by mixing oxides of copper and iron with
silica and calcium. The green was the color of vegetation
and new life, and represented protection.
Blue was associated with the blue lotus, the waters of the
Nile, fertility, rebirth, and protection. The semi-precious
stone lapis lazuli was traded from Afghanistan.
Turquoise was obtained from the Sinai. “Egyptian Blue”,
one of the first artificial pigments, was a frit (glass that
has been fired, fused, and ground) developed from the
manufacture of faience The so-called" Egyptian blue was
made combining iron and copper oxides with silica and
calcium. This produced a rich color, however it was
unstable and sometimes darkened or changed color over
the years.
In ancient Egypt, black was created from carbon
compounds such as soot, ground charcoal or burnt
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animal bones. Black was associated with night, death,
and fertile soil.
The color white Associated with cleanliness, purity, and
sacredness, white was used in religious rituals. The color
white could also symbolize southern (Upper) Egypt.In
Egyptian art the pure white color was created from chalk
and gypsum. White, as opposed to the natural off-white,
and freshly launderedclothes were the attire anybody
wore who could afford it.
Tab. 1 – color means in ancient egyptian art.

2. color in ancient egyptian art
The ancient Egyptians used color not only for its aesthetic appeal but also for its
perceived meaning. Both warm and cool colors were used, offering depth and interest
to their art as well as signs to their gods. The Egyptians believed that certain colors
were not merely symbolic of but were imbued with specific powers or attributes that
were linked to various gods. As a result, great power could be contained within an
object if it was made or painted in meaningful colors
This clearly illustrates the significance of color as being an essential and integral part
of the Egyptian worldview. In art, colors were clues to the nature of the beings
depicted in the work. The Egyptian use of color in their art was largely symbolic.
Below is a table of the colors and their symbolism most important to the ancient
Egyptians. Tab. 1refer to color means in the ancient Egyptian art.
3. Ancient egyptian art
The arts varied in ancient Egyptian art and covered all fields, The research focused on
sculpture and painting, one of the most important arts in the ancient art.
3.1 Ancient sculpture
there are two types of sculptures, first of all, you have the relief sculpture.
Relief was usually carved before being painted.the two primary classes of relief are
raised relief and sunk relief the surface would be smoothed with a layer of plaster and
then painted
Relief was usually carved before being painted. The two primary classes of relief are
raised relief (where the figures stand up out from the surface) and sunk relief (where the
figures are cut into and below the surface). The surface would be smoothed with a layer
of plaster and then painted. If the surface was not carved before painting, several layers
of mud plaster would be applied to create a flat plane. The drawing surface would be
delineated using gridded guidelines, snapped onto the wall using string coated in red
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pigment dust (very much like chalk lines used by modern carpenters). This grid helped
the artists properly proportion the figures and lay out the scenes. Scene elements were
drafted out using red paint, corrections noted in black paint, and then the painting was
executed one color at a time. Even on carved relief, many elements in a scene would be
executed only in paint and not cut into the surface.figure No:1 refer to the two types of
ancient Egyptian sculpture.

Fig 1: ancient sculpture type.

4.2Ancient painting
The ancient Egyptians applied a layer of white plaster to other stone
surfaces too. This fragment of sandstone shows a female figure from a wall
painting. The stone underneath is sandstone which can be smoothed to
create a flat surface over which the artist has applied a layer of white
gypsum plaster before starting to paint the main figure. The fragment dates
from the New Kingdom period
The ancient Egyptians also applied paint to carved wall pictures. Usually,
the limestone background was left unpainted to create a white background
and the raised parts of the relief were colored. Many limestone reliefs in
museum collections have lost their ancient color over time.
The Egyptians developed drawing techniques and conventions that
persisted into later centuries such as delineation of the drawing surface
using gridded guidelines. These grid lines would be snapped onto the wall
using string coated in red pigment dust (like chalk lines used by modern
carpenters). This grid helped the artists to properly proportion the figures
and lay out the scenes. The scene elements were drafted out using red paint
by the master artists that were then outlined by apprentice artists. The
master artists then checked and made corrections in black paint. The final
painting was painted one color at a time. figer2 refer to Nefertari Wall
Paintings.
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Fig 2:ancient egyptian painting on wall .

5. Ancient Egyptian Jewelry
The ancient Egyptians were brilliant innovators in the creation of jewelry. Gold
provided Egyptian jewelry with its richness; it was used for settings, cloisonné work,
chains, and beads, both solid and hollow. Soldering, granulation, and wire making were
practiced. Precious stones were not used, but a wide range of semi-precious stones was
exploited: carnelian, amethyst, garnet, red and yellow jasper, lapis lazuli, feldspar,
turquoise, agate. Additional colors and textures were provided by faience and glass.
The large and spectacular collection of jewelry buried with Queen Ahhotep of the early
18th dynasty includes many unusual designs; her gold chain is a masterpiece. Much fine
18th-dynasty jewelry has survived, but all is dominated by that of Tutankhamen. This
huge collection demonstrates all the techniques of the goldsmith’s.
The jewel is colored with carnelian, turquoise, and lapis lazuli inlays, while the function
of the gold separating these materials is limited to creating the design. The victorious
Pharaoh is represented by two lions with the plumed heads of falcons in a symmetric
position in the act of trampling conquered Nubians and Libyans . Figure no: 3 Gold
pectoral with semi-precious stones belonging to Sesostris III, Middle Kingdom.

Fig:3 Gold pectoral with semiprecious stones belonging to Sesostris III, Middle Kingdom, 12th
dynasty (1991–1786 bce) Hirmer Fotoarchiv, Munich.

Ancient Egyptian jewelers had a fine eye for colour and an excellent sense of design.
From the earliest dynasties come bracelets from the tomb of King Djer at Abydos; from
the 4th dynasty, The treasures of King Tutankhamun are considered one of the finest
treasures discovered in 1922 ,royal tomb in the history of Egyptology to be found
practically untouched Includes many of the gold jewelry inlaid with precious stones and
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decorated with enamel .Figure no:4 Pectoral of gold, silver, and semiprecious stones,
from the tomb of Tutankhamun.

Fig 4:Pectoral of gold, silver, and semiprecious stones, from the tomb of Tutankhamun, c.
1340 bce; in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

This piece of Ancient Egyptian jewelry is a rebus pectoral scarab worn by King TutAnkh-Amun from Thebes. It symbolizes the birth of the moon and the sun and was part
of the king's coronation regalia.
Egyptian jewelers often modified regular symbols or motifs for reasons that are not
always apparent, though space and artistic effect were generally governing factors. In
this pendant, each scarab group was probably intended to suggest the name that
Tutankhamun, but the three vertical strokes that should stand between the beetle and the
basket are missing. Also, in the middle group, the sun's disk is replaced by the lunar
disk and crescent. In hieroglyphic writing it is possible to indicate a plural by repeating
the sign three times, instead of adding the three vertical strokes to the single sign; the
three scarabs may, by allowing for artistic freedom, be explained as performing that
function.
Five strings of gold beads, together with a few beads of blue glass, make up the straps now shorter in length than they were originally - on which the pectoral was suspended
from the king's neck. A gold counterpoise inlaid with glass is joined to the upper ends of
the straps by spacer fastenings on which winged cobras are engraved. In the center of
the counterpoise is a figure of the god of "Millions of Years," Heh, squatting on a mat
and holding with raised arms a cartouche bearing the inscription.figurer5 refer to A
necklace-pendant thing, found in the tomb of King Tut.
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Fig 5: Necklace with Three large lapis lazuli scarab beetles grace the pendant.

Figure 6: Necklace with Falcon Pendant. Inlaid with carnelian, turquoise, and lapis
lazuli, this lavish amuletic pectoral pendant made of gold was fashioned in the form of a
falcon divinity, clutching the symbols for life and infinity in its talons and supporting
the solar disc with its head. Found in the Treasury, it represents ReHorakhty, a
consolidation of the 2 regional sun gods Horus and Re, traditionally associated with the
pharaoh.

Fig 6: Necklace with falcon pendant, Tutankhamun, The Egyptian Museum, Cairo

Tutankhamun. Inlaid pectoral, scarab beetle with Isis and NephthysWinged, large
scarab beetle riding on a sacred bark and flanked by the goddesses Isis and Nephthys.
The scarab serves a double function: as a heart scarab and as the bar of the sun god
lighting the way to the underworld.
6. Ancient Egyptian Glass jewelry:
As early as the third millennium B.C., craftsmen in Mesopotamia discovered how to
glaze jewelry and small objects with colored glass. The new material joined other
vitreous glazes, like faience, as a less expensive substitute for rare and precious stones,
such as lapis lazuli. Subsequent developments, especially the use of simple molds,
enabled craftsmen to form objects entirely from glass.
The first glass vessels were made during the reign of Tuthmosis I in the New Kingdom.
This innovation came to Egyptians probably due to their expansion in the Middle East.
The glass manufacture in Egypt started in the beginning of the New Kingdom, once
transplanted, grew vigorously, fueled in part by the abundance of the raw materials
required to manufacture glass. Egyptian workshops not only produced a variety of
wares for consumption by the royal court and aristocrats, who could afford such
luxuries but also exported large quantities of raw glass.
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Beside glass utilization in amulets, beads, and inlays, attempts were made to use it in
more ambitious projects. In Ancient Egypt, glass was made by the method of coreforming and cold cutting. Core-forming which was an important glass making technique
in Egypt had been abandoned due to the introduction of glass blowing technique during
the Roman Era.Glass was almost exclusively used for ornamentation of the body.
Among the finest existing specimens of the Egyptian glassmakers' art are treasures
found in King Tutankhamun's tomb. The famed vulture collar, for instance, laid upon
the mummies' chest, was inlaid with hundreds of pieces of colored glass. (The
Egyptians were also masters of cloisonn, fine inlay work.) Tutankhamun's "necklace of
the sun" was created from glass beads intermingled with those formed from gold and
cornelian.Figer no:7 refer to a collar of Neferuptah Consisting of six alternately colored
rows of feldspar and carnelian beads edged in golden beads and then edged with dropshaped feldspar beads, this would have encircled the neck of the wearer.

Fig 7: Collar of Neferuptah

This necklace is one of the treasures discovered in the tomb of Princess Neferuptah,
daughter of AmenemhatIII, at Hawara. This attractive collar is made of six strings of
carnelian and feldspar beads and a row of drop-shaped motifs on the lower edge. The
clasp of the collar is also shaped as a falcon head with some rows of brightly colored
cylindrical beads. The falcon head in this necklace is used to show that the deceased
would be protected by the god-falcon Horus in the hereafter. Material: Gold, Carnelian,
Feldspar, and Glass Paste.
7. Contemporary Glass jewelry techniques:
Glass is characterized by the beauty of its appearance and smoothness of the surface and
shine, in addition to its multi-colored, and was used by ancient Egyptians in the
studding of the jewelry, and with the great technological development in the techniques
of glass production, glass jewelry have emerged as one of the most important areas of
jewelry in modern times, The following figure shows Contemporary Glass jewelry
techniques.
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Fig 8: Contemporary glass jewelry techniques.

Fusing glass is the process of using a kiln to join together pieces of art glass with high
temperatures from 1100°F to 1700°F. While the glass is in the kiln it goes through a
series of rapid heating cycles, holding the temperature at a specific point, then cooling.
There are several of these cycles and the process takes 10-12 hours. This is called
“kiln-forming”. Making a piece of fused glass and wire wrapping it takes about 18
hours (Fig 9), properties of fused glass: high purity color and optical transparency
Painting glass: Paints specially made for glass and kiln-firing are used to paint on the
glass adding some very interesting looks. The color appears opaque but glossy. (Fig 10)
Colore de Verre: is an ancient process of glass making originally discovered in Ancien
t Egypt 16th- century BC. The term ‘pate de verre’ meaning paste of glass emerged in
France in the late 19th century,
Pate de verre involves mixing colored glass granules (frit) with a binder to a paste like
consistency.
The paste of glass frit is then applied by hand to the mould. When the packing stage is
complete the piece is kiln fired to a temperature that burns away the binder and melts
(fuses) the glass frit together The color appears in the form of granular granules that
may be semi-transparent or opaque. (Fig 11).
Lampworking is the process of making glass beads by melting glass rods in a flame
and winding the molten glass around a metal mandrel, which is coated in bead release
(slip). The hot glass can then be shaped and decorated in a multitude of ways before
being slowly cooled (annealed). The color of the resulting glass is transparent, semitransparent or opaque due to the color of the tube used in the technique (Fig 12)
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Fig9: fused glass fig10: painted glass

fig11:color de verre glass fig12:lampwork glass.

8.Designs ideas inspired from ancient Egyptian art
The design part is concerned with the selection of one of the elements of the master in
Egyptian art and benefiting from it in creating designs for contemporary glass jewelry.
The lotus flower has been chosen for being an inspiring source of design..
Below sets of glass jewelry designs inspired from ancient Egyptian lotus flower .
8.1 First Designing Idea: The idea of designing a necklace consisting of three
replicated glass units of lotus flower with a set of glass beads integrated into a copper
frame that can be applied with the lampwork technique.

Fig13: first design in different color.

8.2 Second Designing Idea: A design idea glass necklace produced by a central
replication of the lotus flower can be executed by color de verre technique.

Fig14: second design plan and perspective.

8.3 Third design:The design of an integrated set of glass consists of jewelry a
necklace, earning and a bracelet can be executed with the lampwork technique.
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Fig15:The third design with diffrent color.

8.4 fourth design: An integrated design for a contemporary jewelry set combining
glass (red,blue), gold and silver inspired by the lotus flower.

Fig16:fourth design with diffrent metal and color.

8.5 Fifth design : The integrated design of a contemporary set of glass jewelry
depends on the replicability of the unit with the resizing

Fig17:fifth design set of glass jewelry.

8.6 sixth design : The integrated design of a contemporary set of glass jewelry
depends on the replicability of the unit with the resizin and Symmetry lotus flower.
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Fig18:the final design with multi color.

9.Conclusion
Ancient Egyptian art is a source of inspiration for contemporary artists to enrich their
artistic works inspired by the richness and richness of its artistic elements. The Egyptian
artist used all his raw materials and tools in creativity and added aesthetic touch to all
fields to leave a long civilization spanning thousands of years. Through this research
and highlighting some of the aesthetic and artistic aspects of Egyptian art it has been
concluded that it is possible to take advantage of the main elements that relied on the
artist in the old Egyptian art and to rephrase it to enrich the contemporary art especially
in the products of artistic nature such as the glass jewelry which excelled in the
production of ancient Egyptian art .
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1.Introduction
Color has significant effect on people’s minds and emotions. That is why
color is considered one of the most important communicative tools in
contemporary advertising. In the digital age people are exposed to high
definition devices everywhere, increasing color influence on consumers’
perception through subliminal meaning and psychological effect. Moreover,
color choice is becoming more and more important for design decisions not
only for its visual aesthetic part but as a likability enhancer.
In digital advertising design, a world evolving so rapidly, some facts and
principles remain unchanged. Color likeability depends on three main
factors; cultural references, experience and individual personality. Brand
likeability is affected by the visual appeal. The concept of brand love is the
best that an organization can rely on to achieve brand engagement with
consumers based on building an emotional link. Moreover, most of brands
on their digital platforms such as, websites and digital applications depend
mainly on visual messages, sound effects and music rather than the natural
verbal languages to be able to communicate the brand digitally in a global
context.
Children now a day, especially in the age between six and nine are affected
mightily by the modern communicative materials - for education or
entertainment purposes - that they are exposed to most of their days. On one
hand, the effect of global media invasion, through websites, mobile
applications and television programs and the withdrawal of the family and
society roles and on the other hand, cause the reduction of rooted local
cultural effect on the formation of consciousness and perception of children.
That is to say that children’s color Likeability cannot be predicted now a
days, it needs extended research activity to determine children’s color
likability for brands especially in Egypt.
This research aims to explore the relation between brand likeability and the
role of color in the design of websites with the objective of increasing the
brand likeability. This research supposes that brand likeability increases
when colors are used effectively in digital advertising design targeting
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children. The work concentrates on children in Egypt using a survey on
sample of children in the age between six and nine.
Researching color and its language has extended for years. Comprehending
color language as a way of communication, learning and cognition assisted
in shaping human cultures and civilizations. Moreover, it was a crucial part
of human survival through perceiving the surroundings and naming them. As
time went by color language became this unconscious instinct and this
however, did not weaken its presence or importance.
Walter (2014) asserted that “color is a part of our perception as humans. In
our sophisticated world the primitive instincts are largely unconscious”.
Moreover, there is a great difference between color psychology and color
symbolism. Researching color as it extended through research history, took
on different approaches and views. From social science to medicine
researchers had studied color involvement with human presence and
evolution.
This research will look at color from marketing, branding and advertising
approach. Ciotti (2016) asserts that “90% of snap judgments ….are based on
color alone”. He discussed the role of color in branding arguing that the
relationship between brands and color “hinges on the perceived
appropriateness of the color being used for the particular brand”. Oliver
(2016) presented what Itten (2000) concluded that color “is never isolated:
we need to look at it in its environment”. Comparing colors to each other
determine their presence.
There are universal patterns to be found in color perceptions. However,
Color liking in general depends on subjective and personal references. All
people around the world are affected by color specific psychological moods
and behavior. With no influence of gender or age, and are therefore
predictable. However, people mostly response to color is subjective way and
therefore responses are unpredictable.
Social behavior patterns as well as peer group reputation shape the
perception of color for children. Denham and Holt (1993) stated that during
childhood, peer reputation and social behavior patterns are created. They
added that children’s social behavior either positive or negative is related to
their “sociometric status”.
This research is looking at color effect on brand likability for children
between six years old and nine years old in Egypt. This piece of work
describes and analyses the role of color in web-design affecting brand
likability especially for Egyptian children, aiming to increase positivity and
appeal as key in the understanding of the color brand likeability concept.
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2. Background and Literature Review:
There is a wide spectrum of research approaches that looked at color. This
research will only look at color from branding / advertising view not only
because the literature studying color is overwhelming, but because color
likability for Egyptian children is rarely touched upon and needs more deep
studies to further brand likability and create more positive and appealing
experience for them.
Likeability is defined as “pleasant, friendly, and easy to like.”(oxford
dictionary) (Nguyen et al (2013) defined likeability as “a persuasion tactic
and a scheme of self-presentation”. In consumer research, brand likability
and brand love are studied as correlated concepts. Albert, Merunka, and
Valette-Florence (2008) assert that brand love and brand likeability may
have similar cognitive and some emotional elements. Alwitt (1987) argued
that Likeability is described by a multidimensional construct with cognitive
and affective components. Further on Kleine, Kleine, and Allen (1995)
asserted that and consumer-object bonds consumers’ attachment to brands
and consumers’ attachment to brands (Park, MacInnis, Priester, and
Eisengerich, 2010) as well as inter-personal love (Ahuvia, 2005),
are
correlated to the concept of brand love. Brand love goes beyond the concept
of brand likeability, which is less concerned with emotions, but rather about
perceptions of a brand (Batra et al., 2012). Sternberg (1986) suggested that
likeability is a precursor to brand love. As brand love concept is more
emotionally signified while brand likeability is seen as more of a perception
as well as awareness. He attributed this to human interpersonal relations as it
is evident; the process of liking and attraction precedes the process of loving
and passion.
As for color as a factor of likability, research shows that there would be
slight agreement on perception of color schemes. According to (Athifak
professional practice), elements affecting perception of color schemes are
the overall composition, the color balance of the composition, the
relationships among the exact tones in the scheme and the state of mind of
the observer. Ciotti (2016) argued that personal preference, individual
experiences, specific upbringing, cultural differences, as well as context
often overwhelm the effect individual colors have on people.
Color can be distinguished in hue, brightness and saturation (Valdez &
Mehrabian, 1994). Based on hue, colors are broadly divided into cool and
warm colors. Brightness and saturation also play an important role in the
perception of color. Hemphill proved that bright colors are associated with
positive feelings such as happiness, joy and hope. Grandjean also suggested
that brighter colors are judged as being friendlier, more cultured, pleasant
and beautiful. In contrast, dark colors can evoke negative feelings, such as
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boredom and sadness. (Babolhavaeji ,Vakilian and Slambolchi 2015. Blue
color is considered to be the most liked color for adults, as 57% men and
35% women preferred blue . This research is looking at color brand
likability for children especially in Egypt.
3. Theoretical background:
Likeability is a psychological subjective aspect that affects the way a person
perceives people, places and things around him. Likeability can give you a
sense of joy, happiness, and relaxation. In the marketing field, being likeable
has not been a priority for most brands, but it is now proving to be essential
to success. Likeability is important because it influences consumers’
reactions towards products and brands and ultimately how likeable they find
a brand. Research proved that likeability has a remarkable effect on
purchasing behavior. D'Costa, (2012) stated that the visibility has a great
role in deriving liking. Gillett (2014), added that in less than 90 seconds
people make an unconscious assessment about a product or brand. Leo
Burnett Company (1990) agreed also that visual effects are correlated to
liking. Sander (2017) stated that recognition is an important aspect that
shows and proves likeability. According to Nguyen, Melewar, and Chen
(2013) Customer satisfaction theories are often used to determine likeability
that is explained by the underlying factor of attractiveness. Memorability
also is one of the most important brand likeability factors because as
likeablemedia.com published that according to a study done in 2015 an ad’s
likeability accounted 80% of weather it was remember later.
Reysen (2005) developed a scale for measuring likeability of a person
including friendliness, approachability, attractiveness, levels of knowledge,
similarity to oneself, and agreeableness. Sanders (2016) stated four elements
to enhance personal likeability factors: Friendliness, Relevance, Empathy
and Realness. While likeablemedia.com considered Engagement as one of
the most important factors of likeability, they mentioned “It tells you that
consumers like your brand enough to talk about it with you and provide
thoughts, comments, and feedback”. Interactions show how people engage
with a brand especially on websites and social media. According to wheeler:
the Brand identity ideals are: Vision, Meaning, Authenticity, Differentiation,
Durability, Coherence, Flexibility, Commitment and Value. Accordingly,
brand likability for this research is measured through visibility, relevance,
engagement and memorability. Where Visibility signifies Attractiveness,
Uniqueness and is measured through the orderliness of opening the websites,
it shows which website’s color is able to grab the attention of children first
and is interesting enough to open it. While Relevance is the Coherence,
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Realness and is measured through how children see its appropriateness and
how the color is coherence to the brand itself. As for Engagement it stands
for Friendliness and is measured through the time duration children took to
browse the websites and how interesting they found them. And
Memorability is Recognition and Differentiation measured through the
children remembering the websites and how they could recognize them.
To study brand color likability researches dealing with children, branding,
advertising and colors were reviewed. Marwick (2010) asserts that Children
do not develop a concept of other people's beliefs, desires, and motives,
known as "theory of mind," until they are at least six years old. According to
Goldfarb et al ( 2011) school children starting five to nine develop
cognitively as follows, vocabulary increasing to approximately 2,000 words,
can compose sentences with five or more words, can count up to 10 objects
at one time, know left and right, begin to reason and argue, can categorize
objects, understand concepts like yesterday, today, and tomorrow, are able to
sit at a desk , follow teacher instructions, and independently do simple inclass assignments, develop a longer attention span, are willing to take on
more responsibility, understand fractions and the concept of space, can tell
time and enjoy reading on their own. That was mainly the reason the
research looked at children between six and nine. Gunter (2015) discussed in
his book kids and branding in a digital world aspects of branding for kids in
contemporary time. Based on Gunter (2015) the research chose to study
children aged between six and nine. According to some of children’ websites
it was found that they commonly use bright colors in solid backgrounds. The
light saturated blue is obviously the most common color for home pages
even if it is not the identity color of the brand. (see fig (1,2 and 3)

Fig. 1 – Nick homepage with flat, bright, orange colour
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Fig. 2 – Cartoon network homepage with flat, bright, blue colour

Fig. 3 – Space toon homepage with flat, bright, blue colour

Color

Meanings
Danger, Anger, passion & love

Marketing
Youth, Energy&
Action
Courage & appetite

Confidence, Trust & Wisdom

Effects
Attention
Motivation
Warmth
Cheerfulness
Visibility
Joy
Agreeable
Secure
Calmness,
Relaxing
Stability

Royalty, nobility, Spirituality, dignity
& magic,
Optimism, innocence & sensitivity

Mystery
Empathy
Calmness

Femininity& luxury

Metal, old

Control,
Depression

Formality

Red (Fig 2)
Orange
Yellow

Happiness,
encouragement
&
friendliness
Light, Intelligence&
Optimism
Nature, fertility, harmony& growth

Green
Heaven, balance & Coldness
Indigo

Creativity & Fun
Safe, Freshness,
Nature & Health
Horizon
Global & Cleanliness

Blue
Purple

Girlish & Caring

Pink
Grey
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Purity, Innocence &Simplicity

Perfection
Cleanness

Hygienic

Power, Elegance, Death &Evil

Strength Authority

Intense & sadness

White
Black

Table (1) colors and its associations.
According to Gage (2000), Harris (2005), Colorpsychology.org (2016) and Colormatters.com (2014):

Fig. 4-a – Different websites using a dominant colour as in table 1

Fig. 4-b – Different websites using a dominant colour as in table 1
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4. Methodology:
This research adopts a mix approach, using qualitative and quantitative approaches
to explore, describe and then analyse the research problem in hand. This is to study
whether or not color affects brand likability and how. Moreover the study looked at
why children between 6 and 9 like a brand affected by its colors.
The children’s perceptions of color likeability as an outcome of websites’ branding
strategy is explored. Using websites designed for the research purpose only
concentrating mainly on color design, through using dominant color to be clearly
measurable, through observation and discussions. The experiment took place in an
Egyptian national school in Cairo. As the research looks at children of six to nine
years old, six classes; two classes of each grade where subject to the experiment.
Two classes of grade one, two classes of grade two and two classes of grade three
made up the six classes. Class capacity was twenty three children. The total number
is 138 children, 72 boys and 66 girls. The experiment was conducted by the two
researchers. Assistance was employed as each class of 23 children had three
assistants to control the process. An observation sheet was designed and deployed
for each assistant.
Brand color likability is measured using four criteria; visibility, relevance,
engagement and memorability. The scale of likability is measured based on Tim’s
Likeability scale (1 -10), 1 representing the lower rate, 4 to 6 is average, 7 and above
is good, while 10 represents the highest likeable measure.
Hypothesis:
H1: brand color likability is predictable for Egyptian children between six and nine.
H2: gender affects brand likability for Egyptian children between six and nine
H3: blue is the most liked color for Egyptian children between six and nine

Brand
color

Visibility

Red

8

Yellow

Relevance

Engagement

Memorability

10

5

9

9

10

8

6

10

9

7

11

8

11

10

12

Orange

15

23

9

14

14

15

13

16

Pink

22

-

28

-

20

-

17

-

Violet

10

3

15

-

15

2

13

2

Green

-

-

-

1

-

2

-

1
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Blue

-

10

-

15

-

14

-

13

Indigo

1

17

2

22

-

18

5

22

Table (2) likability criteria and colors

5. Results:
Gender

Red

Yellow

Orange

Green

Indigo

Violet

Pink

Blue

30

35

51

-

8

53

87

-

35

43

68

4

79

7

-

52

Total

65

78

119

4

87

60

87

52

Percentage

48%

56%

86%

0.2%

63%

43%

63%

37%

Girls
Boys

Table (3) Color likeability according to Gender:

100"
90"
80"

Girls"

70"

Boys"

60"
50"
40"
30"
20"
10"
0"
Red" Yellow" Orange" Green" Indigo" Violet"
Fig. 5 – Total percentage of color likability for boys and girls
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Pink"

Blue"

Color
Likability

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Indigo

Violet

Pink

Blue

5

6

9

0

6

4

6

4

Table (4) color likability scale

Fig. (6) orange as the most liked brand color

Fig (7) indigo, pink and yellow ranked second

6. Discussion:
This study develops a new model of brand color likeability, introducing
relationship between brand color and likeability for children in Egypt. The
findings show that children in general are drawn to orange and as adults blue
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ranks so high as a favorite color but children prefer the indigo blue and that’s
because it is more bright and warm. Yellow is the most visible color and that
because it’s physical properties, red also is recognizable because it has the
shortest wavelength. Children engage to the warmer, bright colors with clear
and distinguished hues.
1: brand color likability is predictable as the results showed different
responses for different colors. The most liked color is orange as 86 %of the
participants of both genders liked it. Orange is a warm color with high wave
length that gives it vibrancy and brightness. It is associated with. Next in the
likability are three colors ranked the same; indigo blue, yellow and pink.
Indigo blue was preferred by boys more than girls while pink was liked more
by girls, due to cultural and social referencing systems. Yellow as the
longest wave length was preferred by both genders due its physiological
status.
2: gender affects color likability as shown in table (3)
3:blue is not the most liked color for Egyptian children, indigo blue ranked
second due to its vibrancy and brightness as well as its association with sky
and sea in nature. Orange ranked first.
8. Conclusion:
In order to enhance and increase brand likeability amongst children
designers should consider using few number of colors together showing
values such as friendliness, happiness and balance. Visibility is one of the
most important factors that should be considered when choosing a color
scheme for a children website. Uniqueness and differentiation are main
aspects for successful brands in general. Recognition also is very important
because it leads to memorability. Yellow, Orange and red shows the highest
likeable brand warm colors, while indigo and violets are the highest among
cold colors, representing emotional effects and engagement. Pink is the
highest likeable among girls only and the lowest for boys and that is because
of the relevance and appropriateness.
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1. Introduction
Colour communication tools have an essential role to play for market success in the
paint and coatings industry. In this article, firmly based in the framework of action
research [1] in arts, we present a comparative study of two different approaches to
develop and communicate colours in the paint and coatings industry and the
resulting colour communication tools from the perspective of the colourist designer.
The key actors involved in the conception of colour communication tools, known as
fan decks in the industrial context, and the colour palettes themselves, will be our
main object in this study that is based on data from two paint and coatings
companies who are market leaders in their respective territories. We are going to
designate the first one as Company A (operating in Latin America), and the second
one Company B (operating in Europe).
Colour invention processes in the paint and coatings industry have to take into
account a variety of considerations and constraints from vastly different domains
and contexts. Among these are marketing and production, but especially
imagination, creation and invention. However, the scientific approach implicit in
this industrial environment rationalizes a creative process that turns the colour
phenomenon into a simplified representation with the intention to propose a
common vocabulary of reference that easily responds to customer needs.
The fan deck as a colour communication tool of reference in every paint and
coatings industry represents the creative source that becomes the origin, following
the needs of the market, to other - more limited or more specific - colour
communication tools, that have complementary functions.
According to the English Oxford Dictionary, the origin of the word ‘tool’ dates from
the early 19th century. Old English tōl, from a Germanic base meaning ‘prepare’.
Today the word is defined among other meanings as « a device or implement,
especially one held in the hand, used to carry out a particular function; A thing
used to help perform a job. » Put differently, the fan deck as a colour
communication tool is conceived to carry out a particular function, which is not only
to simply communicate colours and to help to perform the act of selling them but to
activate and inspire the imagination of a specific user.

1

Caumon, C., « Recherche action par la création artistique et design», in, Art et Culture, Connaissances et
Savoirs, Saint-Denis, France, Éd Connaissances et Savoirs, 2016, p.21
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Our study of colour invention processes in this industry from the perspective of
poietics has allowed us to make captivating observations regarding the classification
of colours from the practice of the principal actors involved and from our practice
and experimentations as researchers, professionals and creative actors in the field.
Based on interviews with the main actors and the analysis of these tools we could
identify the main interests, questions and concerns involved in every phase of the
creative processes.
The key actors involved in these creative processes develop colour communication
tools following their individual methods to optimally address the specifics of their
market environment and its particular cultural traits. The interviews we conducted
allowed us to gain unique insights into how the results of market research impacts
the individual creative process in each company and how it drives localized colour
innovation processes that are adapted to the respective market environments. To
give one example, our first results allow us to identify how both actors employ
simplified representations of scientific colour classification systems in order to
respond to cultural particularities, and which position each tool takes with respect to
the imagination of the intended users.
It is however not only cultural influences or interests that we identify at the heart of
the creation of each tool but we find as well a strong impact of the sensible and
differentiated perception of colour individual to each actor and her or his specific set
of expertise, playing an essential role in the development of creativity involved in
the process of designing colour communication tools.
Identifying the impact of two markedly different sets of expertise of the involved
actors helps us to respond to our final interest which is to identify the artistic and
sensitive complexity that is involved in the process of definition of colour
phenomena in the paint and coatings industry.
The art of placing colours together will allow us to understand better how today’s
key actors of the field manipulate the colour parameters, how they interpret them but
especially how all of this will help us in our intention to evolve today’s creative
process by implementing in the industry creative methods of the colorist designer
from the field of poietics. Questioning our own perspective will lead us to new
contributions in a field still little explored from the field of applied arts.
The professional experience from the field of engineering and marketing, and the
colour expertise and sensitivity from the field of the colorist designer are the two
distinct dominating sets of expertise represented by the different actors involved that
we identified and it is the analysis of this two different processes that we attempt to
explore in this paper.
2. Methodology
We have conducted, in a first step, interviews with the key actors involved in the
design of colour palettes and the corresponding fan decks as important colour
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communication tools in both companies. In a second step, a detailed analysis of both
companies’ main colour communication tools has allowed us to build hypotheses
about how the act of creation and the individual perspective of the actors involved
reflects their specific expertise as well as the cultural environment of the respective
target markets.
The detailed interviews allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the terrain, the
prevailing creative processes involving colour invention and have provided the data
for a direct comparison of the actors’ expertise and artistic approaches.
Our continuous exchange with the involved creative actors over the duration of our
study, starting with our first visit of the terrain, has lead us to an experience similar
to that reported by the author of [2] in the field of trend research: “...to confront our
reflections with a complexity that is twofold: The complexity of the colour
phenomenon and the complexity of the process of designing colours in the context of
a project”.
Considering the complexity of the colour phenomenon in the analysis of colour
communication tools in an environment as complex as that of the industry implies a
significant reflection on categorization and classification. The objective of our
analysis has thus been to identify the main systematics employed: systems of
classification (chromatic groups), a quantitative analysis of the colours present in the
considered tools and the used approaches of nomination and codification, always
taking into consideration the whole creative process.
It is of some importance at this point to consider our work as interpreters of the
terrain as an opportunity to assume a more distant perspective towards the field of
the colorist designer in an industrial context.
This approach, forming the basis of the field of poietics, is expressed in the words of
René Passeron [3], “a normative reflection on the act of creation” in the context of
our research in between the realm of the arts and the industry.
It is in this manner that the confrontation of the creative reflection we find in each
terrain with our own makes us consider the specific codification and classification of
each terrain as a key factor in our analysis of how these different approaches impact
the resulting colour palettes, that is, the product ranges reaching the market.
3. Results I - Analysis of the interrelation between creative process and
communication tools
In this section we give an overview of Company A and Company B function when it
comes to the development of their colour palettes and the design of their fan decks.
2

Caumon, C., Cahiers de tendances : Identification et expression commune de la couleur. Doctorat d’Art
appliqués, université de Toulouse2, directeur de recherche : Guy Lecerf, Editions universitaires
européens, EUE 2012, p 185
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Passeron R., Pour une philosophie de la création. Paris : Editions Klincksieck, 1989, p.21
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Communicating on all aspects and facets of colour and identifying the most
appropriate qualifiers and nuances that correspond to the specificities of a given
market are the key principles when it comes to the ‘modalités opératoires [4]’
playing an essential role in each reflection about colour.
Following our analysis of the conducted interviews, the actors involved in the
creative process agree with regard to the analysed tool appearing in the industry as
an essential element that has to help and guide every customer or professional to
make a colour choice. However, it is interesting how, on the one hand, we can
identify an approach in which the fan deck is seen as a tool that is endowed with the
power to bring a poetic aspect into people’s lives by proposing a unique system of
nomination in combination with a simplified system of codification (company B).
On the other hand, we find a tool of similar general characteristics that has,
however, been designed from a point of view closer to the fields of engineering and
marketing and which, instead of proposing only one system of colour nomination,
two different numeric systems of colour codification can be found, and furthermore
a more poetic system of colour names. This particular choice has been made to
appeal at once to the three major user groups of the tool (company A). These two
different methodologies bring up a variety of questions about the position of the
poetic dimension in each creative process of colour creation and classification and
its impact of the final result.
Anticipating the specific function of each of the colour communication tools, helps
the creative actors to define its performance, at the same time transforming a
multitude of colours, taking into account either cultural particularities - the
dominating factor we identify in company A - or taking a more scientific approach,
such as we find in company B.
For a paint and coatings company, developing a unique colour tool including a
proprietary codification and/or nomination system represents a significant
investment, thus this step is taken typically only by companies that enjoy a solid
market position. This is the case for both of the companies that are the object of our
study. According to our interview, the decision to create their own colour systems
has been taken after long years of experience. For years, each of them worked with
adopted systems and eventually with various suppliers from different parts of the
world. The fan deck of company A was conceived in 2014 and it represents the first
own tool developed by the company. This is the case as well for company B (first
proprietary fan deck and colour classification system developed in 2015, described
as an international colour system).
In Table 1 we identify the main characteristics that are the focus of our study and
that we consider as the principal factors involved in the design of the considered
colour communication tools. Note that it is the very existence of these tools that
4

ibid, p.54
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renders accessible industrial colour universes to an objective analysis. As the author
of [5] puts it, “the activity of the industry [makes us] think colour as something
objective. [...] Colour [in the industry] becomes a phenomenon accessible to
analysis, classification and reproduction”. However, being subject to methods of
widespread mass market communication e.g. via various marketing media channels,
it is inherently designed to appeal to a large number of individuals, for whom colour
has to be perceived as something subjective that brings poetics into their everyday
lives.
It is in the presence of this tension between objectivity and subjectivity that the
design process of colour palettes and the analysed tools takes place.

Table 1 - Analysed properties of industrial colour communication tool design processes

To first better understand how colours are structured in the industry and to identify
how international colour systems influence the classification of colours in each tool,
we analysed every chromatic group (eight in total) among the 1407 colours of
company A and the 1650 colours of company B (a total of 3057 colours).
3.1 Fan deck company A (Latin America) – 1407 colours (colour tool A)

The colour tool A, featuring a cover full of coloured geometric shapes and
conceived in a standard size (in comparison with some other fan decks), starts off in
the first pages with a succinct explanatory introduction to the basics of colour theory
based on the chromatic circle, followed by an explanation of the colour codes
employed throughout the tool.
Is starting from the softness and delicacy of pastel colours that our chromatic voyage
then begins. Inside this group in soft and delicate shades, we identify in exactly the
same order, the chromatic groups that constitute the corpus of the tool: reds,
oranges, yellows, greens, blues and violets, with the exception of the neutral-earthy
colours group which appears at the end and represents the largest chromatic group.
As mentioned above, the development process of this tool is conducted by a creative
actor whose formal expertise is based in engineering, complemented by professional
experience in the colour industry in a marketing context.

5
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Colour as an objective entity [6] has to correspond to customer needs identified by
market research conducted by the company A [7]. However, not only colours
corresponding to these objective requirements can be identified in the analysed tool.
The sensibility of its creator expresses itself by the choice of an, at the same time
rhythmic and linear ordering of colours inside every chromatic group. This approach
appears to be very intuitive, as colours can be found without intricate knowledge of
the underlying systematic.
The overall ordering of colours clearly makes reference to the Newtonian colour
circle, a universe intuitively familiar to a large part of the population, irrespective of
culture, religion or education. Each page contains different samples with the same
hue, from the lightest, on top of the page, to the darkest. Bright and calm colours are
confronted with pages with more rich and dark colours, creating a colour symphony
where far reaching delicate harmonies are enriched by more tonic and dominant
notes. The rhythm is always systematic, but the transitions from one group to the
following are always smooth, giving the impression of a continuum of gradually
shifting shades. Another important point of the analysis, as we mentioned above is
the colour nomination. The chosen method is to confront descriptive codes with
numerical codes. This multiple colour identity responds at once to the variety of
potential users of the tool (numerical codes tend to dominate in professional
environments, while in retail typically descriptive nominations are preferred) and
reinforces each colour’s brand identity.
3.2 Fan deck company B (Europe) – 1650 colours (colour tool B)

The second fan deck exhibits distinctly different features in several aspects. Both
tools use geometric shapes for their cover but this one only shows different shades
of blues, purples and reds, a pattern that is then expanded on the back page of the
tool in green, yellow and orange shades. But even if they respond to a same demand
and we see a similar physical appearance, a simple look at the tool reveals that we
are exploring a very different universe.
The first five pages present an introduction to the general spirit of the tool that
includes an explanation of the system of classification used (how family colours are
grouped, how the colours of each family are divided into different levels of
saturation (from bright to shaded colours), how each page contains different samples
with the same hue, from the lightest to the darkest, with exception of the whites - the
best selling group - where the colour samples are bigger than the other ones in order
to improve visualisation), and leaves the reader with the impression that we are
inside a systematic classification that however leaves freedom and breathing space
to the imagination of the user.

6

ibid, p. 72
Three main groups of customers have been identified: 1) the one who is afraid of too much colour and
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so he must be guided in his specific chromatic group and finally 3) the one who likes colours but does not
like taking risks so he prefers neutral-earthy colours.
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The fact of ending this introduction with a page that tells us about colour perception
in function of the colour finish – brilliant, satin, mat - gives the first hints of the
artistic sensibility prevalent in the design of this tool.
The first chromatic group also begins with soft and delicate shades, this time named
‘whites’. It corresponds to what is designated in French as ‘blancs colorés’, i.e. we
do not find pastels declined in different colour families here, but this first chromatic
group is about the coloured lightness provided by the white, in a quite subtle way.
Then, in the next group, subtle reds appear, followed by oranges, yellows, greens,
blues, purples, ending with the group of neutrals. As for the colour classification
inside every chromatic group, each page contains, similar to the first fan deck
different samples with the same hue, from the lightest, on top of the page to the
darkest. The difference here is that each chromatic group is divided into five levels
of saturation: from bright colours to rich, calm, muted and shaded colours. As a
consequence of this choice, the rhythm present in the transitions from one chromatic
group to another is markedly less subtle and more abrupt. The gradually changing
shades we find in the tool A in the transitions between groups can be found here in
the ordering of colours inside each chromatic group. A colour symphony is also
experienced in here, but the difference is that there are no tonic and dominant notes
that disrupt the rhythm, leading to a harmonic, smooth and delicate composition in
perfect accordance with consumer preferences.
4. Classifying colours
In our study we could identify how the repartition of colours in the fan decks of both
companies into eight chromatic groups exposes in a first regard repetitive standards
in colour classification. However, in the further course of our analysis, we could
identify more subtle differences that constitute a clear divergence in the way of
classifying colours.
While we find a common general pattern of classification in both tools that we
designate “standard pattern” for the sake of this analysis, the colour fields within
each chromatic group are of different sizes.

Figure 1 - Number of colours per chromatic group, (company A (1407 colours) vs. company B (1650 colours))
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4.1 Case study of the chromatic group of yellows

From Figure 1 we pick as an example the chromatic group of yellows. In our visible
spectrum, from shortest to longest wavelength, yellow (with a predominant
wavelength of roughly 560–590 nm) is the colour between green and orange. When
the parameters of the colour differ (HSL), the shades of yellow show a chromatic
group particularly fluctuating, which makes it transition into another chromatic
group.
In our experience as colorist designer, usually, when it comes to choosing a yellow
in a colour palette, this chromatic group is typically the smallest one offered by the
industry, probably due to yellow not being a very dominating colour, so that even
moderate variations rapidly introduce ambiguous colours that tend to transition into
other chromatic groups, e.g. we find a certain ambivalence between yellow-oranges
and yellow-greens.
Re-arranging shades of yellow from different chromatic groups, in both colour
palettes we find multiple alternative classifications of yellows (see fig.2).

Figure 2 - Detail of chromatic group of yellows (company A (140 yellow colours) vs. company B (259 yellow colours))

The total difference in terms of quantity of colours between the two palettes to the
other one is less than 250 colours (~17%). In the group of yellows from the fan deck
of company A, we find a hundred and forty (140, ~10% of the total number of
colours) colours and two hundred fifty-nine (259, ~16 % of the total number of
colours) colours in the fan deck of company B, a significant difference both in total
and with respect to the size of the respective fan deck.
The way of classifying the colours of the yellow group in the fan deck of Company
A, exposes a research of the colour quality in a quite specific and what appears to be
deliberately limited way. Yellow tones show only subtle variations towards the
orange and the green shades and the dominant colours in the group are light and pale
colours. This classification appears to work in the market and provides also a basis
to rationalize the selection of a particular set of colours colour choices. The way
colours are thought here is completely objective. Its attributes seem to be based on
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cultural considerations. We feel a strong relation between the territory and the need
to simplify the parameters of the palette to render it as a whole more accessible and
to simplify its communication.
Considering the fan deck of Company B, we notice that, as a colour expert from the
field of applied arts, the colorist designer explores every possibility that helps to
enrich and explore every shade of the colour group. This becomes evident not only
by the classification of colours according to their standard parameters (HSL), but
also by the visible impact of artistic sensitivity and imagination. Yellow tones in this
group are more varied, alternating yellow greenish tones and yellow orange tones,
showing and further exploring the characteristic vivid, dynamising influence of
yellow.
However, colour as an objective entity, conceived to be part of an industrial system,
plays an important role in the act of classifying colours from an artistic expertise.
Inside a normative sector, the sensible perspective of the colorist designer is
nourished by a multitude of stories, dreams and experiences, always keeping in mind
that the focus in an industrial context lies almost always on proposing a common
model for everyone to render colour communication easier and neutral.
The case study of the chromatic group of yellows exposes two of so many different
existing possibilities of seeing and associating colours. This case study, however, is
only a first step and is followed an analysis of the process of naming and codifying
every colour.
5. Naming colours
For the two analysed colour palettes, both companies have developed their own
colour classification systems instead of adopting an existing standard proposed by
companies specialized in the design of colour communication tools.
The relationship between colours and language was important for both creative
processes. This relationship has been questioned from different domains of research.
For example, the anthropological method, Basic Colour Terms (1969), where the
authors Brent Berlin et Paul Kay state that there are 11 fundamental colour terms
that exist in every culture: white, black, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, purple,
pink, orange and grey. This model, formalized solely based on language, has
generated a controversial debate in the colour research community. In our particular
case, comparing the chromatic groups identified in our study with the eleven “basic
colour terms”, we see a great deal of agreement, but also differences, providing an
example of how a specific creative and cultural environment generates a specific
narrative, expressed by a specific set of colour terms.
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Figure 3

- Number of colours per chromatic group based on Basic Colour Terms

The direction we have identified in the corpus of the two colour palettes analysed
from a linguistic point of view reduces the 11 basic colour terms in the fan deck A to
six basic colour terms (reds, oranges, yellows, greens, blues, purples) and in the
second one (fan deck B) to seven basic colour terms (whites, reds, oranges, yellows,
greens, blues, purples) (see fig.3). However, we could easily recognize the 11 basic
colour terms inside every chromatic group of both fan decks. Is this configuration of
having only 8 chromatic groups specific to the terrain of the paint and coatings
industry? Would it be possible for the industry to create its own ‘universal’
classification without taking into account the culture of the consumer?
Returning to our case study of the group of yellows, studying the colour codification
helped us as well to identify how the same colour assumes different identities in
different terrains. In tab. 2 we show three examples of very similar colours and their
respective codes in both fan decks.

Table 2 - Example of naming colours in the yellow group

For the company A, proposing three different codifications for each colour,
answering to three different user groups, shows the diversity of the tool in terms of
fulfilling its primary function.
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A strong, threefold colour identity is build, providing a guide to the imagination of
the user. As such, it appears that colour is thought of as rather objective entity, even
if a descriptive code is proposed, introducing poetic aspects. For company B, we are
confronted with a numerical code system, structuring the tool in a rigorous, however
easily accessible manner. Colour is approached from a rather subjective perspective.
We make the hypothesis that omitting a descriptive code implies putting less
constraints on the imagination of the user of the tool.
Finally, questioning the organization of colour in lexical terms involves thinking of
the existence of multiple ways of conceiving colour. Naming colours in the industry
implies a reflection between linguistic norms and colour sensitivity so they can be
applied into chromatic groups. So the question that remains open in relation to our
own expertise is: can we propose new meaningful ways of classifying and naming
colours?
6. Conclusion
The paint and coatings industry, according to the results of our analysis, offers a
promising field of investigation for the colourist designer questioning creative
processes in the invention of colour.
Based in the framework of action research in arts and as interpreters of the terrain,
observing how the creative processes of the main actors evolve in a strictly
normative environment is a fundamental step in our research towards proposing new
innovative methods for industrial colour invention processes.
Analysing two different sets of expertise and the colour communication tools
resulting from their application has allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the
role our field of research as colourist designer can play in this context.
We identified distinctly different creative approaches the involved actors, intimately
linked to their expertise and artistic priorities. Without the necessity of judging the
quality of a particular tool our work clearly exposes how the artistic sensibility of
each actor permeates and becomes apparent in the details of a tool designed in both
cases primarily for purely commercial purposes.
Both creative processes have widened our perspective as colourist designers.
Based on this analysis and our ongoing exchange with key actors about their
creative processes, we can state that our study about colour classification and
nomination inside the industry is a first approach towards a new definition of the
meaning of a chromatic group in an industrial context.
However, important structural questions remain open when it comes to colour
invention in the industry. Does more potential lie in proposing new methods for the
creative individual, playing such a dominant role today? Or does it lie in creating
new models of interaction between key actors providing different sets of expertise to
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enrich and widen the diversity of the artistic process? These questions, among
others, will guide our future research efforts.
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1. Light in the automotive industry
Light is a commonly used tool in the automotive industry even if we are talking about
functional or aesthetical use. There are many different types of indoor lighting devices
such as luggage lamps or door lamps. These help the user in different places. There
are high number of standards and methods for different luminaires which guarantee
their quality for a long time. At some built-in place the user has to interact the lamps
directly or indirectly. They need well-calculated brightness and shadowless areas
which help them with their activity. The main task of the designer is to fulfill these
requirements.
For the proper spatial power distribution the manufacturers create reflectors with
different geometries. These reflectors are combined with the light sources. In many
cases the quality of the reflector surfaces and their textures require a long design
process which sometimes barely fit in the available time.
In the study our aim was to follow the steps of a product design process and create an
alternative luminaire construction with better optical properties. We examined that
how does an additional part affect on the results. The base of the optimization was a
luggage lamp which is shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1 – Examined lamp construction – consisted of 3 parts

2. Highly reflective material
In many lamp constructions high amount of light does not transmit the diffuser.
Depending on the material properties the reflected and absorbing light can be
significant. If we use a reflector with proper efficiency the reflected rays can be
utilized thus the total transmission of the diffuser can increase.
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Fig. 2 – Diffuser’s effect

From the market we chose a material which reflects the light with high efficiency.
There is a material which has really good optical properties. It is called MCPET
(microcellular polyethylene terephthalate), developed by the Furukawa Electric
Company [1]. Beside its high total reflection values it has high diffuse reflection
values too. The curves on Figure 3 shows these reflections and also that this behavior
is constant at the whole visible wavelength range.

Fig. 3 – MCPET M4’s total (blue) and diffuse (red) reflection at different wavelengths – result of spectroscopic
measurements

It has microcellular structure that is why it reflects the light mostly in a diffuse way.
This method is shown on the picture below (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 – Inside structure and reflection of MCPET [1]

This constant behavior can be a criteria in different product design processes.
Using this material, it increases not only the brightness of the outcoming light but due
to its diffuse reflection factor we get homogeneous light too. We chose this material
for our design process because it satisfies the requirements of the automotive industry
as thermal stability or formability etc. Due to its thermoformability the ideal
geometries with the ideal optical behavior can be created physically in a really short
time. This is an advantage in design processes including iteration phases.

3. Product development
3.1. Designing the reflector shape

The study contains every phase of the product development. It can be possible that at
the beginning the designers do not have the virtual model of the product. For these
cases there is a very useful tool called reverse engineering method which helps
digitalizing the product. Then the main requirements are determined which had to be
fulfilled by the lamp. Designing a reflector the most important thing as it is previously
mentioned is the surface and the geometry.
Optical simulations are based on the geometry too. Nowadays there are high number
of available softwares on market to let the designer make the geometries in 3D virtual
space. The original geometry can be modified with different modelling technics. In
the case of reflectors the top-down modelling technique is a good tool.
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Fig. 5 – Designing a reflector geometry into the available space (1 example)

After finalizing the model the designer can decide which file-format is proper for
further examinations in optical simulation softwares. To make the geometries wellcomparable more examinations have to be done in different layouts, depending on
what is the parameter we are looking for.
The fact that the reflection of the material is independent of the wavelength in the
visible range let the designer do simulations on any wavelength. Our simulations were
made on 555 nm wavelength as we wanted a strong connection with the human
perception. The sensitivity of the human eye reaches its maximum value on that
wavelength.
In the case of a luggage lamp the intensity examination at different angles are
important as the user needs higher brightness far from the light source. As we can see
on the following picture (Fig. 6) the constructions which consisted the diffuse reflector
has higher intensity than the original one.

Fig. 6 – Results of an optical simulation (The black one is the original geometry, without any additional reflector part,
while the other three are the results where the construction contained a new reflector geometry).

For luminaire design an efficiency test is important to make. When the program is
making ray tracing the detector with the given number of rays calculate that. In these
programs the user can easily adjust the mode how he wants to see the results. For
validating them it is useful to look on logarithmic scale too which is how humans can
see.
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The homogeneity examinations can be done in the softwares too. For comparing
different geometries it is useful to normalize the results to the same maximum value.
As the photos of the real construction are similar to human eye thus made with
logarithmic perception it is suggested to evaluate the simulation results also with
logarithmic scale.

Fig. 7 – Homogeneity result of the original lamp construction. The efficiency is shown in logarithmic scale. The
maximum value of the scale is 1[W].

The geometry with the best result is ready for further development which consists of
the manufacturability. The designer has to take that into consideration. This contains
the proper technology which fits with the material itself, the size of the product and
the required number of items. The lamp construction of the study is a mass produced
product so that the manufacturer company produce thousands of them. That is why
the chosen technology needs to be fast, productive and cheap.
In the design process the reflector geometries were optimized for matched molding
forming technology. The phases of the prototype production are shown on the
following picture (Fig. 8.).
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Fig. 8 – Prototype production (1. 3D printing, 2. Ready tool – male side, 3. Placing the tools into the matched molding
forming machine, 4. Ready thermoformed material, 5. Waste removal, 6. Ready parts)

This technology requires manufacturing tools (male and female sides). In general
these tools are made from metal with subtracting technology like milling, lathe
machining, depending on the required geometry and number. The metal tools are
available for making hundreds of items. In the study for examination only few
thermoformed prototypes were needed. In cases like this the additive technology for
tool making is good enough in quality. The production takes only few hours or some
days depending on the size and complexity. In the project the tools were made with
using 3D printing technology.
After thermoforming and waste removal the prototype has to be assembled from parts.
If the design was precise there is no problem at all.
3.1. Optical measurement on the ready prototype

After assembling the lamps, to validate the simulation results optical measurements
have to be made. For reliable results, the tests have to be made more than once. From
the measured values the designer can find the noise of the measuring device too. Then
the proper values are evaluated with using statistical methods.
In our project for well-comparableness a demonstration device was created. It
contains the original construction and also the optimized one. This device can be seen
on the next picture (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9 –Demonstration device for optical simulations

There were two things which we looked at in the evaluation phase. During the design
phase different simulations were made to examine the efficiency. With optical
measurement the intensity was examined by light meter on the way it is shown on the
next picture (Fig. 10). The light meter was positioned to the red dots frontal to the
device. During measuring only one lamp was active so the other could not bother the
results.

Fig. 10 – Measurement layout
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Drawing distribution curves (Fig. 11) from the results of both constructions had
similar characters. The difference between the original and the optimized lamp is
visible from the values.

Fig. 11 – Distribution curves from the measurement results

For homogeneity comparison a camera was used. Both construction had similar
results like in the previous simulations. The pictures of the camera as it has been
written before, are based on logarithmic perception. It is visible that the result at the
optimized construction is more homogeneous (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12 – Comparing the simulation (below) and the photographed (above) results. On the first picture the original
construction, on the second the optimized construction are shown.

4. Conclusion and future opportunities
The study proved that applying a well-designed reflector using highly reflective
diffuse material results better intensity values and more homogeneous light. It shows
that this direction can stand also in the automotive industry as the whole process is
easily separable to phases. As future opportunity the manufacturers could use less
number of luminaire item for the same volume to lighten up as their intensity is higher.
As less number of lamp is enough for building it inside the total costs will decreased.
The manufacturing costs will negate soon. This is a very good advantage for later
design and use.
Other opportunity for later designs is using alternative LED positions inside combined
with the highly reflective material. In this case the user will not see directly the light
source so the chance of flaring is zero. This requires a bit longer design process with
examination because of the alternative Printed Circuit Board but for the difference,
worth it.
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1. Introduction
The lighting evolution is a very fascinating story that can be traced back to ancient
times when men, looking for artificial lighting, generated both heat and lighting
using fire, and that across the centuries passed through the carbon-arc lamp,
demonstrated by Sir Humphrey Davy, the incandescent lamp by Thomas Edison,
until the more recent fluorescent tube and halogen lamp (Figure 1).

1933
Halogen Lamp

1879
Incandescent Lamp

1987
First OLED

1962
First LED

1926
Fluorescent Lamp

The Solid State Lighting Era

Figure 1. Technologic evolution of lighting sources.
Throughout this period all the devices have been designed with the aim of generate
light, and the need for coloring lights has been considered in a secondary manner.
But only in the sixties with the birth of a new lighting era, that is the Solid-State
Lighting era (SSL), the two concepts of lighting and color really meet for the first
time. In this emerging concept for illumination, selected semiconducting materials
can produce visible light under the action of an electrical field (electroluminescence)
in suitably engineered devices where the transport of charge occurs in one specific
direction (diodes). Through this approach, the primary product of these lighting
devices is the photon itself, unlike traditional sources where visible light is
essentially a by-product of other processes, such as heating or discharging. As a
result, SSL produces visible light with reduced heat generation and energy
dissipation, while its solid-state nature provides greater resistance and lifetime, with
limited impact on the environment.
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But the really progress, besides the reduced energy consumption, is the color tuning
of these devices achievable selective structural modifications of the semiconducting
materials generating light. So for the first time when we think about light we may
think in term of colour.
First examples of SSL devices are LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), an inorganicbased semiconductor device that emits visible light of a defined color when a
voltage is applied. LED lighting is more efficient, durable, versatile and long lasting
than incandescent lighting. Another benefit is that LEDs emit light in a specific
direction, whereas fluorescent lamps "diffuse", emitting light and heat in all
directions.1
With the rise of the organic electronics, a new technology has emerged as valid
alternative to LED devices, which is the Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs).
Based on organic electroluminescent materials, OLEDs exhibit many advantages
compared to LED devices: 1) the compatibility with different substrates that allow
the fabrication also of flexible devices; 2) the wide color tuning with the proper
choice of the organic emitter; 3) the possible use of roll-to-roll and printing
technologies for large-area devices; 4) superior color quality and higher brightness
with a wider view angle for high quality displays. For these reasons OLEDs are
already used in flat-panels, e.g. computers, TV screens and mobile phones, but also
in light art and fashion industry (Figure 2).

The Swarm - Audi

Lumiblade OLED
Philips lighting

WHITEvoid living sculpture
Philips

OLED TV - Samsung

Blushing Dress
Philips

Pulse oximetry sensor
Covidien

Figure 2. OLED devices in our everyday life.
Given the recent breakthrough of this lighting technology, the research on OLEDs is
still active. Main goals are: 1) to improve the efficiency and lifetime of the devices;
2) to reduce the costs of production; to develop innovative eco-friendly devices.
These issues have been in part reached with OLEDs based on phosphorescent
transition-metal complexes that exploit triplet states in order to get high quantum
efficiencies, by designing devices with a simpler structure, as in the case of light
emitting electrochemical cells exploiting a ionic organic emitter, by testing the
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potentiality of natural or nature-inspired emitters, low-cost materials in many cases
available in nature, with low impact on the environment.
All these issues are currently under investigation in our research group at the
Department of Chemical Sciences – Federico II University of Naples, as a part of a
research project carried out in association with the research group of eng. Minarini
at the ENEA C. R. Portici (Laboratory of Nanomaterials and Devices).
The core idea of our research activity is the design and synthesis of innovative
materials taking inspiration from nature. The imitation of Nature’s structures and
principles has emerged as a major competitive strategy for a number of reasons: 1)
natural biomaterials usually exhibit superior properties or exemplify successful
problem-solving strategies; 2) functional efficiency and diversity are normally
related to their complex multi-scale hierarchical organization and supramolecular
architecture based on small fundamental components, which confer a variety of
properties e.g. self-healing, mechanical stability, high toughness, ability to respond
dynamically to stimuli; 3) biological systems are mostly founded on weak yet highly
specific non-covalent interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions,
etc.) that are crucial for structural and functional problems; 4) reproduction of
biological systems and principles entails properties such as bioavailability,
biocompatibility, robustness, flexibility and adhesion for integration with biological
tissues and hosts.
Within this frame, melanins can play an important role thanks to the intrinsic biocompatibility and bio-availability. Melanins are the well known black insoluble and
heterogenous pigments of human skin, hair, eyes and nigral neurons. 2 Melanins
derive biogenetically from the oxidative polymerization of 5,6-dihydroxyindole
(DHI) and 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid (DHICA) (in the case of
eumelanins) and from dopamine, the catecholic neurostransmitter (in the case of
neuromelanin). Eumelanins have been the focus of continuing interest due to their
central relevance to skin antioxidant defense and photoprotection, as well as to
melanoma, one of the most aggressive forms of cancer. During the last decade,
several key properties of eumelanin-inspired systems prepared by oxidative
polymerization of DHI and other precursors have attracted the attention of the
materials science community and prompted realization of device quality thin films.3
Key properties of eumelanins include: a) a broadband featureless optical absorption
throughout the entire UV-visible range accounting for their black colour; b) nearly
quantitative non radiative conversion of absorbed photon energy; c)
photoconductivity in the solid state; d) electronic-ionic hybrid conductor properties;
e) hydration-dependent free radical properties; f) metal ion-binding properties; g)
redox behavior.
Despite extensive investigations in the field of organic electronics, surprisingly little
work has been devoted to the application of eumelanin for bio-optoelectronic
devices. To this aim, in the present paper we will discuss about how it has been
possible to build up light emitting material starting from the black melanin polymer.
In particular, we will report on blue-emitting OLED devices fabricated by using an
emitter obtained starting from DHI, the monomer precursor of skin eumelanins, and
on red-emitting OLED/LEEC devices fabricated by using an emitter obtained
starting from dopamine, the monomer precursor of neuromelanin (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Synthetic approach toward the preparation of melanin-inspired
emitters for OLED/LEEC devices.
4

2. Melanin-inspired blue-emitting OLED devices.
According to a synthetic procedure reported in the literature we have prepared
symmetrical (TAT) and asymmetrical (ATAT) triazatruxenes starting from DHI
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Symmetrical (TAT, left) and asymmetrical (ATAT, right)
triazatruxenes.
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After the structural characterization of TAT and ATAT and the morphological
analysis of their thin films on quartz, the OLED devices with the configuration:
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/EL/BCP/Alq3/Ca/Al, have been fabricated (Figure 5).
Ca/Al
Alq3
BCP
Organic Emitting Layer
PEDOT:PSS
ITO
glass

LIGHT

0.3-1.0
eV
2.2 eV

2.9 eV

3.0 eV

PVK

BCP

Alq3

3.4 eV
ITO
4.8 eV

PEDOT:
PSS

2.9 eV
Ca

TAT

5.1 eV 4.7-5.5
eV
5.8 eV

5.7 eV
6.4 eV

Figure 5. Energy level diagram (right) and tested OLED structure (left).
Thicknesses of layers are: ITO 200 nm, PEDOT:PSS 40 nm, organic emitting
layer 20 nm, BCP 9 nm, Alq 3 10 nm, calcium 20 nm and aluminum 80 nm.
Glass substrates, coated with ITO, were cleaned by sonication in deionized water
and organic solvents. An UV–O3 treatment of ITO surface was employed, then an
aqueous solution of PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated onto the substrates to a thickness
of 40 nm and subsequently annealed at 130°C for 1.5 h in vacuum. The organic light
emitting layer was deposited by spin-coating, whereas thin layers of 2,9-dimethyl4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BCP) and tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum
(Alq3) were thermally deposited by vacuum evaporation as well as calcium and
aluminum thin layers. The electroluminescence and electro-optical behavior of the
prepared OLEDs were studied. First experiments carried out by using the TAT alone
as emitting layer proved unsuccessful probably because the high energy gap
between TAT and BCP LUMOs prevented a good electronic injection from the
cathodes. For this reason, in a second group of experiments the emitting layer was
obtained by spin-coating a blend of the proper TAT and poly-9-vinylcarbazole
(PVK) (5% w/w) in chlorobenzene. Key performance values for the OLED devices
obtained from ATAT, TAT and PVK alone taken as reference are listed in Table 1.
Only the device obtained from ATAT showed an electroluminescence at 423 nm
ascribable to TAT emission, whereas the other three devices showed an
electroluminescence at values closer to that exhibited by PVK alone (401 nm). Even
though the performances of the ATAT-based device proved not so high (maximum
luminance: 59.3 cdm-2 at 12 V; power efficacy: 0.03 lmW -1), this is the first case in
which the asymmetric isomer shows better performances than the symmetric isomer
as a light emitting material. This result opens new perspectives toward the
development of new organic light emitting materials based on an asymmetric TAT
central core with higher performance than those reported in the literature to date.
Finally, to get some insight into the role of the TAT/PVK ratio on the characteristic
of the device, three different OLEDs were fabricated with a 2%, 5% and 10% blend
of ATAT in PVK. As shown in Figure 6 and Table 2, the electroluminescence of the
device shifts from 401 to 434 nm upon an increase in ATAT content, whereas the
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luminance and the maximum power efficiency remains almost unaffected,
confirming that ATAT can be used as a host material doping the PVK.
Table 1. Performances of the TAT- and ATAT-based OLED devices.[a]
OLED device
TAT

ATAT

PVK

Electro luminescence
( max, nm)[b]

406

423

401

Luminance (cd/m2)[c]

14.00

11.38

47.23

Maximum efficiency
(cd/A)

0.03

0.07

0.07

Maximum power
efficacy (lm/W)

0.02

0.03

0.03

(0.27, 0.28)

(0.26, 0.28)

CIE (x,y)[d]
a

b

(0.25, 0.26)
c

Each TAT was blended into PVK (5% w/w); Taken at 5 mA; Taken at 9 V; d
The CIE coordinates are in accordance with the initial EL spectra under a current of
5 mA.
Table 2. Effects of the ATAT : PVK ratio on the performances of the TATbased OLED devices.
Emitting layer
ATAT (% in PVK)

Electroluminescence
( max, nm)[a]

10

434

5

423

2
0
a

Luminance
(cd/m2)[b]

Maximum
power efficiency
(lm/W)

17.00

0.01

11.38

0.03

410

16.64

0.02

401

47.23

0.03

b

Taken at 5 mA; Taken at 9 V.

3. Melanin-inspired red-emitting OLED/LEEC devices
Recently, with the rise of organic electronics, transition metal complexes have been
object of new interest in particular for the many applications in the opto-electronic
field.
The increasing interest paid to the application of the transition metal complexes in
emitting devices is due to their ability to fit well many requisites for the fabrication
of OLEDs, and first of all the high efficiency; this is due to the peculiar electronic
asset of these metal complexes allowing emission by phosphorescence.
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Figure 6. Normalized electroluminescence (EL) spectra taken at 5 mA of OLED
devices fabricated with blends at different ATAT : PVK ratios as emitting layer
(left), biased OLED with ATAT (right).
Starting from this background, we decided to undertake the synthesis of a novel set
of iridium(III) complexes obtained with dopamine-inspired ligands (Figure 3B).
The synthesis of a series of dopamine-inspired ligands bearing the 6,7-dimethoxy3,4-dihydroisoquinoline skeleton and of the corresponding iridium(III) complexes
has been carried out according to procedures reported in the literature. The set of
neutral iridium(III) complexes (Ir-LA) have been used for the fabrication of OLED
devices, whereas the ionic iridium(III) (Ir-LB) complex has been used for the
fabrication of a LEEC device.
All the isolated complexes were used as emitting materials in light emitting devices.
In particular, the cationic complex Ir-LB was tested as active layer in LEEC devices.
First studies were addressed to the identification of the proper cathode. In all cases
the anode is a 200 nm thick layer of ITO coated with a 60 nm layer of PEDOT:PSS
to smooth the roughness of ITO and facilitate char e in ection The emittin a er
ith a 100 nm thickness was deposed by spin coating. We first compared silver,
which has a work function close to the ITO (respectively 4.2 – 4.7 and 4.7-5.2 eV),
and a double layer of calcium/aluminum, with a lower work function (2.9 and 4.0 –
4.3 eV). Ag cathode showed better performances reaching a maximum luminance of
150 cd/m2, at 23 V, with respect to the Ca/Al cathode with luminance of 2.0 cd/m2 at
13 V. Despite the good luminance of the device with Ag as cathode, the turn-on
voltage was too high for a good device operation as wells as the efficiency (0.1
cd/A) and power efficiency (0.01 lm/W) compared to up-to-date LEEC devices that
are able to work at lower voltages.5
In order to improve the device characteristics, in particular to lower the turn-on
voltage, once selected the silver cathode, we tested the performance of a blend of the
ionic iridium complex with a ionic liquid (IL) (Figure 7).15 We tested three different
Ir-LB:IL ratios, 1:2 mol/mol, 4:1 mol/mol, 2:1 mol/mol. Key performances of all the
devices have been reported in Table 3.
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Table 3. LEEC devices characteristics

a

Entry

Device

Luminance
Max
(cd/m2)

Efficiency
Max (cd/A)

Power
Efficiency
max (lm/W)

EL max
(nm)

1

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
Ir-LB/Ca/Al

2.0a

0.005a

9.0×10-4b

686

2

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
Ir-LB/Ag

150c

0.1c

1.0×10-2c

660

3

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
Ir-LB:IL,
2:1/Ca/Al

7.5

0.02

5.5×10-3

650

4

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
Ir-LB:IL=2:1/Ag

190d

0.15d

5.0×10-2d

640

5

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
Ir-LB:IL=4:1/Ag

50d

0.02d

4.5×10-2d

680

6

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
Ir-LB:IL=1:2/Ag

23d

0.05e

2.2×10-3e

633

13 V, b9.5V, c 23 V, d 12 V, e 7 V

Best performances were achieved with a molar ratio of Ir:LI = 2:1 reaching a
luminance of 190 cd/m2 at 12 V, halving the turn-on voltage.
The recorded electroluminescence of all devices showed a broad red emission
ranging between 633 and 680 nm; a progressive red shift was evident with the
reduction of the IL content in the blend, suggesting that IL hinder a better
aggregation of the cationic iridium complex.
These results demonstrated the potentiality of this new bio-inspired Ir(III) complex
ad emitting layer in LEEC devices.
_
+

Ag (70 nm)
Ir-LB : IL (100 nm)

PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)
ITO
GLASS

Figure 7. Configuration of the LEEC device.
To test the performances of the neutral iridium(III) complexes Ir-LA as emitters,
OLED devices were fabricated with the configuration reported in Figure 8.
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Ca/Ag (30+70 nm)
Alq3(10 nm)
BCP (9 nm)
Ir complex/CBP (30-40 nm)
PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)
ITO
GLASS

+

Figure 8. OLED multilayer structure fabricated with the synthesized neutral
complexes.
The steps for the fabrication of the OLED devices are detailed in the experimental
section. OLED devices were fabricated on ITO sputtered glass substrates used as
anode; subsequently, a hole injection layer (HIL) of PEDOT:PSS was spin coated
and baked in a vacuum oven (thickness 40 nm), followed by the spin coating of the
blend of the iridium complex in CBP. Finally the substrates were loaded into a glove
box system integrated with an evaporation system to allow the evaporation of 2,9Dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BCP) as hole blocking layer (HBL), of
tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminium (Alq3) as electron transport layer (ETL), and of
a bilayer of calcium and silver as the cathode. The devices were named as follows:
Entry
1a
2a
3a
4a
5a
6a
7a
8a
9a
10a
11a

Complex
(% in CBP)
Ir_LA_1 (2%)
Ir_LA_2 (2%)
Ir_LA_3 (2%)
Ir_LA_4 (2%)
Ir_LA_5 (2%)
Ir_LA_6 (2%)
Ir_LA_7 (2%)
Ir_LA_8 (2%)
Ir_LA_9 (2%)
Ir_LA_10 (2%)
Ir_LA_11 (2%)

Entry
1b
2b
3b
4b
5b
6b
7b
8b
9b
10b
11b

Complex
(% in CBP)
Ir_LA_1 (6%)
Ir_LA_2 (6%)
Ir_LA_3 (6%)
Ir_LA_4 (6%)
Ir_LA_5 (6%)
Ir_LA_6 (6%)
Ir_LA_7 (6%)
Ir_LA_8 (6%)
Ir_LA_9 (6%)
Ir_LA_10 (6%)
Ir_LA_11 (6%)

Entry
1c
2c
3c
4c
5c
6c
7c
8c
9c
10c
11c

Complex (% in CBP)
Ir_LA_1 (12%)
Ir_LA_2 (12%)
Ir_LA_3 (12%)
Ir_LA_4 (12%)
Ir_LA_5 (12%)
Ir_LA_6 (12%)
Ir_LA_7 (12%)
Ir_LA_8 (12%)
Ir_LA_9 (12%)
Ir_LA_10 (12%)
Ir_LA_11 (12%)

Once realized the devices, the electro-optical characterization was carried out, and
the characteristics of all the OLED devices are reported in Table 4.
By analyzing the data reported in Table 4, it’s possib e to deduce that a the
fabricated OLED devices exhibit an intense red electroluminescence ascribable to
the iridium(III) complexes.
The best devices in terms of luminance and turn-on voltage resulted those prepared
by using a 2% wt of the iridium(III) complexes, reaching a maximum luminance of
1000 cd/m2 with the device 5a and 2500 cd/m2 with the device 7a.
Another interesting aspect concerned the shift of the CIE coordinates as a function
of the percentage of the complex used in the device: by increasing the amount of the
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iridium(III) complex a shift toward the pure red region was observed (devices 2b,
3b, 3c, 8b, 8c, 9b and 9c) (Figure 9).
Table 4. Performances of OLED devices.
Device

Lum. Max
(cd/m2)

Eff. max
(cd/A)

1a
1b
1c
2a
2b
2c
3a
3b
3c
4a
4b
4c
5a
5b
5c
6a
6b
6c
7a
7b
7c
8a
8b
8c
9a
9b
9c
10a
10b
10c
11a
11b

500@11.V
700@15V
20@6V
700@11V
500@15V
10@16V
600@10V
400@16V
500@12V
260@10V
770@10V
700@13V
1000@11V
400@12.2V
30@15V
600@10V
340@10V
180@10V
2500@14V
320@10V
580@12V
880@12V
525@13V
400@13V
583@12V
750@13V
425@13V
369@11.6V
255@13V
60@13V
330@10V
160@13V

0.5@9V
1.0@10V
0.10 @5V
0.3@10V
0.55 @10V
0.002 @16V
0.65@7V
0.55@11V
0.40@10V
0.25@8V
1.0@8V
0.15@13V
0.35@11V
0.56@10V
0.001@15V
0.58@8V
0.3@9V
0.1@10V
1.8@13V
0.069@10V
0.2@12V
0.7@9V
0.23@9V
0.1@13V
0.3@9V
0.25@11V
0.2@11V
0.2@10V
0.07@12V
0.01@13V
0.15@10V
0.05@11V

Power
Efficiency
max (lm/W)
0.2@9V
0.30@10V
0.01@5V
0.1@7V
0.2@10V
0.0005@16V
0.3@7V
0.1@11V
0.15@9V
0.1@8V
0.34@8V
0.04@13V
0.1@11V
0.15@10V
0.0005@8V
0.25@8V
0.1@8V
0.02@9V
0.4@13V
0.025@10V
0.05@9V
0.2@9V
0.1@9V
0.05@11V
0.15@9V
0.1@11V
0.055@11V
0.05@10V
0.02@11V
0.005@13V
0.05@10V
0.016@11V

λmax EL (nm)

CIE (1931)

610
610
614
620
620
622
620
625
625
600
605
605
585
605
618
580
602
602
606
603
608
611
618
615
615
616
619
633
638
638
635
639

0.51 0.40
0.56 0.40
0.56 0.37
0.55 0.38
0.60 0.37
0.42 0.43
0.47 0.39
0.58 0.37
0.59 0.38
0.46 0.44
0.54 0.42
0.55 0.43
0.48 0.46
0.54 0.41
0.40 0.36
0.43 0.40
0.48 0.41
0.40 0.38
0.57 0.39
0.56 0.40
0.57 0.41
0.57 0.39
0.60 0.37
0.60 0.38
0.54 0.36
0.60 0.37
0.60 0.38
0.43 0.33
0.53 0.34
0.52 0.36
0.39 0.32
0.56 0.35

In conclusion, these studies demonstrate for the first time how the chemical
versatility of melanin-related compounds can be used to tune the opto-electronic
properties and the applications of materials thereof.
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Figure
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Figure 1.2.22.
CIE plot
of OLED devices dopamine-inspired
and expansion in the redOLED
region. dots under bias (up)
and CIE plot of OLED devices and expansion in the red region.
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1. Introduction
Colours perception depends on many factors, some attributable to sources used to light
the observed objects and others to the optical properties of the objects themselves and
of the space they are located in. Moreover, it cannot be neglected that, as for all visual
phenomena, colour perception is also influenced by observer’s psychological and
physiological conditions.
Although the enhancement of colours perception is central in all lighting designs, it
obviously becomes crucial in cultural heritage applications. In these cases, it is
fundamental to define a proper balance between the necessity to highlight chromatic
coordinates of lit artworks and to protect them by the light-connected damages,
fulfilling prescriptions about maximum exposure levels [1]. The complexity of
lighting design is greater when artworks are not located in museums or exhibition
rooms, but are positioned in their original place and the entire architectural space must
be considered a piece of art, e.g. churches or archaeological ruins. In these cases,
design problems are greater: the location of luminaires is difficult because their
installation must not adulterate the integrity of the cultural good; moreover, often it is
not possible to access to all architectural spaces and consequently it must be
considered that the artwork to lit (e.g. a fresco or a mosaic) will be observed from a
specific distance and that its details will not be entirely appreciated by the observers.
In order to account all these aspects, when lighting design deals with cultural heritage
the preliminary analyses are crucial. Given these premises, the goal of this paper is to
present a methodology useful to scientifically characterize artworks colours and to
provide a valuable tool to choose the most suitable electric artificial sources in order
to highlight their chromatic properties. This methodology was used during the
preliminary studies to define the lighting system for some of the most famous ancient
roman frescoes: the frescoes of the triclinium of the villa of the Mysteries in Pompeii.
Specifically, the analysis focused on the wall in front of the entrance of the triclinium.
It was divided in two parts: the analysis of the current lighting conditions and the
chromatic analysis of fresco colours.
Daylight irradiance measurements and luminance maps were obtained to characterize
the luminous environment. Then dynamic daylight simulations were performed to
identify the recurring daylighting conditions inside the triclinium. The fresco was
divided in several chromatic areas based on its predominant colours. Each area was
characterized by means of spectral reflectance factors measurements and the
chromatic coordinates of the measured samples were identified and compared.
2. Room of the Mysteries description
Villa of the Mysteries is an amazing exemplum of suburban roman villa. It was
partially discovered in 1909-1910 and completely revealed in 1929-1930 by Amedeo
Maiuri. It probably belonged to Istacidii, one of the most influential roman families
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during the Augustan age. Its present layout derives from renovation works, which
began after 62 A.D. earthquakes and aimed at converting the building from “villa di
otium” into a sort of farm used to wine production.
Built on the slope towards the seaside in the 2nd cent. BC, it was renovated around 60
BC, then again in the 1st cent. AD: it is one of the more than 100 villas discovered in
the Vesuvian area, usually related to agriculture, but it was also fashionable for the
upper classes to have an out of town "getaway" where they could recreate an
environment suffused with Greek culture. It includes a residential section overlooking
the sea and decorated with splendid specimens of ‘second style’ (early 1st cent.-20
BC), and a servants' section next to the winery rooms (torcularia): here stands a rebuilt
grape press, with its ram's head trunk. Along the walls of the triclinium is the large
fresco (megalographia) representing a mystery ritual scene (whence the name of the
villa), a woman's initiation to marriage. Splendid examples of ‘third style’ on a black
background are found in the tablinum, with miniaturist motifs drawn from Egyptian
art [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
Villa name derives from the frescoes decorating the walls of the triclinium,
representing the so-called Mysteries, i.e. the initiation rituals of a young woman to the
cult of Dionysus (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1 – The frescoes of the triclinium.

As it was mentioned in the introduction, the paper focuses on the analysis of the
triclinium and specifically on the fresco belonging to the wall 1 (see Figure 1).
The triclinium, also called room of the Mysteries, is about 5m·7m wide and 5m high.
The optical and chromatic coordinates of the frescoes are described in the following
paragraphs. As for the other surfaces, the ceiling is covered by a plaster (reflectance
factor equal about 0.3) and the floor is composed of two different marble squared tiles,
arranged to define a geometrical pattern. Tiles are light and dark grey (reflectance
factor equal to about 0.49 and 0.11 respectively).
Daylight enters the room through a large door located in the wall 4 and a window
belonging to the wall 3. Specifically, the door faces a lateral passage, coming from
the exedra and daylit by a large window (see villa plan in Figure 2). A little amount
of daylight enters this passage also through its east wall, that is partially collapsed. On
the other hand, wall 3 window faces the exterior colonnade. Both the windows (that
of the room and that of the lateral passage) are equipped with a shading device
composed of vertical movable wooden slats.
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Nowadays the visitors’ access to the room is forbidden to preserve the original marble
floor and people can look at the frescoes only from the door limit. Given that,
considering the possible points of view toward the murals, veiling effects occur on
wall 1, due to the light entering through the passage window. So, the corresponding
shading device should be completely closed to avoid them.
3. Method
The analysis of the environment is divided in two parts: analysis of current lighting
conditions and analysis of the chromatic coordinates of the fresco belonging to the
wall 1.
3.1. Analysis of current lighting conditions

At present, the only source used to light the room of the Mysteries is daylight. In order
to characterize indoor lighting conditions, several measurements were performed
during a February sunny morning at about 10 a.m. Thanks to the use of a Konica
Minolta CL500A spectroradiometer, spectral irradiances were measured in several
points inside and outside the triclinium. Starting from spectral measurements the
corresponding illuminances and correlated colour temperatures were derived and
analysed.

Fig. 2 – Villa plan and location of measurement points.

In Figure 2 measurement points locations are reported: circles correspond to the
horizontal measurements and circles provided with the arrows are related to the
vertical ones. In the former case the instrument was positioned on the floor, in the
latter the arrow direction corresponds to the view one and the spectroradiometer was
located at a distance from the floor equal to that of the eyes of a standing medium
height observer. During measurements shading devices of passage window were
completely closed.
As it can be inferred from the image, daylight was measured not only in the triclinium
but also inside the exedra (point 1), the atrium (points 6 and 7), the colonnade (points
2,3 and 4) and the passage from the exedra (point 5), to underline the variety of
lighting conditions occurring in the different villa spaces.
Moreover, luminance maps related to the fresco of wall 1 were meausred by means of
a video-luminance-meter properly calibrated, composed of a digital reflex camera
Canon EOS 20D and a photopic filter. A Matlab-based software was expressly
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developed to derive luminance maps from three photos taken with different shutter
times (2 s, 1/15 s and 1/500 s), necessary to obtain information about low, medium
and high luminance ranges. Considering that the luminance levels of the wall 1 during
the survey was really low, the obtained luminance maps were processed in order to
infer two images, the first one representing only areas in the range between 0 and 3
cd/m2 and the second one reporting the areas between 3 and 6 cd/m2.
Indoor daylight conditions can significantly change on time varying, depending on
the considered time of day and season. In order to evaluate the recurring daylight
conditions inside the triclinium, dynamic daylight simulations were performed.
For this purpose, DIVA software, a daylighting modelling plug-in for Rhinoceros [7]
was used. A room with the same geometric characteristics of the triclinium (7m wide,
5m long, 5m high) and with the related exterior obstructions (colonnade, lateral
passage from the exedra, shading devices) was modelled. Lateral passage shading was
considered completely closed in order to avoid veiling effects. Model materials
reflectance factors correspond to on-field measured ones, that were obtained by means
of a Konica Minolta CM 2600d spectrophotometer. They are: 0.12-interior walls,
0.3-ceiling, 0.4-floor, 0.5 shading devices, 0.5 exterior walls, 0.2-outside ground.
Specifically, as regards interior walls, the reported reflectance factor refers to the
average value of all the measured frescoes colours. Used software calculation
parameters were: ambient bounces-7, ambient divisions-1500, ambient super
samples-100, ambient resolution-300, ambient accuracy-0.05. Six analysis grid were
modelled inside the triclinium: one for each surface (four perimeter walls, ceiling and
floor). Distance between calculation points of each grid was about 1 m. The used
weather data file is the Naples IWEC one, downloaded from Energy Plus website [8].
Simulations were performed relative to ruins visiting scheduling: from 9:00 a.m. to 5
p.m. during autumn and winter and from 9:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. during spring and
summer. From annual simulations the maximum illuminance at each surface and the
annual percentage for which illuminances were contained in five 50 lx ranges (0-50
lx, 50-100 lx, 100-150 lx, 150-200 lx, higher than 200 lx). The limit of 200 lx was
chosen, because it is considered the maximum illuminance value frescoes can be
exposed to, in order to avoid damages due to light [9], [10].
3.2. Analysis of chromatic characteristics of the fresco belonging to the wall 1

Wall 1 fresco pictorial composition is complex and many colours are used to define
fiures bodies, their dresses, objects and the decorative elements such as the
background and the frames. Considering the distance of the wall from the observer, it
looks like the represented figures are composed of well-defined chromatic areas, each
one characterized by a dominant colour. However, at a smaller distance it is possible
to notice that each one of these chromatic areas is composed of different colours brush
strokes and that perceived colours are defined by the interaction of several pigments.
In order to define fresco colours, 28 different areas were identified as reported in
Figure 3.
For example, the areas identified by D and G letters correspond to figures bodies and
are characterized by two different tones of flesh-colour. The areas indicated as RO,
RCS, RCC and RCD are all red. The choice of the chromatic areas was based on the
necessity to analyse dominant colours and at the same time to compare colours of
different areas that appear similar.
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Fig. 3 – Analysed chromatic areas.

For each one of the reported areas, several points were defined and the corresponding
spectral reflectance factors were measured by means of a Konica Minolta CM
2600d spectrophotometer. For example, considering RO area, 20 different samples
were analysed, whereas 13 points were considered in L area case. The number of
selected samples was chosen depending on the size of the chromatic area. For each
sample the corresponding total reflectance factor was derived considering the standard
D65 illuminant, the standard A illuminant and the on-field measured spectrum
incident on the fresco (see Figure 5). Then the average total reflectance factor related
to each chromatic area and the dominant wavelength were evaluated. Moreover,
starting from the spectral reflectance factors, by applying proper calculation models,
the chromatic coordinates in CIELAB colour space were derived for each one of the
defined samples. Then the average chromatic coordinates L* (Lightness), H* (Hue)
and C* (Chroma) were defined to obtain a “reference mean colour”, representative of
each chromatic area. The arithmetic mean can be used in this case, because the
chromatic samples are similar and, considering the observation distance, each area is
perceived as painted in an unique colour. The related standard deviations were
calculated to evaluate if, for each area, the reference mean colour can be considered
representative of the measured samples. Finally, the differences between the
chromatic coordinates (L*, H* and C*) of each sample and those of the reference
mean colour were evaluated and results discussed.
4. Results
4.1. Analysis of current lighting conditions

Figure 4 reports measured illuminances referred to each measurement point. As it can
be inferred by the graphs, the order of magnitude of illuminance values remarkably
changes depending on the point location. In the exedra (Point 1) illuminance is greater
than 60000 lx and is very high also in the colonnade (Point 2), where it substantially
decreases on distance from the triclinium wall decreasing.
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Fig. 4 – Illuminances referred to the measurement points.

As for interior points, values are similar both in the atrium and the triclinium and
generally lower than 100 lx. Specifically, minimum values are measured at the eyes
height of a generic frescoes observer standing at the door limit (Points 8,9 and 10).
On the contrary, the highest ones are measured at the floor (Point 14), that receives
the light directly entering through the window, and at Point 13, receiving the light
reflected by the interior environment.
Given that and considering adaptation time of human visual system, coming from the
exedra and arriving to the triclinium, the sudden fall in illuminances makes the visitor
perceive the room of the Mysteries as really dark.
Depending on the measurement point, daylight significantly changes in terms of
spectral power distribution as well. Figure 5 reports spectral irradiances measured
corresponding to the 14 points.
As for points that directly receive daylight and for which environment surfaces
reflections incidence is low (1, 2, 3, 4 and 14), the spectrum trend is similar to that of
a standard D65 illuminant. As for atrium points (6 and 7), their spectra are
characterized by high values corresponding to wavelengths from 400 to 500 nm. Then,
they have a decreasing trend on wavelength increasing. This is probably due to the
fact that the atrium is daylit by the impluvium and given the measurements moment
of the day (about 10 a.m.), the light entering the space is substantially skylight and the
solar disc is not in the sky region visible through the impluvium from measurement
points. On the contrary, as regards the points inside the triclinium, except the 14 one,
the spectrum trend is completely different and characterized by an increasing and
almost linear trend till about 650 nm, with very small values corresponding to short
wavelengths. After this 650 nm limit its trend is more irregular. This means that the
environment has a great impact in modifying spectral daylight characteristics and,
precisely, substantially absorbs short wavelengths radiations.
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Fig. 5 – Spectral irradiances referred to the measurement points.

Consequently, CCT is extremely high at points 6 and 7 and greater than 5000 K for
points outside the triclinium (Figure.6).

Fig. 6 – Correlated colour temperatures referred to the measurement points.

Points inside the triclinium and at the limit of its door and window (4 and 5) are
characterized by CCT comprised between 3500 K and 4500 K.
Figure 7 reports obtained luminance maps (range 0-3 cd/m2 and range 3-6 cd/m2).
Most of the surface is in the range 0 – 3 cd/m2 (scotopic/mesopic/photopic vision)
whereas only a small part is in the range 3 – 6 cd/m2. Consequently, the surface is
characterized by small luminance values and luminance contrasts among the different
areas are low as well. The perception of the different subjects represented on the fresco
is then mainly due to chromatic contrasts rather than to luminance ones. However,
given the low luminances, colour perception is not enhanced.
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Fig. 7 – Luminance maps referred to the wall 1.

Dynamic simulation results are reported below. Figure 8 represents maximum
illuminance value obtained during the entire year, for each calculation surface,
considering all its calculation points.

Fig. 8 – Maximum simulated daylight illuminance referred to each interior surface.

It confirms measured data. The maximum illuminance is observed as for floor, that,
sometimes, can be reached by direct sunlight despite shading. Furthermore wall 1 and
4 are those receiving the lowest light levels, whereas wall 2 and 3 can reach
illuminance levels till about 1700-1800 lx.
Figures 9 reports false-colours maps representing the annual percentage of ruins visit
hours for which daylight illuminance is comprised in the five abovementioned 50 lx
ranges. Maps were generated for each considered surface but only the one related to
wall 1 is reported as example. As for wall 1 daylight levels are lower than 50 lx for
the most of the year for all calculation points. This means that daylight distribution on
the wall 1 is very uniform and that measurements results can be considered
representative of recurring daylighting conditions.
Similar outcomes were observed for wall 4 and ceiling as well, whereas, as for the
other walls and the floor, daylight distribution is not so uniform due to sunlight
incidence.
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Fig. 9 – Annual analysis of daylight levels referred to wall 1.

4.2. Analysis of chromatic characteristics of the fresco belonging to the wall 1

Spectral reflectance factors were measured for all samples of the chromatic areas
reported in Figure 3. For example, Figure 10 reports results referred to RO area
characterized by a so-called Pompeiian red and to L area that is perceived as bluegrey coloured.

Fig. 10 – Spectral reflectance factors referred to two difference chromatic areas (RO and L).

All colours reflect more for longer wavelengths in the visible spectrum and less for
shorter wavelengths.
Table 1 reports for each chromatic area the average total reflectance factor of all
samples and the dominant wavelength. Irrespective of the considered illuminant,
given a chromatic area reflectance factor, values are similar and always lower than
35%. The minimum reflectance factor measured is 8% related to M area and the most
of values are lower than 20%. As for the Dominant λ, it is always comprised between
546 and 607. Figure 11 reports CIELAB coordinates for the samples belonging to the
RO and the L area evaluated considering a D65 standard illuminant. It must be
underlined that the colours of the graph do not correspond to perceived colours,
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indeed, both groups of samples are in the red-yellow area of the diagram and
characterized by law Chroma values. For each chromatic area, a reference mean
colour is obtained by evaluating the average values of L*, H* and C*. Figure 12
reports results for 9 different areas and together with related standard deviations.
Chromatic
ρ (A) [%]
ρ (D65) [%]
ρ (meas.)
Dominant λ Dominant λ Dominant λ
area
[%]
(A) [nm]
(D65) [nm] (meas) [nm]
A
34
32
33
590
590
590
B
9
9
9
600
600
600
C
20
18
20
594
594
594
D
30
27
29
593
593
593
E
27
24
27
589
589
589
F
15
14
15
596
596
596
G
25
22
24
595
595
595
H
26
24
25
591
591
591
L
13
12
12
598
598
598
M
9
8
9
599
599
599
N
23
21
23
592
592
592
P
9
9
9
595
595
595
Q
19
17
18
589
589
589
R
13
12
13
587
587
587
S
10
10
10
602
602
602
T
16
15
16
601
601
601
U
12
11
11
595
595
595
V
17
15
17
595
595
595
Z
19
17
18
595
595
595
X
25
22
24
593
593
593
RO
14
11
13
603
603
603
RCS
17
13
16
606
606
606
RCC
15
12
14
607
607
607
RCD
18
14
17
605
605
605
VE
14
13
13
581
581
581
VB
15
15
15
546
546
546
ALA SX
14
14
14
590
590
590
ALA DX
11
10
10
592
592
592
MAXIMUM
34
32
33
607
607
607
MINIMUM
9
8
9
546
546
546
Tab. 1 – Samples average spectral reflectance factors and dominant λ referred to the considered chromatic areas.

Fig. 11 – Chromatic coordinates in CIELAB space of samples belonging to RO and L area.
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Fig. 12 – Average values and standard deviations of chromatic coordinates related to 9 different chromatic areas.

Generally standard deviations are low, consequently the reference mean colour can
be considered representative of all the measured samples. As it can be inferred by the
graphs, the so-called Pompeiian red has a L* value equal to about 41, H* value equal
to about 38 and the C* value equal to about 30. The colours perceived as violet and
blue are characterized by very similar Hue value (about 40), which is very close to the
red one. The lightness is about 38 and the Chroma is about 10 (slightly higher as for
the violet).

Fig. 13 – L*, H* and C* differences between each sample and the reference mean colour for nine chromatic areas.

Figure 13 reports minimum and maximum values of the L*, H* and C* differences
between each sample and the reference mean colour for nine chromatic areas.
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Depending on the chromatic area, they can be more or less significant. For example,
considering the D area, L*, H* and C* are characterized by similar and small
oscillations. On the contrary, as for B and M areas, L* and C* variation ranges are
very small and the H* is the more variable characteristic.
5. Conclusions
Paper presented preliminary analyses performed to define design criteria for the
lighting system of the triclinium of the Villa of the Mysteries in Pompeii. Results
demonstrated that during the entire year, daylight levels in the indoor environment are
very low. Specifically, as for the wall in front of the triclinium entrance, illuminance
levels are lower than 50 lx for the about 90% of the ruins visit hours. In a typical sunny
day, most of the surface is characterized by luminances in the range 0 – 3 cd/m2. On
the contrary, in the spaces outside the triclinium (the exedra, and the lateral passage),
illuminance levels are higher. Considering visual system adaptation time, this makes
visitors perceive the triclinium as very dark. Indoor surfaces of the triclinium absorb
short wavelengths of entering daylight and the measured CCT in different indoor
points is comprised between 3500 K and 4500 K. Moreover, the most of the fresco
measured colours are in the first quarter of the CIELAB diagram and characterized by
law C* values. Even colours appearing blue, contain red and tend to the violet. So,
despite the perceivable chromatic variations, the most of colours are warm and little
saturated.
Based on the analyses, the following design criteria were inferred:
• The light spatial distribution must avoid disturbing veiling effects;
• Daylight must be integrated by means of electric light in order to enhance
the fresco colours perception, currently very inadequate, and improve visual
comfort. At the same time, light levels must not be excessive to avoid lightconnected damages;
• The electric light spectrum must be selected accounting for the spectral
characteristics of the frescoes surfaces and to determine a pleasant
integration with daylight.
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Abstract:
To confirm the color's philosophy and symbolism in the Coptic arts
and its affection by the color interpretation through the stages of
ancient Egyptian history, its role in human life and environment,
and the effect of the spiritual elevation of human through the art of:
murals and the glass overtures in the religious architecture, where
the color glows with a spiritual aura around the illustrated persons,
those auras and colors appear to the eye. This extents a spiritual
philosophical distance in the illuminated soul to confirm the divine
and angelic phenomena of the Christ and Saints. Also this confirms
the religious features and facts of the person of such coloring aura.
The color in the Coptic art expresses about inherited logical
philosophy from the ancient Egyptian arts to teach the religion for
the public. The color has a signification and symbolization for the
soul's innocence, the purity of thinking and the life's holiness. The
Research confirms that the Egyptian colors have effect on the
Coptic color from their Architectural and historical sources, which
was achieved through the Study:
1- What are the colors in ancient Egypt, their philosophy and symbolism?
2- The colors psychology, the color's effect on the mind, body, the
psychological sense, temper ,state of mind and mood.
3- The color's philosophy and its symbolism in the Christian Religious
Architecture.
4- The direct color effects in the church architecture and their functional effect
on the dovetailed stained glass, the colored murals, frisk and icons.
5- The effect of the Coptic art and its colors on the modern churches.
Conclusions:
We were able to confirm scientific theories for the color from the Egyptian and Coptic
historical studies and applied them on the Christian Religious Architecture.
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Introduction:
The color is fundamental connecting material for human, in addition to the
importance of the shape that completes the vision. It was mentioned that shapes are
greatly connected with the mind, while the color is connected with the heart .If the
aim is expressing the soul & affecting emotions so color is the ultimate way ,The
meaning of the word ( color ) differs according to the group using it ; some mean the
materials that must be used to get the required color & essential for the coloring
process .while scientists & physicians mean the results they get from the light
analysis in general or the visual spectrum in particular. The actual meaning of )color(
is a physiological effect on the retina which is resulted from the colored material or
from the colored light , the color is considered a sense and has no existence outside
the nervous system. Also the sense of color and its perception is a process where there
is no concept was put for it yet, where there're many differences in which called by
the colors blindness that affects the eye ability to differentiate colors. Scientists have
disagreed when interpreted colors, that we find the physicians consider light is its
main source where it is measurable, but the chemists are interested in dyes that reflect
the colors that we see, while the physiologists are interested in the individual
explanation for each color & sensitivity range of persons against colors, & the way
the eyes sense and see them.
Psychiatrists are interested in how to interpret the colors, while artists are concerned
with all of the mentioned interests and clarifying how such colors effecting each other
through the different scientific experiments, and the relation of such colors with the
colored shapes, color determines the appearance of the creativity and skillfulness in
that, each artist is unique with his/her own work and colors through the different
influences that affect the viewer and the surrounded environment that has a role to
identifying the color.
In this Study, we will try to confirm the color's philosophy and symbolism
in the Coptic Arts, and the effect of that on the man's spiritual highness through the
religious story in the mural or in the glass overtures from which the color glows and
affects the mood, creating a philosophical and spiritual distance in the soul to deepen
the religious sense and to confirm the divine and angelic phenomena of the Christ and
Saints through the religious story. To achieve and realize our goal, We should follow
the following studies:
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First: The Colors Psychology & its Effect on the state of mind , Mood & Sense:
Color has great impact on the recipient "aesthetical – psychological &
physiological impacts".
The Aesthetical Impact:
Color is directly affect the aesthetics of the designed shape through the
color's depth and its gradation, it means for its affected objective features in that
generally affects the outlook, considering its thickness and the degree of decorations
on its surface which change the degree of color dramatically, in addition to the
reflection and refraction on its surface, this gives an obvious aesthetical affection. It
was noticed that the form actually can't be noticed except as a color, or in another way
we can't separate between what can we see as a shape and the seen as a color, this
because the color occurs between the form and the reflected rays on it. It was noticed
that such changes in color shape occur in the natural light different than that occurred
from the artificial light.
There's another feature affects the color's appearance; it is the radiation phenomena
or spreading. That we find some colors have the ability to spread as if they're the
source of light's radiation, and as a result, such colors cover up the other colors
surrounding it. For example; we find the radiation strength and the spreading of white
color increasing its external area and the vice versa with dark colors.
The Psychological Impact:
The person's psychological status is affected by the change of his/her
surrounded colors change, and also with the exposed lights. In psychology field, they
got interested in color after realizing the important role of the human's mind to
interpret colors. from the little differences in colors results an external and clear
difference on the persons' psychology. Some prefers green because it relates with
spring, some prefer blue because it represents the sky and also represents the purity
of sea and oceans, as some hates red because it relates to blood color and danger, or it
may give the sense of gladness and joy , the sense of sadness and depression has the
necessity in the human soul ,it is considered to be a part of the formation of each
person , but it greatly relates to the psychological aspects entirely, and then, such
senses differ from one person to the other.
It is known that psychiatrists are greatly interested in such type of reactions against
light, colors and their symbolic meanings. That, the psychological impact is divided
into two main types:
Direct Psychological Impact:
This impact can demonstrate direct reaction for colors such as joy, fun or sadness, and
suffocation also the feeling of warmness or coldness and so on.
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Indirect Psychological Impact:
This impact clarifies the change in reaction according to the persons' nature, where it
could determine the strength of some colors effect on human, this is clarified as
follows:
Red:
This color is increasing the psychological passivity, where it leads to vitality and
activity, and then, it is one of the hot colors as it relates with fire and blood colors.
Orange:
This color inspires with warmth and excitement, where some consider it is
psychological sedative, where others see it is irritating, as it is one of the sunrays
colors.
Yellow:
Experiments has proved that this color is responsible for moderate mood, joy and
pleasure, and it is the core of strong lightness in the group of spectrum as it is the
sunlight color, sometimes it is used for treatment of some psychological diseases.
Green:
It is the plant and trees color It is the life and nature color. It is sedative and refreshing
and it gives the sense of comfort and patience, so it is used to treat some of the neurotic
diseases.
Blue:
It is the pure sky color, seas and oceans. It is a refreshing transparent color can give
the sense of the beautiful fantastic atmospheres, as it inspires peace and also it is the
most relaxing color for the soul, where it was found that the neurotic tension is reduced
under the influence of the blue light.
The modern science has divided colors generally into cold and hot colors. The calm
colors like blue, green and violet are called cold colors, while the igneous colors like
red, yellow and orange are called the hot colors. Some meaning and concepts of some
colors can be either approaching or differing, this depends on cultures and the
psychological backgrounds of every society rather than the other. So, the accepted
color by a certain society can be hated by another one ,that is greatly considerd
psychological phenomena.
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The Physiological "Organic" Impact:
There's a fine string between the psychological and physiological impacts on human.
we find that the organic status is greatly affected with the psychological status. This
occurs with most people, as the psychological status gets worse with the increasing of
the various life pressures ,this is greatly noticed with its effect on the different body
organs. "Herbert Reed" has mentioned there is a physiological explanation for the
parallelism among the different colors and their accompanied passivity, that the
number of the fallen waves and light rays on the retina are defining and estimating the
sense of joy, sadness or depression, and this considered the physiological aspect of
some color.
It was noticed that the physiological response to colors is a complicated process, as
the overlapping among the formative, psychological and organic impact to the
different colors is leaving a great effect on human, and the response to some color as
a major effective reason on human that doesn't only rely on the psychological or
organic status, but it is known that the different societies and precipitates as a result
of some of the current habits and the religious creeds have big and strong effect on
the reactions against some colors.
Second: Study for Colors in the Philosophy & Symbolism of the Ancient Egyptian
Civilization:
The color selection in ancient Egypt had a special significant indication
where everything is symbolized with a certain color. That, the collection of the colored
symbols have found a special tempo for them has certain repetition and regular scaling
in its forms, considering the used raw materials, their different characteristics and also
using the influences and expressions that are giving each of them.
That is clarified through the painted Osiris statue painted in black as a reference to the
high tolerance when the seeds are germinating under the soil. The black here is related
to life more than death, while the black in the Western Civilizations is related to death
and funerals participants where they wear black clothes, as the deceased people bodies
are carried in a black car. While in India they celebrate the death memorials by
wearing the light colored clothes, this as a celebration of the souls ascending to a better
place than the life on earth. Also Chinese escorting their deceased persons by wearing
the white clothes, maybe this returns to the humility in their lifestyle. The black is
related in some of the American national tribes with settling and stability, while white
is related to purity and renewing because it is considered the ice and winter color in
their life.
As for red, it relates with the active life in many civilizations, where some of the early
tribes were using red when burying their deceased persons, maybe this returns to their
believe of such color can help the dead to relive another life. Then on the contrary, we
find red inspires danger and stopping at the West, as to stop when seeing the red light
in traffics. While the Egyptian likes the green because it is symbol of freedom and
outbreaks in the traffics, as it represents the fertility and growth.
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It is quite strange such relation between red, danger or stopping in China because such
color is related with marriage and fertility, as they use the true grades of such color
to express cordiality and love.
That affect on people doesn't concern only the historical precipitates and the
inherited habits, but response to colors occurres also individually according to the
difference of our reactions with colors and the different ages. In the past, several
experiments were made in Egypt, where it was found that children are trending to the
bright colors, while teenagers are trending to red, as the elders are trending to the light
colors, while we find the introverted people are trending to the blue. Also it was found
that the countries' climates are greatly affecting people's tendency to colors, where the
psychiatrist has clarified that then people who're living in a country has less sun light,
are trending to the colors of the less saturation and less warmth.
The used Colors at the Ancient Egyptian:
The ancient Egyptian used to draw and record his daily works and the religious texts
on the temples' walls, where the believe in resurrection and immortality made them
create such recording. Also the availability and the several sources of colors and
color's decoration helped them. The brown reddish color was used for the man's skin
because he goes out to work and is exposed to the sun rays, this is different than the
woman's skin, where her skin color was yellow also with the green color of the nature.
Also the symbol of coloring the south crown with the white color was opposite the
north crown in red. That, the Egyptian has used colored materials of the natural
metallic oxides with mixture of Arab glue, animal glue, egg albumen or water.
The ancient Egyptian used coloring with the extracted dyes from plants and insects
that are used to living on the trees, as the color stayed with the ancient Egyptian
developing continually in the symbolism and utilization.
Third: The Color's Philosophy & Its Symbolism Study in Architecture:
The Bible has used the white color for example as a symbol of the soul's
innocence, the purity of thinking and the life's holiness, as used it in its architecture,
like the ancient Egyptian was considering it the color of the chastity to be worn by the
cassock and covering dead bodies with such color. For crimson color, it was referring
to the blood and the importance of salvation, as the blue color was used in the meeting
tent of the heavenly after life, as the Christ by Himself has used symbols and called
Himself the Good Shepherd this to deepen our thinking in His personality and His
salvation works.
In this point, we can say that the Coptic Art expresses the sense of beauty, and the
spiritual simplicity, avoiding to demonstrate the materialistic aspects such as the
splendor and grandeur in the architectural building and when illustrating Saints, but
they are shown with simplicity known as spiritual highness and the symbolic
philosophy that expressing about the told story.
The most important of the Coptic Art was simplicity, this because it has taken a
common style from the Egyptian environment different from the palaces arts in the
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middle ages. Such simplicity that characterizing the Coptic Art has roots in the ancient
Egyptian Art: Such simplicity was expressing a deep and original artistic style, which
the Egyptian environment has helped to do so since the old ages. Egypt's sky is clear
most of the year, as its cultivating soil is wide, and Egypt's immortal Nile is running
calmly without noisy weaves like most rivers. So, their religious architecture was
simple depending on white color and the drawn dome in blue sky color, and then, the
lines simplicity and their straightness is the most known style of the Coptic Art, where
Copts could inspire their artistic spirit in addition to the national meanings from the
religious spirit also which one of its important basics is to believe in God's unity
abstracted from any complication, and then, art at their hands was expressing about
such believe of the spiritual meanings.
The Coptic Art developed and became an international art as it directly affected in the
European civilization and its arts in a time of its renaissance age. Such effect has
appeared in many countries like Italy, Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Spain, Russia, Ireland and Austria, and also
in some of the Asian countries like Thailand and India, and in some of the African
countries like Cameron, Ghana and Ethiopia. Such similarity among some of the
colors symbols in the arts of those countries and in Egypt was referring to the strong
friendship that was and still relating our country with their peoples since the oldest
ages. Also the strength and the personality of the local common Coptic artist that
characterized with general features as a religious, mundane and popular art has beauty
coming from the Egyptian environment and is expressing it through simplicity, what
is simplicity but sort of beauty?.
Fourth: The Direct Coloring Effects in the Church's Architecture & their Functional Effect
in Illustration:
Before talking about the color in the Church Architecture, we must know the
color's importance in architecture in general& the impression generated from the
architectural forms and the external and internal architectural surfaces of the building
under the influence of light and colors. That, the coloring effects have been used in
architecture since the ancient time, but light and colors have begun to play more
important role in the contemporary architecture than its role in the ancient ages'
architecture.
Color's Sensation & Perception:
The color's recognition and perception in particular depends on the
characteristics of bodies and surfaces in the way it reflects light rays & absorbing
part of this rays reflect on the other part. Some surface may looking with a certain
color, this because such surface absorbs all the spectrum colors and then reflect this
certain color, it looks white if reflected all the spectrum colors & becomes black when
absorbing the entire fallen light rays on it.
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The visual cells are attracted to the rays and analyze the formed image on the retina,
and then four groups of the visual currents are generated in the visual nerve, three of
them are chromatic, while the fourth is achromatic concerning black and white. Such
four currents move from the eyes' retinas to the visual center in the brain to feel the
vision and to recognize the colors, in architecture that is subjected to the criticism like
any other art by the specialists in their field, students & sciences recipients.
In my believe, the thing that characterize the architecture and raising it up to the level
of such art are those rammed components together that forming the architectural
pattern and its materialistic structure beginning from the surface with its components
such as the touch and color, ending with the form's components such as the mass and
space. From this point identifying the architectural materialistic structure will be
through one of such structure's element, which is the color, this because the color has
a potential strength and capability to change the external of the components and forms
because of its psychological effects on both mood and behavior.
The artistic creation is the direct tool to reach an integrated architecture, and I see this
can be realized in the architecture through the physiological and psychological effect
on the viewer of the beauty's branches, overwhelming and expression more than just
paying attention to the achieved function of the religious architecture that concerns
praying and knowledge from the divine books and the color's symbolism in it, color
has effect on body, soul, mood and temper .Some colors elevate the soul, feed the
nerves and comfort the senses. It also has a clear effect in our daily life, some colors
give joy and pleasure, as some colors bring boredom and psychic disorders, while
other colors motivate the power, as some frustrate the power, and also some colors
inspire either warmth or coldness.
Color is a vital object for human, as it shines with aura around each human being.
Such aura doesn't appear for the naked eye, but only for special persons, as such aura
is extending for a distance four feet, and in the illuminated soul, they are extending
for some yards. The colors in the aura's center has a specified explanation, for those
who could study such phenomena can by just one look to discover several facts
belonging to the holder of the aura, where the color has a specified symbol, for
example:
White:
Black:
Yellow:
Red:
Blue:
Green:
Violet:

It is the symbol of chastity, light, joy, victory and peace.
It is the symbol of darkness, sadness and sin.
It is the symbol of sun, gold and art.
It is the symbol of emotions, affections, strength, activity and danger.
It is the symbol of friendship and wisdom.
It is the symbol of growth, hope and life.
It is the symbol of love and wisdom.
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The Color's Symbolism in the Bible:
The Bible has used the white for example (as a symbol of the soul's
innocence, the purity and life's holiness), while the crimson color was (referring to the
blood) and the salvation's importance, blue color was used in the meeting tent of the
Divine Life.
The Symbolism in the New Testament (Gospel):
If the Bible's symbols were realized in the sacrifice of the Christ as witnessed
by the Gospel, the Christ Himself has used symbols, where He called Himself the
Good Shepherd, this to deepen our thinking in Him and in His salvation works. we
can say that the Coptic Art expresses about the sense of beauty, and the spiritual
simplicity, and avoiding demonstrating the materialistic aspects such as the splendor
and grandeur in the architectural building and when illustrating the Saints, but instead
they look simple characterized with their ascended souls with spiritual highness and
the symbolic philosophy that expressing the told story.
Copts were interested to decorate their architectures with the colored illustration. For
example, we find a prayer direction of Bawiet has illustration represents the Christ in
His Heaven's Journey that looks like the journey of God (Ra) in sun boat, and that the
Christ is sitting carrying with His Left Hand the Gospel, while referring with His Right
Hand with the Blessing, as His Throne is surrounded with the Four Auras refer to the
Four Messengers: The first is a lion's head; it refers to the Messenger Mark – the
second is a bull's head; it refers to the Messenger Luke – the third is the eagle's head;
it refers to Saint John, then a man's head; it refers to the Messenger Mathews. All of
them are in the golden aura refer to the sun and the religious singing. The red lines
refer to the linguistic emotions towards the Christ. At the right and left sides the
Angels Mikhail and Gerbil are bending in veneration and in humility before the Christ
who exists inside a white circle for chastity and light, then the golden aura that refers
to the sun and light & the gospel is in His Hand
and in the other Hand the monotheism symbol "the Holy Trinity". Under such
illustration, there's an illustration representing the Virgin Mary carries the Christ when
He was a Child, around Her the twelve Saints drawn in two rows right and left, then
at the end of each row we see an Egyptian local saint his nature has overcame him and
insisted to make the Christianity locally Egyptian. As the church has devoted their
names, each of them is carrying the Gospel in his hand, while his name is written in
Coptic language over his head. The date and time of such prayer direction return to
the end of the fifth century A.D. Figure number (1).
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Figure number (1) an illustration of prayer direction of Bawiet

Illustration on Overtures with the Colored Glass:
The church's narrow windows caused the reduction of light inside it. The
width of the walls have largely increased, and then, they illustrated on them with
mosaic, the purpose of that is to educate the worshiper from common people, till the
wideness of the architectural overtures increased in the Gothic Architecture after their
narrowness, this gave a great opportunity to replace both mosaic and frisk with the
colored glass to fill the spaces in the windows and to give an atmosphere of the warm
light inside the church. But the Coptic Style in the murals and icons affected the
Byzantine art that dominated the colored glass works in that time, in particular in the
eastern south of France.
The window "Lumens" considers the first early window in the stained glass art, where
it exists in "Lumens" Cathedral. The design is simple shape divided into six parts put
over each other, equally three over three, and aggregated in a bronze frame in nondecorated form, illustrated on it twelve saints over their heads auras, looking to
heaven. In the middle the Christ. The style of the illustration shows the Coptic
influence in persons' illustration in the stuffing. This through the persons' elongation,
the wide eyes, the abstracted clothes and the pale faces. The artist has implemented
this work seeking the blessings by illustrating the saints on the top of mountains
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looking to heaven, as he made the backgrounds in the six stuffings in alternation red
or blue and left them without any components to separate persons from each other.
We find the background in the blue and red to confirm the friendship, wisdom and the
blue sky united with the emotions, strength and activity, as the used colored auras are
expressing about every saint and his rank in the Gospel, his secularism and divine
features. Figure number (2) is an illustration of "Lumens" window and a glass from
the 11th century A.D.

Figure number (2) "Lumens" window – Stained dovetailed glass from the 11th century A.D.

The Effect of the Coptic Art & its Colors on the Modern Churches:
The study of the Coptic Art, Color and its simplicity has huge effect in
modern time on the churches' building, in particular in the internal beautification
through the illustration with the color, the Evangelical subjects or through the
overtures created from colored glass that has penetrative colors which inspire the
required dread in praying, the humility from the psychological impression on the
receiver. Here we can determine the stained dovetailed glass with lead, the colored
illustration and the metallic oxides in the churches in Africa and Europe.
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The Color in the Stained Dovetailed Glass with lead:
The art of the dovetailed glass has special significations in the color and its
expression, as it is basically considered decoration& inspire a powerful artistic
appearance, and large potentialities to generate a quiet spiritual atmosphere, also it
can create alive atmosphere full of vitality and loud tempos on the building, which
create a strong visual effect on who gets in or walk out the building.
The glass is turning the light whether by penetration or reflection through its colors
and symbolism to realize &feel the originality of the place. light is the mediator that
utilize the glass thickness between ( the internal and external environment) allowing
creation of the coloring light & then it is reformed affecting our designing experiment,
& the formation of the dovetailed glass process, starting with cutting the glass
according to the cutting lines in the design ,then the coloring and aggregating process
with the lead or copper sticks or any other materials required to aggregate with.
Afterwards starting the welding process whether by tin or any of the other suitable
materials. Then the mixing and preparation process according to the width of the
architectural façade. Figure (3a & b) showing the designing processes and the ways
of coloring and dovetailing the dovetailed glass in Egypt's modern churches.

Figure number (3-a) the designing works, as the treated illustration coming from the thermal colors

Figure number (3b) illustration on the colored glass pieces after the cutting process
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Figure number (3c) the dovetailed glass after finishing its creation

in the overtures

The Demonstration of the Color & Symbols' Philosophy in Illustration on the Glass &
Colors in the Modern Churches (Tropical Guinea) Pico City:
The designing and building of this church was coming from the presence of symbolic
statue represents great value to the people, which is Sainte Bacilli statue that
symbolizes freedom, peace, brotherhood and principles of raising which raised in the
country.
The people has learned from her to love religion and praying, so it was necessary to
demonstrate the greatness of the symbols, colors significations and stories from the
Gospel on the overtures of the stained dovetailed glass, and also the illustration works
on the church's ceilings.
The Crucifixion's Symbols & Tools:
The crucifixion's wood and the Christ cloth that the Roman soldiers voted on
them with nerds, and also the pins that were hammered in the Christ's Hands and Feet,
the spear that stabbed his side and the sponge filled with vinegar that offered to him
when he felt thirsty but he refused it.
The Incarnation of the Holy Spirit:
The dove refers to the Holy Spirit that incarnated on Jesus students after his
ascending as he promised them, that they do not think about the claims raised in the
congregations, because the Holy Spirit will speak on their behalf, so it is incarnated
on them as fire tongues, so they could speak with all languages.
The Appearance of the Christ:
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The illustration of the appearance of "the Christ" after His Resurrection from
Death, confirmed with the signs of the pins in His Hands and Feet when He appeared
to the pupils to reassure them after the completing of the Redemption process and His
Salvation to us from the sin. So, "Jesus" has appeared 4 times before His Ascending,
these symbols was realized in the shown design in figure number (4).

Figure number (4)
Passionate Way (Symbolic Illustration:
The illustration of Sainte "Veronica" who offered to "Jesus" a piece of fabric
to dry His Face from the blood during His walking in the Passionate Way, and the
miracle of His Face was printed on the fabric. At the right there's Saint "Joseph El
Rami" the grave owner who buried the "Christ" in it. In the background there's the
grave opened as a symbol of the Resurrection.
Virgin Mary & the Child Jesus:
An illustration demonstrates the presence of "Virgin Mary" with Her Child
"Jesus" in a religious ceremony in the temple. In such day; She has met Saint "Samaan
El Sheikh" who his only wish before he dies was to see the World's Savior "the Christ".
The Betrayal:
The illustration expressing about the deliberation to hand "the Christ" over,
when "Judas Iscariot" (one of Jesus' pupils) went to the Chiefs of Priests to hand his
Master "Jesus" over, and they gave him 30 pieces of silver for that.
The Crucifixion's hour:
The illustration shows the crying of "Virgin Mary" for Her sadness over her
Son "Jesus", and the standing of Saint "John the Beloved" at the left side of the
illustration feeling sad over the crucifixion of his Master "Jesus", and the skull existing
under "Jesus" feet is referring to the death that "Jesus" rescued us from, through His
Redemption on the cross.
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The Grief & Pain of God's Mother:
An illustration demonstrates the great grief of "Virgin Mary" as a result of
the crucifixion of Her Son "Jesus". In the illustration appears also the change in time
after crucifixion where the sky turned from light to complete darkness as it grieved
over "Jesus" crucifixion.
Lord's Supper:
In the illustration appears a part of Lord's Supper, which was the last supper
for "Jesus" with His students before His crucifixion. It is considered one of the Easter
rituals to the Jewish, At that time He asked them to continue doing this as a tribute to
his memory, and this action still up till now happens inside the church (The mystery
of the intake).
Cana Al Jalil's Wedding:
In the illustration appears the miracle of changing water into wine in "Cana
Al Jalil wedding", which was the first request by "Virgin Mary" from Her Son who is
God manifested in the Body. when the wedding's wine was finished, His Mother
"Virgin Mary" asked Him to make some wine, so She went to Him with servants and
said to them; Anything He asks from you just do it", then "Jesus" asked them to fill
jars with water, and after He Blessed them, it was changed into good wine. Such tales
were represented in the overtures of the stained dovetailed glass. Figure number (5)
showing the overtures designs, while figure number (6) showing some of such
overtures inside the church.

Figure number (5) the implemented design in the church
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Figure number (6) showing illustrations for the stained dovetailed glass inside the church

The Illustration with Colors for the Church's Dome:
The symbols of (the Virgin and the Great) were utilized, and has been achieved &
represented on the dome's ceilings by using colors in eight stories illustrating; the
Birth and Crucifixion of the Christ using picturing & oil paints which are the colors
where the coloring substance is hanged in the middle of the stand from one of the
dryable oils, such oils have the feature of composing fine consistent and flexible layers
when exposed to the air. This means that the oil color is a colored substance mixed
with oil. The oil painting depends on the oil's properties as a medial and cohesive
material for colors. The oil colors are considered one of the best ways in illustrating
art, as they have depth and the best expression about such touchable universal facts in
beautiful forms like those were illustrated in the church's ceiling by making clear sky
with the presence of clouds and angels as a symbol of immortality and the afterlife
with the Christ, in addition to the classical illustration in the dome through the required
religious subjects to realize the goal of illustrating the dome and the ceiling to give
the dread and teaching the Christianity.
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We used & benefit from the Coptic symbols and colors in the design and
implementation that refer to the Great Redemption Story that God rescued us from the
sin's slavery, beginning with the Holy Spirit in "Virgin Mary's womb", God's word
personification, "Jesus" life on earth, the gathering of people around Him teaching
them and making miracles, ending with the Crucifixion of "Jesus", His Resurrection
from death and His Ascending to Heaven.
The illustration shows God's word embodiment in "Virgin Mary", where the
head's picture refers to the God Father, as the dove refers to the Holy Spirit and its
incarnation inside "Virgin Mary's womb" that was embodied in the birth of "the
Christ" who is hanged on the cross wood, and won with his death over the sin and
defeated the devil in the world.
In this illustration appears the shepherds and Magi who offered gifts to "the Christ",
such gifts were (gold, and gum) in his birth in the cowshed, and "Virgin Mary"
carrying Him beside Her Saint "Joseph the Carpenter".
In this illustration, "the Christ" has sat on the mountain teaching the surrounded people
during his wandering among them, teaching them, adjusting and making miracles.
This illustration has "the Christ" standing with strength and tenderness, sticking to
him groups of the tired, hungry, thirsty people and who are seeking His forgiveness
from their sins, wishing his clemency to cure their ills and comforting their pains.
Figure number (7) gathered among all the colored symbols and significations in the
implementation.

Figure number (7) a direct illustration in the church's ceilings
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Conclusion:
Through the comparative study between the Philosophy and Symbolism in the
Egyptian Coptic Art, we find that there're some civilizations was affected with it. The
evidences are clear through the created architecture & illustrations during such ages,
such as "Lumens" church. Also it was realized from the research and its goals, that we
designed and implemented some of the modern churches in Egypt and Africa
confirming the sense, the intellectual and coloring symbolism in illustration and the
dovetailed glass like in Mary Girgis Church in Cairo, and the Church of Sainte Bacilli
in Malabo City in Tropical Guinea. Where there's a new thinking extrapolated from
the Coptic Art in designs to build a church for the New Capital in Egypt.
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1. Introduction: Colour, Art and Architecture
Colour, as a light phenomenon, is a central aspect of visual perception, through
which we understand the world around us, and thus it is of the utmost importance to
the arts, specifically to architecture and the visual arts. It is therefore not surprising,
that the growing contemporary studies on the field of colour have allowed it to
become a vital tool in multiple fields, including architecture and art. Maria João
Durão in her paper ‘Colour in the built environment’ (2002) explains that colour is a
multidisciplinary complex phenomenon, and this ‘’ (...) is evident in the different
meanings it has in disciplines such as psychology, physiology, neurophysiology,
linguistics, philosophy, social and art history, physics, psychophysics, architecture
and art.’’ (Durão, 2002, pp. 1, 2). Although each branch studies colour in its own
specific realm, for the purpose of the present article, it is of interest to clarify some
general ideas that relate colour to the fields of art and architecture, not as something
superfluous, but as a fundamental part of it’s significance.
Saarinen (1948), for example, claims that colour is a ‘significant language’
associated to life itself, because it is an essence that ‘underlies life itself’ (for
example the colour of the seasons_). It is through colour that the vitality of life can
be contained and defined. And thus, to use colour in art or in architecture, to colour
a form, is to give it a soul, it is ‘ensouling it’; by ‘ensouling’ it, the form is raised
from its mere structural character to a more dynamic and soulful experience. Not
only does colour give art it’s soul, but also is responsible for its expressive nature
(that which establishes links with its spiritual significance). For Steiner (1992) ‘’
Colour uplifts the human being from the material into the spiritual.’’ (Steiner, 1992,
p. 8). Steiner further sustains that the value of colour, and of colour in art, are the
feelings, emotions and character that they provoke in the soul.
Colour is an integral and essential part of the artistic realm, an essential and vital
aspect of the arts of painting and of the spatial art of architecture. But how does it
relate to art’s significance, one may ask?
Colour, cannot be understood as a decoration element or something applied post
production, but an integral part of the design process, integrated in the definition of
the significance and meaning of the creation itself. It helps define, compose and
articulate the inherent significance of the work of art, or as Saarinen (1948) so well
defined, it aids in giving it a soul. Colour enhances the innate significance the
artwork carries, allowing it come alive. On this regard, Birren (1970) also
accentuates the same thing. He explains that the artist is interested in colour effects
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from both physiological and psychological aspects (‘mediated’ by the eye and the
brain) and in its associations to mental and spiritual phenomena; thus, it is colour
that establishes a direct correspondence with the mental and spiritual phenomena of
the artist, and allows the artwork to carry a specific and unique significance.
It is also possible to establish a link with the studies of John Gage (1995) when he
claims that there are underlying criteria’s of the experience of colour that are
universal (beyond any cultural limitations and explanations). This universality, is
connected to sensations and feelings (that are not subjective but completely
objective and universal). Gage, thus, allows us to understand the incredibly
mysterious nature of colour is in fact universal, and possesses a high degree of
connections to feelings, which can be experienced in the artistic phenomena.
Because art uses colour, in a way that doesn’t only relate to cultural understanding,
it is these intrinsic qualities of colour that allow for a meaningful and significant
encounter with art (and colour) to emerge naturally.
Further aspects are accentuated by many different authors: Le Corbusier (2010)
defines colour as an essence that allows for the creation of a ‘symbolic machine’;
Scavuzzo (2010) claims that it is colour that allows for a poetry that touches the soul
of man to emerge and Matisse (1908), for example, explains that colour is based on
observation, feeling, sensitivity and sensations.
But how are these aspects incorporated into contemporary art and architecture?
2. The Colour of Contemporary Art and Architecture and the Alchemy of

Creation
Contemporary Painting and Architecture respond to the exponential boom of
creation with novelty, tying to incorporate new dimensions into it’s essence. It is a
rapid process of adaptation to the novelties of the contemporary life, that, in a way,
has led to a distancing from the inherent significance of the artwork. However, when
the artist and architect refuse to play a part in the so called ‘imagery consumption’
culture, they search for a inner significance of the creation which is achieved,
through many aspects, one of which is the essence of colour. When this
transformation occurs, it can be understood as a sort of alchemy, through the
creation process itself, where the artwork is elevated from mere materials (physical
aspects) into something closer to gold (spiritual significance).
This idea of creation as an alchemical transformation is not new. Author James
Elkins (2000), for example, explains it in a unique way. He claims that for the
alchemists, God already created a ‘materia prima’ (the Aristotelian quintessence,
that which composes the heavens, and many other names; it refers to seeing
everything) and it was the alchemist’s role to bring it out; painting, thus, as a
‘second materia prima’ acts as a bridge between the spiritual world and the physical
world and tries to bring out the materia prima (the real essences). In this case,
painting contains within itself significances that are echoed through the creation:
there are infinite ideas, numbers, concepts, and meanings (substances), that are
contained in the work and that spring, both consciously and unconsciously from the
mind and spirit of the artist. In his words: ’’ Substances occupy the mind by
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invading it with thoughts of the artist’s body at work.’’ (Elkins, 2000, p. 95). But
we also find a similar idea with Merleau-Ponty (1991) when he explains that
painting is an ‘organ of the spirit’ whose meaning and significance is never finished
and is always constantly developing. This allows for a constant assimilation and
retransmission of contents, senses, meanings and significances, always open to new
interpretations.
So how do contemporary artists and architects create alchemy?
3. Uses of colour as significance in contemporary architecture
In contemporary architecture it is possible to identify three main approaches to
colour: these can be understood as the ‘white’ approach, the ‘colour-material-space’
approach and ‘colour-significance’ approach, which uses colour in an exceptional
way.
The first, the white approach, echoes the traces of modernism, and uses white as the
only colour applied to most interior and exterior spaces and surfaces. The use of
white, that finds its roots in Le Corbusier, is associated to a deep desire to create a
sense of minimal depuration and cleanness through the significance of the colour
white. Continuing this ‘white tradition’ in the contemporary world, it is possible to
reference the architects John Pawson (1951 - ), Richard Meier (1934 - ) and Alvaro
Siza (1933 - ) who all use an abundance of white in their spaces, with the underlying
desire to provide a spiritual purity and emptiness for the human being. The use of
white is not only an aesthetic choice that allows for a clean architecture, but a
spiritual one too that creates the perfect blank space for man to become empty
himself. With John Pawson, for example, this use of white is also associated to the
idea of the minimal and to the concept of emptiness which is found in Japanese
Aesthetics. Both ideas aim to reach the essential core of a spiritual understanding,
through the reduction of life to its bare essentials, to its minimal condition, where
there is nothing left but a clean and pure condition. It is also important to accentuate
that these architects sustain that their white spaces create a counter reaction for the
chaos of contemporary life, which is an image driven technological world of
consumption; being that purity and simplicity are the aspects needed to balance that
chaotic world. It is a deep desire to create the quality of silence, and a desire to
make the building be silent instead of being talkative.
The second approach, ‘colour-material-space’ approach, can be defined by multiple
contemporary architects that use colour abundantly: either with a polychrome
approach or a more restricted palette, in a broader and freer way. Whereas many
architects, sustain the use of colour as a means to enhance significance, the
contemporary world of architecture is defined mainly by the use of colour through
the natural colour of the materials itself. Some examples of such approaches can be
found in the works of Peter Zumthor, Mario Botta, David Chipperfield, Caruso St.
John and Steven Holl, to name a few. For these architects, architecture creates an
engaging sensual environment through the colours and textures of the materials.
Peter Zumthor, for example, aims to create an architecture that ‘moves’ the viewer,
in a deep experience. The creation of a spatial architectural presence and substance,
through sensual properties that engage the senses, the mind and the emotions, are
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essential. Architecture is not a blank slate or canvas, but instead an essence that tells
it’s own story, it’s own complexities, it’s own inner significances through the
materials used, which communicate as textures and colours. All the architects aim to
create an engaging encounter. it is important to accentuate the link to
phenomenology that most of the architects sustain: it is phenomenology, deeply
rooted in Merleau-Ponty’s studies (as well as Edmund Husserl's (1859 – 1938) and
Martin Heidegger’s (1889 – 1976)) that places perception at the centre of the
experience, and assumes the body as a primary source of knowledge, through which
sensations are felt and knowledge and meaning is constructed. This ‘colourmaterial-space’ approach aims precisely at constructing an immersive experience,
and that allows man to find his own spiritual significance within a rich and engaging
atmosphere. The third and last colour approach, entitled the ‘colour-significance’
approach can be found in the works of architects such as Luis Barragan (1902 1988) and Carlo Scarpo (1906 – 1978). These architects, use colour as a direct tool
and essence that can reveal complex ideas, create identity, define space, heighten the
experience of the building and create unique poetic atmospheres. Colour is not
ignored (as in the white approach) or a consequence of the materials used (colourmaterial-space), but instead is an essence in itself, used independently and freely to
better accommodate and exemplify the inherent significance of the space. Colour is
inseparable from architecture itself and in doing so, it both becomes significant in
itself and it enhances the architectural significant, in an indissociable relationship.

Fig. 1 - Barrágan House and Studio, City of Mexico, 2015; Picture taken by the author Sarah Frances Dias.

Maybe the best example of this approach is Barragán, who deeply rooted and
contextualised into both Mexican culture and the Modern movement, used colour
profoundly in a unique way. He believed that Architecture was not a static element,
but instead a living organism that changed and mutated in a constant evolution. This
view deeply shaped his creative process and his methodology, including his use of
colour. Durão (2012) clarifies that ‘’ For Barragán, light and colour qualifies and
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transforms space and he used it with the same freedom as a painter, trying out
different solutions.’’ (Durão, 2012, p. 9). His work was a ‘source of
experimentation’, and each space, each colour was a result of multiple experiments.
Barragán’s use of colour was also founded in the notion that architecture is an
extension of nature itself; as such, the colours that should be used in the interiors are
a complement to the outside world of nature: as nature is flooded with blues and
greens, so, the interiors should contain and reflect their opposing complementary
colours or the colours that are not featured in nature with abundance: yellow, pink
and red. The bold colors used in various of his spaces create a mystical and spiritual
architecture and atmosphere. Sustaining this unique approach to colour in
architecture is the overall idea of the creation of an ‘emotional architecture’, which
meant the ability to move people through its beauty, deeply connected to a profound
sense of spirituality; it is an architecture that creates specific emotions of seclusion,
solitude, serenity and beauty, allowing man’s spirit to find it’s place in the world.
Durão (2012) accentuates this, when she explains that Barragán’s spaces express this
connection between beauty and spirituality, as a result of an ‘introspective search’;
the corporeal form, she continues, represents the spirit through the creation of
intimacy, and can be understood as the sublime (space of energy) that is
overwhelming in order to diminish the individual and allow for a revelation to occur.
4. Uses of colour as significance in contemporary art
In painting many examples can be announced of colour as an essential essence
embodied as significance, as a sort of alchemy. The work proposes a two folded
understanding: the use of colour as ‘colour-subject’, which is where colour is deeply
associated to the subject and to the form of the artwork, and ‘colour-colour’ where
colour is applied and used an an entity in itself. For each case, before observing
how it is used in contemporary art, a few examples that can be considered
cornerstones, for having deeply influenced the contemporary world of painting and
its relation to colour are presented.
Firstly it is possible to announce the works of the impressionists, the works of
William Turner, and Van Gogh, that all applied colour in a very unique way in order
to enhance the significance of the artwork. They aimed to amplify the inherent
significance of the painting through a very specific colour palette, allowing colour to
speak in it’s own language. The bright and vivid colours of Turner’s sunsets explode
with force and vitality, which is exactly the spiritual significance he wished to
communicate: a world ruled by the infinite force of a divine supernatural entity,
which leaves man both in awe and helpless to such overpowering strength. The
impressionists, in an almost opposite way, chose soft colours, pale and delicate, that
allowed them to communicate the subtle and subdued nature of heavenly
atmospheres; a fleeting essence, juts like the spiritual content it carries. These
examples define a type of use of colour in painting that can be characterised as
‘colour-subject’, which means that colour is applied in order to enhance the subject
and the significance of the artwork, but it’s associated to the form, indissociable
from it, in an intrinsic way.
Contemporary examples that apply colour in a similar way, may be found in the
works of Francis Bacon whose aggressive use of colour with deep bright oranges,
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reds and blacks and greys, deeply enhance the violent emotions and nature of the
work. Also of significance are the paintings of Paula Rego whose colour palette,
specially in the Ballerina series, that vary from dark greens, browns and pinks,
deeply echoes the melancholia and longing of the dancing ladies. The works of
Anselm Kiefer for whom, likewise, colour is not used as an essence in itself, but as
an essence which is deeply intertwined with the form and subject of the object it
represents. His painting process begins with blocks of bright colours in the
background and as the artwork evolves, layer upon layer, the colours become more
subdued. In some cases, they almost fade altogether, remaining only soft shades that
sustain the overall black and white tone of the work; in other cases, the colours
remain very vivid in specific areas and points. In order to accommodate the
underlying themes of history, of cosmological immersion, of an ancient time and of
a sort of lost paradise, Kiefer uses mainly dark blues, blacks (that define the
heavens) and ocre’s, browns and golden yellow’s for the definition of the ground, of
earth. Although deeply rooted in reality, Kiefer’s use of colour creates an immaterial
and intangible sense of space that allows the viewer to be immersed in a sort of
‘another life’, where the soul is timeless and free. It is profoundly rooted in his
belief that art creates a sort of emotional and spiritual significance that
communicates in deep ways to man. One last example can be announced with the
paintings of Odd Nerdrum, who is deeply rooted in the classical ways of paintings
(deeply influenced by Rembrandt), and uses a restricted colour palette of ochres,
browns, blacks and whites, recreating a sort of intangible essence of his characters
and atmosphere, which deeply enhances and echoes the concepts of timelessness,
the transcendental and the spiritual life of the soul, that so well describes and
articulates it’s significance.
The second group, entitled ‘colour-colour’ applies colour is a very distinct way.
These artists understand colour itself as the main subject of the artwork, and
therefore tend towards an abstraction of form and content, letting colour itself
convey the significance of the work. The best example of this type of colour use can
be found in the works of Mark Rothko, considered our cornerstone example. As a
colour field painter, he relied profoundly on the emotional impacts of colour as the
vital essence of the work. Rothko’s mature work, which are large immersive
compositions defined by soft-edged blocks of colours that seem to float in space, use
abstraction and colour as the main resources of composition through scale and
colour combinations. For Rothko, each painting possessed it’s own significance,
which should and could be emphasized by different colour combinations, where
each one triggers a specific and unique emotion in the viewer; emotions of
happiness, lightness, youth and spring, where he used the bright colours of yellows,
greens, light blues and soft oranges; or emotions of longing, melancholia, nostalgia
and suffering, enhanced by deep taupe, brown, burgundy, deep wine red, and black
(as is the case in the Rothko chapel). Underlying his creations was the profound
notion that artworks have power to communicate to human consciousness and
relieve modern man of his spiritual emptiness; art should be a form of tragedy that
would cater the hearts of people, by allowing them to feel these deep emotions and
guiding them in finding their place in the world. As a summary, Rothko claimed: ’’
Art to me is an anecdote of the spirit, and the only means of making concrete the
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purpose of its varied quickness and stillness.” (“Mark Rothko Biography,” 2015).
Rothko searched through his art, for a connection into the human psyche, through
the creation of emotions, through colour.

Fig. 2 - Detail of a Rothko painting, at Tate Modern, 2015; Picture taken by the author Sarah Frances Dias

In a similar emphasis of colour as the main aspect to contribute to the significance of
the artwork are the creations of Yves Klein, specially his blue monochrome series of
the late 1950’s, where a canvas embodies only one deep tone of blue. Sustaining
these colour creations is an idealistic idea of art, that like Rothko, believes that
colour can transcend the self into other dimensions; in Klein’s words: ‘’ (…) art
presents a superior, more perfect world than the one we inhabit… the artist is like a
god inspired by a vision of a higher order.’’ (Klein, 1982, p. 91). The purity of
colour echoes the purity of the spirit.
Other examples that can be found in the works of Ellsworth Kelly (1923 – 2015),
whose work can be characterised by large scaled abstract forms and monochrome
paintings that communicate through colour. Trying to achieve a balance between
colour and scale, Kelly used bright colours, engaging the viewer in an immersive,
contemplative yet captivating experience. Although Kelly didn’t have such a
profound idea of art as a spiritual significance as Rothko and Klein, his work deeply
relied on colour for an achievement of its significance.
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5. Colour in new spatial Spatial and Architectural Experiences: the new
sculptural world
New art forms are emerging constantly in the contemporary world, specially in the
field of sculpture that seems to be expanding it’s realm into a more spacial
dimension. They use architectural elements (stairs, geometry, arches, etc.), interact
with architectural spaces ( such as rooms of galleries) and promote a new type of
spacial experience for the user. These encounters use the principles of the arts of
painting and sculpture, through the forms and vocabulary of architecture, blending
principles of light, movement, space, and colour, in order to create new significances
for the viewer.
Multiple examples of this type of spatial art can be announced. Two categories can
be identified: the ‘colour-object’, which uses colour associated to an object or to a
form, and the ‘colour-dimension’ which uses colour to create an environment or
another sort of dimension. Of the first group, two contemporary examples are
analysed: the works of Richard Serra and the works of Anish Kapoor. Firstly the
sculptural spatial work of Richard Serra, who, like the ‘colour-material-space’
architects, uses colour only as a result of the materials used. Through rusted or
polished steal, with its deep browns and shades of black, Serra creates free flowing
forms of this rough material that are added to a space, playing with proportions and
scale, in order to create an emotional and even spiritual engagement with the user.
Similarly to Serra but in a more expanded use of forms, materials and colours,
Anish Kapoor creates large scaled objects placed in space with different colours and
textures that create a sense of a foreign object, ( through strange forms, fluid
materials, bright colours and reflexions), making the viewer create an emotional
opening in himself in order to fully comprehend it. Whereas Serra creates forms that
allow for emotions of solitude and stillness to emerge, in consonance with the dark
shades of the material, Kapoor creates forms that provoke a sense of playfulness and
even shock, corroborated by bright colours.
The second category, ‘colour-dimension’ uses colour in a broader way, changing the
very perceptual understanding of space itself. The main example of this type of
colour use can be found in the works of James Turrell, who explores the dynamics
between perception, light, colour, and space, which are perceived and understood as
substances rather than themes. Turrell creates spaces flooded by intense bright and
vibrant colours (such as bright pink or bright blue), creating a sort of disorientating
effect for the viewer. Either in his Skyspaces or in his Perceptual Cells, colour is
used as the main medium through which light becomes relevant and significance is
conveyed. The disorienting effect through colour as light, acts as a sort of revelation
on the user, allowing him to become immersed in another dimension that transports
him into a new type of understanding; creating a perceptual experience is creating a
perceptual and existential deep transformative experience for the viewer, where man
becomes immersed in a cosmological time, beyond the limits of physical space, in a
sort of spiritual significance that is almost palpable. Turrell tries to echo the
transcendental harmony of the universe and colour and light are the means to do it.
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Fig. 3 - Richard Serra artwork, at the Reina Sofia, Madrid, 2015; Picture taken by the author Sarah Frances Dias

6. Ending Remarks
Colour was understood as an intangible essence, a complex phenomenon, and a
fundamental principle pertaining all things that communicate to the sensibility of
man, specially when associated to the significance of the work of art. Colour, as an
essence that possesses a spiritual dimension in itself, amplifies the emotional and
spiritual dimensions of the artistic object. Therefore, in the artistic creation, it is not
a decorative element or something applied post production, but an integral part of
the design process, deeply integrated in the definition of the significance and
meaning of the creation through a sort of alchemical process. For colour to embody
the significance of the creation, it needs to be generated intrinsically, as part of the
overall form generation process.
Steiner (1992) explained, that art arises out of the significant understanding of the
real nature of things: colour being the essence that gives forms their souls and their
ultimate significance. Throughout the multiple examples presented above we not
only saw that it is true but also that the two are inextricably linked and co-dependent
on each other. Colour is a fundamental essence that allows for the artistic vision,
with all it’s depths of significance, to be created and materialized.
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1. Introduction – traditional colours of Trondheim
The city of Trondheim dates back over a thousand years, and the contempory building
mass contains all the varieties of architectural styles, sizes and materials. But the
image of Trondheim and its main identity is foremost associated with the remaining
clusters of older wooden and plaster rendered buildings painted with pictorial colours
in easily apprehended relationships between hues and nuances. As of today, this is
only a small element in the city’s overall chromatic and material gestalt. Colours in
architectural context are the contextual result of the past and the present. Architectural
colours are determined by variables of geography, such as culture, tradition, symbolic
meaning and local resources. Other, time-related variables are preferences for a colour
at a given period in history, the socio-political context and new technological
advances. As for most Norwegian towns and cities, Trondheim has no archive
showing traditional use of colour and material, and as over 90% of the buildings are
outside any regulating law or guideline, the colours and materials chosen for the urban
realm of Trondheim are mostly determined by the competence or fancies of the
owners, architects and property developers.
Since 2014, the authors have conducted a colour registration of the city. Both a
specific registration for the historic center and a general registration for the entire city.
Analyses of regstered façade colours and materials in the historic centre - areas with
colour regulating laws and guidelines - shows a very clear tendency for the use of
specific hues, nuances, textures and building materials. For example, the chromatic
façade colours on buildings with timber cladding and smaller buildings with rendering
were identified to hues between NCS G30Y–Y90R, and in nuances that are “typically
untypical” (i.e. nuances with more or less equal likeness to whiteness, blackness and
chromaticness). Brick colours follow a similar chromatic pattern. Buildings with
facades of stone and larger building volumes of rendering, typically have more neutral
façade colours in hues between NCS Y10R –Y90R, and in nuances of 10–50 %
blackness and 2–20 % chromaticness. Typical for the use of façade material shows
preferences for vertical wood paneling and rendering of medium to coarse. An
analysis of the detail colours for windows, frames and doors shows the same colours
as for the façade colours in hues and nuances.
In short, the identified traditional colour palette of Trondheim was never achromatic
nor did the colours contain a chromaticness over 50%.
For reference, the colour reference system used in the colour registration is the NCS
system, Norwegian standard since 1984.
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Fig. 1 – Left: colour tendency for wood panelled facades. Right: colour tendency for rendered facades.

Fig. 2 – Top: Traditional building typology, with the traditional material- and colour palette of Trondheim. Middle:
variations of the traditional façade colour trinity of vertical wood panel, frame and window. Bottom: photos from the
historic city centre of Trondheim.

2. Process
The authors have conducted an extensive qualitative survey of the facade appearance
of post war building in Trondheim, with particular focus on the large scale housing
developments in addition to commercial office type buildings and some industrial
building connected to the inner city. Where possible, this has been correlated with
archival material from the city archives to asses in the particular changes that were
made to the post war building stock from the 1950s and 1960s by subsequent
updating to energy efficient insulation in the 1990s. This photographic
documentation is the source of qualitative judgments with reference to establishing
the colour pallet of Trondheim and the material from which the current style and
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colour shift is analysed. The historical subjects focused on in this paper are those for
which we have documentary evidence for colour change at this time.

Fig. 3 – Architecture differential of buildings in Trondheim built in the last 10 years.

3. Post 1945 building
Trondheim suffered little war damage in comparison to some other Norwegian
towns that were burnt to the ground. However, the period prior to the Second World
War had already been marked by acute housing shortages as a result of the economic
difficulties of the 1930s. This was coupled with an ageing housing stock that did not
come up to modern standards of hygiene and other facilities. In Trondheim 1947,
14.000 individuals were register as homeless and in temporary often-overcrowded
accommodation. This number represented 36% of households and 23% of the city’s
population (Kirkhusmo 1997). The immediate post war period was troubled by
materials shortage and what materials were available were needed for rebuilding
towns that had been nearly completely destroyed. As with the rest of Europe the
solution to both modernization and housing need was the production of “satellite”
estates with large blocks based on further developing new building systems that
could be built quickly and effectively with modular planning and ideally eventually
modular prefabrication.
Victor Baumans vei. Architect Ingmund Dale, 1952.
These were experimental constructions in site-cast concrete and wood, and were
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known locally as “Brunostene” after the Norwegian brown cheese. In 1953, the paint
producer Varig held a competition for the colour design as promotion for the newly
developed alkyd paints. The final colour design was by Prof Arne E. Holm. As such,
this represents one of the very few ensembles from this time that retains its original
1950s colour scheme.

Fig. 4 – Victor Baumans vei in Trondheim. Left: after completion in 1952, City Archive. Right: Photo from 2016.

Bynesveien 4a and 4b, 1955-56 is an example of one of the first post war high rise
blocks built in Trondheim. Site cast in steel reinforced concrete with a then highly
experimental sliding shutter cast system. Of particular interest for us is that fact that
the buildings were coloured red, yellow and blue respectively. The buildings were
upgraded in the mid-80s with external insulation and clad in corrugated steel, at the
time of upgrading the residents desired that the buildings retained their distinctive
colouration, unfortunately the blue was dropped, as an appropriate shade was not
available.

Fig. 5 – One of the first high rise buildings in Trondheim. Left: original façade design, City Archive. Right: Photo from
2017.

In 1964, a boundary reorganization expanded the city substantially and allowed for
the large-scale planning of large scaly satellite developments in Lade, Nyborg,
Valentynlyst, Risvollan and Kattem to name just a few.
Risvollan 1973, Architects Brantenberg Cold and Hjortøy, was based on the winning
design (competition1966) for 1118 flats of diverse sizes and organized into eight
groups constructed in concrete slab with light internal sectioning, clad originally in
concrete/fiber plate and later with wood boarding in horizontal/vertical direction.
The original design included an extensive colour program developed by the
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architects (see fig. 6) to give both individual and group identification inspired by the
type of distinct colour identity from Burano, Italy. Despite the best efforts of the
architects and the resident’s management committee the ambitious plan proved hard
to maintain and successive rounds of maintenance, cladding changes and not least
the replacement of the highly coloured doors due to damage lead to a progressive
homogenization of the chromatic variation. Despite these changes, it can be said that
the area still retains some of the original chromatic identity and generally lie within
the range of traditional/contemporary colour pallet.

Fig. 6 – Left: original material- and colour pallet of Risvollan. Right: original plan sor the project.

Fig. 7 – Risvollan. Left side: original façade design, City Archive. Right side: Photo from 2015.
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A selection of buildings from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s that show a combination
of original and updated (retrofitted insulation) facade qualities and colours.

Fig. 8 – Buildings in Trondheim from the 1950s 1960s and 1970s.

4. 1980s and 1990s
A major shift that starts in mid 80s is a return to the “inner city”. This was the result
of a number of factors. By the end of the 1970s, the housing crisis had been largely
solved through the large-scale satellite estates. These had already started to give way
to a car dependent sub-urban typology of spread smaller two to four family units on
the city’s periphery. Paradoxically this time also coincides with an increasing
recognition of inner city heritage value and increasing wealth driving the
development of more vibrant urban cultural qualities and the first realistic
understanding minimizing transport distance on ecological grounds.
The Bakkland area is the prime example of this change. Regarded as slum area of
extreme substandard workers housing and warehouses, in some cases dating back to
the18th century, it was in a dilapidated state and had been earmarked for demolition
to give way to road system to bypass the city core. It was aggressively defended by
civil disobedience and political activism for long enough to survive into a
recognition of historical value. During the 1980s and 1990s, the area has been either
restored by private owners or re-built by the council and developers. For the most
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part regulations on height and footprint have been maintained and the vernacular
typology followed with mixed results and not without argument about the resulting
qualities. The area largely maintains a chromatic and material diversity that is
convergent with the essence of the pallet both in the restored and the renewed and
rebuilt to new design.

Fig. 9 – Bakklandet in Trondheim. The upper row shows area in the 70s. The bottom row shows pictures
from 2015-2017.

Tegelverk and Nidelven
Just south of Bakkland alongside the river area and Øvre Bakklandet industrial
buildings and brick factory, the original brick kiln and other industrial buildings
were preserved and converted. The land abutting the river and behind were
developed, Nidelva Terrasse 1995. With 55 flats stretches along the riverfront in
rendered concrete with metal balcony and weatherboarding and show a certain postmodernist stylistic tendency in material juxtaposition. Tegelverktunet is also
morphologically typical for this time as is its material articulation. It is however
unusual in its chromatic intensity and represents a level of saturation outside the
norm. At the very end of the 90s-extensive development of the previous harbor and
dock area in the city starts and brings with it new material typologies in highly
visible concentrations

Fig. 10 – Øvre Bakklandet in Trondheim. Left and middle left: before and after development, seen from
the river. Middle right and right: pictures of new buildings, from 2016.

5. 2000+ Early the parting of the ways fragmentation
From 2000 on the densification of the inner core speeds up through two strategies,
firstly building on under-utilized post-industrial land and further development of the
docks. Secondly in the form of roof top development as a densification strategy
which sets the precedent for the continuing trend for shopping centres with housing
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on the upper levels. This period also marks the entry of the extended use of
untreated wood both in construction and in facade treatment.
Combinations of glass, metal and wood become a more widely utilized in weather
skins as in the new police station 2004 and Riva Nidelven Hotel (2003) and roof top
developments “Vektern” 2005 and Thurlowkaia 2003. For the most part structures
from this period demonstrate a mix of material qualities, chromatics and tactile
articulation that manage to maintain a diversity that prevents excessive
homogeneity.

Fig. 11 – Building development in Trondheim in the 2000+.

6. Post 2010
After 2010, the use of both glass and metallic weather skins in facade has increased substantially,
often covering large areas of surface on uniform slab like tectonic blocks without much spatial
articulation, surface detail or indent into the vertical plane. Little consideration to specularity and
glare is in evidence in material choices and implementation and there is in many cases an unfortunate
tendency to resort to unmotivated ad hoc “bit” colouring and pixelations in an effort to camouflage
and disrupt surface monotonies as a distraction from the formal poverty.
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Fig. 12 – Building development in Trondheim, after 2010.

7. Conclusion
Over the past decades, the development of global capitalism has placed regional
identity under increasing pressure, global competition in the provision of cost
effective materials has consolidated surface detail production into the hands of
multinational companies. This globalized economics brings to bear forces that
contribute to increase the powerlessness of local representative organs to exercise
control as developers economic interests force architects, planners and regional
regulating authorities into response times that at best, eliminate deeper aesthetic and
contextual reflections, at worst coerce, endanger and by-pass due democratic
process. This entails for both architecture and the public ethical and aesthetic
problems in that the speed of the developers building production and the industrial
production of building elements, emerges as part of the globalized economic
mechanism that erodes the regional identity of form and materiality, the brick may
well come from China or India, facade cladding from Germany or America.
Whatever the source of materials the aesthetic decisions are increasingly made in the
disembodied space of virtual design divorced from the actual space of realization
and its quotidian qualities rather than in tactile discourse with real materials and
realities of space. As Relph argues, in our modern era, an authentic sense of place is
being gradually overshadowed by a less authentic attitude that he called
placelessness: “the casual eradication of distinctive places and the making of
standardized landscapes that results from an insensitivity to the significance of
place” (Relph 1976, Preface).
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Fig. 13 – New cladding material from Alucobond. Courtecy of Alucobond.

Population growth and a strong ecologically based drive to densify cities requires
both political governance and ethical architectural professional insight. Previously
buildings were constructed to last for several generations and transmit an aesthetic
value to urban character that the often-tactile transience of the 30-year standard that
is today’s norm repeatedly fails to achieve. Currently aesthetic duration does not
appear as an important quality criterion in a society, where cost effectivity (producer
profit) at time of purchase is valued by consumers over longer-term aesthetic
aspects. Ecological sustainability imperatives and growth speed challenge ideas of
intrinsic and lasting material quality and formal and expressive variation. The use of
untreated wood is increasing dramatically as both structurally and in surface
cladding as it fulfils the principle of recyclable waste, aluminium offers similar
supposed benefits, both have a substantial impact on the perceptive quality of place.
Untreated wood is a material with substantial tactile and chromatic qualities and
interesting dynamic effects. It registers the passage of time in evolving patina and
demonstrates substantial chromatic variation between wet and dry. Aluminium and
other non patinating metal cladding materials are mute even when coloured and
textured and range in effect from an aura of inherent falsehood to a disturbing
mimetic simulation that verges on the uncanny (se fig. 12).
The architectural quality of a building, a space, a place is a relationship of both
natural and constructed unnatural conditions. Architectural quality is not solely an
essence that emerges from, or that can be applied just to the individual object alone
but is equally dependent on the objects authentic aesthetic co-relationship with its
surroundings, its phenomenological affect and effect in a cityscape and a landscape.
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Fig. 14 – Photo collage of buildings in Trondheim showing emerging dominance.

Architectural quality is therefore a qualitative term that must also apply to both the
finished building and its relational impact. If duration is still a quality criterion, then
aesthetic durability must also be the form of resistance that the architectural
professional can exercise against the risk of the banality of the inauthentic that is
brought about by the drive of purely cost effective capital rationalities and recourse
to style. The finished building´s quality is not detached from the materiality the
production process, its appearance, as the optical is always the expectation of a
manifested embodied experience.
"The new landscape is characterized not by its profound meanings and symbols, but
by rationality and absurdity and its separation from us" (Relph 1976: 139)
The enactment of architecture is divided between disciplines that are variously
competing and co-operating in a web of political, ethical and economic conflict for a
determinative position. Dominance of the field has increasingly shifted from the
public and social political regulation and moved increasingly towards developers
and in particular large scale civil engineering firms and building contractors that
operate with «in house» strategic urban and infrastructure planning and architectural
design units. These operations have increasingly taken over the task of regulation
and planning and operate with a technocratic, abstracted and economic
understanding of the aesthetics of place.
We understand space and place through multiple strategies, embodied through
phenomenology, a public culture of experience, and through a professional culture
of abstractions. In his book, The Production of Space Henri Lefèbvre defines these
overlapping modalities as the opposition between our conception of space –mental,
geometric and abstract – and our perception of space – concrete, material and
physical. Concrete space is the space of dwelling, of the body and memory, of
symbols and sense. This concrete content, of time inscribed in a space, is
misunderstood or denied by reflexive thought, which instead resorts to the abstract
space of vision, of geometry and quantification. Abstract space is measurable.
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Abstracted space is the technocratic plan and analysis and makes space available for
planners and developers as “the place of their future exploits, the terrain of their
victories” and as such the alienation of the human belonging.
This crisis 'springs from a strange kind of excess: a rage for measurement and
calculation'; qualified space is replaced by quantified space, the space of capital´s
potential for alienation. This is the space of the digital and the virtual where
architecture and place are disembodied and dehumanized. According to Lefèbvre in
order to resist this instrumentalisation, space needs to be understood as both a
mental and material construct, part in nature and part in abstraction, and of necessity
mediated by living in, understood and constructed from being in, so that we may
find a unity between the physical, the mental and the social. The non-instrumental
aspect of space must be explored, its qualities unfolded through discourse. Colour
and materiality as a spatial and identification dialogue are central to living in and
being in a meaningful social and geographic identity.
Relph suggests that, in general, placelessness arises from kitsch—an uncritical
acceptance of mass values, or technique—the overriding concern with efficiency as
an end in itself. The overall impact of these two forces, which manifest through such
processes as mass communication, mass culture, and central authority, is the
“undermining of place for both individuals and cultures, and the casual replacement
of the diverse and significant places of the world with anonymous spaces and
exchangeable environments”
We conclude that the current evolution of the colour pallet is predicated by two
economies. Firstly the economy of ecology with its justifiable concern for material
lifecycle and carbon trapping through renewable materials and secondly the
economy of profit maximization in which material and detail homogeneity constitute
a simplistic profit efficiency at the expense of an ethic of aesthetic sustainability.
While the need for ecology is undeniable, the homogeneity is avoidable but only if
architects and planners face up to the challenges posed by indifferent development.
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1. Introduction
The study is based on the assent that colour, as a fundamental visual bond, is a
substantial element of everyday life and so influences relationships of people to their
environments. Each city as a big scale living environment has different associations
for its residents. People not only live and survive in a city, but also, they constitute
semantic bonds between the city and other concepts. Just as they are associated with
different concepts such as interior architecture [1], brands [2], beverages [3], etc., colours
are related to cities as well. In this study, the authors explored the interrelations
between city, its image and colour. The aim here is to track the potential patterns in
the associations of colours and the urban environment.
Colours function as a communication medium between the perceiver and the
perceived with no “written or verbal language” [4, p.7]. Specific meanings might attach
to specific colours within the context of different disciplines and of cultures [5].
Relationship of colours and various meanings are constructed not only depending on
what people see objectively, but frequently under the influence of subjective
associations people make. Such subjective associations can be of a group or of
individuals where they are constructed through various types of information,
perceptions and memories within their context.
Likewise, people’s relation to their environment is constructed upon a variety of
associations. Image of the city is a comprehensive phenomena that involves those
diverse relationships. The notion was proposed and studied by Kevin Lynch through
a study of people’s experiences and perceptions of a selection of American cities [6].
Eventually, Lynch put forth identity, structure and meaning as the main elements that
facilitate formation of image of the city. This trilogy reveals the multidimensionality
of interrelations within the context in question.
In line with these explanations, this study argues that people tend to associate specific
colours with certain cities. Colour-city associations may occur due to various
dimensions involved in this complex system: physical entity of the urban space,
political associations or historical connotations, etc. These associations affect the
mental images of cities and also are affected by those images. Ankara, the capital of
Turkish Republic, is widely referred to as a ‘grey city’ by its residents and visitors.
Thus, here, Ankara was handled as a significant case to study colour-city associations.
The first objective of this study is to see, through conduction of a survey, whether the
observed pattern in this association of Ankara and grey can be considered to be valid
scientifically. Depending on the observed pattern, the second objective of the study is
to reveal the corresponding connotations to clarify the associations which accompany
the ‘greyness’ of the city.
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2. Present Study
The current study was conducted through an internet based questionnaire which was
shared via social media. The sample of the survey involved both residents and visitors
to investigate the patterns in the perceptions of Ankara in the context of ‘greyness’,
colour and associations. Both the on-line connections and the students of Interior
Architecture and Environmental Design at Atılım University were encouraged to
participate in the study. By snowball sampling, 52 female and 29 male participants
were included. 77 complete and 4 partially complete response sets – totalling 81 –
were analysed.
The questionnaire was constituted of five groups of questions which were given in
different pages. First group included demographic questions. Average age of the
sample group was found to be 30 whereas average duration of residence was 21 years.
Totalling 46 of 81 participants moved to Ankara. 59% of the respondents who moved
to Ankara did so for education, whereas 15% for better living conditions and 26% for
other reasons (such as marriage, appointment, etc.). Participants were also asked to
write down their eye deficiencies, and colour-blind participants were excluded.
For the following two parts, 20 chromatic colours and 19 different greys which
represent different shades of grey were selected on NCS colour system and the image
was created by the researcher on Adobe Photoshop CS6 with same colour properties
except hue (see Tab. 1). In the second part, the participants were requested to select
from 20 hues (see Fig.1) which they think could be representative of the city and to
write down both the code (1 to 20) and the name of the colour. Then, they were asked
to write their comments about the given set of colours and about the one they chose.
The same question set was then asked for 19 different greys (see Fig.2). This time, in
addition, they could write a colour name which they think could be added to the grey
they had selected. Afterwards, the participants were asked if they would recommend
any other colours in association with Ankara.
In the fourth part, a list of five words which the respondent related to Ankara was
requested. The reasons of their preferences of these words were also asked. To
investigate the concept, the User Conceptual Model, which was revealed by Klaus
Krippendorff, was adopted [7]. Just as suggested by the model, the aim was to gather
data which would enable extraction of meanings attached to Ankara (as an artefact)
by its users (both the residents and the visitors).
The questionnaire was terminated by the fifth part where respondents’ comments
about the experiment, their email addresses, and their preference of being or not being
informed about the results were asked.
Chromatic Colour Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NCS Codes
S 5040-R
S 5040-R20B
S 5040-R40B
S 5040-R60B
S 5040-R80B
S 5040-B
S 5040-B20G
S 5040-B40G
S 5040-B60G

Grey Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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NCS Codes
S 1500-N
S 2000-N
S 2500-N
S 3000-N
S 3500-N
S 4000-N
S 4500-N
S 5000-N
S 5500-N

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

S 5040-B80G
10
S 6000-N
S 5040-G
11
S 6500-N
S 5040-G20Y
12
S 7000-N
S 5040-G40Y
13
S 7500-N
S 5040-G60Y
14
S 8000-N
S 5040-G80Y
15
S 8500-N
S 5040-Y
16
S 5502Y
S 5040-Y20R
17
S 5502R
S 5040-Y40R
18
S 5502B
S 5040-Y60R
19
S 5502G
S 5040-Y80R
Tab. 1 – NCS codes of 20 chromatic colours and 19 greys

Fig. 1 – 20 chromatic colours of the study

Fig. 2 – 19 greys of the study
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3. Findings and Discussion
The study aimed to clarify which chromatic colour and which greys are mostly
associated with Ankara and why people tend to relate these colours to the city. The
questionnaire was created and disseminated by surveygizmo.com website [8]. For
analyses of data and drawings of graphs, Excel, IBM Statistics SPSS 23 and Nvivo 11
were used.
3.1. Ankara and Chromatic Colours

For chromatic colours, two of 81 participants selected two colours, which were not
excluded for their analyses. However, nine of participants wrote only colour names
and three of these nine participants asked for one more colour: grey. These colour
names were excluded in the analysis. Although two colours (codes 5 and 6) had higher
frequencies by themselves, the colour range of 13-17 was frequently associated with
Ankara as well. The range of colours with codes 7 to 12 has the lowest frequency
where colours with codes 8, 9, and 10 were not selected at all (see Fig.3). Findings
reveal that people mostly tend to select bluish colours with colour codes: S 5040R80B (8) and S 5040-B (8), and colour names such as blue (9), navy blue (2),
turquoise (1), etc. in addition to yellowish and greenish colours, with variety of colour
names such as mustard, autumn, khaki green etc. (see. Tab. 2).
Colour Count
Codes
1
4
2
5
3
1
4
4
5
8
6
8
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
0
0
0
1
1
6
6

15

7

16
17

6
6

18
19

2
3

20

5

Colour Names in the Study
(in Turkish)
Kiremit kırmızı (1)
Koyu kırmızı (1), Pembe (1)
Mor (1)
Eflatun (1), Mor (2)
Mavi (4) Lacivert (2)
Mavi (4), Açık yeşil (1), Turkuaz (1)

Colour Names in the Study
(in English)
Tile red (1)
Dark red (1), Pink (1)
Purple (1)
Violet (1), Purple (1)
Blue (4), Navy blue (2)
Blue (4), Light green (1), Turquoise
(1)
Mavi (1)
Blue (1)
Was not selected
Was not selected
Was not selected
Was not selected
Was not selected
Was not selected
Ağaç yeşili
Tree green
N/A
N/A
Soluk yeşil (1), Yeşil (2)
Pale green (1), Green (2)
Hardal (1), İğrenç yeşil (1), Zeytin
Mustard (1), Ugly green (1), Olive
yeşili (1), Yeşil (1)
green (1), Green (1)
Haki yesili (1), Hardal (1), Hardal
Khaki green (1), Mustard (1), Mustard
sarı/yeşil (1), Yeşil/sarı arasi (1)
yellow-green (1), Between green and
yellow (1)
Hardal (2)
Mustard (2)
Kırmızı yeşil gri arası (1), Hazan (1),
Between red and green (1), Autumn
Hardal (1), Turuncu (1)
(1), Mustard (1), Orange (1)
Turuncu (1)
Orange (1)
Koyu sütlü kahve (1), Koyu turuncu
Dark milky brown (1), Dark orange
(1)
(1)
Kiremit (2), Kırmızı (1), Taba rengi (1)
Tile (2), Red (1), Snuff colour (1)
Tab. 2 – Results of chromatic colours and colour names
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Fig. 3 – Frequency distribution of chromatic colours

3.2. Ankara and Greys

Grey is the colour of Ankara in daily conversation. Participants mostly associated
Ankara to three of the given greys (colour codes 1, 4, and 8) (see Tab. 3). The range
of first five greys (colour codes 1 to 5, see Tab.2) which are lighter than the rest was
selected by 30 participants. The next five (colour codes 6 to 10, see Tab.2) were
selected by 23, and the next and the darkest group (colour codes 11 to 15, see Tab.2)
were preferred by only 9 participants. The last four greys (colour codes 16 to 19, see
Tab.2), which include different hues, were selected by 10 participants. However, 16
(S-5502Y) was mentioned by 6 participants where 18 (S-5502B) was not mentioned
at all. The findings show that people mostly associate Ankara with lighter greys (see
Fig.4).
Grey Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Count
Grey Codes
10
11
6
12
6
13
8
14
2
15
3
16
2
17
8
18
6
19
4
Tab. 3 – Results of greys
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Count
2
1
5
3
2
6
3
0
1

Fig. 4 – Frequency distribution of greys

3.3. Ankara and Meaning

Participants were asked to write down five words that they related to Ankara. 77 of
participants responded to this question. Some of the participants wrote less than five
words, however, their responses were not excluded. Miswritten words because of
keyboard difference were filtered, and 386 words were acquired (see Tab. 4).
‘Cold’, ‘Anıtkabır (Atatürk’s mausoleum)’, ‘capital’ and ‘civil servant’ were the most
mentioned words followed by ‘calm (serene)’, ‘family’, ‘tranquillity’, ‘traffic’. It is
inspiring to note that, ‘friend’ was mentioned 5 times in addition to ‘close friend’ 3
times. This association can be interpreted a positive one considering people’s
attachment of meanings to cities has significant social aspects.
Results show also a variety of words that define weather and climate conditions: cold,
rain, frost, gloom, dry. Ankara’s climate is not the coldest in the country, yet is colder
than many other cities such as Istanbul, Izmir, Antalya – than both western and
southern regions. Therefore, ‘cold’ might have been used both literally and
metaphorically.
The only animal that was mentioned by participants was ‘goat’, which was a previous
symbol of Ankara. This can be considered as significant data as the current symbol of
the city is defined as cat by Ankara metropolitan municipality, which acts in opposion
to the established values and characteristics of the capital. It is reasonable to state that,
associations of cities with symbols require longer periods of encounter as well as
tendency of embracement.
Although, participants had seen and answered previous questions about both
chromatic colours and various greys, ‘grey’ was the only colour which was mentioned
here. Moreover, three participants typed ‘colourless’. Considering very commonly
observed associations of grey with frequently mentioned words cold, concrete, boring,
rain, bureaucracy, formal, monotony, steppe, gloom and dry, it can be stated that, the
grey image of Ankara is based not only on the physical entity of the city, but also on
other dimensions that are involved in formation of city image.
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Word
(in Turkish)
Soğuk
Anıtkabir
Memur
Başkent
Sakin
Aile
Huzur
Trafik

English
translation
Cold
Ataturk’s
mausoleum
Civil servant
Capital
Calm, Serene
Family
Tranquillity
Traffic

Count
12
8

Word
(in Turkish)
Avm
Ayaz

8
8
7
6
6
6

Bürokrasi
Kalabalık
Keçi
Monoton
Okul
Atakule

English
translation
Mall
Frost

Bureaucracy
Crowd
Goat
Monotone
School
Atakule
(landmark)
Arkadaş
Friend
5
Bozkır
Steppe
Beton
Concrete
5
Dost
Close friend
Düzen
Order
5
Düzenli
Neat
Gri
Grey
5
Güven
Trust, Safety
Hayat
Life
5
Kasvet
Gloom
Park
Park
5
Kolay
Easy
Sıkıcı
Boring
5
Kuru
Dry
Yağmur
Rain
5
Renksiz
Colourless
Üniversite
University
5
Resmi
Formal
Çocukluk
Childhood
Tab. 4 – Results of words, which were mentioned 3 times or more.

Count
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4. Conclusion
Ankara, as the capital of country have always had a special importance for Turkey.
Yet, it is commonly related to grey with a relatively negative approach. The findings
of this study support the common observations of this association. The reasons behind
such approach, just as implied by the notion of image of the city, seem to be
multidimensional. Not only issues related to the structure of physical environment
(e.g. crowd, steppe, concrete), but also the defined identities of city as formal or
bureaucratic along with people’s relations to these issues and therefore the meanings
they attach to the city influence calling of the city as grey.
The study findings could be utilized by urban designers and colour researchers, and
also for researchers in psychology who aim to clarify colour associations or city
images. Moreover, they could be beneficial not only for researchers but for
municipality in order to understand residents’ needs and expectations and satisfy their
demands.
Although, findings of the study shed a light on colour association of Ankara in
addition to assigned meanings of the city, there were some limitations of the study:
screen features and indoor environment could not be controlled, sample group mostly
includes female participants and university students, and there could be an order effect
of chromatic colours and greys. Future studies could be improved according to these
limitations.
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1. Introduction
When we look at a man-made colour scheme, we can talk about our perception of the
colours and how they affect us. We can also take on a more theoretical approach and
discuss contrast ratio and harmonies in the scheme. We can simply enjoy the beauty
of the palette or reflect on how it brings out the best in a form. All this is about
experiencing the colour scheme after it has been created. For a design student, it is
also important to look at the colour scheme from another perspective. The student
must curiously ask: How is this palette created? This question is directed backwards
in time and focuses on the actions leading up to the finished colour scheme. A design
student must as such be trained in both understanding a colour composition after it is
created as well as mastering the creation itself. He must be able to formulate an
intention with a colour scheme in his own work and select and apply methods to
produce it.
This simple question; How is this palette created? is the promotor for the development
of the colour palette methodology described in this paper. The work began in 2015 at
Designskolen Kolding in Denmark. The background was observations of students’
work with colour that showed that their approach to creating palettes were often highly
intuitive. The majority of students would tend to forget colour theory later in their
studies and therefore not make qualified colour choices in their design projects [1]. A
beta-version of The Colour Combination Cards has since been tested as a teaching
tool and evaluations has led to the form the collection has today.
The paper starts by introducing elements from a classical design process, that has been
implemented in The Colour Combination Cards. Next follows a description of the
phases and methods suggested in the methodology. The paper concludes by presenting
two cases where The Colour Combination Cards has been used in design education.
2. Understanding the Design Process
In 1926 psychologist Graham Wallas described the creative process in four phases;
Preparation, Incubation, Illumination and Verification [2]. Since then many models to
understand creative processes including design processes has been generated. In 2007,
The British Design Council did a major study of the design process in eleven
international companies. Based on their observations, they developed the model The
Double Diamond, which is a very simplified model illustrating the progress of a
design process [3]. The model divides the process into four phases. A divergent phase
is followed by a converging phase, which is repeated in the second diamond. Each
phase consists of a number of iterations, where ideas can be developed and tested. A
divergent phase is characterized by an open-minded approach, a phase where ideas
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are freely created. A convergent phase is characterized by the opposite; an analytic
approach for the purpose of selecting the best idea. When comedian John Cleese talks
about his creative work he distinguishes between an open mode and a closed mode,
and states that both are necessary in creative processes [4]. Professor of strategic
management, Roger Martin has also identified these two different states of mind in
design thinking, which he claims to consist of both analytic thinking and intuitive
thinking [5]. The structure of The Colour Combination Cards is inspired by elements
of the design profession in terms of phases, iterations and analytic versus intuitive
thinking.
3. The Colour Combination Cards
The Colour Combination Cards [6] is a colour palette methodology developed for
design students. The methodology is divided into four elements: Plan - Create Review - Adjust. These elements can be understood as both categories of methods and
phases in a colour design process. Each phase indicates a certain working procedure
in the design process and suggest a number of methods to be used in the specific phase.

Fig. 1 – A visualisation of the phases in the colour design process

PLAN: The colour work in the design process begins with the student contemplating
the intention behind the desired colour scheme. He will make an effort to understand
his target group by studying age, gender, culture, job, and style. Through this work
the student will identify the target group’s wants and needs. It is also necessary for
the students to have knowledge of the design field, where the colour scheme is to be
implemented. Is it for interior; the student can study light conditions. Is it for a graphic
identity; the student must consider readability and symbolic value of the colours. Is it
for a fashion collection; the student can look at trends etcetera. Besides research in the
target group and design field, the student must also at this stage define what he wants
to achieve with the palette expression. Should the colour scheme have a calming or
dramatic effect? Is it sophisticated or raw? Artificial or natural? When the student has
outlined a plan for the colour scheme he can move on to the next stage.
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There are five Plan-cards in the method collection. Four of them proposes a strategy
for a colour scheme and outline as such both an expression and possible tactics to
meet this expression. These four Plan-cards are intended as examples that can be used
by the inexperienced design student to train the thinking. The fifth Plan card describes
what the student should consider to be able to formulate his own plan. This card is
mostly directed at the student who are already familiar with working with colours and
with design processes.
CREATE: At this stage, the student will work with the first draft of a colour scheme.
Colours are composed to meet the plan that was defined in the previous phase. In the
Create-phase no judgement can take place. Emphasis is placed on an open approach
to ensure a creative workflow. There is room for intuition and contemplation.
There are twelve Create-cards in the method collection. These twelve cards each
represent a method to create a colour palette. The methods range from very intuitive
to very systematic approaches and are collected partly from existing colour theory and
partly from interviews with practicing designers [7].
REVIEW: After the open and creative process follows an analytical look at the colour
scheme. Here the student will stop up and hold his first draft up against the original
plan and evaluate whether it meets the intentions. The student may include other
people in this process, it can be a fellow student or if possible a representative from
the target group. If the colour scheme is consistent with the intentions the design work
is completed. If not, the design process must subsequently include one or several
iterations where the colour scheme can be improved.
There is only one Review-card in the method collection. This card indicates a number
of questions, that the student can ask himself to assess whether the colour scheme live
up to the intentions formulated in the Plan-phase or not.
ADJUST: If the generated colour scheme does not meet the intentions, it can be
further processed in the Adjust-phase. This phase can be interpreted as an iteration of
the Create-phase. As described in the previous chapter, working with iterations is an
essential part of a design process.
There are twelve Adjust-cards in the method collection. These twelve cards each
represent a method to vary and to improve a colour scheme. The methods range from
very intuitive to very systematic approaches, and are collected partly from existing
colour theory and partly from interviews with practicing designers.
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Figure 2 shows two different illustrations of the colour design processes. The first
illustration shows a process that consists of a Plan-phase, a Create-phase and a
Review-phase. The colour scheme that is generated in the Create-phase is thus
assessed in the Review-phase to have fulfilled the intentions of the Plan-phase. The
design process is therefor completed. The second illustration shows a process that
consists of a Plan-phase, a Create-phase and a series of iterations of Review- and
Adjust-phases. The colour scheme that is generated in the Create-phase is thus
assessed in the Review-phase not to have fulfilled the intentions of the Plan-phase and
must be further processed in an Adjust-phase. This process Adjust - Review - Adjust
- Review is repeated until the expression of the colour scheme is satisfactory.

Fig. 2 – Illustrations of two variations of the colour design process

4. The Method Cards
The Colour Combination Cards consists of a total of thirty methods. Each method is
formulated on a card. This enables the student to physically take out a card of the
collection and put it on his desk in order to focus on this one method while working
with it. All text and graphical design is made in black-and-white so no colour
combinations are indirectly proposed. On the front the cards present a graphic that
illustrates the methods, a short title, the method category and a number. On the reverse
side of the card is a description of the method, possible variations and pros and cons.
Overview of the thirty methods in four categories:
Plan-cards: No.1 Balance, No.2 Trend, No.3 Subdued, No.4 The Full Circle,
No.5 Another Plan
Create-cards: No.6 Analogue, No.7 Monochrome, No.8 Complementary,
No.9 Split Complementary, No.10 Triad, No.11 Tetrad, No.12 Personal Colours,
No.13 Colour Separation, No.14 Historical Palette, No.15 Commercial Context,
No.16 Concept, No.17 Random
Adjust-cards: No.18 Value, No.19 Saturation, No.20 Invert Hue, No.21 Invert All,
No.22 Overtone, No.23 Bridge, No.24 Perfume, No.25 Scale, No.26 Pairing,
No.27 Double Up, No.28 Reduction, No.29 Material
Review-card: No.30 Question
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Fig. 3 – Illustration of the Create-card No.8 Complementary.

5. The Colour Combination Cards in Teaching
A beta version of The Colour Combination Cards has been used in two different
teaching situations at Designskolen Kolding. The material was first introduced in a
basic colour class for bachelor students on first semester. The class is a cross
disciplinary course with students from the departments of Fashion, Textile,
Accessories, Industrial Design and Communication Design. The focus of the course
is on the subtractive colour theory as described at the Bauhaus school in the 1920s
[8]. A selection of The Colour Combination Cards was presented in a lecture and the
students chose one or more of the methods to test. There was no implementation of
the colour work into a design project in this course.
Three of the students teamed up to investigate a series of methods from the collection.
Because they did not have to implement the colour schemes into an actual design
project they decided to investigate the methods and applied a thorough and systematic
approach to the work. As a framework for their study they chose to work mainly with
compositions of three colours. All these colour combinations were created freely by
using the Create-card No.12 Personal Colours. Afterwards they compared their
personal colours and identified differences in preference and taste. They set out to
analyse the colour combinations by referring them to a selection of methods that
originates from colour theory: No.6 Analogue, No.7 Monochrome, No.8
Complementary, No.9 Split Complementary, No.10 Triad, No.11 Tetrad. This way the
students used The Colour Combination Cards not only as an inspiration to create
colour schemes but also as a means to understand and analyse colour combinations.
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Fig. 4 – Student’s work with The Colour Combination Cards in the basic colour class.

The Colour Combination Cards has also been used in a course for fashion and textile
students on the third semester. Here it entered as part of a long-term design project in
which students would end up with a finished garment collection or textile collection.
The colour work was placed in the beginning of the project and was therefore done
prior to sketching on form and pattern. In this case, the students formulated their Plan
as mood boards or trend forecasts, which became the fundamental starting point for
the development of the entire collection. Because of the use of visual mood boards
most students chose to work with variations of the Create-card No.13 Colour
Separation. This method suggests separating colours from an image and use them as
a colour scheme. After reviewing the outcomes all students made several adjustments
using a wide range of various Adjust-methods.
Figure 5 shows the work of a student who created her first colour scheme using
Create-card No.13 Colour Separation and evaluated her colour scheme to be too
highly saturated for the fragile colour expression, she was trying to create. She
therefore used the Adjust-method No.23 Bridge. This method suggests selecting two
colours from the palette and mixing them in a scale of colours between the two. New
colours can be picked from this scale and added to the colour scheme. In this case, the
student identified two complementary colour contrasts in a photo on her mood board
and made a Bridge between the two. She found muted colours in this range, that
became essential to her final colour scheme.
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Fig. 5 – Student’s work with The Colour Combination Cards in a design project on third semester.

6. Conclusion and Discussion
The Colour Combination Cards has been introduced in connection with two courses
at Designskolen Kolding. Based on the response received from the participating
students and the evaluation from fellow colleagues at the student’s examinations, the
colour methodology will be applied in following colour classes. The students with
little or no previous experience with colour have used the method cards as concrete
tool for making colour schemes as well as a navigator in the vast field of colour theory.
The more experienced students have used the method cards as a means to challenge
their preferred working procedure. Apart from learning the actual procedure about
creating a colour scheme the students also seem to have improved their vocabulary
around colour as well as their awareness of the importance of colour. The distinction
between the analytic and intuitive phases has been easily accepted, probably because
the students are familiar with design thinking from other subjects in their studies.
Using The Colour Combination Cards as a tool in design teaching has overall shown
to be beneficial. The future work will now involve an intensified focus on the didactic
challenges as new questions are rising; How might we optimize the teaching by
distinguishing between basic colour knowledge and implementation of colour work
in a design project? And how can we make the best use of The Colour Combination
Cards in these two cases? If the material is to be taught by others, does it need any
instructions and available presentations?
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7. MEANINGS BEHIND COLOURS: WHAT IS THEIR EFFECT
ON HUMAN BEHAVIOUR?
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The colors of paradise and its discontents
1

Karl Schawelka

Let’s start with a well-known painting by the American Artist Thomas Cole from the
year 1828. (Ill. 1) It’s a landscape painting showing the Expulsion from the Garden
Eden. On the right side there is Eden, a gentle well-lit spring-like landscape full of
blossoming flowers in a multitude of saturated colors, ripe fruit, enough water and
friendly animals that might also serve as a meal. The left side, however, is dark and
bleak. Dangerous animals are lurking and the landscape is wild and threatening. There
are no chromatic colors, only brownish, blackish, greyish tones. Some ecological
catastrophe seems to have happened. Trees are dead. Here it’s difficult to survive and
find food and shelter. That’s the environment Adam and Eve have to get along with
after the fall and the expulsion. So far so familiar. Paradise is agreeable and positive,
while life outside is full of pain, dangers and hardship.
The concept of Paradise or Garden Eden seems to be a human universal and not
restricted to the Judeo-Christian tradition. Similar concepts can be found in China, in
Islamic Countries or in the Greek and Roman world. Now, all these different concepts
are even in their socialist versions pretty similar. Paradise is full of saturated and
strong colors while the realm of the dead is shadowy and pallid. (Ill. 2) The locus
amoenus or the dreamland arcadia of the ancients or popular pictures in calendars
have in common that they show a welcoming and colorful place with water and grove
where it is good to settle and procreate. (Ill. 3) Multi-colored paradise pleases the
senses. It is related to sex. The Garden Eden, the Garden of Love and the Garden of
the Five Senses are virtually inseparable. (Ill.4)
Folk wisdom has it that colors stand for life. Good biological reasons support this
assessment. The ‘florid’ colors we encounter have usually been produced by plants or
animals. When they die their colors fade. (Ill. 5) Our ancestors needed like any animal
a certain habitat to thrive and when there is an abundance of colorful blossoms and
succulent fruits it signaled directly or indirectly food for them. They refer to the
fertility of nature, indicate that milk and honey will flow, and that the vegetation is
intact and varied. Parched colors in the vegetation on the other hand suggest that life
has departed from them. Nature’s trick is to make behaviors that enhance survival
pleasurable. To guide us towards our species-appropriate habitat, colors give us
pleasure and improve our mood.
Paradise is also a safe place, habitually protected by walls or a fence. You find young
women, children, maybe some old men. A healthy male youth will be welcome. Here
are some examples from fine arts: (Ill. 6) Our ads for holiday resorts follow the same
pattern. (Ill. 7) Concerning the four big F’s biologists talk about, Feeding, Fighting,
Fleeing and - ahem – Reproduction, paradise is good for feeding and reproduction and
there is no need for fighting or fleeing. Everything that might create pain is locked
out. No droughts, no warfare, no epidemics, no need for alertness, ambition or
aggression. Small wonder that humans continue to bring their manmade environments
closer to some sort of Garden Eden. Instances of the human drive to create artificial
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paradises by using strong colors are easily found. Color abounds in our front lawns,
in shopping malls, in parks. (Ill. 8) The cultivation of flowers has become a billiondollar business. Painted flowers are teeming in all kinds of ornaments. (Ill. 9) In
ethnographic contexts, such as in living rooms (Ill. 10) or peasant costumes we find
the same love of strong gay colors.
From this finding seems to follow that variegation of bright colors is always positive
and we constantly strive to make our environment as colorful as possible. If this
affects our mood and brightens it up, such behavior is to be expected. In a coloring
book for adults “The Garden of Eden” (Ill. 11) the publishers state that “the more you
color, the better you actually feel.”
At least since humans buried their dead they collected pigments and dyes, elaborated
them, traded them and used them for their bodies, clothes and dwellings. Since ancient
times, people have spent a lot of time and effort trying to discover ever more strikingly
colored dyes and pigments. You all know about the importance of paints and pigments
like purple, ultramarine, vermilion, kermes and others as a coveted commodity. (Ill.
12) The Spanish monopole on kermes contributed greatly to the richness of the
country in the seventeenth century.
In the meantime, almost all the colors existing in our man-made environments are
artificially produced and that simply because we love them. There is a steady increase
in colorfulness. I am old enough to remember a time when photographs and
illustrations were in black and white, as well as movies and the TV-program. It seems
that the use of colors has exploded within a few decades. The fantasy film
‘Pleasantville’ from 1998, playing in the 50s indicates by the transition from black
and white to color that people turn from social repression to an acknowledgment of
their sensuality. (Ill. 13) Does our fondness of colors follows the logic of addiction?
That the more we have the more we crave?
However, this cannot be the whole story. Even given that over time our human-made
environments have become more and more colorful we often restrain from motley
compilations. Sometimes it becomes "too colorful" for us. Our walls are usually
painted in white, our cars tend to be greyish, white or black (Ill. 14) and our dresses
are much less obtrusive than they could be. (Ill. 15) A lecture hall, an office, a
workshop, they don’t try to resemble paradise. (Ill. 16) Apparently, we do not want to
be put permanently into a Garden Eden. There must be at least one opponent process
in our brains, which frequently leads us to refrain from a medley of saturated or gaudy
colors.
How do we have to understand this process, its logic and the reason for its existence?
Do we need to fall back to kind of Freudian Thanatos-drive as opposed to Eros
connected with colors? Of course, theoreticians have since long noticed that there
exists some sort of refuse of bright, gaudy colors or - to use David Batchelor’s term –
chromophobia. Usually they blame social rules for it. Moralists and philosophers have
repeated over and over that in order to find the truth one should look behind the
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beautiful appearance. Wise men should not succumb to the deceptive allure of makeup and color. Just because it feels good doesn’t mean you should do it. We humans
have values and ethical judgements. We can reason and recognize that the fulfilment
of an immediate pleasure might be harmful in the future. Is our fondness of color
comparable to our fondness of fatty and sweet food? Should we control it due to better
insight? But what is wrong with colorfulness?
I am not convinced that morals or social rules are sufficient to explain the restrained
colorfulness we generally show in our actual environments. When we are fed up by
an exuberance of colors it’s a spontaneous feeling and we don’t act out of social fear.
To be sure, social rules concerning the use of colors do exist and they often stipulate
who when and where should exercise restraint. The once popular guidebooks
illustrating how to achieve color harmony in one’s apartment or dress, although
somewhat out of fashion, revealed the fear of nouveau riche to be held as tasteless or
vulgar. It is true that elites often tend to wear black clothes, but usually they are
powerful and enjoy life and don’t act as penitents. At present, it is the lower strata of
society that show little color restraint. (Ill. 17)
The fact that we sometimes perceive colors as screaming or loud and that they make
us uncomfortable, is an involuntary physiological process, which must not be learned.
I can force myself to keep me on medical advice to a diet, but the fact remains that a
cream cake would actually taste me. Our usual reluctance towards strong colors is
thus not comparable. It consists not in the painstaking mastery and social control of a
temptation. We just sometimes prefer an environment that does not constantly draw
attention to itself. When Verner Panton created the notorious canteen of the “Spiegel”
Publishing House in 1969 he transformed it into some kind of psychedelic den with
exuberant colors. Yet it was strongly opposed by the employees and had to be
removed. (Ill. 18)
Are the reasons for the voluntary abstinence from possible variegation even where we
do not have to pay attention to the judgment of others to seek in physiology? Do we
enjoy strong gaudy colors only for a short time and then return to normal? Does our
rejection of colorfulness follow the logic of eating? For this, there should be a signal
that tells us that we have exceeded or fallen below the set value and should return to
a medium level again.
In any event, we should introduce a temporal factor in the perception of color.
Obviously, factors like habituation, boredom, supersaturation, stress or fatigue play
an essential role when assessing the color of an environment. Whether we perceive a
location as calm and pleasant or monotonous and vapid is not only different from
person to person, but also depends on our current needs. What appealed to us
yesterday, might be intolerable today. It can be assumed that beyond a certain length
of stay in a particular environment, we get tired of them so that any change of color is
perceived as agreeable. As novelty-seekers we might even welcome colorless scenery
for a while. Therefore, most of our environments where we have to stay longer are
somewhat middle-of-the-road. Color yes, but not in excess. We want some order, but
also some surprise. This practice reconciles well with our changing moods and
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conditions. It seems there is some kind of baseline we fall back when we had enough
of the excitement with colors. Clearly the particular level of balancing chromophilia
and chromophobia on which we feel at ease is variable.
Maybe this balance depends emotions and mood? Perfect pleasure or happiness
cannot be maintained. Observably the joy or weariness of color depends on our mood.
To some degree, colors can affect mood, but the mood can also gain the upper hand
and we prefer to seek an environment that is more suited to our current condition.
When we are feeling sad and depressed, we tend to avoid strong colors. (Ill. 19) We
might even become angry if we have to endure them.
Still, as an explanation of the colorfulness or drabness of all the settings around us,
the arguments advanced thus far seem only partially true. They can neither account
for our marked desire for edenic sceneries in some places nor for the reserved colors
we commonly prefer at least periodically and for certain tasks. Neither physiology nor
social rules are sufficient.
I would maintain that the different colorations of our environments differ mostly
because of their function, i.e. on what the situation demands. We all know that
Paradise is too good to be true. Although we rather would prefer to stay in a state of
harmony and eternal bliss, the circumstances they are not so. In real life, there is
competition for everything what we would like or need. We have to work to earn a
living, we have to fight, gain or maintain our status, avoid dangers, find shelter and so
on. Another of Nature’s trick is to make behaviors that endanger survival painful. We
might experience fear, disgust and other unpleasant emotions. How is colorfulness
related to these conditions? In actual fact environments that could be described as
emulating paradise are related to special occasions like celebrations and worship and
not to the grey everyday life. Bright colors make festivities visible and special. (Ill.
20) As much as we enjoy the Sainte Chapelle – places of devotion often refer to
paradise - or a banquet hall painted by Tiepolo (Ill. 21) they should not be emulated
for a dentist’s office.
Paradise is attractive when we are safe, able to contemplate, relax and enjoy (and think
of procreation). I would even surmise that its colorfulness which is usually taken in
holistically induces some sort of dampening of conscious control. But then what
happens when we are hungry, afraid, need shelter, experience threats to security, are
looking for escape or must care for our physical health? Is the mild intoxication we
experience in a Garden Eden appropriate under these circumstances? We are not free
to eliminate all the vital tasks relevant for our biological success, which are mostly
regulated by need and negative feelings. Schopenhauer spoke of the dictate of the will
- that is states in which the body seeks imperiously to fulfill its biological needs. In
his opinion, we can rarely indulge in a relaxed meditative state as for example in
aesthetic experiences.
When acting out of necessity the contemplative attitude induced by a medley of
radiant colors seems misplaced and even gives discomfort. Since an overabundance
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of bright colors impedes the perception of space this is biologically sensible.
Obviously, the balance between chromophilia and chromophobia we feel comfortable
with depends somewhat on the urgency and kind of tasks we have to fulfil in a given
situation. Freedom from constraints stands against need, which may explain the moral
judgments involved when it comes to the assessment of bright colors. It would be
interesting to find out how people who work in an amusement center such as
Disneyland cope with the permanent colorfulness.
But not only the balance shifts, the role of the colors - that what they stand for - also
changes. Strong colors attract attention. Yet, what merits attention rests on the current
needs of the perceiving agent. When we are pressed to act the adequacy of a color to
its functional role becomes imperative.
What we perceive, depends not only on the existing stimuli, but also on our inner state
and on our assessment of the situation we find ourselves in. Our brain is constantly
busy trying to make predictions at different levels, that is to provide schemes into
which the incoming stimuli will be inserted. The schemes allow us to act quickly.
They not only determine which stimuli get attention, but also decide what is currently
relevant. The more predictive our brain acts under pressure the less time for perception
in bottom-up fashion. The famous video of an experiment that Christopher Chabris
and Daniel Simons have performed, where the subjects did not notice a woman in a
gorilla suit shows the influence of different tasks on what enters into consciousness
and what remains hidden. The balance between bottom-up and top-down processes
seems to shift in accordance with the urgency to act. These differences are likely to
influence the perception of color as well.
Under ordinary circumstances, disinterested aesthetic contemplation is rather
unattainable or inappropriate. The world of paradise and the realm of necessity behave
antagonistically. Most of the time we have to act. An environment that requires
constant attention, fatigues us quickly. In this case, the attempt to assess nuances of
colors is dismissed as irrelevant or even disturbing. We cannot switch to an enjoyment
of colors at will.
However, even workspaces are not colorless. How colorful could or should a place of
work be? When we are forced to perform meaningful activities under time pressure
the functionality of a color for the task becomes a priority. The fire alarm, the red
phone, the warning lights, traffic signs and so on would be examples. Usually we
prefer an organization in the sense of "form follows function". When we assess the
functionality of colors we think of aspects like distinctness, useful structuring,
avoidance of errors and so on. Dangerous elements should pop out. (Ill. 23) If we have
to act fast and focused, we prefer simple, intense and clearly distinguishable signals
instead of subtle chromatic transitions. Four to six color categories are optimal. Traffic
signs, flags or the jerseys of sport teams offer examples. (Ill. 24) The limited capacity
of our short-term memory seems to prevent the differentiation of more categories.
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Colors help us to structure what is perceived. What is colored similarly, should also
belong together. The ordering of filings by color obeys in this sense not decorative or
aesthetic but functional needs. (Ill. 25) The attention demanded by a color stimulus
may be relevant or irrelevant, depending on the circumstances. This adduces semantic
and pragmatic considerations into color perception. If something seizes our attention
which does not deserve it at the given moment, we will be distracted and irritated,
even and especially in social conditions. The colored splendor and festivity of an opera
house should fade into the background when an emergency occurs. Of course,
personal values and cultural factors also play a role when assessing function and
appropriateness.
In summary, color perception and evaluation depend not only on the current state of
our body, but especially on the urgent actions to be performed in the moment. A purely
aesthetic contemplation of colors can be maintained only in safe circumstances
without immediate concerns where we are relaxed and able to enjoy their sensual
appeal. What is valid under those circumstances cannot be transferred to situations
where we instantly have to act.
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1. Introduction
Reaching to a destination from a starting point refers to numerous terms in
environmental psychology and design. These terms are defined by researchers from
various fields of studies (cartography, psychology, architecture, urban planning,
etc.).Wayfinding is the term of American urban planner, Kevin Lynch [1], used for
denoting a process one must go through to reach the destination. He also defines the
legibility of a place/environment which if a place-environment, in a coherent way
and recognizable pattern, can be organized. This explanation was further developed
by other experts; O’Neil [2] developed a conceptual model based on other studies
[3][4] that states physical environment features have influence on the precision of
the cognitive maps, resulting in having impacts on wayfinding performance. These
physical environment features can be spatial related, such as the layout or
environmental configuration, or elemental related (informational, landmarks, etc.).
The elemental related features of an environment can act as wayfinding cues for its
subjects-users and is called wayfinding elements. Due to the prominent role of
wayfinding elements in enhancing the legibility of an environment, designers intend
to utilize or design these elements in a post-occupancy phase of that particular place.
In other meanings, if an environment does not own spatial features of legibility, like
a comprehendible and perceivable layout or setting, then the elements would be
used. These elements can be thoroughly integrated into the environment, be added to
the environment, or in some cases, existing elements would be manipulated in order
to aid the general legibility. Color, as a psycho-physical phenomenon, has the
adequate saliency to affect these elements [5] and consequently, improve or decrease
the legibility of a space. The purpose of this study is the coloration of the
wayfinding elements by considering the legibility of an environment, and as result
some elements are designed to validate if a proper colorized wayfinding element can
actually aid observer-user to accomplish wayfinding tasks. This validation will be
studied theoretically as literature and empirically as a field study.
2. On environmental legibility and wayfinding
Arthur and Passini [6] described wayfinding as a means of consisting of decision
making, execution of decisions, processing of information and spatial problemsolving, which contains environmental perception and cognition. In another study,
Golledge [7] explains wayfinding as a memory-oriented ability; in which one can
determine a rout, learn that rout and retrace or reverse it. He continues that unless
people acquire environmental knowledge, a wayfinding trip can’t be successfully
completed. The recall ability of the direction of a given place by an individual from
his/her current location is the utmost vital principle of the foundation of wayfinding,
he states. The wayfinding itself correlates with the environmental legibility; a term
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which Li and Klippel [8] delineate as if humans can learn and understand an
environment/place. This aspect indicates that the more comprehendible an
environment is the higher rate of environmental legibility it possesses. For further
clarification of these concepts, more elaboration is needed; what Herzog and
Leverich [9] describe as legibility, is simply the characteristics of a space, which
help building cognitive maps and therefore results in a better wayfinding. It is, to
some extents, suggested that the way environment’s legibility affects wayfinding
processes and tasks, surpasses the influence of the familiarity of an observer-user;
The familiarity with a place can somehow facilitate one’s perception of a
configurational setting (whether it is a natural or manmade environment), but an
illegible setting is prone to cause disorientation, despite the familiarity with it [10].
Hence, the inextricable connection between the legibility of environment and
wayfinding is evident; although there are some common scopes in the terms of
elements. Koseoglu and Erinsel [11], introduce the spatial variables of legibility and
categorized these variables in recognizability of buildings and spatial configuration.
In the first category, landmarks are defined as objects which the saliency of their
physical forms is uniqueness. Landmarks as one of the five image elements which
Lynch [12] denoted, is considered to have a clear form and contrast with its
background. In another research Steck and Mallot [13] separate landmarks in two
classifications of global and local; in which the global landmarks are explained as
they are visible form long distances and the latter are visible when the observer goes
near them. There are also three groups of the prominence of landmarks: visual
prominence (form, façade, color), semantic prominence (historical and cultural
value), structural prominence (location) [14]. To elucidate the influence of
landmarks in wayfinding and therefore improve the legibility of an environment,
more explanation should be provided.
2.1. Landmarks & Props:

Zingale [15] defines landmarks as signs which their semiotic factors are used to
make a place’s identity. As he reasons the act of associating signs to landmarks
because they:
•
Mark the distinction between familiar elements and unfamiliar ones
•
Demarcate and thusly determine the features of a territory
•
Many socio-cultural practices take shape within them
Golledge [7] introduced the word “idiosyncratic landmarks” as a type of landmarks
that are only significant, and somehow distinguishable, by an individual or a specific
group or community as these types of landmarks have a socio-cultural meaning for
their observer, regardless of their unnoticeable differences with their surroundings.
These kinds of landmarks can be the elements of an environment even though they
are not described as landmarks by the majority of people or observers. In Zingale’s
study [15], the difference of “real landmarks” and “experience landmarks” are stated
too; as the real ones are recognized by all as “landmarks” (e.g. Statue of Liberty,
Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, etc. ) and experience landmarks which are not
only egocentric, but also are derived from a person’s particular observation, and
therefore are differently perceived by anyone (e.g. a disfigured column, a rusty door,
etc.) i.e. owning saliency and noticeable features for being a landmark. Furthermore,
there are other landmarks which Stevens [16] indicates as “scaled-down landmarks”;
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all objects that can be pinpointed and have the potentiality of becoming helpers for
orientation, i.e. facilitators for wayfinding processes and tasks. These props can be
directly picked by the observation of an observer-user, such as color of a wall, or
can be the objects of the environment’s scenic set, which are installed for some
purposes. Accordingly, the viability of an object to become a landmark, and aid
users to find their way easily, is mentioned and proved; considering the first factor
of environment’s legibility, the presence of landmarks.
2.2. Wayfinding Elements:

Wayfinding elements are parts of the designed objects (elements) which are
intended to help wayfinding (such as signage) [17], [18] and cues for wayfinding,
those that are intended to aid wayfinding [19] but not necessarily manmade and can
be within natural or built environments [6]. Hunt classifies [20] wayfinding elements
into the two kinds of passive and active. Built-in environmental features (manmade
or natural) which can be grasped by the observer-user for orientation as passive
tools, and signs, directories, color-coding as active ones. So signage, as designed
elements, contributes to people to find their destinations, but informationally. As
Golledge [7] states, the cognition essence of environmental orientation, namely
cognitive maps, is far more important than the mere placement of indication signs
while the prioritized goal of signage is wayfinding itself, as mentioned before.
3. Color and its approaches in signage design:
The study of color in environment and wayfinding are mainly concentrated on sole
use of color and shows the robust ability of color for wayfinding task. [21][24].
These seminal studies introduced color as a means for improving environmental
features. Nevertheless, the reasons behind opting color, as a sight-related, out of
other environmental variables which are connected to human senses, are both linked
to the characteristics of color by the means of its semiosic vantage point [25], and,
the perspective of properties of a “perceived color”, consisting of any combination
of chromatic and achromatic content [26].
3.1. Color in the perspective of semiotics:

Due to the process of observing and perceiving colors from the birthdate, throughout
the history with the presence of color in the nature, and as visible domain of light,
there are correlations between meanings and colors. In other words, humans tend to
seek meaning of a particular color whether there are meanings intended or not; they
find color attention-catching and anticipate informational content out of it. The
reason is simply the evolutionary heritage of color through the humans’ history [27].
Color is an iconic and indexical element and more than signifying, stimulate
signification, and is a part of humans’ biological and psychological inheritance. It
can even improve the detection and memorization of landmarks and props,
supporting cognitive maps to create a self-centered geometry. The absence of
expression in color actually doesn’t affect the signification of it and it’s totally
independent, and its use and planning made it as an attention getting strategy and a
way to impact the direction of someone’s gaze [25]. As, Zingale states: “Color, in
short, has a conative force: a pragmatic power of seduction, which may lead to
another path or which may confirm continuing forward on the same one”. So color
as its nature, in the semiosic field, is dynamical object because it stimulates
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orientation and act upon a sign mediation to an interpretant action – resulting in a
behavioral response: orientation, exploration and navigation [25]. However, the
study of color as a stimulus in the field of semiotics shows its practicality to
influence the observer-user of an environment/place in the scope of a proper
wayfinding [15][24]. So, color has the potentiality to transfer various significations
without being noticed and it can be utilized in almost any physical variables of the
environment; whether it’s a wall or simply a prop.
3.2. Cognitive processes of color:

Color has even been studied in the field of ecologic psychology; where its
applicability on human cognitive behavior and design has been tested. The
affordance of color and its concept shows that despite the act of stimulation of
emotions by color, it can be applied in the field of communication, building another
substitute for language as a visual informative datum [28]. Pakr mentions three kind
of color affordances: Cognitive Affordances (which can be applied in for example
placement and group relevance), Sensuous Affordances (as a means for attention,
visibility or readability) and, Physical Affordances (like appropriate size or the
effectiveness of actions). The cognitive nature of color, despite its perceptional
aspect made it as an influential design element in the physical environment [29];
moreover, color can trigger both emotional and physical responses based on one’s
experience [30]. The term “cognitive color” was used in a study by Derefeldt et. al
[31] to imply the secondary process of color in human’s mind, which is subsequent
higher-order process of semantic and verbal classification of the perceptions. For
instance, in the territory of Gestalt laws, the function of cognitive color shows the
ability of a color to help in organizing shapes and grouping, or figure/background
distinction. Although color showed some traces to be vanished quickly after being
observed, and then hard to be memorized (causing the memory color shift) [32],
Yendrikhovskij et. al [33] indicate that a color can be memorized longer (in the long
term memory) in the case of being associated with a familiar object. Simply put,
remembering the category of the original color like “green grass” is more facile, and
also faster to remember, rather the shades and the tints of a green color itself; which
is namely a “cognitive color” that is entangled with the context its applied to [31].
As a cognitive process of color, Nicholson and Mooney [34] used coloration of
environment in their research as a visual cue and created a coding system based on
color which resulted in less embarrassment and frustration for patients of a hospital
in orientation. The interwoven relation of a color and its context to be remembered
regarding wayfinding and orientation has been revaluated by Helvacıoğlu and
Olguntürk [22] in a private high school; results show that the memorability factor of
color is not related to various hues of color but an association to landmarks.
Helvacıoğlu’s conclusion on color and wayfinding led to contribution of color in
cognitive mapping by demarcation of zones and spaces; he remised when landmarks
are connected, color can be as of assistance for visibility of those and suggested to
use one or two colors dominant for wayfinding purposes, because memorability of
color is limited to first and second landmarks [35]. Consequently, the vital role of
color in the cognition of human’s mind is lucid and its applications on different
fields of wayfinding show how pivotal and effective color can be on the cognitive
processes.
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3.3. Memorization of color:

Empirical studies on the color, memory and attention are many. Such works,
testified that the potent role of color on memory and attention is undeniable
[36][38]. Color has the ability to affect attention and arises emotional responses and
as a result, more attention leads to more recollection of the environment [39][40]. In
fact, the increase of attention on certain stimuli will escalate the chances of
transferring that particular stimuli to a more stable and long-term storage [41].
Furthermore, the higher contrasts of two color combination is more likely to attract
the observer’s eye and be memorized easier and quicker [42]. The feasibility of
using color for increasing on memory is hence, undoubtedly proven.
3.4. The context color:

Color, in any form of application or use, is evaluated and compared to the context of
it, in the eyes of the observer. Along the edges where colors meet, the eyes
unintentionally picks the colors and slightly exaggerate their chromatic character
(hue), lightness (value) and chromatic intensity (saturation), to point up the key
differences of the color and its context color [43]. Kopacz, indicates that context
color in any field of design such as graphics, architecture, product design, etc., plays
a significant role of absorbing the attention of the observer. This may relate to the
difference between an object’s color its context color; which they impact each other
correspondingly. More extreme difference between the two, results in more
tendency of the object’s color to draw the observer’s eye. Not surprisingly,
complexity of the context color, such as varying in hue, acts as a camouflage for the
object’s color and fades the object’s color in the context. So, as a conclusion, it is
crucial to consider the correlation between an object’s color and the context color as
another factor for applying color to wayfinding elements, because wayfinding
elements are parts of the environment, surrounding observer-user in his/her spatial
condition and attract attention differently. According to Kopacz, in the field of
environmental design, the neighborhood is the context and its color is considered as
the context color, thus the dominant colors of the environment ought to correspond
correctly to any environmental elements based on their intended function. From the
aforementioned research and works on color, it can be deduced that color, as a
stimulus, can certainly influence the observers-users’ attention and then creates a
cognitive process based on the semiotic point of view, the affordance principles, or
in the perspective of psychological effects. The application of color, in design, is
however mostly environmental in these works and as a matter of fact, can be
confronted by many issues and obstacles. Sometimes, modifications and alternation
in environments are difficult, or in some cases, impossible; besides, creating
“real/actual landmarks” in an environment can be somehow prodigal, and making
“experienced/idiosyncratic landmarks” in the mind of observer-user based on sociocultural factors, seems to be impractical; as creating cultural values is heavily
dependent on time and the context of society. What color can do in the favor of
wayfinding elements is to make it a cognitive landmark for every individual. In this
sense, signage can possess added visual values for wayfinding and orientation and
can act as an informative and cognitive element. Designers, are ought to design
environmental graphic signage which can be installed and be integrated in the
environment and thusly increase the amount of legibility of that specific
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environment. Color and its characteristic can contribute to signage system to make
them as landmarks, and help observers-users to find the environment easily and
reach their destination as quick as possible. As a validation, a set of wayfinding
elements (signage) were designed and colorized with proper combination based on
the empirical studies on color, perception and cognition, then placed temporarily in
the environment of College of Fine Arts, University of Tehran.
4. Materials & methods:
4.1. Environment:

College of Fine Arts in University of Tehran was selected for its unique features of
legibility. Its plan is consisted of a long open hallway that connects different
buildings and spaces together, the campus main yard and terraces. The buildings are
included of one main building connected to the exhibition hall, and six other
subordinate buildings, each associated with different majors. The main entrance of
the college leads directly to the front yard of the central building with a lawnfield in
the middle. Other terraces mostly follow the same layout, although there have been
some alternations in the layout of the whole campus by added constructions since its
first built (Fig. 1).

Fig.1 – Map of College of Fine Arts with buildings show in gray and main entrance by red arrows (left); The main
entrance of College (middle and right)(source: authors).

4.2. Context Color of the Environment:

Due to the importance of context color for designing the wayfinding elements,
firstly the dominancy of colors in the environment of college was examined. In this
study 37 photos were captured from textures and facades of all buildings in the
campus of college, varied from the plinth courses to the staircase sides and even
walls of areaways. The photos then were brought to a computer graphics software
and averaged the color values individually to gain the predominant color of each
photo, which helped selecting the colors of wayfinding elements, its main body and
visual components. The pictures are taken from both exterior and interior spaces of
the college campus and its buildings. Photos are shot by NIKON® D80 camera with
the white balance set to kelvin value of 5900, ISO of 500, fixed aperture of 8 and
focal length of 50mm, with absolute no color/exposure correction. All data are
obtained from metadata (provided by XMP™) saved in the NEF extension of the
photos. For homogenous lighting of the textures and diminishing the effects of light
on colors, the photography phase was done in a partial cloudy day during 11 a.m. to
12 a.m. Photos are lit by the diffuse light of daylight (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 – Photos of the Environment of the College that are taken and color averaged to their predominant colors,
creating the context colors (left); Selected colors that were put on the context color palette and body color: color hex
no. is from top: y: f4da1f, r: ee222e, p: 9b3c96, b: 1f80b8, g: 4aaa48 (right).

4.3. Medium:

For eliciting and opting the main color of the wayfinding elements, the averaged
colors were put as a background and then variations of colors were evaluated. Based
on the context colors characteristics (Hue, Saturation, Value), a neutral gray
(without tints) with dark value was chosen to act as the background color of the
wayfinding elements. The value of the main body color in hexadecimal color coding
is #434345. For integrating the identity of University of Tehran into the wayfinding
elements (signage), one of the constituent parts of the university logo with a rather
darker tone of the main body was designed to further represents the signage as a part
of the college. Colors of fonts (Persian/English) were chose due to the colors of the
logo, white and light blue (respectively).
4.4. Methods of study:

The study is based on 3 phases; a qualitative interview about the participants’
familiarity with the college and their common ways of navigation and orientation, a
short-term memory test, and point to point place findings. The last phase of the
study was done near the weekends, when the college is mostly inactive and stagnant,
by reason of decreasing the verbal protocols (such as asking others) and the sense of
embarrassment in the participants. A color coding system by the location and
adjacency of the buildings was set for the study; which consists of 5 different zones
with 5 colors. Colors were selected based on the empirical study of “Cognitive
Color” done by Derefeldt [31] and “Enhancing Design Using Color” by Kopacz
[43]. Both emphasize on the influence of saturated and bright colors in addition to
the contrast, either in the mind of the observer or in physical neighboring colors.
Therefore, colors (added value) for wayfinding elements were differed in hue for
maximum hue contrast. Colors then were put on the background of main signage
body color (neutral dark gray) and the context color palette for final tweaks (Fig. 4).
Two set of signage were designed with a selected group of locations in the college; a
main signage with all the selected locations with directional symbols (arrows) and 5
subordinate signages, smaller in size, with each one assigned to a color of 5 chosen
colors. The icons which are common in wayfinding elements were deliberately
removed to shift the observers-users’ mind towards the usages of other visible
features in the elements.
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4.4.1. Zoning of college and locations:

As said, color zoning is based on the proximity of buildings and locations. Fig. 3
shows the college with zoning and elected locations. The criteria for choosing the
locations were their saliency, and the frequency of visiting. After which, locations
were put into the signage and then categorized by their proximity to each other in
colors.

Fig. 3 – Categorization of locations and zones selected purposely for this study (left); Main wayfinding element (left)
and 5 different subordinate elements (right)

4.4.2. Participants:

Most of the people who participated in this study were students of the University of
Tehran, regarding none of them were students of College of Fine Arts. 62 people
partook in the study irrespective of the phases, owing to their engagement in all
phases. The gender equality tried to remain unbiased, and participants’ age ranged
from 22 to 60.
4.4.3. Phase one: qualitative interview:

In the initial phase of the study participants were asked some questions about their
familiarity with the college, which resulted in no familiarity or little auditory
acquaintance (e.g. only heard the name but never explored the environment
personally). Then they were questioned about how they navigate or find their ways
in unfamiliar spaces, and then asked to explain more for their methods in navigation
and orientation. The goal of the interview was to prepare the participants for the next
two phases and engage them with the process. Results showed that %55 of the
participant use “piloting (dead reckoning)” [7] in their orientation procedure, and the
rest prefer to rather use the verbal protocols existing in the environment (such as
staff or students) to find their way around. After the short interview, participants
were ready for the next couple phases.
4.4.4. Phase two: short-term memory test:

This phase was done with 21 participants out of 62; 10 males and 11 females. The
purpose was not orientation or wayfinding but seeking the validation of the designed
signage in the field of memory and color. The procedure concluded a quick
memorization of 5 colored cards (Fig. 4, right) with one location written on each.
Firstly, participants were allowed to look at a signage with misplaced categorization
but respective in the order of their adjacency (Fig. 4, left) and without any colorized
element, then for 10 seconds they were shown the cards and memorize the names of
the location. Lastly, they were presented the colorized signage (Fig. 4, middle), this
time with information in the right order, and then were asked to point the locations
on the signage. Due to the empirical studies on color and memory, with reference to
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cognition-oriented aspect of color, this phased ended in memorization of all cards
names in addition to quick and right identification of the locations on the signage, in
%95 of participants.

Fig. 4 – from left to right : Signage with misplaced information; Correct signage with selfsame information and
Colorized Categorization; Memorization Cards; A participant has been given 15 seconds to memorize the cards.

4.4.5. Phase Three: Point to Point Destination Finding:

The last phase consisted of a simple 2 stage wayfinding in a point to point method
with no familiarity of the environment. In stage #1 total number of 30 participants
were included and each one were presented a signage with no colorized element in
it. Main signage was installed near the entrance (where possible) and 5 other
subordinate signage installed in different locations associated with its information.
As mentioned before, each group of locations had an arrow for primary direction
and lacked photographic icons to cut down visual information usages. Participant
had arbitrary time to watch the signage and decide which direction to go. Upon their
start, an observer recorded the time and accompanied the participant (mutedly)
during the “finding” procedure, which in wayfinding empirical studies often is
referred to actual and physical exploration [25]. For 5 elements in the environment
(subordinate signage), a location was specified; besides, participants were asked to
think aloud, if it was possible, to gather the dead reckoning data or any hindrances
they face (Fig. 5 left). In stage #2, the exact same procedure was executed with 32
new participants, once more no familiarity with the environment, except in this stage
signage and wayfinding elements were colorized and replaced the previous ones.
Time was recorded and any comment said by participants (as they were thinking
aloud) was logged. Following the completion of phases, recorded numbers were
averaged in each rout. It should be noted that a few of participants had some
difficulties in walking and hence, their condition increased the time; moreover, a
small number of participants used to halt and rethink during wayfinding while
looking at the environment, which influenced the time a bit (Fig. 5 right).
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Fig. 5 – Main signage and subordinate signage in stage #1(left); Main signage and subordinate signage in stage #2
(middle);
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Tab.1 - Comparison between stage #1 and stage #2 of the third phase of study.

5. Analysis of data:
By comparison of the two stages records, one can lucidly notice the drastic
diminution of time spent during the wayfinding procedure, when color actually
contributed to the designs. Data gathered from verbal statements, as participants
were thinking aloud, signify that colorized elements were mostly their prioritized
option during exploration and navigation. Some of the participants immediately
changed their way upon the recognition of the colored signage and finding them
mismatching with the desired location color. On the other hand, some participants
did state that the “color bar” on the left side of the signage, absorbed and assured
them of their rout vis-à-vis memorization of locations, regardless the unreadability
of the signage due to its distance.
Other expressions by participants reveal the pinpointing strategy of colorized
elements as landmarks. Some of them actually mentioned the phrase “I was here one
minute ago” and ignored the signage, while in the stage #1, a group of participants
referred to a signage for two and three times to read the information.
In the gathered data there are traces of giving utterance to colors names. Results
show that one seeking a destination tends to utilize any visual information for
further backing during the wayfinding processes. Furthermore, on account of scarce
presence of high saturated colors in environments, observers-users unintentionally
and instantly pick a color with distinguishable amount of saturation upon seeing it.
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Finally, as participants declared frequently, the perspicuous coding of colors in the
study aided them in the wayfinding task by using the high color contrast between
groups and locations.
6. Conclusion:
Utilization of colors in environment apropos of wayfinding strategies and processes,
is understandably substantiated by several empirical studies. However, integrating
colors into wayfinding elements such as signage system is not only facile and viable
but more open to design in form of graphical information or aesthetical elements, in
order to create a cognitive set of wayfinding elements, resulting in increasing
legibility of environment. A multifaceted psycho-physical phenomenon, namely
color, has the potentiality to play a major role of making an environment legible, in
the phase of post-occupancy of an environment; i.e. when alternations and
modifications in an architectural layout is whether impractical or so extortionate.
After all, further research in using color patterns and other means of wayfinding
cues and elements by the aid of coloration remains unexplored. What color
combinations and harmonies can favor the process of orientation, navigation and
exploration, are still left to be examined, by designers or researchers.
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1. Introduction
Shopping is one of the earliest activities in the history of human kind. With the
invention of money, barter has been replaced by buying the product in exchange with
money [1]. With the increase in the diversity of products and advancement in the
selling techniques, the competition among brands grew proportionally.
Following the characteristics of the product itself, the immediate and the generic
surrounding of the product has been the second major arbiter in the decision-making
process of the consumer to buy the product or not. This decision-making process is
entitled as the consumer behaviour which includes every single behaviour displayed
in between entering the store and purchasing the merchandise [2].
Consumer behaviour can be evaluated through the Mehrabian – Russell stimulus
model where the emotional states of the consumer are categorized due to a scale called
Pleasure – Arousal – Dominance scale. PAD scale can be applied through the Stimulus
– Organism – Response theory. Where the stimulus is the immediate and the generic
environment of the store, the organism is the consumer and the response is either
approaching the environment or avoiding it. The approach – avoidance response can
be foreseen through the evaluation of the emotional states of the consumer mentioned
previously [3].
The three constituents of the SOR model, the stimulus, the organism and the response
can be analysed through three different disciplines. Store atmospherics is the tool for
analysing the stimulus, consumer behaviour is the tool for analysing the organism and
the approach – avoidance behaviour model developed by Mehrabian and Russell is
the tool for analysing the response.
2. Behavaioural Analysis of the Consumer
Mehrabian – Russell Stimulus Response Model can be applied to evaluate all kinds
of consumers’ behaviour in the store environment however, the two types of
purchasers; planned purchasers (utilitarian consumers) and the unplanned purchasers
(hedonic consumers) go through a different process while making the decision of
purchasing an item or not. Planned purchasers experience this process in five
consequent stages as; awareness of the need, searching for the solution to satisfy the
need, evaluation of the solutions, purchase and post-purchase evaluation. Purchasing
an item for this type of consumer is a cognitive process. On the other hand, statistics
show that for the ninety percent of consumers, emotions win over the cognition in the
decision-making process. This leads us to the other group of consumers, mentioned
previously as the unplanned purchasers or in other words the impulse purchasers. The
decision-making process explained in five stages for the planned purchasers can be
summarized in four stages for the impulse purchasers as; awareness of the need,
impulsive behaviour, purchase and post-purchase evaluation [4]. Impulse purchase in
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general, is an emotional response to the in-store stimuli, that motivates the purchaser
to buy something that is not planned beforehand [5].
Comparing the two types of purchasers, the impulse purchasers make a better target
group to analyse the influence of store atmospherics over. Impulse purchasers are
more easily distracted by the store atmospherics as they view the merchandise and its
immediate surrounding as a whole. This makes the aesthetic quality of the
merchandise and the immediate surrounding more of a concern for the consumer than
the sales, offers, price of the merchandise or simply whether there is a need for the
item or not. For this reason, the consumer group targeted in this study is the unplanned
consumers / impulse purchasers.
The Stimulus – Response model developed by Mehrabian and Russell in 1974
explains the process between the awareness of a need and the purchase stages through
the Stimulus – Organism – Response paradigm. In this specific scenario, stimulus is
the store atmospherics and organism is the impulse purchaser. Because of the given
stimulus, the organism is expected to go through different emotional responses which
is a combination of pleasure, arousal and dominance. Pleasure leads to the evaluation
the merchandise and the immediate surrounding as pleasant or unpleasant, arousal
explains how stimulated the organism gets due to the evaluation of the environment
and dominance explains how free the organism feels to act against the qualitative
(pleasure) and quantitative (arousal) dimensions of stimulus received from the
environment. This emotional process gone through by the organism will lead to a
response of either approaching or avoiding the merchandise and its immediate
surrounding.
There are four main indicators of evaluating the response of the organism which are;
amount of time spent in the environment, the amount of time spent browsing for the
merchandise, number of merchandise touched and the number of tasks undertaken
during the process. The increase in these four indicators is interpreted as an approach
behaviour and the decrease in these four indicators is interpreted as an avoidance
behaviour. These four indicators can be summarized as the physical, exploratory and
performative behaviours of the organism. Amount of time spent in the environment is
the physical behaviour, number of items touched and time spent for browsing
merchandise is the exploratory behaviour and the number of tasks undertaken is the
performative behaviour of the organism as shown in Figure 1;
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Fig. 1 – The working principle of Stimulus –Organism – Response Paradigm by Mehrabian and Russell

3. Store Atmospherics
Store atmospherics should be a tool to attract the customer first to the store and to the
merchandise collaterally. The end purpose is proposed to make the consumer leave
the store with a purchase. Even if the store atmospherics does not directly increase or
decrease the purchase rate, it usually results in changing the mediating behaviour of
the consumer inside the store.
Kotler categorises store atmospherics in four main groups as visual, aural, olfactory
and tactile [6]. In this study the visual group is used as the main stimulus.
On the same topic, Donovan and Rossiter propose that store atmospherics has a great
influence on the triggering of the three emotional states; pleasure, arousal and
dominance. In interpreting the behaviour of the consumer and predicting the approach
/ avoidance outcome, dominance is not as potent as pleasure and arousal are as
pleasure and arousal are related to each other and work in an inverted u correlation.
The environmental cues presented does not only have an influence on the three
emotional states but also the cognitive process of the consumer. The store image built
on the consumer’s mind is shaped by the store atmospherics. Whether the store is
high-end or a low-end, stylish or ordinary, expensive or cheap etc. are all decided by
the customer due to the environmental cues [7].
A more detailed categorisation of store atmospherics in addition to Kotler’s study was
made by Baker later. The three main parameters of store atmospherics were set as
store design factor, store ambient factor and store social factor. Store design factor has
two sub-topics as aesthetic and functional. The focus will be on the aesthetic store
design factor as colour is grouped under this one [8].
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In general, the studies in this area show that, customers tend to spend more time in the
store, feel attracted to a retail display, constitute a different store and merchandise
image depending on the colour scheme of the store (see section 3.1.).
3.1. Influence of Color on Consumer Behaviour and Requirements for Retail
Settings

Crowley, after conducting an experiment with four pure colours; blue, green, yellow
and red with no black or white mixed, 100 females were shown slides of a furniture
store and then asked to evaluate the setting, concluded that colour has influence on
the evaluation of the store (pleasure) and the stimulation level of the store (arousal).
The evaluation and the level of stimulation were stated to be influenced by the hue of
the colour [9].
Valdez and Mehrabian, conducted another experiment with seventy-six colours from
Munsell Colour System (1915) and concluded that there is a correlation between
colour and emotion. Using the PAD scale, short wavelength colours (cool colours)
evoke a more pleasant feeling than long wavelength colours (warm colours) [10].
Bellizi, Crowley and Hasty conducted a study with five colours; red, yellow, blue,
green and white and groups of 25 women were exposed to different colour settings.
Like Valdez and Mehrabian’s study, they also concluded that coloured environments
are preferable to warm colour environments [11]. Later, Bellizi and Hite concluded
that red and blue are particularly correlated with the preference of cool colour to warm
colour environments [12].
The wavelength of the colour also has an influence on the arousal levels. Colours with
extreme wavelength, red/orange on one end of the linear scale and violet/blue on the
other end cause similar and too much of arousal levels. Too much of arousal,
regardless of the pleasantness of the colour scheme, leads to avoidance behaviour
[13]. Even if it was proposed that the two ends of the linear scale cause similar arousal
levels, red/orange were proposed to cause more arousal than violet/blue per
Mehrabian and Valdez’s study.
Colour scheme of the store when combined with other aspects like lighting and music
has influence on store image and therefore the consumer’s self-image as well
particularly in women outwear stores. When bright colours are combined with bright
lighting and popular music, consumer interprets the store to be a discount-image store.
The opposite setting of cool colours with soft lighting and classical music is
interpreted as a prestige-image store. Discount image leads to avoidance where
prestige image leads to approach behaviour [14] [15].
The study of Kaya and Epps have more particular focus on wavelengths of different
colours. Using red, yellow, green, blue and purple they have concluded that green
receives the highest number of positive responses (95.9%) followed by yellow
(93.9%), blue (79.6%) and red (64.3%). The reason for green to be the most pleasant
colour is that it evokes the emotional responses of relaxation calmness, happiness,
comfort, peace, hope and excitement in consumers [16].
Like Kaya and Epps’ study, another study with red and green settings concluded that
green increase the time spent in the store and number of purchases where the vice
versa is valid for red setting [17].
Lastly, understanding the anatomy of colour is crucial for deciding on the right colour
scheme for any given environment. Colour has a three-dimensional structure made up
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of hue, value and intensity. Hue is basically the name of the colour; value defines the
lightness and darkness of the colour and intensity defines the brightness and dullness
of the colour. Among the three, hue is the most determining aspect. Red, yellow and
orange are highly stimulating colours as they are associated to danger. Tones of blue
are associated to sky and create a calm and relaxing feeling. Green, like tones of blue
also evoke a calm and pleasant emotion in consumers. As colour is the most important
element in giving the first impression about an environment or an item, colour is what
keeps consumers’ attention on the store and stimulates them to buy, therefore the use
of colour in the store environment is of great importance [18].
4. The Experiment
The aim of the study is to investigate the effects of colour on approach/avoidance
behaviour. Total time spent in the store, number of items touched, time spent for
browsing and investigating the items and number of task performances undertaken
were considered as the main parameters for interpreting approach/avoidance
behaviour.
University laboratory which is 4.10m wide, 4.18m deep and 3.85m high was used as
a store setting. All four walls were painted in S 0300 N (NCS Colour Atlas, 2004)
matte white and the floor is covered in 30X30cm grey tiles. Four identical stands were
designed particularly for the exhibition of items. All four stands were 100cm wide,
70cm deep and 50cm high above floor level and were all painted in S 0300 N matte
white paint. The only two furniture other than the stands were a tall dressing mirror
and a seating unit. The seating was also covered with the S 0300 N matte white
coloured fabric. There were no windows and therefore daylight interference in the
room. The only light source in the room were wall washer units located on two sides
of the room identically. Both wall washers were fluorescent lighting with electronic
ballasts and both could be on /off and dimmable control upon choice. The colour
temperature of both fixtures was 6200 K to imitate daylight. Both fixtures were of 72
Ra8 colour rendering index. The illuminance level on stand surfaces were kept 480 lx
for all colour settings. Each colour setting was applied to only one wall of the room
(either the right wall or the left wall in reference to the entrance. Each colour is applied
first on the right and then to the left wall respectively as shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4;
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Fig. 2 – Application of red colour setting on right and left walls respectively

Fig. 3 – Application of green colour setting on right and left walls respectively

Fig. 4 – Application of grey colour setting on right and left walls respectively

The three colour settings chosen for the experiment which are S 6000 N grey, S 3060G green and S 2060-R from NCS Colour Atlas, 2004. The whiteness, blackness and
lightness of all three colours were corresponding. The only variable was the hue of
the colour.
It was hypothesized that; approach/avoidance behaviour is dependent on the hue of
colour but not dependent on the location of colour, red engenders avoidance behaviour
whereas green engenders approach behaviour, grey engenders neither approach nor
avoidance behaviour, direction patterns of people are dependent on both hue and the
location of the colour.
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111 attendants were selected randomly from university students. The mean age
calculated for the experiment is 22.7 years where 75% of the attendants are female
and 25% of the students are male. A different group of attendants were used for each
colour setting so all attendants experienced only one colour setting. All attendants
were observed in terms of the parameters of the Mehrabian Russell Stimulus Response
model which are; time spent in the store, time spent for browsing and investigating
items, number of items touched and number of tasks performances undertaken. In
addition to these parameters the directional patterns of the attendants were also
recorded to view whether there is a direct approach towards the coloured area.
The results show that, time spent in the store is independent of the location of colour.
When analysing the colour settings in pairs, time spent in the store is not dependent
on the hue of the colour when red is compared to grey, however it is dependent on hue
when red is compared to green. Time spent in the store in the green setting is relatively
longer when compared to the red setting.
In terms of number of items touched, location of colour is a determinant only for the
grey setting. When the grey setting is on right 44% of the attendants tend to touch less
than four items, however when on left, 44% of the attendants tend to touch more than
six items. Number of items touched is independent of the hue of the colour.
In terms of time spent in the store for investigating items, only for the grey setting the
location of colour is a determinant. When the grey coloured wall is on the right, 44%
of the attendants tend to spend less than 25 however when on left, 44% of the
attendants tend to spend between 25-45 seconds. Time spent for investigating items
is not dependent on the hue of the colour. In terms of time spent in the store for
browsing items, the results were found out to be independent of both the hue and the
location of the colour.
When it comes to the directional patterns of the attendants, the results differ from all
the parameters listed above. Location of the colour found highly influential on the
directional patterns of the attendants. For the grey setting, 66.7% of the attendants
tend to go towards right when the colour is located on the right. Similarly, when on
left, 72.2% of the attendants tend to go towards left. For the red setting, 88.9% of the
attendants tend to go right when the colour is located on the right. Similarly, when on
left, 72.2% of the attendants tend to go left. Lastly, for the green setting, when the
colour is located on the right, 77.8% of the attendants tend to go right. Similarly, when
on left, 83.3% of the attendants tend to go left. Directional patterns of the attendants
were found out to be independent of the hue of the colour.
5. Conclusion
Physical response, exploratory response and performative response of the customers
to the stimuli was taken as the main indicators of approach / avoidance behaviour.
The results of the experiment show that, physical response of the attendants (time
spent in the store) is not dependent on both the hue and the location of the colour.
Exploratory responses of the attendants (time spent for browsing items, time spent for
investigating items and number of items touched) is totally independent of the hue of
the colour and partially dependent on the location of the colour only for the grey
setting. Performative responses of the attendants (number of items tried) is not
dependent both on the hue and the location of colour. Depending on the results,
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approach / avoidance behaviour was found out to be independent of the hue of the
colour. It was observed that, approach / avoidance behaviour is partially dependent on
the location of the colour and is only valid for the grey setting. In addition to the
indicators of the approach / avoidance behaviour, the solid physical approach /
avoidance behaviour was also observed through the directional patterns of the
attendants. It was concluded that, directional patterns of the attendants are highly
dependent on the location of the colour. It was observed that attendants then to go
towards the coloured part of the room. However, directional patterns of the attendants
are independent of the hue of the colour.
In the beginning of the study, it was hypothesized that, approach / avoidance
behaviour is dependent on the hue of the colour. Depending on the literature, due to
their arousal levels, red was expected to lead to avoidance behaviour, green was
expected to lead to approach behaviour and grey was expected to lead to neither
approach nor avoidance behaviour. However, the results show that none of the colour
settings cause either approach or avoidance behaviour. It was also hypothesized that
location of the colour is not influential on the location of colour. However, the results
show that for the achromatic (grey) setting, the location of colour was observed to be
partially influential on approach / avoidance behaviour only in terms of the
exploratory behaviour. For the chromatic settings (red and green) the hypothesis was
proved to be valid. In terms of the directional patterns, it was hypothesized that the
location of the colour is influential on the solid physical approach / avoidance
behaviour of the attendants. The results show that directional patterns of the attendants
are highly dependent on the location of the colour. It was also hypothesized that; the
hue of the colour would be as influential as the location of colour on the directional
patterns of the attendants. It was proposed that red would lead to solid physical
avoidance behaviour, green would lead to solid physical approach behaviour and grey
would lead to neither approach nor avoidance behaviour. However, the results of the
study show that, even if most of the attendants tend to go towards the differently
coloured part of the environment, the hue of the colour is not influential on this
behaviour. Therefore, it is possible to say that the location of colour is related to the
directional patterns of the attendants but the hue of the colour is not.
This study can be used in retailing and marketing sectors as a tool to orientate the
customer first to the store and then to a more specific part of the store as well. Many
studies in the literature have limited their constructs to the indicators of the Mehrabian
and Russell Stimulus Response Theory. This study is the first to observe the solid
physical approach / avoidance behaviour of the organism. Also, many studies in the
literature have mentioned a significant correlation between the colour scheme usage
and approach / avoidance behaviour of the customers. However, this study proposes
that there is no significant correlation between the two. In that manner, this study
contributes to the literature by bringing a whole different approach to the subject.
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1. Introduction:
Color considered one of the main aspects of visual communication. It has a
remarkable impact on people’s way to receive and interpret images. Color also has a
functional role in attracting attention, conveying messages and evoking emotions.
This explains why color is a significant element in brands visual identity.
It is a powerful communicative tool, and a memorable visual element that carries
key symbolic and associative information and able to evoke certain emotions
towards almost everything. It has the power to motivate and persuade. Triedman and
Cullen (2004) related brand with color associations in order to increase the comfort
level of the consumer. For example, red with green convey the idea of good Italian
food. Dnews (2010) stated that “Colors speak louder than words, time can be saved
over the last 20 years, and clients’ estimates of the time saved for them by the Color
Affects system have averaged between 45% and 60%”. A strong brand visual
identity system depends on an attractive color to be visible and differentiated. It also
consistently uses color in all visual communications to be recognizable, especially in
an increasingly competitive and saturated markets.
Cultural associations, visual and psychological effects are very important
considerations in choosing a color for a brand. But building a strong brand identity
needs to widen our view and think about the commons in different countries. It is
important to understand the meanings of colors among cultures and how they may
differently interpret colors within the visual messages. A quick preview on global
brands we can observe using almost the same colors, because they depend on the
same references in choosing them. They aim to choose the appropriate colors that
most of people will accept and understand globally. Avoiding risks and owing a
suitable color are the reasons. Therefore, blues and reds are the most global brand
colors used around the world. On the other hand, aiming to build a distinguished
visual identity that could stand for the uniqueness and visibility needs to think
differently, when choosing a global brand color. This raises a question about how
can we build a strong color identity for a global brand and what is more important;
appropriateness or uniqueness.
Social media applications became a part of our daily life. They enable us to be
connected to the whole world, and to be heard and seen, they also became the main
source of our information. Mobile and tablet devices are now very important
communicative channels for advertisers because they provide the ability to
communicate on a personal level, so they considered now a perfect tool to achieve
brand engagement. Choosing color for a brand needs to think carefully about the
objective, personality and values, which the brand stands for. Brands aim to
persuasion, trying to convey a certain message and communicate on a mental level;
These objectives need to seek for appropriate color to be more credible. Though
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visibility and differentiation are very important to build strong brand equity as well
and achieve a satisfying degree of brand awareness. Ciotti (2016) on the contrary
stated in his study “Impact of color on marketing,” that color alone affects up to
90% of snap judgments made about products, another study conclude that brand
personality is the main factor that affect color choice and therefore the color design
depends on perceived appropriateness.
In this context study, we are trying to develop criteria in order to measure how
important uniqueness and appropriateness are in designing color identity for a global
brand. Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Youtube, Instagram and Whatsapp are the
applications were selected according to the results of surveys and studies proved that
they are the most popular mobile applications in the years 2015/2016.
The study aims to find an answer for the previous questions, through an analytical
study of social media websites on mobile and tabs devices to explore what is more
important for global brands when designing their color identity.
2. Background and Literature Review:
Color is a light energy with different wavelengths that influences our perception.
Four primary colors (red, blue, yellow and green) were recognized; according to the
way color is processed in the eye and the brain. Subconsciously our eyes and bodies
are continuously adapting to these wavelengths trying to reach the balance state. In a
very short time comparing with reading and hearing, seeing is the most important
between all senses, as it had been said that a single image delivers more information,
because we perceive an image all at once. That’s why visual identity became a
crucial element in building Brand image. Color can be used for different objectives
within a design; it can draw attention through highlighting specific information or as
a cultural key to deliver certain meaning. But the most critical aspect about colors is
its ability to elicit emotional reactions; each of the seven spectral hues has distinct
psychological properties that make its own taste and effect. Ambrose (2005) argued
that these principles were believed for a long time, but recent studies demonstrate
that a color cannot be seen in isolation, this means that; color perception depends
upon color compositions.

Figure (1) showing the meaning of colors

Figure (2) showing the meaning of colors in some global brands
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Color and Shape are visual vocabulary that brands use to communicate; as the
overused sentence says “ A picture is worth a thousand words”. According to a
University of Loyola, Maryland study the color enhance brand recognition up to
80%. Global brands choose their dominant color according to personality and
values. One of the most apparent examples is Coca cola’s red color that reflects
(Joy) as a main brand value. Victoria’s secret and Barbie stand for feminism using
pinks in addition to the bold black and yellow in CAT as a construction and heavy
instrument company.
Through several studies and our observation, we can figure out that Red and Blue
are the most colors used in global brands, because they have almost the same
meanings and effects on the person’s perception all over the world. Ciotti (2016)
stated that the studies measured aesthetic response of color find that the majority of
people prefer the similar hue combinations with highly contrasting accent color. In
general psychologists stated that strong blue affect us mentally by stimulating clear
thoughts while soft blue calms our minds and enhance concentration.

Figure (3) Examples of red global brands

Figure (4) Examples of blue global brands

Blue:
Blue reflect confidence and trust that’s why most of international Banks and
insurance brands are blue. They aim to show formality, Seriousness and authority,
especially in combination with neutral greys, silver or white. The reason why
Facebook uses blue not very scientific, ignoring the meaning and effects, according
to The New Yorker magazine, Facebook blue was chosen because of red-green color
blindness of Mark Zuckerberg. But blue was the commonly used color in Social
media applications in general which aim to spread and communicate worldwide.
Although studies proved that colors is too, depending on personal experiences and
preferences, but blue considered universal. According to a worldwide survey, it is
the most preferable and favorite color in 10 countries across four continents,
including China, but using almost the same color for competitor brands is a
phenomenon that should be questioned. Blue is the commonly used in the social
media applications and communication; Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin and Skype,
Samsung and Nokia in addition to the CIB and City bank and others, maybe because
it stands for positive values that related to nature, heaven and freedom. Triedman
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and Cullen (2004) related blue to financial institutions because it communicates
stability and trust.
Red:
On the other hand red used to reflect passion, joy and love. It is also commonly used
in global brands. Version, Beats, Puma and Disney are related to entertainment and
energy. DiCecco (2016) stated that most academic studies on branding supported
that colors should be chosen to reflect the brand’s personality. Advertisers and
marketers strategically are trying to use color in innovative ways to build a strong
brand identity.

Figure (5) showing Dimensions of Brand Personality Jennifer Aaker

3. Theoretical Framework
Wilson (2002) argued that each and every second consumer is exposed to thousands
of communicative messages; visually, verbally or both, but humans in general are
capable of receiving and understanding only a few of them, consciously and
subconsciously. (Nguyen, Bang , Melewar T.C., and Chen Junsong, 2016).
Accordingly, advertisers and marketers concern about attracting consumers’
attention as well as building a positive image of the brand in their minds. Singh
(2006) stated that people need about 90 seconds to make up their minds and to
figure a perception and forming attitudes towards different things and people around
him. This short time can prove how visual appearance affects a personal assessment.
Studies also mentioned that 60-90% of this assessment based on color only. But
choosing a color for a brand raises a question about the importance of uniqueness
and appropriateness, because each of them needs a different strategy to be accessed.
Appropriateness:
When it comes to picking the “right” color, research has found that predicting
consumer reaction to color appropriateness is far more important than the individual
color itself. Aaker (1992) believed that brand personality influences the consumer’s
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perception and forming his experience towards the brand in addition to the ability of
building trust and loyalty. Aaker also related personality to what people believe
about the brand and how brand able to convince them of its values. The ability to
convince consumers of what the brand stands for depends on credibility, trustfulness
and appropriateness. sdgmag.com published that appropriateness may also explain
the relation between color and gender, adding, for example the pink color for girls
and baby blue for boys, although there are no concrete reasons about why some
colors are feminine or masculine. However, we cannot ignore that gender has a
greater role in choosing brand color in general.
Uniqueness:
Keller (2008) agreed that the main purpose of branding is to differentiate the product
from its competitors. Kapferer (2005) also mentioned that strong identity is the
identity that is able to make a unique brand. Labrecque and Milne (2010) stated that
Pepsi used the blue color just to distinguish itself from its main competitor, spending
millions of dollars on marketing initiatives. While a lot of brands use color to
represent their own personality. Ciotti (2016) Additional studies have revealed that
our brains prefer immediately recognizable brands, which makes color an important
element when creating a brand identity.
The study is designed to contribute to the debate through developing criteria to
measure the importance of uniqueness and appropriateness according to:
• Insite.com there are 3 main aspects that measure brand visual identity. These
aspects are; identification, appeal and evaluation.
• Kevin Keller’s measured brand image model: differentiation, relevance,
knowledge and esteem
• Alina Wheeler’s Brand identity, ideals; Vision, Meaning, Authenticity,
Differentiation, Durability, Coherence, Flexibility and Commitment and value.

Figure (6) showing 3 main aspects to measure brand identity according to Insite.com

4. Methodology:
This study is an analytical research that aims to analyze, discuss and explore the
importance of (Uniqueness or appropriateness) when building a strong color identity
for a global brand. Therefore the method used is a literature study and previous
research results and arguments from various published sources in addition to color
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design, analysis and online survey to determine the importance of uniqueness versus
appropriateness the criteria developed to measure the strength of color brand
identity. Using a sample of social media users from the age of 20 to 40 years. The
research, based on color analysis of some social media websites, chosen according
to quantitative surveys done by business insider and ebizmba measured the most
popular social media applications in 2015/2016 depending on the number of users
around the world. Based also on what Milanovic published at socialmediatoday.com
in 2015 mentioned the World's Most Important Social Media Sites and Apps in 2015
as following:
• Facebook | the most popular app of all time.
• Instagram | the top social network for sharing photos, 500 million monthly users.
• Twitter | 'tweeting' is about broadcasting daily short burst messages to the world
• WhatsApp | the most popular way to talk with people around the world.
• Linkedin | a social networking site designed for the business community.
• Youtube | a free video sharing website that makes it easy to watch online videos.
Brand color identity, strength is measured using four criteria;
Visibility, Consistency, Differentiation and Memorability.
The scale of strength is measured (1-10), 1 represents the lowest rate, 4 to 6 is
average, 7 and above is good, while 10 represents the highest likeable measure.
Hypothesis:
H1: Using uniqueness brand color is very important to achieve visibility,
differentiation and memorability
H2: Using appropriate brand colors affects negatively the ability of brands to be
identified and differentiated.

Figure (7) showing the color analysis of mobile screen

By choosing grey wallpaper as a neutral background to minimize the effect of the
color combination as possible. We arranged the applications’ logos to measure brand
visibility through recognition and identification. About 11 icons were added in blue
(Facebook, linkedin and twitter) and in red (Youtube and Pinterest) with a white
squares seem to avoid the visibility problems when using a colorful wallpaper.
In Orange (Soundcloud and Instagram) and in green (Whatsapp, phone and
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message) some icons are added as (Blue: App store, Weather, True caller, Outlook,
Safari and messanger) and (colorful: Google, google maps and music) just to reach
more accurate results when measuring visibility because most of people use these
apps on their mobiles.

Figure (8) showing inside pages of different social media applications on mobile
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Table (1) color identity strength criteria

Fig. (8,9,10 &11) Visibility, Consistency, Differentiation & memorability percentage

The summation of the four criteria is measuring the strength of color brand identity.
It is the total rate the brand achieved in each factor that build a strong brand identity.

Fig. (12) Total strength of color brand identity
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5. Discussion:
The brands that have the appropriate colors (blue) show an average strength rate
while the brand that has unique colors shows a higher level of identity strength
(orange, red and green).
Youtube and Instagram show higher rates of memorability and differentiation, but
the different content (videos and images) could have a role in this rate, because their
color consistency was too weak. Facebook between the blue brands was the
strongest in memorability, and that’s because it is the most common social media
application around the world. Most of the users recognized and remembered the
color of each application but they couldn’t differentiate between the inside pages
because the lack of color consistence and dominance.
Using uniqueness brand color is very important to achieve visibility,
differentiation and memorability. As Instagram and Youtube show the
highest level of differentiation, visibility with its Orange and red colors ,
while Twitter between the bluish logos was a slightly more visible and
maybe because it is the only one which has a different form (bird) and not
letters.
Using appropriate brand colors affect negatively the brand’s ability to be
identified and differentiated. Twitter, linkedin and Facebook in general
show the lowest levels in memorability and differentiation and average in
Visibility

6. Conclusion:
Blue as the universal color cannot support building a unique brand identity for a
global brand. The blue brands show an average rate of total color identity strength,
because visibility is a crucial aspect, which provides the brand with its ability to be
recognized and differentiated between its competitors. In order to build a strong
brand identity, uniqueness should be considered the most because identity in general
required visibility and identification. Most social media applications show lack of
color consistency within their inside pages which negatively affect brand
recognition, Thus becoming unable to reach a satisfactory degree of memorability.
Appropriateness could be accessed using a unique color combination, as the studies
mentioned that color appropriateness sometimes doesn’t base on concrete reasons,
regarding the relation between gender and color. Uniqueness is very important in
designing color identity for global brand through choosing a different color
combination than competitors, while appropriateness could be accessed through
repetition. People by time get used to colors the way they may find it relevant.
Brands with different color identity show higher level of color identity strength in
general.
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1. Introduction
Color is an important part in the design of products for children and affects greatly
the children’s feelings about their environment. But in children with chronic
diseases such as CF, this colorfulness is fading due to daily use of medical tools with
neutral colors. Cystic Fibrosis is an inherited disease that is deadly if it is not
diagnosed in time and not doing necessary treatment. However, progress in medical
treatment has led to longer life of patient and insists disease management that
includes daily treatment. One of the important and key treatments of this disease is
cleaning respiratory tract of the patient through different techniques and few tools.
So, the child is required to spend some time a day on these techniques and tools
instead of playing with her/his toys. These children may expose in stressful and
unbearable situation during these treatments frequently. Therefore, they may lead to
intense behavioral reactions to escape from their treatment. In this research, colors
are used in designing rehabilitation tools as an effective factor which incite children
to use these products. The statistical population is 30 children, aged from 2 to 5 with
cystic fibrosis who have visited in Children's Medical Center in Tehran. They were
chosen purposefully for research. The final design is based on gamification approach
considering the impact of colors in the children’s interaction with the product.
Finally, after the initial design and modeling, the product has been re-assessed by
the number of 15 users.
2. Cystic fibrosis and evacuation of discharge
Cystic fibrosis or CF is an inherited fatal disorder which leads to chronic lung
infection and becomes progressive damage to lung and also affects nutrition
absorption through intestine [1]. It mostly affects lungs, pancreas, liver, kidney and
intestine. Prevalence of CF among white race is 1 per 2000-3000 birth, but
prevalence in Iran is unknown yet [2] and early diagnosis and treatment are vital.
The key treatment is to keep respiratory system clean. Patients have thicker mucus
than normal and have to work hard to get rid of discharge (Fig.1). It’s important to
do it on a daily basis. There are different methods to clean the discharge: chest
physiotherapy to move discharge, using humidifier supplies to dilute discharge,
using special masks which creates vibrating patterns with positive expiratory
pressure. These methods help to loosen up discharge and incite patient to cough to
get discharge out of lungs [3].
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Fig.1 - The body of children with cystic fibrosis (http://www.breathetoday.org).

3. Erikson’s child development theory - age 3 to 5
One of the key factors in psychosocial development is ego identity development [4].
Erikson’s theory is focused on cultural and social aspects of development instead of
sexual aspects in Freud’s theory [5] [6]. Erikson’s stage theory characterizes an
individual advancing through eight life stages (Fig.2) :

Fig.2 - Erikson’s stage theory (www.theclearingnw.com).

According to the age category in this research, 2nd and 3rd stage will be discussed
more specifically. In these ages, children show their autonomy by saying “No”.
Actually having opportunities to practice skills in personal ways leads to autonomy
and independency [4]. Those who pass this stage successfully feel safe; Otherwise a
sense of incompetency and self-doubt will accompany them. This stage has a great
impact on self-sufficient behavior, muscular coordination and mobility, control and
independency. Children choose their food, toys and clothes [5]. In this research,
children are motivated to choose a rehabilitation device and use them properly by
adding appropriate colors and lights to its design.
Children above 3 years old start to control the world around them by games and
other social interactions and enjoy their improvements and want to achieve their
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goals [4]. Those who pass this stage successfully, are capable of planning,
undertaking activities and leading others. Those who were deprived from support
and encouragement, develop guilt about their needs and desires [5] [6]. By playful
attractions like colors and lights in design, we can encourage children to use the
tools on a daily basis and keep track of their progress.
4. Social and psychological aspects of diseases in children with CF
and their families
Even though certain cure leads to longer lifetime of patient but there isn’t enough
research about psychological and social aspects. CF Children between 3 to 5 years
old, grow naturally and realize this disorder fully but they cannot perceive death.
While they are under social pressure and dealing with this disorder they might feel
stress, anxious or depressed. That can have an indirect or direct impact on their
health [7]. CF influence physical activities negatively and infection progress might
change proper psychological activities [8]. So we should consider psychological
state of these while designing tools for them. In this research, colors are the primary
element that catches children’s attention at first place. By using this element
properly we help children to have a better understanding of their disorder.
Families with CF child, in comparison to healthy families, they face more
difficulties in communications, emotional expressions, individual participations,
behavioral and execution expectations. Stark et al (2010) annonced that the leisure
and entertainment time in families with CF child are decreased [9] and present that
parents with CF child suffer from depression (33%), anxiety (16%) and stress
(34%). Therefore family problems can also affect patient children [7]. So we are up
to use gamification, colors and lights to design a rehabilitation device in order to
decrease the tension of daily practice for children and their parents.
5. Rehabilitation and Color Therapy
Rehabilitation is a complex set of processes usually involving several professional
disciplines and aimed to improving the quality of life for people facing daily living
difficulties caused by chronic disease [10]. Effective rehabilitation requires
appropriate selection of the applied methods (techniques, tools) and their features;
kind of exercises, way of stimulation and motivation, number of repetition, level of
the load and support, etc [11]. Color is an essential component of nature and our
lives which will add more meaning or in other words complete our interaction with
our surroundings [12]. Color is a key design element because of its ability to elicit
emotional reactions in the viewer. As a consequence colors are often described with
emotive words such as cool, hot, calming or exciting, and most colors are associated
with particular adjectives. For example, red is generally a hot or exciting color,
while blue is cool and resereved [13]. Color is a language, it conveys the messages
faster than words and anything else [14]. Knowing the language of color, can help
designers in their product design to consider the advantage of the physical impact of
color on consumer behavior. The color effects are not the same for all people but we
can not ignore the power of colors [15] [16] [17].
Several contemporary experts have explored the use of color as an aid to the healing
process and the health care arena. Liberman (1991), Gimbel (1994) and Breiling
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(1996) have all argued in favor of the potentially far-ranging and beneficial
therapeutic effect of colored lights within a wide range of health care settings.
Gimbel suggests that the benefits of color pigmentation can be derived through more
extensive application of the color spectrum in the home environments and food
sources, an argument supported by Lacy (1989) who also advocates the practice of
color visualization and color affirmation techniques [18] [19] [20] [21].
Color also plays an important role in ensuring that the user can see the design
clearly. Birren select eight psychological colours. Table 1 shows colour and
impression association by Birren which explains the relations and general
impression and sometimes incompatible with certain conditions [20] [19].
Color
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
White
Black

Impressions
Passionate, Exciting, Fervid, Active
Jovial, Lively, Energetic, Forceful
Cheerful, Inspiring, Vital, Celestial
Quieting, Refreshing, Peaceful, Nascent
Subduing, Melancholy, Contemplative, Sober
Dignified, Pompous, Mounful, Mystic
Pure, Clean, Frank, Youthful, Mystic
Funeral, Ominous, Deadly, Depressing
Tab.1 - Color Associations (Birren,1945).

In the present study we make the usage of color therapy methods in pulmonary
rehabilitation. Considering the meaning of colors and the emotions they arise, we
designed the final idea and we helped from each color and light due to their effects.
6. Gamification
Gamification is idiomatic that refers the use of game elements in non-playing
context and it’s main goal is attract users [22]. Gamification using in non- playing
context is explained in three groups as shown in Tab.2. According to this study, that
motivate the user to use the respiratory rehabilitation device, the health care field in
gamification approach has been used.

Tab.2 - Gamification approach in non- playing context (Weerbach and Hunter,2015).

An effective gamification will be useful when it has been designed with a true
gamification system [23]. The following diagram is drawn on the basis of
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gamification 6D pattern design and it has been used in this study. This framework
helps the designer step by step to design a gamification system that strengthen
certain behaviors and stimulates an engagement in mind. By prioritization of goals,
all aspects are covered in a gamification system and finally should be decided about
which elements have to used in this study [24].

Fig. 3 - Gamification 6D design process (Weerbach and Hunter,2015).

In the following, the process of this research which is based on Werbach and
Hunter's six-step ("D6") gamification design framework will be discussed in more
detail:
3.1. Define objectives

How can we make pulmonary therapy tools attractive for children in a way that they
tend to use them everyday; and finally they be able to drain secretions from lung and
improve their lung capacity and breathing?
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3.2. Delineate target behaviors

How can we benefit from the therapeutic effect of colors to design pulmonary
therapy tools so that while being in accord with children’s mental conditions, they
both decrease patient’s probable depression, anxiety, and stress, and make the use of
therapy tools interesting?
3.3. Describe your players

In this study we carried out library research to know the target population. Also we
implemented the field research, in Children's Medical Center of Tehran. An
interview was held with thirty parents whom their children suffered from cystic
fibrosis (CF). It was done because drainage of secretions from the lungs is one of
essential parts in treating process. The researcher’s purpose was to investigate
participation of child in drainage of secretions from the lungs, looking for designing
a tool to encourage her/him to take it every day as a treatment process. The
interview results can be seen below:

Tab.3 -The number of home treathment that is prescribe.

According to the study, the treatment is administered in normal mode and if they are
suffering from a cold or intensified illness, their number is much higher. As can be
seen, often twice a day, breathing exercises, physical therapy and… should be done
that is usually boring for children.

Tab.4 - The child's cooperation in the discharge of their lungs.

Some parents knew a signs of improvement when they find lack of children’s cough
so they did not insist on doing it. Parents were asked if they have used the auxiliary
tools or special treatments to stimulate the child to cough up and discharge. We have
received the following answers:
- Encourage children to do actions like jump, running and physical activity after
fumigation;
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- Pressing a specified area in the throat on the advice of physiotherapists to cough up
child;
- Encourage children to receive rewards for doing medical advice and coughing;
- Using ice cream sticks, toothbrush finger and fingers to contact end of the child’s
tongue;
- Use a large ball for stretching;
- Using a spirometer to stimulate the baby to cough up;
- Using the vibrating massager;
Taking into account bonuses was common Parental behavior, if the child did
therapies.

Tab.5 - Children and their parents discontent of available rehabilitation devices .

Parents asked, If their child has a problem in order to stimulate coughing, and we
have received these answers:
- Children’s crying and redness due to the pressing area of the throat;
- Children’s crying and headstrong;
- Children’s swoon due to her insistence on removing the mucus,
- Conflict between parents and children,
- Children’s vomiting;
The conflict between parents and children was the most commonly problem that
cited on it. Finally, for greater recognition of the interests and tastes of children, the
children asked questions in order to design the final product:

Tab.6 - The shape that children are interested in.
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Finally achievers and explorers were determined as players and according to their
specifications, design parameters were selected for designing the rehabilitation
device.
3.4. Device activity loops
Models

Explanation
Interaction Cycle: It consists of three
components and can be repeated to infinity.
Stimulus is necessary to show certain
behavior. Action must be simple and the
reaction must be immediate and specific [24]
[23].
Progression Cycle: It refers to the first
encounter with the play that must be
attractive enough to encourage user to stay
faithful to play [24].
Long-term goals Cycle: Consecutive rings
have difficult steps. And after a number of
these steps, player will Progress in the game
[24].
Fogg Model: At first, user should be
motivation enough to perform a behavioral
goal. They must have ability to do that and
have been irritated enough.

Specifications
Active
Exiting
Fun

Color code
Red
Orange

Attractive
forceful

Orange
yellow

Hopeful
Cheerful
Sober

Green
Yellow
blue

Passionate
Cheerful
Hopeful

Blue
Yellow
Green

Tab.7 - Device activity loops and their color codes (Zicherman,2011.,Weerbach and Hunter,2015., Fogg,2002.,
Biren,1945).

3.5. Don’t forget the fun

We used the children’s game strategy to have a gamification rehabilitation device,
that is specified in the final concept.
3.6. Deploy the appropriate tools

Tools
Color code

Reward,
Points
yellow

Competition

Cooperation

Quests

Red

Green

Blue

Tab.8 - Gamification’s tools (Weerbach and Hunter,2015., Zicherman,2015) and color codes (Biren,1945) .
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7. Product specification
After identifying customer needs, the product specifications are determined. These
specifications will be reconsidered after selecting the final concept. The most
important needs is mentioned in the table below (Tab.9). The specifications were
determined by using the indexes and they can be changed according to the
manufacturing limitation.
Need number
1
2
3
4
5

Needs
Function properly
Gamification
User interaction
Ergonomics

color
Form
Washable and Method of production

Importance
4
3
3
4
3

Tab.9 - Parameters for design and their Importance grade.

8. Concept selection and product structure
All the concepts were analyzed by considering product specifications. The colors,
functions and Gamification are decided to be attractive elements for children with
CF in age 3 to 5 years old and then 3 final concepts were presented (Fig.3.)and Their
maquette were made to ask children if the designers have attractive shape and
color(Fig.4). Next, they extended with formic ideas to achieve the better design.

Fig.4 - Three final concepts.

Fig.5 - Determine the better maquette.

By using parameters taken from customer needs, the 3 final concepts were graded.
Most of the children liked the design that looked like a character in big hero
animation. So The final concept uses a form like this character. This is also a
harmony between the purpose of this study and this character, both of them want to
keep healthy the children who have disease. The mechanism is such Acapella, a
handheld airway clearance device, a valve interrupting expiratory flow generating
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oscillating PEP. Utilizing a counterweighted plug and magnet to achieve valve
closure. The Acapella comes in three models, the high and low flow models have a
dial to set expiratory resistance while the choice model has a numeric dial to adjust
frequency. Acapella is one of the PEP devices and the analysis of research studies
that compared devices to standard CPT, showed that PEP devices and flutter device
are superior to standard physiotherapy, So, Acapella mechanism was used in this
concept design as a device with function properly. [Histara].

Fig.6 - Final concept (The mechanism and character used in concept).

At the first, Using the Chubby Star is such as Acapella. If user blow it, a piece inside
the chamber will move Oscillating and hit the below surface. Beats will be counted
by inductive sensor on the underside and will turn on a red light on the chubby star’s
body. Afterward, if the user continue blowing, the oranges light and finally the
yellow star light will be turned on. It can encourage children to use this device more
to turn on more stars. After turning on a star of this device, children have a star in
it’s application on their tablet or their parent’s mobile phone. While the user doesn’t
blow on the device for 15 minutes, what they turn on a lot of light or not, all of the
light will be turned of and they must try again to achieve a star. It can aid children
to use the device truely and effective. Also the parents can encourage children to use
chubby star to compete with another users and achieve the most star. Parents can
allow children to select their favorite award when they won acceptable number of
star in a week.
9. Color selection method for final concept
The children will use chubby star every day, so it must be consonant with their
psychological conditions. The CF children are different from the healthy children in
stress, anxiety, and depression. So we used the colors what are quieting, refreshing,
peaceful, subduing, sober and etc. for product body. On the other hand, we needed
some colors to persuade children to use the device at list two times a day. Therefore,
we needed some colors and lights to induce a sense of excitement, passionate,
cheerful and inspiring. As a result, we found these color codes to design the final
concept.
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Emotional
Peaceful,
quieting,
refreshing

Color code
Green

Piece name
Back of body
and

Subduing, sober
Excitement
Passionate
Cheerful

Blue
Red
Orange
Yellow

Body
Circle light
Eye light
Star light

Tab. 10 – The selected colors and lights for product using color codes (Biren,1945.,Ibrahim and Sahari, 2015) .

5. Conclusion
This study was undertaken to find the effect of color for a respiratory rehabilitation
device, that its users are 3 to5 years old children with CF disease, who have different
conditions and psychological states in comparison with healthy children. We used
Gamification process to delineate the behavioral goal and found a solution for it.
After detecting the user’s emotional needs, color therapy rules were used to obtain
the color codes. Also we found characteristic forms, the most favorite shape by the
children who asked in Children's Medical Center in Tehran. So the final concept is
designed like a famous character, and the color’s codes is used. Children are
motivated to use this device, named “Chubby star” to earn more stars and awards.
Also they can compete with another users and play due to Chubby star.
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1. Introduction
Colours and lights have an influence on humans' mood and performance. Indeed, in
an indoor environment, walls and furniture colours affect the perception of the space
and induce different psychological states. In the scientific literature several
experiments have been addressed to study colour preferences and emotional effects,
also looking at different contexts and applications [1], [2]. Despite different adopted
methods and visual tasks, findings are generally in agreement in asserting that "cool
colours" as blue and green are relaxing, calming and peaceful, whereas "warm
colours" as red and yellow result activating and arousing [3], [4].
As it is well known, white light emitted by lamps and luminaires for ambient
lighting is characterized by a colour tone, expressed by means of the correlated
colour temperature (CCT). All experimental researches performed on circadian
effects of light demonstrate that cool light, rich in short wavelength radiations, has a
greater effect in terms of melatonin suppression rather than warm light, assuming
the same illuminance value at the eye's level. CCT is not a synthetic parameter able
to accurately quantify melatonin suppression, for example it roughly indicates that
when very high values are attained, corresponding to a bluish white, circadian
stimulus is high as well, once fixed the illuminance values. On the contrary warm
light, characterized by low CCT values and corresponding to a reddish white has a
lower impact, all other conditions being equal [5], [6].
Furthermore, researches confirmed that blue enriched light, i.e. light with a great
amount of short-wavelength radiations and CCT greater than 10000K has a positive
effect both on seasonal affective disorder (bright light reduces SAD symptoms) and
on cognitive performance in educational and office environments, stimulating
attention and alertness [7].
From the above considerations it seems that the choice of colours in indoor
environments, for both objects and light, should be done basing on physiological and
psychological effects on humans. Actually, things are much more complicated
because it should be also taken into account that, in the choice of colours for objects
and specifically industrial objects, social and cultural factors play a big role.
In the scientific literature, different approaches can be found: perceptual effects of
light and objects colours, non visual effects of the light that reaches the eyes (which
in its turns depends both on the spectral power distribution of light sources and on
the optical spectral properties of objects and walls), colours choice for industrial
objects and indoor environments based on cultural and social aspects, often in order
to communicate a message or to attribute a meaning to a context.
Despite the presence of these different approaches which lead to different points of
view and to hardly comparable results, we must not forget that the design process is
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unique and that the final user, i.e. an observer in an indoor environment is not able
to distinguish between colour perception, visual and non visual effects of light as
well as messages that can be expressed by means of colour patterns, whatever the
application can be (office, shop, school, hospital, etc.). On the contrary, he globally
perceives the lit environment as pleasant or not and suitable or not for the specific
activity to be performed, irrespective of the specific strategy the designer could have
adopted.
Given these premises, it appears necessary to establish reciprocal acknowledgement
and interactions among the different disciplines involved in the decisional choices
for objects and light colours, and namely among researchers in medical science,
psychology, lighting design and industrial design. Aim of this paper is to discuss
these interactions, by comparing the different approaches, in order to find some
common grounds and develop integrated research activities.
2. Objects colours: identity and quality
Colour represents the first visible item of the identity of a product. It characterizes
the quality and therefore it is subject to a cultural complex assessment, which over
the years has been substantially changed [8].
The approach to colour should then be framed within the more general definition of
industrial product quality.
For decades, the idea of product quality was associated exclusively to aspects of
performance. Over time the increase of the cultural dimension in all production
activities and consumption patterns shifted the focus towards more complex aspects
and less immediate than those purely functional in defining the qualitative
components of a product.
The identity associated with the term quality have become the key concepts of the
contemporary world [9]. These two terms have undermined the concepts of accuracy
and objectivity that had characterized the early industrialization [10].
From this point of view, colour is the first element of identity of a product and that is
what it delivers, more than any other factor, from a historical and cultural point of
view.
A first phase of motivation in colours choice is related to the need for early
industrialization in series. Historically since the second half of the 18th century until
early 20th century, the dominant thinking, which defined the principles of quality of
the product, was the scientific rationalist one. It corresponded to qualitative
principles related to the values of serialism, primary functionality and economy.
The role attributed to the choice of colours in the production in this period of
history, can be synthesized from a famous phrase of one of the protagonists of mass
production and the same assembly line, the American industrialist Henry Ford. He
summarized with the following sentence the need to limit the colour choices to be
able to adapt their production processes to simplify early industrialization: "Any
colour in the choices of a car is permissible, as long as it's black".
Colour is an effective tool for a symbolic historical contextualization of industrial
production. It was precisely through the peremptory affirmation of Henry Ford,
about the lack of other choices that were not only black ones in buying first cars,
which they debuted the first theoretical formulations of those principles of
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standardization at the base of mass production.
The monochrome trend in the early industrialization of mass, the one of Fordism,
launched a message to product longevity, opposed to the polychromy transience
which expressed the rise, in the same period, of the fashion phenomenology.
However, it is precisely around the expressive power of colour that the gradual
overcoming of Fordism occurred, replaced by a plurality of languages, certainly less
conformist and authoritarian, coming from the first mass production.
Attention to the chromatic expression has gradually focused toward the search for an
interaction between user and product that has been a central point of the various
theories of colour, starting from the one by Johannes Itten and the painter and his
student Josef Albers who, in order to summarize this process, introduced the concept
of "epidermis of materials"[11]. These ideas have guided the design research more
and more towards the objects surface, for the definition of which colour provides a
fundamental contribution.
Since the first half of the 20th century, just starting from Itten's colour research
within the Bauhaus educational programs, a specific attention to colour themes in
industrial production was confirmed. A very interesting field in which these
transformations can be observed is the typewriters’ one.
At the beginning of the mechanization of writing, between the tens and twenties of
the last century, we find machines with some common features in all production:
strong mechanical standardization and the exclusive use of the fired enameled black
colour for the frame [12].
When in the early 1930s many European engineering industries decided to launch
the first portable typewriter for private users, the first tangible sign of this little
revolution was assigned just to colour. To the traditional and exclusive black of the
first series, a wide variety in the choice of colours was added. In 1932, for example,
Olivetti launched his first laptop for home use, the MP!, it was built in seven
colours: red, blue, light blue, brown, green, grey and ivory.
The first customization in industrial production season started, through an
exemption to the traditional semantic functional reliability principles identified in
the absolute monochromatism of earlier machines.
The small mechanics began to enter homes through the lightness of colour, by
adapting to the variability of domestic furniture.
The first portable Olivetti of the thirties and forties will follow the Nizzoli’s “Letter
22”, which will be one of the Italian design icons in the 1950s. Nevertheless, it is
thanks to the post-rationalist revolution of the sixties that the product
hyperchromatization was used as a metaphor for the youthful revolution.
In 1968, the “Valentine” by Ettore Sottsass and Perry King represents the most
evident case of POP culture chromatic exacerbation.
In “Valentine” red colour for the Italian market and blue and green colours for the
French and German ones, are no longer simple interchangeable layered patinas, as in
previous models, but become congenital elements for the object. An initial factor
around which the real product identity is built and that introduces an original
position between a domestic dimension and a “new nomadism” one. For the first
time, the industrial object, like any other accessory for clothing, adheres to the world
of production and at the same time to the one of communication [13].
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This opens a road, which leads to present days, where the translucent white colour
and the brushed aluminium of Jonathan Ive’s Apple products finishing is the main
iconic brand identity element and, more than any other, is the true image of
modernity [14].
It is due to this ideological character assumed by colour in relation to the product, it
is through this subject that it is possible to recognize the border in industrial
production between the product and the Brand.
By studying the ways how space, from physical matter becomes the privileged place
of brand communication, it can be stressed that colour represents the matter that
formalizes this step, and that can be interpreted as threshold point between the
abstract and the real physical space.
The chromatic experience allows us to understand the first transformation of goods,
from necessary objects for basic needs to desire dreams objects.
About in the mid-19th century in Paris, with the Passages, indoor malls were crated.
A busy social area with shops, cafés and theatres. Here the skylights, covered with
thin layers of glass filtering the natural light, emitted a bluish colour cast that
surrounded people, goods and architectures, placing spaces and products in an
immaterial and dreamlike dimension.
After this first example, which Vanni Codeluppi defines "the spectacle of the
goods"[15], the chromatic sign brand connotation was affirmed. Colour, owing to its
mnemonic strength, has always been, starting from primary red Coca Cola, and
together with the logo, the main element of brand recognition. In addition, colour is
one of the elements around which a brand name in a shop is characterized.
The “Ferrari” stores are inevitably configured through a profusion of red. All the
components, from the exterior signs to the interior shelves and display units, are
linked by the colour that best represents the synthesis of Ferrari's identity.
However, the use of colour, in the symbolism of the Brand, can follow other ways.
The history of Prada starts with a store, opened in 1913 in Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele II: there Mario Prada used to sell his exclusive collections of handbags,
luggage and accessories. The chromatic characterization of retail spaces, since their
origins, is obtained by means of a particular tone of light green, absolutely unusual
for such environments, but in this extravagant peculiarity is the distinguishing
feature since the first boutique, up to the current single-brand Prada. An element
which is inseparable from brand identity, a shade that is in good agreement with the
minimalism and understatement pursued by the brand.
A last example, perhaps the most radical and conceptual use of colour in commercial
spaces, can be provided by Martin Margiela.
Here, in tune with garments seeking a strongly experimental aesthetics, the spaces
are characterized by the exclusive use of white.
A monochrome layer wraps the various boutiques around the world. All different
but at the same time, all consistent and identical somehow, through the simple
device of monochrome. Iconographic usage of white in all its nuances, from milk
white to ivory to white-grey, successful, better than any other spatial solution to
represent those values of discretion and abstraction that underpin brand identity.
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3. Light and objects colours
As interior objects and walls colours are concerned, architects and interior designers
should take into account lighting, both for its spatial and spectral characteristics.
Despite human visual system is characterized by a good “colour constancy”, this is
true especially for daylight whereas, in presence of electric light, sources SPDs can
sometimes significantly affect colour perception. Indeed, light stimuli that reach the
eyes are a combination of sources SPDs and materials spectral reflectance and
transmittance; however, this is not sufficient to predict how the colours are
perceived and if they appear pleasant and realistic or not. The visual context in
which objects are observed has a big influence in their perception, as well as human
visual system adaptation.
In the lighting design practice, light sources chromatic characteristic are synthetized
by means of two main parameters: correlated colour temperature (CCT) and colour
rendering index (CRI). Before LEDs diffusion, they were quite indicative and useful
for lighting designers in determining their choices, but at today, given the great
availability of different spectra, they are put under discussion.
What we call “white light”, emitted by natural and electrical sources, is the light
commonly emitted by primary sources which is rich in all visible wavelengths in
order to properly allow human to see objects and colours in the surrounding
environment. As already noticed, each light source is characterized by a spectral
power distribution (SPD), corresponding to a colour tone and to a CCT. Spectra rich
in short wavelengths in the visible range are characterized by high CCTs (cool
light), whereas spectra rich in long wavelengths correspond to low CCTs (warm
light). Daylight is characterized by different CCTs, depending on solar position on
the sky vault, cloudiness, and if considering only sky or sun or both. D65 standard
daylight illuminant CCT is 6500 K, whereas north blue sky CCT is between
10000K-20000K and, if considering sunset/sunrise light very low CCT values are
attained, around 3000K. As typical indoor electric light sources are concerned,
incandescent halogen lamps CCT values range between 2700K - 3000K, fluorescent
lamps are available at different CCTs, between 2700 K and 6500 K as well as LED
sources, which can reach even higher values (7500 K). Moreover white tuning LED
light sources currently available allow to change SPDs according to users'
preferences or to change other conditions, such as light scenes, time of the day,
illuminance levels, etc. However white tuning systems are more expensive than
fixed ones and sometimes it's not so easy to properly program CCTs changes. In
designing an indoor lighting system, besides luminaires dimensioning and
photometric choices, CCT is a topic of concern. in 1941 Kruithof [16] established
correlations between illuminances and preferred CCTs, and more recently, Viénot et
al. [17] demonstrated that, with LED sources characterized by very high CRIs, most
results are in agreement with original Kruithof’s findings, but with some exceptions.
These differences seem to be linked to the different light technologies that today
allow to obtain very continuous spectra and very high CRI and these findings
demonstrate that more researches are necessary. Moreover, since LEDs advent,
colour rendering index (CRI) revealed some shortcomings and for this reason new
indexes were proposed as in [18], [19] and a CIE Technical Committee (TC 1-90)
was established in order to produce the Technical Report “CIE 2017 Colour Fidelity
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Index for accurate scientific use”. At the same time researches from all over the
world proposed other indexes useful to describe the “colour quality” of a light
source. Among them we have Gamut Area Index (GAI) [20], Feeling of Contrast
Index (FCI)[21], memory colours [22], etc. and another CIE Technical Committee
(TC1-91) was established with the task to investigate specifically about colour
quality of light sources and namely LED light sources. From some of these
researches for example it was proven that people in general prefer lighting that
increase saturation, whereas changes in hue are not too much appreciated [23]. From
the above considerations it can be stressed that, when speaking of “colour of light”,
many aspects are involved and that the final effect is done by the combination of
light and spectral properties of materials. As already expressed, illuminance values
affect colour perception, as well as colour contrasts and chromatic patterns of the
surrounding environment. For this reason researches are today being performed
regarding different environments (offices, industries, museums…), but with very
different methodologies and not very comparable results. The question is: “given the
great availability of spectra, what is the best light for a given environment?”. But at
the same time: “what are the best colours for objects and walls in a given
environment?”.
These two questions cannot be formulated separately, probably a better question is
“what is the best combination of light and objects colours?”. The possible answers
are not easy, because if on one side cultural and social choices are performed, on the
other material and lighting technologies offer new capabilities.
Even with an attempt of a brutal simplification, for example in the choice of “warm”
and “cool” colours both for objects and for light, many contradictions arise: red
colour, for example is often associated to danger and alerting, whereas blue-green
colours are chosen in hospitals walls because inducing peacefulness and calmness
feelings.
However, considering also non visual effects of light, which will better examined in
the following section, it has been proven that, under the same other conditions, cool
light sources are more effective than warm ones in melatonin suppression [24].
Furthermore Viola et al.[7] demonstrated that exposure to blue-enriched white light
during daytime workhours improves subjective alertness, performance, and evening
fatigue. Physiology of vision, effects of light on health and psychological aspects are
to be considered as well, and easy results are not so immediate…
4. Visual and non visual effects of light stimuli
Visual and nonvisual effects of light occur by stimulating different parts of the eyebrain system. In the case of vision, light falling on objects activates a phototransduction process, photoreceptors at retina transform the physical signal into an
electrochemical signal, which then activate the neural vision process.
Specific properties of the objects also determine the characteristics of the light
which activates the eye-brain system.
The final product of vision is what is called “perception”, physical properties of the
external world are “seen” as objects by the brain. Perception is acquired using both
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intensity variation of the light and its spectral variation leading respectively
information on luminance and chromatic characteristics [25].
Sensitivity to luminance and chromatic characteristics are advantageous for an
organism, allowing information helpful in a visually noisy environment (Primates
have three different types of light-sensitive cone cells, instead of two as in other
mammals, that allow a better colour discrimination). Furthermore, colour vision
gives what are probably the most important signals for the psychological
characterization of the perceived object. Colour gives information about vital
signals, sexual signals for reproduction, as well as information on health and
emotional states.
The non visual signal is central for the synchronization to the external timing of light
and dark, which organizes life and behavior of the living species, photoreception is
substantially different from the vision which utilize rods and cones and a
photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) that contain the photopigment
(melanopsin) is responsible for the light information, recently additional roles for
ipRGCs in brightness discrimination and contrast detection have been also described
in [26].
These cells are able to incorporate light signals over extended period of time
resulting in an increased sensitivity during prolonged light stimulation.
ipRGCs are most sensitive to wavelengths that are in the blue region (λ max = 482–
484 nm) of the light spectrum close to the light spectrum (λ max = 459 nm)
responsible for melatonin suppression.
Current light environment however differs radically from the one animal species and
our ancestors experienced during evolution.
The most dramatic changes occurred at the end of the nineteenth century with the
introduction of electric light that has produced an artificial prolongation of the
natural daylight and the suppression of seasonal lighting cycle, with important
changes in human behavior and physiology [27].
Furthermore in recent years the “artificial light revolution” together with the
progressive reduction of the natural light exposure due to energy saving building
design, has produced a significant variation of the natural 24 h light/dark cycle
leading to around-the-clock artificial lighting that differs markedly in spectrum,
intensity and temporal patterns compared to natural lighting.
Daytime sunlight is necessary for circadian clock synchronization as well as for
vitamin D synthesis, a regulator of several biological processes, and nighttime
darkness is also necessary for melatonin synthesis, the hormone which contribute to
regulate the physiological processes occurring within the so called biological night.
Thus the 24 h external day/night cycle synchronizes the suprachiasmatic nuclei that
regulate the circadian oscillation of human activity and rest [28].
Currently available light sources (LEDs) are often rich in short wavelengths in the
visible spectrum (improperly called “blue light”) and even low intensity of such blue
light is capable to attenuate or suppress melatonin synthesis producing a significant
sleep disturbance. This light spectrum, on the other hand is capable to reduce
sleepiness effect and thus can be used to alert subjects when this effect is necessary.
Effects of different wavelength lights have been investigated in monochromatic light
exposure paradigms. Lockley et al. reported increased cognitive performance, and
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decreased signs of both physiological (EEG slow waves) and psychological
sleepiness following 6.5h of monochromatic light exposure. Light at 460nm
(”Blue”) induced a greater alerting response and melatonin suppression magnitude
compared to monochromatic light exposure at 555 nm (“Green”). The frequencyspecific changes in the waking EEG indicate that short-wavelength light is a
powerful agent that immediately attenuates the negative effects of both homeostatic
sleep pressure and the circadian drive for sleep on alertness, performance, and the
ability to sustain attention [29].
Phipps-Nelson et al. found that low intensity (1 lx) “Blue” light (λ= 460nm) was
able to suppress slow wave delta (1.0 – 4.5 Hz) and theta (4.5-8 Hz) and to improve
PVT performance and to reduce slow eye movement during night time compared
to bright light and “Red” light (λ= 640nm) of same intensity levels. According to
these authors, low intensity, blue light can be applied to situations where it is
desirable to increase alertness but not practical or appropriate to use bright light,
such as certain occupational settings [30].
Sahin and Figueiro found that “Red” light (λmax = 630nm) exposure in the middle
of the afternoon can induce reduction of slow theta-alpha power activity compared
with a dark condition, suggesting that light can be used to increase alertness in the
afternoon, close to the post-lunch dip hours, and that acute melatonin suppression
(as occurs with the blue light) is not needed to elicit an alerting effect in humans
[31].
Non visual effects of light can be analyzed by measuring or calculating spectral
irradiances at the eyes level and, especially in indoor environments, they depend not
only on light sources SPDs but also on spectral reflectances of walls and furniture:
in other words they depend also on walls and furniture colours. As a general rule, in
order to achieve very comfortable visual conditions, it's recommended to avoid that
direct light from light sources strikes on observers' eyes, so often indirect light, as a
result of multiple reflections, assumes a relevant role in affecting spectral irradiances
at the eyes level. In table 1, eye level CCTs with different front wall colours
obtained by measured spectral irradiances, are reported, for LED sources with
different nominal CCTs. More details about this experiment are reported in [32].
Table 1 Average eye level correlated colour temperature [K]

Wall colour
White
Yellow
Light blue
Pink
Violet
Peach
Pale Blue

Light scenes CCTs
CCT = 2700 K

CCT = 3000 K

CCT = 4500 K

CCT = 6500 K

2502
2453
2585
2507
2438
2475
2554

2839
2772
2942
2858
2759
2800
2900

4087
3936
4286
4212
3974
4019
4195

5469
5197
5825
5824
5342
5390
5623

As it can be observed, CCT values corresponding to the white wall are always
intermediate between those with the yellow wall (low values) and those
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corresponding to the light blue wall (high values). Eye level CCTs variations, for
each light source depend on walls spectral reflectances and they affect circadian
stimuli as well. It must be considered that colours were changed only in one vertical
wall. Floor, ceiling and the other vertical walls all neutral grey remained unchanged.
Obviously both visual and non visual effects of light depend also on intensity
besides SPDs. Indeed, the choice of surfaces and furniture colours with different
reflectance factors affect the amount of light reaching the eye. Light colours for
walls are to be preferred for most applications, in order to increase adaptation
luminance and illuminances both for visual comfort and energy saving.

5. Conclusions
When we look at an object located in an environment, the colours of both these
components should be considered, since the object must transmit a message and the
environment has a specified identity. The light stimuli at the eye are given by the
radiations coming from the object and those from the surroundings (context). In this
phase, lighting (i.e. primary sources) assumes a relevant role as well as spectral
optical properties of the lit surfaces. Given these stimuli, human visual system
performs an adaptation involving eyes’ components (pupil diameter, rods and cones
pigmentation or de-pigmentation, lens thickness, etc.), sensorial cells (rods, cones,
ipRGCs) transduce these stimuli into electric signals and neuro-transmitter cells
send these signals, properly processed, to the brain cortex. Through very complex
mechanisms these signals are sent to different brain and body areas, for different
purposes, among them circadian rhythms regulation or activation, also creating the
perception of the object and its surroundings, involving different cognitive activities.
So, physical stimuli (light) coming from the surrounding environment are processed
by the eye-brain system in multiple ways in order to guarantee survival and for other
secondary purposes. This can be the reason why light signals, received by different
areas, could induce contrasting effects: a cool light could be “melatonin
suppressing”, throughout ipRGCs-SCN pathway, but at the same time being
perceived as relaxing throughout the eye-brain cognitive processes. This complexity
is accentuated by personal experiences as well as by subjective cultural and social
backgrounds.
For these reasons, when approaching the theme of the choice of objects and light
colours for indoor environments in order to obtain proper visual conditions, enhance
human performances, regulate circadian rhythms, satisfy esthetical, cultural and
social expectations, it is very difficult to find easy solutions that fulfill all the
requirements and at the same time result satisfactory for most people. As for all
complex problems, a deep knowledge of each of the factors that concur to a good
environmental quality as far as visual aspects are concerned, is straightforward.
Indeed, these factors involve very different branches of knowledge, as medical
science, psychology, interior design, lighting design, materials technology and
lighting technology. Considering only some of these acknowledgements and
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neglecting the others could lead to great mistakes. One initial obstacle is that
nomenclature and language for the different branches sometimes strongly differ,
creating communication problems despite, on the other side, many intersections can
be detected and the same subject of study can be seen by different points of view
that, together, can better explain some phenomena or harmonize apparent contrasts
with the aim to propose methodologies aimed to really “human centric” design
solutions.
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